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The descriptions and specifications contained in this manual were in effect at the time this manual
was approved. FANUC America Corporation, hereinafter referred to as FANUC America, reserves
the right to discontinue models at any time or to change specifications or design without notice and
without incurring obligations.
FANUC America's manuals present descriptions, specifications, drawings, schematics, bills of
material, parts, connections and/or procedures for installing, disassembling, connecting, operating
and programming FANUC America Corporation's products and/or systems. Such systems consist of
robots, extended axes, robot controllers, application software, the KAREL® programming language,
INSIGHT® vision equipment, and special tools.
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Warning
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and if not installed and used in accordance with the instruction manual,
may cause interference to radio communications. As temporarily
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limits for Class A computing devices pursuant to subpart J of Part 15 of
FCC Rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against
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likely to cause interference, in which case the user, at his own expense,
will be required to take whatever measure may be required to correct the
interference.
FANUC America conducts courses on its systems and products on a regularly scheduled basis at its
headquarters in Rochester Hills, Michigan. For additional information contact
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Patents
One or more of the following U.S. patents might be related to the FANUC America products described
in this manual.
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Conventions
This manual includes information essential to the safety of personnel, equipment, software, and data.
This information is indicated by headings and boxes in the text.
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Warning
Information appearing under WARNING concerns the protection of
personnel. It is boxed and in bold type to set it apart from other text.
Caution
Information appearing under CAUTION concerns the protection of equipment,
software, and data. It is boxed to set it apart from other text.

Note Information appearing next to NOTE concerns related information or useful hints.
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Safety
FANUC America Corporation is not and does not represent itself as an expert in safety systems, safety
equipment, or the specific safety aspects of your company and/or its work force. It is the responsibility
of the owner, employer, or user to take all necessary steps to guarantee the safety of all personnel in the
workplace.
The appropriate level of safety for your application and installation can best be determined by safety
system professionals. FANUC America Corporation therefore, recommends that each customer consult
with such professionals in order to provide a workplace that allows for the safe application, use, and
operation of FANUC America Corporation systems.
According to the industry standard ANSI/RIA R15-06, the owner or user is advised to consult the
standards to ensure compliance with its requests for Robotics System design, usability, operation,
maintenance, and service. Additionally, as the owner, employer, or user of a robotic system, it is your
responsibility to arrange for the training of the operator of a robot system to recognize and respond to
known hazards associated with your robotic system and to be aware of the recommended operating
procedures for your particular application and robot installation.
Ensure that the robot being used is appropriate for the application. Robots used in classified (hazardous)
locations must be certified for this use.
FANUC America Corporation therefore, recommends that all personnel who intend to operate,
program, repair, or otherwise use the robotics system be trained in an approved FANUC America
Corporation training course and become familiar with the proper operation of the system. Persons
responsible for programming the system-including the design, implementation, and debugging of
application programs-must be familiar with the recommended programming procedures for your
application and robot installation.
The following guidelines are provided to emphasize the importance of safety in the workplace.

CONSIDERING SAFETY FOR YOUR ROBOT INSTALLATION
Safety is essential whenever robots are used. Keep in mind the following factors with regard to safety:

• The safety of people and equipment
• Use of safety enhancing devices
• Techniques for safe teaching and manual operation of the robot(s)
• Techniques for safe automatic operation of the robot(s)
• Regular scheduled inspection of the robot and workcell
• Proper maintenance of the robot
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Keeping People Safe
The safety of people is always of primary importance in any situation. When applying safety measures
to your robotic system, consider the following:

• External devices
• Robot(s)
• Tooling
• Workpiece

Using Safety Enhancing Devices
Always give appropriate attention to the work area that surrounds the robot. The safety of the work
area can be enhanced by the installation of some or all of the following devices:

• Safety fences, barriers, or chains
• Light curtains
• Interlocks
• Pressure mats
• Floor markings
• Warning lights
• Mechanical stops
• EMERGENCY STOP buttons
• DEADMAN switches

Setting Up a Safe Workcell
A safe workcell is essential to protect people and equipment. Observe the following guidelines to
ensure that the workcell is set up safely. These suggestions are intended to supplement and not replace
existing federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and guidelines that pertain to safety.

• Sponsor your personnel for training in approved FANUC America Corporation training course(s)
related to your application. Never permit untrained personnel to operate the robots.

• Install a lockout device that uses an access code to prevent unauthorized persons from operating
the robot.

• Use anti-tie-down logic to prevent the operator from bypassing safety measures.
• Arrange the workcell so the operator faces the workcell and can see what is going on inside the cell.
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• Clearly identify the work envelope of each robot in the system with floor markings, signs, and
special barriers. The work envelope is the area defined by the maximum motion range of the
robot, including any tooling attached to the wrist flange that extend this range.

• Position all controllers outside the robot work envelope.
• Never rely on software or firmware based controllers as the primary safety element unless they
comply with applicable current robot safety standards.

• Mount an adequate number of EMERGENCY STOP buttons or switches within easy reach of the
operator and at critical points inside and around the outside of the workcell.

• Install flashing lights and/or audible warning devices that activate whenever the robot is operating,
that is, whenever power is applied to the servo drive system. Audible warning devices shall
exceed the ambient noise level at the end-use application.

• Wherever possible, install safety fences to protect against unauthorized entry by personnel into
the work envelope.

• Install special guarding that prevents the operator from reaching into restricted areas of the work
envelope.

• Use interlocks.
• Use presence or proximity sensing devices such as light curtains, mats, and capacitance and
vision systems to enhance safety.

• Periodically check the safety joints or safety clutches that can be optionally installed between the
robot wrist flange and tooling. If the tooling strikes an object, these devices dislodge, remove
power from the system, and help to minimize damage to the tooling and robot.

• Make sure all external devices are properly filtered, grounded, shielded, and suppressed to prevent
hazardous motion due to the effects of electro-magnetic interference (EMI), radio frequency
interference (RFI), and electro-static discharge (ESD).

• Make provisions for power lockout/tagout at the controller.
• Eliminate pinch points . Pinch points are areas where personnel could get trapped between a
moving robot and other equipment.

• Provide enough room inside the workcell to permit personnel to teach the robot and perform
maintenance safely.

• Program the robot to load and unload material safely.
• If high voltage electrostatics are present, be sure to provide appropriate interlocks, warning,
and beacons.

• If materials are being applied at dangerously high pressure, provide electrical interlocks for
lockout of material flow and pressure.
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Staying Safe While Teaching or Manually Operating the Robot
Advise all personnel who must teach the robot or otherwise manually operate the robot to observe the
following rules:

• Never wear watches, rings, neckties, scarves, or loose clothing that could get caught in moving
machinery.

• Know whether or not you are using an intrinsically safe teach pendant if you are working in
a hazardous environment.

• Before teaching, visually inspect the robot and work envelope to make sure that no potentially
hazardous conditions exist. The work envelope is the area defined by the maximum motion range
of the robot. These include tooling attached to the wrist flange that extends this range.

• The area near the robot must be clean and free of oil, water, or debris. Immediately report unsafe
working conditions to the supervisor or safety department.

• FANUC America Corporation recommends that no one enter the work envelope of a robot that
is on, except for robot teaching operations. However, if you must enter the work envelope, be
sure all safeguards are in place, check the teach pendant DEADMAN switch for proper operation,
and place the robot in teach mode. Take the teach pendant with you, turn it on, and be prepared
to release the DEADMAN switch. Only the person with the teach pendant should be in the
work envelope.
Warning
Never bypass, strap, or otherwise deactivate a safety device, such as
a limit switch, for any operational convenience. Deactivating a safety
device is known to have resulted in serious injury and death.

• Know the path that can be used to escape from a moving robot; make sure the escape path is
never blocked.

• Isolate the robot from all remote control signals that can cause motion while data is being taught.
• Test any program being run for the first time in the following manner:
Warning
Stay outside the robot work envelope whenever a program is being
run. Failure to do so can result in injury.
— Using a low motion speed, single step the program for at least one full cycle.
— Using a low motion speed, test run the program continuously for at least one full cycle.
— Using the programmed speed, test run the program continuously for at least one full cycle.

• Make sure all personnel are outside the work envelope before running production.
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Staying Safe During Automatic Operation
Advise all personnel who operate the robot during production to observe the following rules:

• Make sure all safety provisions are present and active.
• Know the entire workcell area. The workcell includes the robot and its work envelope, plus the
area occupied by all external devices and other equipment with which the robot interacts.

• Understand the complete task the robot is programmed to perform before initiating automatic
operation.

• Make sure all personnel are outside the work envelope before operating the robot.
• Never enter or allow others to enter the work envelope during automatic operation of the robot.
• Know the location and status of all switches, sensors, and control signals that could cause the
robot to move.

• Know where the EMERGENCY STOP buttons are located on both the robot control and external
control devices. Be prepared to press these buttons in an emergency.

• Never assume that a program is complete if the robot is not moving. The robot could be waiting
for an input signal that will permit it to continue activity.

• If the robot is running in a pattern, do not assume it will continue to run in the same pattern.
• Never try to stop the robot, or break its motion, with your body. The only way to stop robot
motion immediately is to press an EMERGENCY STOP button located on the controller panel,
teach pendant, or emergency stop stations around the workcell.

Staying Safe During Inspection
When inspecting the robot, be sure to

• Turn off power at the controller.
• Lock out and tag out the power source at the controller according to the policies of your plant.
• Turn off the compressed air source and relieve the air pressure.
• If robot motion is not needed for inspecting the electrical circuits, press the EMERGENCY
STOP button on the operator panel.

• Never wear watches, rings, neckties, scarves, or loose clothing that could get caught in moving
machinery.

• If power is needed to check the robot motion or electrical circuits, be prepared to press the
EMERGENCY STOP button, in an emergency.

• Be aware that when you remove a servomotor or brake, the associated robot arm will fall if it is
not supported or resting on a hard stop. Support the arm on a solid support before you release
the brake.
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Staying Safe During Maintenance
When performing maintenance on your robot system, observe the following rules:

• Never enter the work envelope while the robot or a program is in operation.
• Before entering the work envelope, visually inspect the workcell to make sure no potentially
hazardous conditions exist.

• Never wear watches, rings, neckties, scarves, or loose clothing that could get caught in moving
machinery.

• Consider all or any overlapping work envelopes of adjoining robots when standing in a work
envelope.

• Test the teach pendant for proper operation before entering the work envelope.
• If it is necessary for you to enter the robot work envelope while power is turned on, you must be
sure that you are in control of the robot. Be sure to take the teach pendant with you, press the
DEADMAN switch, and turn the teach pendant on. Be prepared to release the DEADMAN switch
to turn off servo power to the robot immediately.

• Whenever possible, perform maintenance with the power turned off. Before you open the
controller front panel or enter the work envelope, turn off and lock out the 3-phase power source
at the controller.

• Be aware that an applicator bell cup can continue to spin at a very high speed even if the robot is
idle. Use protective gloves or disable bearing air and turbine air before servicing these items.

• Be aware that when you remove a servomotor or brake, the associated robot arm will fall if it is
not supported or resting on a hard stop. Support the arm on a solid support before you release
the brake.
Warning
Lethal voltage is present in the controller WHENEVER IT IS
CONNECTED to a power source. Be extremely careful to avoid
electrical shock. HIGH VOLTAGE IS PRESENT at the input side
whenever the controller is connected to a power source. Turning the
disconnect or circuit breaker to the OFF position removes power from
the output side of the device only.

• Release or block all stored energy. Before working on the pneumatic system, shut off the system
air supply and purge the air lines.

• Isolate the robot from all remote control signals. If maintenance must be done when the power
is on, make sure the person inside the work envelope has sole control of the robot. The teach
pendant must be held by this person.

• Make sure personnel cannot get trapped between the moving robot and other equipment. Know the
path that can be used to escape from a moving robot. Make sure the escape route is never blocked.
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• Use blocks, mechanical stops, and pins to prevent hazardous movement by the robot. Make sure
that such devices do not create pinch points that could trap personnel.
Warning
Do not try to remove any mechanical component from the robot
before thoroughly reading and understanding the procedures in the
appropriate manual. Doing so can result in serious personal injury
and component destruction.

• Be aware that when you remove a servomotor or brake, the associated robot arm will fall if it is
not supported or resting on a hard stop. Support the arm on a solid support before you release
the brake.

• When replacing or installing components, make sure dirt and debris do not enter the system.
• Use only specified parts for replacement. To avoid fires and damage to parts in the controller,
never use nonspecified fuses.

• Before restarting a robot, make sure no one is inside the work envelope; be sure that the robot and
all external devices are operating normally.

KEEPING MACHINE TOOLS AND EXTERNAL DEVICES SAFE
Certain programming and mechanical measures are useful in keeping the machine tools and other
external devices safe. Some of these measures are outlined below. Make sure you know all associated
measures for safe use of such devices.

Programming Safety Precautions
Implement the following programming safety measures to prevent damage to machine tools and
other external devices.

• Back-check limit switches in the workcell to make sure they do not fail.
• Implement “failure routines” in programs that will provide appropriate robot actions if an external
device or another robot in the workcell fails.

• Use handshaking protocol to synchronize robot and external device operations.
• Program the robot to check the condition of all external devices during an operating cycle.
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Mechanical Safety Precautions
Implement the following mechanical safety measures to prevent damage to machine tools and other
external devices.

• Make sure the workcell is clean and free of oil, water, and debris.
• Use DCS (Dual Check Safety), software limits, limit switches, and mechanical hardstops to
prevent undesired movement of the robot into the work area of machine tools and external devices.

KEEPING THE ROBOT SAFE
Observe the following operating and programming guidelines to prevent damage to the robot.

Operating Safety Precautions
The following measures are designed to prevent damage to the robot during operation.

• Use a low override speed to increase your control over the robot when jogging the robot.
• Visualize the movement the robot will make before you press the jog keys on the teach pendant.
• Make sure the work envelope is clean and free of oil, water, or debris.
• Use circuit breakers to guard against electrical overload.

Programming Safety Precautions
The following safety measures are designed to prevent damage to the robot during programming:

• Establish interference zones to prevent collisions when two or more robots share a work area.
• Make sure that the program ends with the robot near or at the home position.
• Be aware of signals or other operations that could trigger operation of tooling resulting in personal
injury or equipment damage.

• In dispensing applications, be aware of all safety guidelines with respect to the dispensing
materials.
Note Any deviation from the methods and safety practices described in this manual must conform
to the approved standards of your company. If you have questions, see your supervisor.

xxx

QUICK REFERENCE
Quick Reference Overview
The flowcharts in this section contain steps that will help you set up and use your system. These
flowcharts do not include all the features and advanced functions that your application tool offers,
however, they provide a basic framework for successfully implementing your particular program.
Use this section as a quick reference guide to help you locate information in the manual. Refer to the
appropriate section for more detailed information.
Conditions
Be sure that the following conditions are met before using the flowcharts:

• The robot is installed and all surrounding equipment is placed properly. Refer to the Mechanical
Unit Operator’s Manual, specific for your robot, for more information.

• All interfaces are connected properly, including emergency stop circuits. Refer to the Controller
Maintenance Manual for more information.

• If you are using PalletTool, the gripper is installed and wired properly. Refer to the Controller
Maintenance Manual for more information.

• The application software is loaded and configured for the correct hardware. Refer to the Software
Installation Manual or the Software Installation Startup Guide for more information.

• The robot is mastered properly. Refer to the Mechanical Unit Operator’s Manual for more
information.
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PalletTool Quick Reference Flow Chart
Figure 1. Flow-1 . PalletTool Quick Reference Flow Chart (1)
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Figure 2. Flow-2 PalletTool Quick Reference Flow Chart (2)
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PalletTool
Figure 3. iPendant Keys
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1.1 OVERVIEW
The robot system consists of the robot (mechanical unit), the SYSTEM R-30iB Plus controller
(referred to as the R-30iB Plus controller, controller, or robot controller), and FANUC software. Due
to the variation of robotic applications, FANUC makes a variety of robot mechanical units that will
work with the R-30iB Plus controller.
Figure 1–1 displays an example robot system: the robot and controller. Your system layout might vary
depending on the kind of equipment you are using. Each of the items called out in Figure 1–1 are
described in more detail further in this chapter.
Figure 1–1. Example System Overview

1.2 ROBOT
1.2.1 Robot Overview
A robot is a series of mechanical links driven by servomotors. The area at each junction between the
links is a joint, or axis . The first three axes make up the major axes. The last three axes are the minor
axes. A robot is classified by the number of linear and rotational axes.
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The major axes (1, 2, and 3) and minor axes (4, 5, and 6) move the tooling at the end of the robot arm.
The movements are rotational twisting, up-and-down, and side-to-side motions.
The major axes and minor axes are shown in Figure 1–2 .
Figure 1–2. Major and Minor Axes

1.2.2 Robot Models
A variety of FANUC robot models can be used. Contact your FANUC representative for more
information about the kinds of robots you can use.

1.2.3 HandlingTool End-of-Arm Tooling (EOAT)
If you are using HandlingTool with the PalletTool option , single and double case grippers are
available as options. Figure 1–3 and Figure 1–4 show examples of the kinds of grippers you might
use with PalletTool.
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Figure 1–3. Finger Type Gripper

Figure 1–4. Vacuum Type Gripper

1.3 CONTROLLER
1.3.1 Controller Overview
The controller contains the power supply, operator controls, control circuitry, and memory that direct
the operation and motion of the robot and communication with external devices. You control the
robot using a teach pendant or an operator panel.
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Some systems contain an optional user operator panel (UOP) that provides a remote user interface
to the controller.
The motion system directs robot motion for all robot axes, including any extended axes and up
to seven additional motion groups.
Controller memory stores the software in addition to any user-defined programs and data.
The controller is shown in Figure 1–5 and Figure 1–6 .
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Figure 1–5. R-30iB Plus A-Cabinet Controller
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Figure 1–6. R-30iB Plus B-Cabinet Controller
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The controller can communicate with a variety of devices. Its I/O system provides an interface
between the system software through I/O signals to external devices. Remote I/O interfaces allow the
controller to send signals to a remote device over a single cable.

1.3.2 iPendant
The teach pendant is a hand-held operator interface device that displays the software menus. It is
connected to the controller via a cable that plugs into either the EMERGENCY STOP board inside the
controller or, if it is a disconnectable teach pendant, to the operator panel.
The teach pendant is the device you use to

• Move (jog) the robot
• Perform Initial and End of Arm Tooling Setup
• Run Tutorials
• Set up your application
• Create and edit programs
• Test programs
• Set up production
• Check status
• Perform manual functions
• Configure the application
• Access diagnostic tools (optional)
• Access Internet/intranet websites (optional)

1.3.3 Standard Operator Panel
The operator panel contains buttons, keyswitches, and connector ports and is part of the controller.
Refer to the “Status Displays and Indicators” section of your application-specific Setup and
Operations Manual for information on operator panel status indicators.
See Figure 1–7 and Figure 1–8 .
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Figure 1–7. R-30iB Plus A Cabinet Operator Panel

Figure 1–8. R-30iB Plus B Cabinet Operator Panel
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1.3.4 MODE SELECT Switch
The MODE SELECT switch is a keyswitch installed on the controller operator panel. You use the
MODE SELECT switch to select the most appropriate way to operate the robot, depending on the
conditions and situation. The operation modes are AUTO, T1, and T2. See Figure 1–9 .
Figure 1–9. Mode Select Switch

When you change the mode using the MODE SELECT switch, the robot is paused and a message
indicating which mode is selected is displayed at the top of the teach pendant screen. This message
will be overwritten by status or error messages during operation. The mode that is currently selected
is displayed immediately below the first message, and remains displayed. For example, if T1 mode is
selected, you will see a screen similar to the following:

SYST-038 Operation mode T1 Selected
TEST1
LINE 9999 T1 PAUSED
UTILITIES Hints
JOINT 10 %

You can lock the keyswitch in the AUTO or T1 modes by removing the key from the switch. You
cannot remove the key from the keyswitch when the key is in the T2 position.
Note If you change the mode from T1 or T2 to AUTO and the DEADMAN switch is pressed, a system
error will occur and the mode will not change to AUTO until the DEADMAN switch is released
Note When an invalid combination is detected by the MODE SELECT switch, programs can be
activated only from the teach pendant and the robot cannot operate at speeds of more than 250 mm/s.
If a program is being executed at that time, it is forcibly terminated. Refer to the description of the
SYST-037 error message for more information.
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The operation modes you can select using the MODE SELECT switch are described in the following
sections.
T1 (<250mm/s): Test Mode 1
Program activation - Programs can be activated from the teach pendant only. However, programs
can be activated only when the teach pendant is enabled and when the DEADMAN switch is in the
center position.
Robot speed

• During Cartesian jogging, Cartesian speed is less than 250 mm/sec and joint speed is less than
10% of the maximum joint speed.

• During joint jogging, face plate speed is less than 250 mm/sec.
• During program test run at 100% override, the robot's speed will be the program speed if the
program speed is below theT1 mode safe speed . T1 mode safe speed is defined as 250 mm/sec for
TCP and 10% of maximum joint speeds. If the program speed is above the T1 mode safe speed,
robot motion will be executed at the T1 mode safe speed. With lower overrides, the robot speed is
reduced proportionally according to the override setting.
Safety equipment - The safety fence is bypassed.
Locking the mode - You can lock the switch in T1 mode by removing the key from the switch.
Possible errors

• If you turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to OFF when the switch is in T1 mode, the robot
stops and an error message is displayed. To remove the error, turn the teach pendant ON/OFF
switch to ON and press RESET.

• If you have set the singularity stop system variable, $PARAM_GROUP[n].$T1T2_SNGSTP, to
TRUE, the robot will stop at singularity points while in T1 mode. If you change the value of this
variable, you must turn the controller off and then on again for the change to take effect.
T2 (100%): Test Mode 2
Program activation - Programs can be activated from the teach pendant only. However, programs
can be activated only when the teach pendant is enabled and the DEADMAN switch is in the center
position.
Robot speed

• During Cartesian jogging, Cartesian speed is less than 250 mm/sec and joint speed is less than
10% of the maximum joint speed.

• During joint jogging, face plate speed is less than 250 mm/sec.
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• During program test run, full program speed is allowed, and the override can be changed from
low to 100%.
Safety equipment - The safety fence is bypassed.
Locking the mode - You cannot lock the switch in T2. You cannot remove the key from the switch in
this mode.
Possible errors

• If you turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to OFF when the switch is in T2 mode, the robot
stops and an error message is displayed. To remove the error, turn the teach pendant ON/OFF
switch to ON and press RESET.

• If you have set the singularity stop system variable, $PARAM_GROUP[n].$T1T2_SNGSTP, to
TRUE, the robot will stop at singularity points while in T2 mode. If you change the value of this
variable, you must turn the controller off then on again for the change to take effect.

AUTO: Automatic Mode
Program activation - You must select AUTO mode and satisfy all other required conditions to
enable the activation of programs from remote devices connected through the peripheral I/O. When
the switch is in AUTO mode, you cannot start programs using the teach pendant. Refer to the “Test
Cycle” section in the “Testing a Program and Running Production” chapter.
Robot speed - The robot can be operated at the specified maximum speed.
Safety equipment - The safety fence is monitored. If the safety fence is opened during program
execution ( Figure 1–10 ):

• Case [1] - If the robot deceleration time is less than the hardware timer, then the robot will
decelerate to a stop. This is a controlled stop. When the robot stops, servo power OFF is initiated.

• Case [2] - If the robot deceleration time is greater than the hardware timer, then the robot will
decelerate for the duration of the hardware timer and then stop abruptly when the hardware timer
expires. When the hardware timer expires, servo power is turned OFF.
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Figure 1–10. Effect of Opening the Safety Fence While in AUTO Mode

The system variable $PARAM_GROUP.$LC_QST P_ENB defines whether the condition specified by
the condition monitor (condition handler) function will be triggered during robot deceleration. By
default, the condition, if it exists, is triggered during deceleration ($LC_QSTP_ENB = TRUE). When
$LC_QSTP_ENB = FALSE, a condition, if it exists, is not triggered during deceleration.
Refer to the System Software Reference Manual for more information on these system variables
Locking the mode - You can lock the switch in AUTO mode by removing the key from the switch.
Possible errors

• If you turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to ON when in AUTO mode, the robot stops and
an error message is displayed. To remove the error, turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch
OFF and press RESET.

• If you have set the singularity stop system variable, $PARAM_GROUP[n].$AUTO_SNGSTP, to
FALSE, the robot will pass through singularity points while in AUTO mode. If you change the
value of this variable, you must cycle power for the change to take effect.

1.3.5 Robot Stop Variation
When the EMERGENCY STOP button on the operator panel or teach pendant is pressed, the robot
stops immediately.
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An emergency stop condition can be created not only when the EMERGENCY STOP button is
pressed, but also by a combination of operation mode selection, teach pendant ON/OFF switch,
DEADMAN switch, and safety fence open and close. Refer to Table 1–1 .
Note If the DEADMAN switch is fully pressed, robot motion will not be allowed. This is the same as
when the DEADMAN switch is released.
Table 1–1. Robot Servo Status
Mode

TP-ON/OFF Switch

DEADMAN Switch

Fence

SERVO Status

Motion Possible

AUTO

ON

pressed

open

OFF

No

close

ON

No

open

OFF

No

close

OFF

No

open

OFF

No

close

ON

Yes

open

OFF

No

close

ON

Yes

open

ON

Yes

close

ON

Yes

open

OFF

No

close

OFF

No

open

OFF

No

close

OFF

No

open

OFF

No

close

OFF

No

released or pressed
extremely firmly
OFF

pressed

released or pressed
extremely firmly
T1 or T2

ON

pressed

released or pressed
extremely firmly
OFF

pressed

released or pressed
extremely firmly

1.3.6 User Operator Panel (UOP)
Your system might be equipped with a user operator panel (UOP). A UOP is a customized operator
panel that is wired to the controller. It can be a custom control panel, a cell controller, or a host
computer. Your company should provide the information necessary to operate this panel.

1.3.7 Emergency Stop Devices
Your FANUC America Corporation robot has the following emergency stop devices.

• Two emergency stop buttons (one installed on the operator panel and one on the teach pendant)
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• External emergency stop (input signal)
When the EMERGENCY STOP button is pressed, the robot stops immediately in all cases. The
external emergency stop outputs or inputs the emergency stop signal for peripheral devices (such as a
safety fence or gate). The signal terminal is on the controller and inside the operator panel.

1.3.8 Communications
The controller has the capability of serial communication using:

• RS-232-C which can be used for
— DEC VT-220 terminal
— IBM PC compatibles
— Debug monitor
Refer to the Program and File Manipulation chapter in the application-specific Setup and Operations
Manual for more information about setting up the RS-232-C serial ports.
The controller also has the capability of using standard TCP/IP and UDP/IP protocols. FANUC
America Corporation-supplied options are as follows:

• FTP
• Internet Connectivity and Customization
• PC Interface
• Cimplicity/HMI
• User Socket Messaging
In addition, the following I/O products are available:

• DeviceNet Interface
• CC-link
• Ethernet/IP
• Ethernet Global Data
• FL-NET
• Interbus
• Modbus/TCP
• Profibus DP
• ProfiNet
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1.3.9 Input/Output (I/O)
The I/O system provides the interface between the controller, teach pendant, robot, and any other
external device in your workcell. Controller I/O can consist of the following kinds of I/O:

• User Operator Panel (UOP) Inputs (UI)
• User Operator Panel (UOP) Outputs (UO)
• Standard Operator Panel (SOP) Inputs (SI)
• Standard Operator Panel (SOP) Outputs (SO)
• Robot Inputs (RI)
• Robot Outputs (RO)
• Digital Inputs (DI)
• Digital Outputs (DO)
• Group Inputs (GI)
• Group Outputs (GO)
• Analog Inputs (AI)
• Analog Outputs (AO)
These kinds of I/O are provided by devices, including

• CC-link
• DeviceNet
• Ethernet Global Data (EGD)
• Ethernet/IP
• Interbus
• Modbus/TCP
• Modular I/O (Model A and Model B)
• Process I/O (option)
• Profibus-DP
• ProfiNet
Note that not all Tools support all of these options. Refer to the Setup and Operations Manual for
each product for more information.
The quantity of I/O can change, except for RI/RO, UOP, and SOP I/O signals, which are fixed. The
number of RI and RO signals can vary slightly depending on the number of axes in your system.
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1.3.10 Remote I/O Interfaces
The controller has the capability to use certain signals from a remote device. These signals can include

• UOP signals
• Safety fence
• RSR and PNS
• External Emergency stop

1.3.11 Controller Backplane
A 4-slot backplane is available on the controller. The 4-slot backplane comes equipped with the
following:

• Power supply PCB
— One wide mini slot

• Main PCB
— Two mini slots

• Two full-size slots

1.3.12 Memory
There are three kinds of controller memory:

• Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM)
• A limited amount of battery-backed static/random access memory (SRAM)
• Flash Programmable Read Only Memory (FROM)
In addition, the controller is capable of storing information externally.
DRAM
DRAM memory is volatile. Memory contents do not retain their stored values when power is
removed. DRAM memory is also referred to as temporary memory (TEMP). The system software is
executed in DRAM memory. KAREL programs and most KAREL variables are loaded into DRAM
and executed from here also.
Note Even though DRAM variables are in volatile memory, you can control their value at startup.
Any time that a the program .VR or .PC file is loaded, the values in DRAM for that program are set to
the value in the .VR file. This means that there is not a requirement to re-load the VR file itself at
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every startup to set initial values. If the value of that variable changes during normal operation it will
revert to the value it was set to the last time the .VR or .PC file was loaded.
If you want the DRAM variables to be uninitialized at start up you can use the IN UNINIT_DRAM
clause on any variable you want to insure is uninitialized at startup. You can use the %UNINITDRAM
directive to specify that all the variables in a program are to be uninitialized at startup.
If you have a SHADOW variables and DRAM variables in the same KAREL program, there is a
possibility that the power up settings of the DRAM variables could change without loading a .PC/.VR
File. In this case the programmer must pay particular attention to the reliance of KAREL software
on a particular setting of a DRAM variable at startup. Specifically, the DRAM startup values will
always retain the values that they had at the end of controlled start. If SHADOW memory is full, the
DRAM startup values could be set during normal system operation.
SRAM
SRAM memory is nonvolatile. Memory contents retain their stored values when power is removed.
SRAM memory is also referred to as CMOS or as permanent memory (PERM).
The TPP memory pool (used for teach pendant programs) is allocated from PERM. KAREL programs
can designate variables to be stored in CMOS. A portion of SRAM memory can be defined as a
user storage device called RAM Disk (RD:).
Flash memory (FROM)
FROM memory is nonvolatile. Memory contents retain their stored values when power is removed.
FROM is used for permanent storage of the system software. FROM is also available for user storage
as the FROM device (FR:).
SHADOW
Shadow memory provides the same capabilities as SRAM. Any values set in shadow are non-volatile
and will maintain their state through power cycle. Shadow memory is intended for data which tends to
be static. Storing dynamic variables in shadow memory, such as FOR loop indexes or other rapidly
changing data, is not efficient.
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Figure 1–11. Controller Memory

External Storage
You can back up and store files on external devices. You can use the following devices:

• Memory card
• Ethernet via FTP
• USB Memory Stick

1.4 FANUC SOFTWARE
The FANUC software works in conjunction with the robot and the controller to allow you to:

• Set up information required for the application
• Program your application
• Test your program
• Run production
• Display and monitor process information
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Other tools such as program and file management capabilities help you to maintain your system
before, during, and after the production stage.

1.5 STARTUP (AND POWER OFF) OF THE ROBOT

Turning on the robot provides power to the robot and controller. This section contains information and
procedures to turn the robot on and off.
Note For more information on various startup methods, refer to your HandlingTool Setup and
Operations Manual.
Warning
Lethal voltage is present in the controller WHENEVER IT IS CONNECTED
to a power source. Be extremely careful to avoid electrical shock.
Turning the disconnect or circuit breaker to the OFF position removes
power from the output side of the device only. High voltage is always
present at the input side whenever the controller is connected to a power
source.
Use Procedure 1-1 to turn on the robot. Use Procedure 1-2 to turn off the robot. Use Procedure
1-3 to cycle controller power.
Caution
Your plant might require additional inspections before turning on power to the
robot. To help ensure safe operation, you should familiarize yourself with the
guidelines for your particular installation before you turn on the robot.
Procedure 1-1 Turning On the Robot
Conditions

• All personnel and unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell.
Steps
1. Visually inspect the robot, controller, workcell, and the surrounding area. During the inspection
make sure all safeguards are in place and the safeguarded space is clear of personnel.
2. Turn the power disconnect circuit breaker on the operator panel to ON.
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Procedure 1-2 Turning Off the Robot
Steps
1. If a program is running or if the robot is moving, press the HOLD key on the teach pendant.
2. Perform any shutdown procedures specific to your installation.
3. Turn the disconnect circuit breaker to OFF.
Warning
Lethal voltage is present in the controller WHENEVER IT IS
CONNECTED to a power source. Be extremely careful to avoid
electrical shock.
Turning the power disconnect circuit breaker to the OFF position
removes power from the output side of the device only. High
voltage is always present at the input side whenever the controller
is connected to a power source.
Procedure 1-3 Cycling Power from a Powered-up Controller
Conditions

• The controller is plugged in and is working properly.
• The robot is powered on and in a Cold or Hot start state.
• The REMOTE/LOCAL setup item in the System Configuration Menu is set to LOCAL.
• The teach pendant is enabled.
• You are not using an external robot connection. This is only available on the teach pendant.
1. Press FCTN.
2. Select CYCLE POWER. You will see a screen like the one shown below.
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Figure 1–12. Cycle Power

3. Press ENTER. You will see a screen similar to the following.

4. Press YES. Controller power will cycle off and back on.
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2.1 PALLETTOOL TURBO OVERVIEW
PalletTool Turbo is a variant of the PalletTool product, designed for high-speed palletizing. This
version provides a palletizing throughput rate of approximately 7% to more than 20% greater than the
PalletTool product. The actual throughput improvement you observe will depend upon the location
of the infeed conveyors and pallets, the gripper type, the pattern selected, and the number of units
in a layer.
The higher throughput is primarily the result of running the time-consuming box computations in
parallel with the robot motion. It is also as a result of focusing the product only on palletizing.
PalletTool Turbo does not do depalletizing, mixed layer palletizing (V7.20 and V7.30 only), or fork
gripper palletizing. For this, please use the standard PalletTool product. As a result, several teach
pendant programs had to be modified and a few new KAREL programs had to be added. Also,
numeric and position registers and the macro table have been modified. Existing PalletTool users
should note the differences between PalletTool and PalletTool Turbo outlined in this chapter.
Additional information about PalletTool Turbo is available in the following sections:

• Section 2.5 Upgrading Older Unitload, Infeed and Pallet Station Variable Files
• Section 2.6 Upgrading Infeed and Pallet Station Variable Files
• Section B.2 Positions Registers for PalletTool Turbo
• Section B.3 Numeric Registers for PalletTool Turbo
• Section B.6 PalletTool Turbo Macros
• Section B.7 PalletTool Turbo Macro Table
• Section 6.5 New and Modified KAREL Programs for PalletTool Turbo
• Section B.10 New and Modified Teach Pendant Programs for PalletTool Turbo
• Appendix D PalletTool Turbo Programs

2.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V6.31 AND
PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31 OPTIONS
Table 2–1 shows the differences between PalletTool and PalletTool Turbo options.
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Table 2–1. PalletTool V6.31 vs. PalletTool Turbo V6.31
Option

PalletTool

Comment

PalletTool Turbo
x

Comment
Top pick vacuum or
mechanical clam shell
gripper supported for
palletizing. Supports
pick/place of 3 units
per cycle.

Top pick Palletizing

x

Top pick vacuum or
mechanical clam shell
gripper supported for
palletizing. Supports
pick/place of 3 units per
cycle.

Top pick Depalletizing

x

Top pick vacuum or
mechanical clam shell
gripper supported for
depalletizing. Supports
pick/place of 3 units per
cycle.

No support

Side pick fork
Palletizing

y

Purchased option.
Supports side pick fork
palletizing for open top
cases/bags.

No support

Multi-Case Palletizing

y

Purchased option.
Increases max number
of cases picked/placed
from 3 to 6 units.

Mixed Layer
Palletizing

x

Ability to build
different pallet pattern
configurations on
the same unit load.
Support up to 15
different patterns/case
sizes per unit load.

No support

Alternate infeed

x

Ability to palletizing
from multiple infeeds to
one pallet. Supports up
to 10 different infeeds
to one pallet.

No support

2–4

x

Standard option.
Increases max
number of cases
picked/placed from 3
to 6 units. Starting
with HandlingTool
version V8.30P/19, the
Multiple Case Gripper
supports up to 10
independent cases
with PalletTool Turbo.
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Table 2–1. PalletTool V6.31 vs. PalletTool Turbo V6.31 (Cont'd)
Option

PalletTool

Throughput

Comment

PalletTool Turbo

Comment

Standard
non-multi-tasking
pattern calculations
& infeed box requests.
10% increase in
throughput achievable
with “Max Speed”
and “Linear Distance”
implemented.

x

Multi-tasking pattern
calculations &
infeed box requests.
Multi-tasking
helps increase
product throughput
from ~ 8-12%
depending on cell
layout/configuration.
A 20% increase in
product throughput
is achievable with
“Max Speed” and
“Linear Distance”
implemented.

Max Speed

y

“Max-speed” on Linear
moves. Loaded option,
user must change
Linear moves to
Max_Speed.

x

Max-speed on Linear
moves. Standard
support on Linear
PalletTool Turbo
moves.

Linear Distance

y

Defined linear distance
on pick and place linear
moves. Loaded option,
user must implement
Linear Distance on
Linear pick and place
moves. Defined paths
help reduce pick/place
cycle time.

y

Defined linear distance
on pick and place linear
moves. Loaded option,
user must implement
Linear Distance on
Linear pick and place
moves. Defined paths
help reduce pick/place
cycle time.

End of Batch

x

Product change
over End of
Batch. Multi-tasking
calculations/indexing.

x

Product change
over End of
Batch. Sequential
calculations/indexing.
Concurrent pallets will
not index until current
pick/place cycle is
completed.
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Table 2–1. PalletTool V6.31 vs. PalletTool Turbo V6.31 (Cont'd)
Option

PalletTool

Comment

PalletTool Turbo

Comment

Bag Palletizing

x

Supports picking up
bags from a roller
conveyor from the
side. The bag gripper
will be centered as
close as possible
about the bag by
automatically moving
to the appropriate roller
gaps on the conveyor.

Extended Axis

x

Can be used if the
robot has to be on a rail
to serve infeeds and
pallets. Can also be
used for servo grippers
such as servo-bag
gripper.
Note While PalletTool
Turbo supports extended
axes as a standard feature,
if you have a servo bag
gripper or you need the
robot to move on rails,
you must also purchase
and install the extended
axes option.

x = standard
y = option

2.3 FEATURE VARIATIONS
Differences exist between PalletTool and PalletTool Turbo in the following items:

• Numeric Registers
• Position Registers
• Teach Pendant programs
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• Macro Table– Has fewer entries. Also, Macros have been replaced by direct calls to .MR
programs in the various TP programs.

• Part Drop Recovery – Part drop recovery menu does not contain “Place remaining boxes”
in PalletTool Turbo.

• Cycle Stop– Cycle stop menu has only two choices: 1. Continue, 2. Index/Change product.
Change product, which is a separate item in PalletTool, has been combined with Index/Change
product in PalletTool Turbo.

• End of Batch– End of batch happens only after the boxes in the current cycle have been placed on
the pallet. In prior versions of PalletTool, depending upon which pallet the robot was going to, the
indexing could be immediate or upon completion of the current pick and place cycle.

• PTGETVAR.TP and PTSETVAR.TP macros (formerly “Get” and “Set” macros) have a different
calling sequence.

• Infeed, Pallet, gripper, PalletSystem and unitload data files are compatible with both PalletTool
and PalletTool Turbo.
PalletTool Turbo is supported in PalletPRO 6.31.

2.4 MODIFIED MENUS
2.4.1 Cycle Stop Menu

INTP-213 Moving to Perch Position.
(
AUTO
USER
TOOL 100 %

1 Continue Operation
2 Index/Change Product
Select Option:

2.4.2 Cycle Stop -> Index/ Change Product Menu

Product\Assignment\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Select inf-pal-UL for each cyc
1/1
CYC UL# PICK PLACE Layer Unit
1 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
1
1
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[CHOICE]

HELP >

2.4.3 Part Drop Recovery Menu

PALT-145 Begin Palletizing.
USER

1
2
3
4

AUTO
TOOL 100 %

False Alarm : Continue
Pick again and continue
Move to Perch
Move to Gripper Maint.

Select Option:

2.5 UPGRADING UNITLOAD VARIABLE FILES IN PALLETTOOL
TURBO
PalletTool Turbo provides a KAREL program called PMCNVUL.PC to which a unitload number can
be passed as an argument.
This macro can be used to upgrade unitload VR files created in older version of PalletTool or
PalletTool Turbo.
To use this macro, create your own teach pendant program - for example: CNV_UL.TP.
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In this TP program, insert instructions such as these:
CALL PMCNVUL (101)
CALL PMCNVUL (234)
CALL PMCNVUL (1)

In the above example, unitloads 101 (PMUL101.VR), 234 (PMUL234.VR) and 1 (PMUL001.VR)
will get upgraded to the latest version.
Without upgrading, sometimes the unitloads will not run with PalletTool Turbo. You may get
"GET_VAR failed" errors when you try to run PalletTool Turbo.
When the unitload is upgraded to the latest version, it will support palletizing up to 60 units/layer (as
opposed to 50 units/layer in prior versions). It also creates new variables required for bag palletizing.
Even if you are not doing bag palletizing, the latest version of PalletTool Turbo requires you to
upgrade older unitload files.

2.6 UPGRADING INFEED AND PALLET STATION VARIABLE FILES
IN PALLETTOOL TURBO
PalletTool Turbo requires older Infeed and Pallet Station variable files to be upgraded before use. If
you do not upgrade these files (PMINFxxx.VR and PMSTAxxx.VR) you will get "Get var failed"
errors and the robot will not palletize. In order to upgrade the Infeed Station files, you will need to
perform the following steps:
1. Display the SETUP > Infeed Stn menu.
All the infeeds will be listed.
2. Press F4, Modify. You will see a warning message on the error line "PMINFxxx" successfully
upgraded. If you do not see this message, then PalletTool Turbo determined that the upgrade
is not necessary and that you already have the latest version.
3. Repeat step 2 for all the listed infeeds.
In order to upgrade the Pallet Station files, you will need to do the following steps:
1. Display the SETUP > Pallet Stn menu.
2. Press F4, Modify. You will see a warning message on the error line "PMSTAxxx successfully
upgraded". If you do not see this message, then PalletTool Turbo determined that the upgrade
is not necessary and that you already have the latest version.
3. Repeat step 2 for all the listed pallets.
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By upgrading, the XYZWPR positions in the infeed or pallet station variable file will be converted to
XYZWPREXT positions that support extended axes for palletizing. You will need to upgrade even
if you are not using extended axes.

2.7 BAG PALLETIZING WITH PALLETTOOL TURBO
2.7.1 Overview
PalletTool Turbo supports the palletizing of bags using a bag gripper.
Unlike case palletizing applications where a vacuum gripper picks up a case from an infeed conveyor
from the top, bag palletizing applications allow the bag gripper to pick up the bag from the bottom by
placing its forks between the rollers of an infeed conveyor. See Figure 2–1 .
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Figure 2–1. Picking Up a Bag With the Bag Gripper and the M-410iHS Robot

Bag palletizing has certain unique characteristics:

• First, the throughput rate requirement is very high – usually 20 bags/minute, or more. With
PalletTool Turbo, you can achieve high throughput rates. In order to achieve this high rate,
PalletTool Turbo uses high speeds and CNTxx values in its motions. In fact, during pick and
place, the robot never really comes to a stop.

• Second, bags do not conform to a fixed shape. Depending on the material inside, they can get
compressed and elongated. Therefore when placed on the pallet, especially with high-speed
motions, the bags might not be placed uniformly and consistently like cases are in case-palletizing.
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To improve the unitload, PalletTool Turbo provides a feature called Bag Overlap which allows
you to specify how far a bag should be offset along the length or width of the pallet.

• Third, due to the fact that while placing a bag on the pallet the bag gripper has to open its forks
sideways, to place bags next to each other some of the bags will have to be dropped from a higher
point. PalletTool Turbo provides a feature called Bag Drop Height to achieve this.

2.7.2 Mounting the Bag Gripper
Mount the bag gripper with the orientation shown in Figure 2–2 .
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Figure 2–2. Bag Gripper Orientation

2.7.3 Setting Up Bag Gripper UTOOL
The Gripper Setup menu allows you to select Bag Gripper from the [SEL_GR] pull-up. After you
select Bag Gripper, you will need to specify the UTOOL value for the bag gripper. Refer to Procedure
2-1 .
Procedure 2-1 Setting Up Bag Gripper UTOOL
1. Press MENU.
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2. Select Setup.
3. Press F1, [TYPE], and select Gripper.
4. Press F3, [SEL_GR], and select Bag Gripper. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper:
Gripper
Name:
Number of Cases:
1 Utool setup
2 Gripper CLOSE
3 Part at gripper

3/3
BAG
1

5. Select Utool Setup.
6. Press F2, DETAIL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:BAG
Cases:1 UTOOL setup
UTOOL
X(mm)
Y(mm)
Z(mm)
1
0.0
-62.0
406.0

1/1
R(deg)
0.0

7. Set the UTOOL values for the bag gripper.
Note When you enter the UTOOL value for the bag gripper, make sure to measure the Z
distance from the TCP to the bottom of the forks when the forks are closed. See Figure 2–3 .
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Figure 2–3. Bag Gripper UTOOL

8. Press F2, DONE.

2.7.4 Teaching Pickup Position on the Infeed Conveyor
For bag palletizing, the infeed is always a roller conveyor. Therefore, the infeed station setup involves
an extra step. You need to teach the origin of the infeed station as you would for case palletizing.
In addition, you will also need to teach the “Downstream pick position” between the rollers of the
infeed as shown in Figure 2–4 .
Procedure 2-2 Teaching Pickup Position on the Infeed Conveyor
1. Press MENU.
2. Select Setup.
3. Press F1, [TYPE], and choose Infeed Stn.
4. Press F4, MODIFY. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Infeed Stn
1/6
Infeed Station Number:
1
2
3
4
5

1

$UTOOL X 0.00
Y 0.00
Z 740.00
W 0.00
P 0.00
R 0.00
Arrow direction:
WDonLT
Infeed offset (Length): 0.0
mm
Infeed offset (Width): 0.0
mm

6 Infeed origin (P1):

TAUGHT

5. Teach the infeed origin using the position and teach plate. (Refer to Section 3.5 .)
6. Select F4, BAG. You will see a prompt box similar to the following.
Note If you do not see the F4, BAG, function key label, move the cursor off line 6.
Is the Bag Gripper UTOOL set
Correctly in the Gripper
Setup menu?
[YES] NO

Note The bag gripper UTOOL should be set correctly before you go to the next step. Teaching
the downstream pick position with an incorrect UTOOL will result in calculation of incorrect
pick up and placement positions.
If the UTOOL is correct, select YES and continue with Step 7 .
If the UTOOL is not correct, select NO and go back to Step 4 .
7. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Bag
Infeed Pick Positions:
1 Downstream pick pos:
2 No. of Pick Positions:
3 Roller Distance:

1/3
TAUGHT
4
76.20
mm

8. To teach the pickup position, select “Downstream pick pos”, enable the teach pendant, and
press Shift-Teach.
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The Downstream Pick Position is a position between the rollers such that the first fork on the bag
gripper is in the center of roller #1 and roller #2 (roller #1 is the first roller on the downstream or
the leading edge of the conveyor). The robot will not move beyond this roller position while
picking up a bag of any size. While teaching this position, the depth at which you teach is
important, but it does not matter how far into the conveyor between the rollers you are. PalletTool
Turbo calculates both the X and Y offsets but uses the Z of the downstream pick position.
The “Downstream Pick Position” is illustrated in Figure 2–4 .
Figure 2–4. Downstream Pick Position
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9. Select “Roller Distance”. Enter the distance between the centers of the rollers that will be used
by PalletTool Turbo to offset the “Downstream pick pos” along the length of the conveyor (to a
different upstream roller gap) depending upon the size of the bag.
10. Select “No. of Pick Positions” and enter the number of pick positions on the conveyor.
The number of pick positions is the same as the number of roller gaps that the first fork of the
bag gripper can go into without causing collision with upstream parts of the conveyor.
11. Press F2, DONE.

2.7.5 Specifying Bag Gripper Open Distance While Placing a Bag on the Pallet
When the bag gripper opens, its forks extend outward and downward. During the placement of a bag
on a pallet, it is necessary for the robot to offset the final placement position, which is calculated at the
center point of the bottom of the bag, by a “Fork open offset distance” in the Z direction. Otherwise,
the forks would contact the pallet or an already placed bag while opening. This “Fork open offset
distance” in millimeters must be specified in Numeric Register 101 before you begin palletizing.
To specify the “Fork open offset distance,” refer to Procedure 2-3 .
Procedure 2-3 Specifying Bag Gripper Open Distance While Placing a Bag on the Pallet
1. Press Data.
2. Move the cursor to select R[101:Fork Open offset]. You will see a screen similar to the
following.
DATA Registers
100/200
R[ 98:PartDrop Chk Tim]=0
R[ 99:Last Cycle
]=1
R[100:Cyc # of ind pal]=1
R[101:Fork Open offset]=100
R[102:
]=0

3. Type the appropriate value for the Fork Open offset distance.
Typically this value would be the difference between the height from the TCP to the bottom of
the forks when the gripper is open instead of closed.

2.7.6 Selecting the Bag Gripper for a Unit Load
In order to palletize with a bag gripper, you will need to enter the Gripper type as “Bag” in the
Optimal Path setup for that unitload.
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Refer to Procedure 2-4 .
Procedure 2-4 Selecting the Bag Gripper for a Unit Load
1. Press MENU.
2. Select Setup.
3. Press F1, [TYPE], and select Optimal Path. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Optimal Path Data:
Optimal Path Data
1 Unit load: 1
Dog Food
2 Gripper type:
3 Infeed approach length:
4 Infeed approach width:
5 Infeed approach height:
6 Infeed retreat height:
7 Pallet approach length:
8 Pallet approach width:
9 Pallet approach height:
10 Pallet retreat height:
11 Configure all layers:

2/13
BAG
0.00
0.00
100.00
200.00
0.00
0.00
175.00
250.00
FALSE

mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm
mm

4. Press F2, Sequence. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 1
Normal Layers
# Inf Pallet Sequence
1 L
1
2 L
2
3 L
3
4 L
5
5 L
4

Configure Flipped layers

1/5

Shift/NEXT

Configuring the sequence in which bags are palletized is no different than for case palletizing.
However, with bag grippers, you might not always be able to place units in the default sequence
provided by PalletTool Turbo or PalletPRO (if a unitload is created in and downloaded from
PalletPRO). You must modify the sequence so that you can place the bags on the pallet without
adjacent or surrounding bags interfering with the bag gripper forks opening sideways. If
interference cannot be avoided, then you might have to drop the bag from a slightly higher height
5. Specify the appropriate sequence for unit placement in a layer.
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6. Press F2, MORE, to specify bag overlaps and custom bag drop heights. You will see a screen
similar to the following.
SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 1
Normal Layers
Seq Rot ApL ApW DropHgt OvlpL
1
0 +
+
0.00
0.00
2
0 +
+
0.00
0.00
3
0 +
+
0.00
0.00
5
0 +
+
0.00
0.00
4
0 +
+
75.00
0.00

1/5
OvlpW
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Shift F3/F4 toggles all units in column.

Due to the non-uniform shapes of the bags, combined with the high-speed continuous motion
required for bag palletizing, the final placement positions of the bags might need to be adjusted
further to build stable and neat unitloads. Furthermore, because most bags are denser in the
center than the ends, you might need to overlap bags to build stable loads. You do this by
specifying bag overlap distances in millimeters along the length (in the OvlpL column of the
menu) and width (in the OvlpW column of the menu) of the pallet for each bag. You should
know the corner of the pallet where the teaching aid was placed to teach the pallet station in
order to specify the signs of the values correctly. The convention is shown in Figure 2–5 .
Figure 2–5. Specifying Bag Overlaps Along Length and Width of the Pallet

7. Move the cursor to select the items you want to change and type the bag overlap in OvlpL
and OvlpW.
8. For those bags that need special bag drop heights, type those values in the DropHgt column.
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2.7.7 Specifying Bag Height Change on the Fly
PalletTool Turbo provides a feature called“NEW_UHT” in the Production Status menu to change
the height of a bag on-the-fly. The NEW_UHT feature is useful when you notice that after all the
adjustments you made for bag drop heights, the bags still are getting pushed down too much on
existing bags. Without changing the bag height permanently in the unitload, which would require you
to stop the robot and re-start, you can do it on-the-fly with “NEW_UHT”.
Alternatively, when you have a large number of unitloads with the same pattern and the only
difference is in bag heights, you can use this feature to your benefit. You create only one unitload and
change the bag drop heights on-the-fly after product changeovers.
When you press the NEW_UHT button, you will be prompted to enter the pallet number on which
the unitload is running. Next you will be prompted to enter the new bag height. PalletTool Turbo
displays the current value (in millimeters) while prompting you for the new bag height. After you
enter the new bag height in millimeters, it will take effect from the next pick and place cycle. It will
be effective until the next product changeover.
Caution
If you enter an incorrect value for new bag height that has a large difference
from the old value, the bags will start dropping from a much higher height and
the unitload might not be built neatly and stably.
Refer to Procedure 2-5 to use the NEW_UHT feature.
Procedure 2-5 Specifying Bag Height Change on the Fly
1. Press MENU.
2. Select Status.
3. Press F1, [TYPE], and select Prod Data. You will see a screen similar to the following.
STATUS: Prodn Data
Prodn Data
1/1
CYC# UL# LAYER UNIT RATE ID
1
100
3
4
0.0 24-16-12

4. Press F4, NEW_UHT. You will see a prompt similar to the following.
Pallet Number: ___.
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5. Enter the pallet number and press Enter.
You will see a prompt similar to the following.
New Bag Height: (150 mm): ___

6. Enter the new height in mm and press Enter.
Note The value shown in paretheses is the current bag height that PalletTool Turbo is using.

2.7.8 Improving Cycle Time / Throughput (bags/minute)
With bag palletizing, the throughput requirement or bags/minute is usually required to be very high
– typically, higher than 20 bags/minute. With PalletTool Turbo, you can achieve this by using one
or more of the following techniques:

• Optimize your layout. Place the pallet as close to the infeed as possible to minimize the J1 axis
rotation of the robot. (The J1 axis is the slowest axis of the M-410Ihs robot).

• Change the motions in the PLONPALB.TP and PKFRMINB.TP programs to use higher values
for CNT termination type. When you use higher CNT values, the path from the infeed to the
pallet will change and the robot might not necessarily place the units accurately. However, if the
robot is still moving safely and the placement accuracy is acceptable, then you can use this
higher CNT value to improve the palletizing rate.

• Apply bag overlap distances for each unit so that the bags are indeed placed at the proper
locations on the pallet.

2.8 SERVO GRIPPER PALLETIZING WITH PALLETTOOL TURBO
2.8.1 Overview
PalletTool Turbo supports palletizing with Servo Grippers. In order to get this feature, you need
HandlingTool V8.30P/19 or higher. You can also simulate the Servo Gripper palletizing in PalletPRO
but only from Roboguide V8 Rev L and higher.
In Servo Gripper palletizing, the gripper has servo-driven jaws and you pick a part by moving the
jaws tightly into the sides of the part. The servo motor is setup as Group 2.
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The Servo Gripper is necessary when the robot must pick the parts from the sides unlike vacuum
grippers which hold on to the top of the parts.
PalletTool Turbo provides the standard TP programs and the Menus to setup Servo Gripper palletizing.
However, you will need to purchase the Servo Tool option to make it work. The Servo Tool option
allows the jaws to hold the parts with the required force, with sufficient contact sensitivity and it
makes it easy to get the robot palletize with Servo Grippers.
Figure 2–6. Servo Gripper Palletizing

2.8.2 Ordering Information
Along with your usual PalletTool Turbo order, you also need to purchase
1. Servo Tool (R675)
2. Multi-Group Motion (J601)
3. Independent Axes (H895)
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2.8.3 Limitations
1. Servo gripper picks only one part (multiple pick is not supported)
2. Standard servo hand TP programs for opening and closing the gripper support group 2 motion
only. The Servo Gripper is added as an independent axis to group 2.

2.8.4 User Interface
2.8.4.1 Gripper
When you display the gripper list by pressing [SEL_GR] as shown in Figure 2–7 , the Servo Hand
Gripper choice will be displayed only if the Servo Tool (R675) option is installed.
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Figure 2–7. Select Servo Gripper

When you select “Servo Hand” as the gripper, you will see the Servo Hand Setup menu shown below
in figure Figure 2–8 . All items in this menu are setup the same way as any other gripper.
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Figure 2–8. Servo Gripper Setup Menu

2.8.4.2 Optimal Path
For each unitload that is to be palletized with the Servo Gripper, you need to select the “Servo Hand”
gripper in the Optimal Path menu. See Figure 2–9 .
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Figure 2–9. Gripper Choices in Optimal Path Menu

When the Servo Hand Gripper is chosen, you can specify the Servo Tool schedule that the robot
should use. You need to ensure that the Servo Tool schedule is setup correctly prior to running
the robot. See Figure 2–10 .
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Figure 2–10. Servo Tool Id in Optimal Path Menu

2.8.4.3 Servo Tool Menu
The Servo Tool menu is shown below in figure Figure 2–11 for your reference. The full description of
the function can be found in the HandlingTool Setup & Operations manual.
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Figure 2–11. Servo Tool Setup Menu

2.8.5 Setup Procedure
The typical procedure to setup the Servo Hand using the PalletPRO and PalletTool Turbo products is
described below.

2.8.5.1 Setup of Servo Gripper in PalletPRO
1. Create a workcell
2. In the Workcell wizard, specify the Group 1 robot model, for example: M-410iB/160.
3. In the next step of the Workcell wizard, specify additional motion groups. Assign H895
Independent Axes to Group 2.
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4. In the next step of the workcell wizard, select the Servo Tool (R675) and Multi-group Motion
options additionally.
5. When the virtual controller is created, setup the robot library for group 2 as an independent axis
at CTRL Start. In this step, you select the motor, the amplifier, acceleration profiles, maximum
speed, upper and lower limits of motion for the servo gripper jaws, etc.
6. The workcell is created and the default workcell is displayed.
7. Locate the infeed where you need it.
8. Locate the pallet where you need it.
9. In the Gripper Property page, choose “Servo”as the gripper. This choice is available only if the
PalletTool Servo Hand and the Servo Tool options are selected
a. When the servo hand gripper is chosen, the gripper CAD at the end of arm will be updated
to contain the FANUC Servo Hand gripper. PalletPRO automatically assigns servo hand to
group 2 using machine links. The user will be able to jog the servo hand to open and close
positions using the teach pendant.
b. Specify the UTOOL for the Servo Hand
c. Specify the “Jaw thickness”, “Release margin”, “Jaw distance when closed hand”, “Axis
value when closed hand”, “Axis direction when closing hand”. These values are used to
generate gaps between units of a unitload to accommodate the jaws of the servo gripper
and also to calculate open and close positions of the servo gripper in PalletPRO. Use the
HELP in the Gripper property page to understand these items.
..
10. Create a Unitload.
a. Select Servo Gripper for the unitload.
b. Specify the Servo Tool Schedule Id in the unit load. You can enter it only if the Servo Tool
option is installed. You will notice that the Unitload gets modified such that gaps are
created between units to accommodate the jaws of the servo gripper.
11. Using the virtual teach pendant setup the Servo Tool Schedule (Menus – Setup – Servo Tool) –
group number, axis number and torque limit values.
12. Run the simulation and verify the palletizing operations using the Servo Hand. During playback,
the Servo Hand will open and close.

2.8.5.2 Setup of Servo Gripper in the real Robot Controller
Once the servo hand operations have been verified in PalletPRO, the File – Download dialog can be
used to download the palletizing data to the real robot.
1. Verify and touch up the infeed origin.
2. Verify and touch up the pallet origin.
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3. Adjust the torque limit in the Servo Tool schedule.
4. Verify and touch up the group 2 Servo gripper open position precisely. You can do the teaching
in the OPENTOOLS.TP programs. Position Register PR[76] is used for recording the Servo
Hand Open position.
5. Verify and touch up the group 2 Servo gripper close position precisely. You can do the teaching
in the CLOSTOOLS.TP programs. Position Register PR[75] is used for recording the Servo
Hand Close position.

2.8.6 PalletTool Turbo TP Programs for Servo Gripper Palletizing
The following TP programs and KAREL macros are provided for servo gripper palletizing: The TP
programs that are unique to Servo Hand end in “S”. Refer to Appendix D.
1. OPENTOOLS.TP: Open the servo gripper (group 2)
2. CLOSTOOLS.TP: Close the servo gripper (group 2)
3. PKFRMINFS.TP: Pick from infeed program for Servo Hand
4. PLONPALS.TP: Place on pallet program for Servo Hand
The following standard PalletTool Turbo programs have be modified to support the Servo Gripper:
1. PKPLUNIT.TP: Calls servo hand pick and place programs based on gripper id.
2. MOVEPER.TP: Move to Perch - Modified to support Servo Hand
3. MOVEMNT.TP: Move to Maintenance - Modified to support Servo Hand
4. PD_PKAGN.TP: Part drop recovery pick again - Modified to support Servo Hand
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3.1 OVERVIEW

Note This chapter contains information on PalletTool concepts and setup. For the PalletTool PC
option, use the information in this chapter and refer to Chapter 9 PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED
for information specific to these options.

3.2 PALLETIZING PROCESS
Figure 3–1 shows the sequence to follow when you set up and run PalletTool using a teach pendant
and PalletTool PC.
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Figure 3–1. PalletTool Setup & Operation - Teach Pendant and PalletTool PC
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3.3 PALLET SYSTEM SETUP

When you set up the Pallet System, you specify information that PalletTool needs for your application.
Table 3–1 lists and describes each Pallet System menu item you must set up.
Use Procedure 3-1 to set up the pallet system.
Table 3–1. Pallet System Setup
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Pallet System
Number of infeeds

This item specifies the number of infeed conveyors in your application.

Number of pallets

This item specifies the number of pallets in the workcell.

Part ID method

This item specifies how PalletTool knows which unit loads to run at CYCLE START.

Cycle start control

Recovery Control

File Download Method

•

TP means that you will identify unit loads manually, through PalletTool teach
pendant menus.

•

PLC means you will use a cell controller to identify parts.

This item specifies the device that will issue a start signal. You can issue a start signal
only from one device.

•

SOP means that you will signal to start production from the standard operator
panel cycle start button.

•

UOP means that you will signal to start production from the cell controller.

This item specifies where to control part drop recovery.

•

TP means that you will do part drop recovery and cycle stop using teach pendant
menus.

•

PLC means that you will use a cell controller to do part drop recovery and cycle
stop.

This item controls how data files will be received on the controller.

•

Serial allows data file transfers from serial communication only.

•

Ethernet allows data file transfers from serial or Ethernet communication.

Production Control - the following items control production related functions.
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Table 3–1. Pallet System Setup (Cont'd)
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Pallet switch

This item specifies when the robot will switch pallets. The following items appear on the
F4, [CHOICE] screens:

Diagonal return enable

Clear return enable

Partdrop Recovery Enable

3–6

•

Per pick means the robot will switch pallets after each pick-and-place cycle.

•

Per layer means the robot will switch pallets after each layer, unless parts are not
present at the infeed.

•

Per Unit Ld means that the robot will switch pallets after each unit load unless
parts are not present at the infeed

•

No switch means the robot will not switch pallets. This is used for systems with
only one infeed station and only one pallet station.

•

Alt layer means the robot will switch pallets after each layer. It will not switch
pallets unless the layer is done, even if parts are not at the infeed.

•

Alt unitld means the robot will switch pallets after each unit load. It will not switch
pallets unless the unit load is done, even if parts are not at the infeed.

This item changes the return path to the infeed:

•

NO Specifies the normal return path

•

YES Enables the robot to move to a taught position before returning to the infeed.

This item changes the return path to the infeed:

•

NO Specifies the robot to retreat to the infeed approach height when returning
to the infeed

•

YES Enables the robot to retreat to the infeed retreat height when returning to
the infeed.

This item controls whether checking for dropped parts is performed during production:

•

NO disables checking for dropped parts during production.

•

YES enables checking for dropped parts during production.
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Table 3–1. Pallet System Setup (Cont'd)
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Pallet Placement Enable

This item is used to enable pallet handling when a pallet is needed at a pallet station.

End of Batch Enable

•

NO disables this function.

•

YES enables PKPLPAL.TP whenever a pallet is required at any pallet station.

This item controls whether to use the end of batch option:

•

NO disables the end of batch option.

•

YES enables the end of batch option. When a partial pallet is indexed, any
remaining boxes will be picked up from the infeed before indexing the pallet.

Procedure 3-1 Setting Up the Pallet System
Steps
1. Press SET UP.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select Pallet System. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Pallet System
Pallet System
1 Number of infeeds:
2 Number of pallets:
3 Part ID method:
4 Cycle start control:
5 Recovery control:
6 File download method:
Production Control
7 Pallet switch:
8 Diagonal return enable
9 Clear return enable
10 Partdrop recovery enable:
11 Pallet placement enable:
12 End of batch enable:

1
1
TP
TP
SOP
SERIAL

NO
NO
YES
NO
NO

4. Select each item and set it as desired. Refer to Table 3–1 .
Note Refer to Section 3.9 for information on how to set up slip sheets.
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5. To save Pallet System data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named
PMPSYSDT.VR on the default device.
6. To load saved Pallet System data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, then press F2, LOAD. The data will be loaded from a file named
PMPSYSDT.VR.

3.4 GRIPPER SETUP
3.4.1 Overview
You can use either a standard or a custom overhead vacuum gripper for your application. You can also
use an optional fork or bag gripper.
Standard single, double, and triple case vacuum grippers are symmetrical about the robot tool center
point (TCP). With standard grippers, PalletTool automatically calculates the UTOOL x and y offset
values. You must enter only the UTOOL z offset value.
Custom vacuum grippers do not have to be symmetrical about the robot tool center point (TCP). With
custom grippers, PalletTool will not automatically calculate the x and y offset values. You must enter
the UTOOL x, y, and z offset values.
As an option, PalletTool also supports overhead vacuum grippers that have up to 6 cases . Starting
with HandlingTool version V8.30P/19, the Multiple Case Gripper supports up to 10 independent
cases with PalletTool Turbo. Refer to Section 8.1 for more information on setting up the optional
multiple case gripper.
PalletTool also supports fork and bag type grippers with one to three cases, as an option. Refer to
Section 8.2 for more information on setting up optional fork and bag grippers.
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You must set up I/O for all kinds of grippers. PalletTool will set up default I/O automatically
according to the information in Section B.8 , "PalletTool Standard I/O."
Note If you have a custom gripper, or if you have modified a gripper in any way, you might also need
to modify teach pendant programs. Contact FANUC America Corporation for assistance when you
customize programs.
Caution
The PalletTool standard overhead vacuum gripper must be centered on the
robot faceplate; otherwise, the data will be recorded incorrectly.

3.4.2 Gripper Configurations
PalletTool supports ten gripper configurations. Refer to Table 3–2 for information on the Gripper
Setup Items. Refer to Table 3–3 for gripper names and numbers. Gripper IDs 6 through 9 are used
for custom vacuum grippers. Refer to Table 3–4 through Table 3–6 for information on the SETUP
Gripper DETAIL screens.
Note Starting with version V7.70P/20 and higher, a new item called “Weight” has been added to
the Gripper setup. Also, the Pick and Place delays which used to be in the Gripper Setup have been
removed. The pick and place delays are now setup in the Unitload menu where it is more natural.
Therefore, you can vary the pick and drop delays by unitload.
Table 3–2. SETUP Gripper Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper Name

This item specifies the kind of gripper you are using. Each kind of gripper has a number designation.
This menu item allows you to configure whatever gripper you select, but it does not change the current
gripper for the unit load you are running. If you want to change the current gripper for the unit load that
you are running, you must use the SETUP Optimal Path menu.

Weight

This item specifies the weight of the gripper in kilograms (kg). By default, PalletTool will use 75% of
the maximum payload of the robot for gripper weight. The gripper weight specified here will be used by
PalletTool to automatically set the value of PAYLOAD schedules 1 and 2 during the pick and place cycles
in the TP programs. The gripper weight is combined with the part weight which is entered in the unitload
setup menu to set the proper value for the payload. If you enter the proper gripper weight, then you will
realize good cycle times and better performance from the Collision Guard function. This item is new in
R-30iA controllers and is available from version V7.70P/20 onwards.

Number of Cases

This item specifies the number of case settings required for the selected gripper, where single gripper
= 1, double gripper = 2, and so forth.
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Table 3–2. SETUP Gripper Screen Items (Cont'd)
Use as
multi—case

This item is available only for custom grippers. When the item is FALSE, then you must specify the
proper UTOOL values for the gripper as required by custom grippers. They will be used unchanged
by PalletTool. When this item is TRUE, then you can use the custom gripper as a multi-case gripper.
This means that the UTOOL values are automatically calculated based on box dimensions just like with
standard multi-case, single, double or triple grippers. This item is available only from HandlingTool
version V8.30P/19 and higher.

Utool setup

For vacuum grippers , this item specifies the position (location and orientation) of the gripper tool center
point in x, y, z, w, p, and r. Do not change the value of x, y, w, p, or r for standard grippers. However, you
might need to change the value of z. The value of z should be the distance (in mm) from the faceplate of
the robot to the gripping surface of the gripper.

Part at gripper

This item specifies the value of each input for each gripper, only for the part presence condition.

Table 3–3. PalletTool Gripper Designations
Gripper ID

Gripper Name

1

Single

3

Double ICC

5

Triple Case

6

Custom 1

7

Custom 2

8

Custom 3

9

Custom 4

10

Multi-case (optional)

11

Fork/Bag 1 (optional)

12

Fork/Bag 2 (optional)

13

Servo Hand

Note Gripper IDs 2 and 4 (double gripper and clam shell) were supported in previous versions of
PalletTool. These gripper IDs are not supported in PalletTool V4.21 or later.
Table 3–4. UTOOL DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

UTOOL

This item is the number of the selected UTOOL.

X, Y, Z, R

These items are the UTOOL coordinates that you can modify.
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Table 3–5. Gripper DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

CASE #

This item is the number of the selected gripper.

PORT #

This item is the output type.

VALUE

This item is the polarity of the output.

DELAY

This item is the delay in milliseconds of a pulsed output.

Table 3–6. Part at Gripper DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

CASE #

This item is the number of the selected gripper.

PORT #

This item is the input type.

VALUE

This item is the polarity of the input.

3.4.3 Default I/O Settings for Grippers
If your application uses a standard PalletTool gripper, you do not need to set up any additional
information. Refer to Table 3–7 for default I/O setup information for PalletTool grippers.
Table 3–7. PalletTool Gripper I/O Defaults
Setup Item

Single Case Gripper

Double ICC or Triple Case Gripper
Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Close

RO[1] on RO[2] off

RO[1] on RO[2] off

RO[3] on RO[4] off

RO[5] on RO[6] off

Open

RO[1] off, pulse RO[2]
for 0.1 second

RO[1] off, pulse RO[2]
for 0.1 second

RO[3] off, pulse RO[4]
for 0.1 second

RO[5] off, pulse RO[6]
for 0.1 second

Part presence

RI[1]

RI[1]

RI[2]

RI[3]

UTOOL

0,0,300,0,0

0,0,300,0,0

0,0,300,0,0

0,0,300,0,0

Refer to Section 8.2 for fork gripper setup information.

3.4.4 Overhead Vacuum Gripper Setup
You must check or set up overhead vacuum gripper information, including I/O and UTOOL values.
UTOOL is the position of the tool center point of each case on the gripper. It is the distance (in mm)
from the faceplate of the robot to the gripping surface of the gripper.
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Gripper UTOOL Values
PalletTool uses product dimensions to calculate the x and y tool offsets for the gripper. For gripper
UTOOL values, it is assumed that the gripper is centered on the faceplate of the robot.
If you are modifying a standard gripper, do not enter a value for x or y. Enter only the z value for
grippers. PalletTool will set the x and y values automatically to match the product dimensions.
Custom Gripper
For custom grippers, the value of UTOOL is fixed during production. PalletTool does not adjust this
value when product dimensions change. This means that if you want the same gripper to handle
different products, you must be certain that units of all products are the same size. You must enter the
x, y, and z values on the SETUP Gripper Utool screen.
If the products are not the same size , you will need to adjust the UTOOL values in gripper setup
every time you change products or use a separate custom gripper.
Note the following hints regarding custom grippers:

• Custom grippers can accommodate the WDonLT (width on length) and LTonLT (length on
length) infeed unit orientation. The UTOOL values for each orientation are different. Enter
the WDonLT UTOOL values if products travel WDonLT on the conveyor. If the infeed unit
orientation changes, the UTOOL values must also be changed in gripper setup. PalletTool does
not do this automatically.

• If your application uses a custom gripper that has different vacuum zones to handle different
products, for each set of cups, assign a different custom gripper to each product. Do this during
optimal path setup.
Refer to Section 8.2 for fork gripper setup information.

3.4.5 Setting Up a Gripper - Procedure
Table 3–8 lists and describes each gripper item you must set up.
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Table 3–8. Vacuum Gripper Setup Items
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper Name

This item specifies the kind of gripper you are using. Each
kind of gripper has a number designation. Refer to Table 3–3
. This menu item allows you to configure whatever gripper
you select, but it does not change the current gripper for the
unit load you are running. If you want to change the current
gripper for the unit load that you are running, you must use
the SETUP Optimal Path menu.

Number of Cases

This item specifies the number of case settings required for
the selected gripper, where single gripper = 1, double gripper
= 2, and so forth.

Utool setup

For vacuum grippers , this item specifies the position
(location and orientation) of the gripper tool center point in x,
y, z, w, p, and r. Do not change the value of x, y, w, p, or r for
standard grippers. However, you might need to change the
value of z. The value of z should be the distance (in mm)
from the faceplate of the robot to the gripping surface of the
gripper. For fork grippers , refer to Section 8.2 for details.

Gripper CLOSE units: milliseconds (ms)

This item specifies all the outputs in each gripper for the
gripper close condition. Also specifies in milliseconds the
PULSE delay for blowoff operations during the gripper open
condition.

Part at gripper

This item specifies the value of each input for each gripper,
only for the part presence condition.

Use Procedure 3-2 to set up or modify a vacuum gripper.
Procedure 3-2 Setting up or Modifying a Vacuum Gripper
Note To set up a fork gripper, refer to Section 8.2 .
Conditions

• You are setting up or modifying a PalletTool vacuum gripper.
Steps
1. Press SET UP.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select GRIPPER. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Gripper
Gripper
Name:
Number of Cases:
1 Utool setup
2 Gripper CLOSE
3 Part at gripper
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TRIPLE CAS
3

4. To select a gripper, press F3, [SEL_GR]. Select the correct gripper ID for your application
and press ENTER to return to the SETUP Gripper menu. Refer to Table 3–3 for gripper ID
information.
5. Move the cursor to each menu item, press F2, DETAIL, and type the correct information.
Refer to Table 3–3 .
a. For Utool setup , you will see a screen similar to the following. When you are finished
making changes, press F2, DONE.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:TRIPLE Cases:3 UTOOL setup
UTOOL
X(mm)
Y(mm)
Z(mm)
R(deg)
1
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
2
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
3
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

b. For Gripper CLOSE, you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:TRIPLE Cases:3 RDO setup
CASE #
PORT #
VALUE DELAY
1
RDO [ 1]
ON
0
1
RDO [ 2]
PULSE
100
2
RDO [ 3]
ON
0
2
RDO [ 4]
PULSE
100
3
RDO [ 5]
ON
0
3
RDO [ 6]
PULSE
100
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
Press F2 to go to Main menu
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• Set the output type to RDO, DO, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to ON, OFF, or PULSE.
ON and OFF indicate the polarity of the output:
— ON means that to activate this feature, you must turn it on (normal polarity).
— OFF means that to activate this feature, you must turn it off (inverse polarity).
If you select PULSE, you should set DELAY to the pulse duration you want, in
milliseconds.

• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.
c. For Part at gripper , you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:TRIPLE Cases:3 RDI setup
CASE #
PORT #
VALUE
1
RDI [ 1]
ON
2
RDI [ 2]
ON
3
RDI [ 3]
ON
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
Press F2 to go to Main menu

• Set the input type to RDI, DI, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to ON or OFF.
• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.
6. To save Gripper data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
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b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named
PMGRIPDT.VR on the default device.
7. To retrieve the data from a disk or PC after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
8. Labels are used as comments in I/O configuration data and as comments in teach pendant
programs. To create text comments in the I/O configuration data for the selected gripper's
I/O automatically,
a. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, LABEL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
The I/O should be automatically labeled only after the
I/O setup is complete.
Label the gripper I/O ?
YES
NO

b. To continue labeling, press F4, YES.
The gripper inputs and outputs are labeled. To view the labels, press MENUS, select I/O,
press F1, [TYPE], and select the appropriate I/O type. See the following screen for an
example.
I/O Robot Out
#
STATUS
RO[
1]
OFF
RO[
2]
OFF
RO[
3]
OFF
RO[
4]
OFF
RO[
5]
OFF
RO[
6]
OFF
RO[
7]
OFF
RO[
8]
OFF
RO[
9]
*
RO[ 10]
*
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3.5 TEACHING THE STATIONS
3.5.1 Overview
When you set up PalletTool you must teach the stations for your application. A station is the area
where the robot picks up or places units. When you teach a station you determine where the pallet
or conveyor will be, then jog the robot to one predetermined point on each station and record the
position. This gives PalletTool the information it needs to calculate the location of each station
and the position of each unit.
When you teach the stations you

• Decide the station location
• Locate the station origin
• Record one position that define the station location, using the fixture plate and pointer supplied
with PalletTool
Note If you are using a fork or bag gripper, you will have to teach additional positions. Refer to
Section 8.2.8 .
PalletTool uses two kinds of stations:

• Pallet station, which is the area where the unit load is located.
• Infeed station, which is the area at the end of the conveyor where the robot picks up units for
palletizing or places units for depalletizing.
PalletTool can support as many as 16 infeed stations and 16 pallet stations. At shipment, PalletTool is
set up to handle up to four infeed stations and four pallet stations. You can choose any combination
of infeed and pallet stations.
Figure 3–2 shows standard layouts for single infeed, single pallet station workcell configurations with
recommended locations for infeed stations and pallet stations, and example fixture plate locations.
These workcells could use a single slip sheet station.
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Figure 3–2. Standard Workcell Layouts - Single Infeed, Single Pallet

Figure 3–3 shows a standard layout for a double infeed, double pallet station workcell configuration.
This workcell could use two slip sheet stations.
Figure 3–3. Standard Workcell Layout - Double Infeed, Double Pallet

Figure 3–4 shows an example custom layout for multiple infeeds and multiple pallets on rotating
turntables, that could use two slip sheet stations. The standard infeed-to-pallet sequence is infeed
1 - pallet 1, infeed 2 - pallet 2, and so forth. You are responsible for customizing your application.
Refer to Appendix C for customization guidelines.
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Figure 3–4. Example Custom Workcell Layout

Note Other locations are possible.

3.5.2 Fixture Plate and Pointer
When you record the position that defines the station location, you can use the PalletTool fixture plate
and pointer , shown in Figure 3–5 . You place the fixture plate on a specific corner of the station and
record position P1 on the fixture plate using the pointer attached to the gripper.
When you teach these positions, keep in mind that a position offset is automatically calculated. For
example, you teach the position at the hole provided in the fixture plate at P1, but P1 will actually end
up being at the very outer corner of the fixture plate, due to the automatic offset. See Figure 3–5 .
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Figure 3–5. Fixture Plate and Pointer

The fixture plate has an arrow parallel to one side of the fixture plate. PalletTool uses the direction of
the arrow when it calculates positions.
Length on Length and Width on Length
PalletTool uses the arrow to indicate the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.
You can place the fixture plate on the station in one of two ways:

• length on length, or
• width on length
Length on length means that the arrow on the fixture plate is parallel to the longest side of the
station. PalletTool calls this LTonLT. For infeed stations, this would mean that the arrow is pointed
directly upstream at the oncoming boxes. For pallet stations, using a typical 40" x 48" inch pallet,
the arrow would point along the 48" dimension.
Width on length means that the arrow on the fixture plate is parallel to the shortest side of the
station. PalletTool calls this WDonLT.
See Figure 3–2 and Figure 3–3 .

3.5.3 Station Location and Origin
The location of the infeed and pallet stations is determined by the requirements of your installation.
When you teach the stations you will define the precise location of each station and its origin.
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If your unit loads require slip sheets or pallet handling , you must also plan where to locate the slip
sheets and pallets so that the robot can reach them, and they do not interfere with the application.
Refer to Section 3.9 for more information on slip sheets.
Station Location
When you determine the station locations, be sure that

• The pallet is within the robot work envelope, and the robot can reach all necessary areas. Note that
the normal palletizing operation of the robot will require it to reach beyond the pallet dimensions.

• No walls or objects nearby will interfere with robot motion, including motion behind and above
the robot. Remember that the robot must reach higher than the top of the unit load and farther
than the end of the unit load when it palletizes.

• The robot path from the conveyor to the unit load or pallet is unobstructed.
• The pallet or unit load is positioned so that a fork lift can approach and move the pallet easily if
necessary.

• The floor within the station is flat and level.
Station Origin
The station origin is the corner of the station closest to where you teach P1 using the fixture plate.
PalletTool calculates positions relative to the station origin.
For infeed stations, the station origin must be in the corner of the conveyor where the unit will be
when it is picked up. The conveyor will place the units in a specific corner of the conveyor. Locate
the station origin in the corner where the robot will find the units. P1 of the fixture plate will be
located in this corner. See Figure 3–6 .
Figure 3–6. Fixture Plate Orientation for Infeed Stations

Infeed offset (length/width) specifies the distance to shift the origin of the infeed along the length of
the infeed station. Infeed offset (length) and (width) are typically used when the robot cannot reach
the corner of the infeed in order to teach the origin. In this case, teach the station origin on the infeed
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in a location where the robot can reach it. Measure the distance from the actual station origin to the
taught origin, then enter the length offset here.
See Figure 3–2 through Figure 3–4 for examples of workcells showing infeed and pallet station origins.
For pallet stations, select the station origin to optimize cycle time and prevent collision of the units
during palletizing. This will generally be at one of the two corners farthest from the infeed. If the
robot cannot reach the corner, you can place the origin somewhere other than the corner of the pallet,
then use pallet offset information under Pallet Station setup.
When the fixture plate is positioned correctly for pallet stations, P1 will be in the corner where
PalletTool will place the first unit. P2 will lie along the build direction of the pallet station (or the arrow
of the fixture plate). The build direction is the direction in which PalletTool will build the unit load. It
is also the direction in which the arrow of the fixture plate points. P1 will be closest to the corner of
the station and the edges of the fixture plate will be parallel to the edges of the station. See Figure 3–3 .
The orientation of the fixture plate also determines the positive and negative directions for the pallet
approach length and the pallet approach width. The pallet approach length and width are values that
can be adjusted to optimize how the robot places units on the pallet. See Figure 3–7 for examples of
how the positive and negative values are affected by the fixture plate orientation.
Figure 3–7. Fixture Plate Orientation for Pallet Stations

Pallet offset (length/width) specifies the distance to shift the origin of the pallet, along the
length/width of the pallet station. Pallet offset (Length) and (Width) are typically used when the robot
cannot reach the corner of the pallet in order to teach the origin. In this case, teach the station origin
on the pallet, in a location where the robot can reach it. Then use Pallet offset to shift the origin of the
unit load to the actual corner of the pallet. Measure the distance from the actual pallet origin to the
station origin and enter the length/width offsets here.
See Figure 3–2 through Figure 3–4 for examples of workcells showing infeed and pallet station origins.
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3.5.4 Teaching a Station
This section contains information on teaching infeed and pallet stations. If the stations have already
been taught, and you need to modify the stations, refer to Procedure 3-4 .
When you teach a station you teach one position on the fixture plate for each station:

• P1 is at the corner of the pallet station that is farthest from the corresponding infeed station. The
corner where the robot places the first unit is also called the station origin . For infeed stations, P1
is the corner where the unit will be when it is picked up.
See Figure 3–2 through Figure 3–4 for diagrams of suggested workcell layouts.
Refer to Table 3–9 through Table 3–15 for information on the Infeed Stn items you must set up. Refer
to Table 3–16 through Table 3–20 for information on the Pallet Stn items you must set up.
Table 3–9. SETUP Infeed Stn Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

This item is the number of the infeed station as it is displayed on the SETUP Infeed Stn
screen.

INFEED STATION

This item is the number assigned to any infeed station that you create.

Table 3–10. SETUP Infeed Stn CREATE Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Infeed Station Screen - This item shows the UTOOL geometry of the pointer used to teach the infeed frame. This is how the
pointer is connected to the robot, with respect to the TCP. This is not the gripper geometry.
$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow Direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

Infeed offset (Length)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the infeed along the length of the infeed
station.

Infeed offset (Width)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the infeed along the width of the infeed
station.

Infeed origin (P1)

This item is the corner of the station closest to where you teach P1 using the fixture plate
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Table 3–11. SETUP Infeed Stn MODIFY Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Infeed Station Screen - This item shows the UTOOL geometry of the pointer used to teach the infeed frame. This is how the
pointer is connected to the robot, with respect to the TCP. This is not the gripper geometry.
$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow Direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

Infeed offset (Length)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the infeed along the length of the infeed
station.

Infeed offset (Width)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the infeed along the width of the infeed
station.

Infeed origin (P1)

This item is the corner of the station closest to where you teach P1 using the fixture plate

Table 3–12. SETUP Infeed Fork Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Infeed Station Screen - This item shows the UTOOL geometry of the pointer used to teach the infeed frame. This is how the
pointer is connected to the robot, with respect to the TCP. This is not the gripper geometry.
$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow Direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

INFEED PICK POSITIONS SCREEN
NORMAL - RIGHT SIDE OF INFEED
Downstream pick position
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This item is the last position before the end of the conveyor that the robot can place the forks
between the rollers to pick the product. For a bag gripper, this position will almost touch the
conveyor. If you are not picking up units from the right side of the infeed, you do not have to
teach the normal pickup positions.
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Table 3–12. SETUP Infeed Fork Screen Items (Cont'd)
Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed pickup position.
This position would move depending on which incremental pickup position was chosen
between the upstream pickup position and the downstream pickup position. This position
would also be taught for the bag gripper.

Upstream pick position

This item is the position that the robot can place the forks between the rollers furthest upstream
on the conveyor. For a bag gripper, this position will almost touch the conveyor. PalletTool
matches the gripper UTOOL to the optimum pickup position when using the bag gripper.

ROTATED - LEFT SIDE OF INFEED
Dowstream pick position

This item is the same as the normal downstream pickup except that it is taught on the opposite
side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag gripper. If you do not teach this
position, it will not be used. If you are not picking up units from the left side of the infeed, you
do not have to teach the rotated pickup positions.

Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed pickup position.

Upstream pick postion

This item is the same as the normal upstream pickup except that it is taught on the opposite
side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag gripper. If you do not teach this, it
will not be used.

Total pick positions Fork
gripper only

This item is the total number of places between the rollers that can be used to pick up a unit.
Using one of the tines for reference, count the number of places between and including the
upstream and downstream positions. This number must be the same for both the normal
and rotated sides of the conveyor.

FRONT
Front pick position

This item is the position from which to pick up a box from the front of the conveyor. PalletTool
uses the orientation that is taught but computes the center of the unit distance from the origin
of the infeed and picks up the unit centered on the fork. You do not have to teach this position
if you do not want to use this feature.

Front approach position
Bag gripper only

This item is the position from which to approach the front of the conveyor. PalletTool uses
orientation that is taught. You do not have to teach this position if you do not want to use the
front pickup feature.

Table 3–13. SETUP Infeed Bag Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Infeed Station Screen - This item shows the UTOOL geometry of the pointer used to teach the infeed frame. This is how the
pointer is connected to the robot, with respect to the TCP. This is not the gripper geometry.
$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.
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Table 3–13. SETUP Infeed Bag Screen Items (Cont'd)
$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow Direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

INFEED PICK POSITIONS SCREEN
NORMAL - RIGHT SIDE OF INFEED
Downstream pick position

This item is the last position before the end of the conveyor that the robot can place the forks
between the rollers to pick the product. For a bag gripper, this position will almost touch
the conveyor. If you are not picking up units from the right side of the infeed, you do not
have to teach the normal pickup positions.

Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed pickup position.
This position would move depending on which incremental pickup position was chosen
between the upstream pickup position and the downstream pickup position. This position
would also be taught for the bag gripper.

Upstream pick position

This item is the position that the robot can place the forks between the rollers furthest
upstream on the conveyor. For a bag gripper, this position will almost touch the conveyor.
PalletTool matches the gripper UTOOL to the optimum pickup position when using the
bag gripper.

ROTATED - LEFT SIDE OF INFEED
Dowstream pick position

This item is the same as the normal downstream pickup except that it is taught on the
opposite side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag gripper. If you do not
teach this position, it will not be used. If you are not picking up units from the left side of the
infeed, you do not have to teach the rotated pickup positions.

Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed pickup position.

Upstream pick position

This item is the same as the normal upstream pickup except that it is taught on the opposite
side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag gripper. If you do not teach this,
it will not be used.

Total pick positions Fork
gripper only

This item is the total number of places between the rollers that can be used to pick up a unit.
Using one of the tines for reference, count the number of places between and including the
upstream and downstream positions. This number must be the same for both the normal
and rotated sides of the conveyor.

FRONT
Front pick position

This item is the position from which to pick up a box from the front of the conveyor. PalletTool
uses the orientation that is taught but computes the center of the unit distance from the
origin of the infeed and picks up the unit centered on the fork. You do not have to teach this
position if you do not want to use this feature.

Front approach position Bag
gripper only

This item is the position from which to approach the front of the conveyor. PalletTool uses
orientation that is taught. You do not have to teach this position if you do not want to use
the front pickup feature.
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Table 3–14. SETUP Infeed Stn I/O Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Inputs

This item is a listing of infeed inputs.

Outputs

This item is a listing of infeed outputs.

Table 3–15. SETUP Infeed Stn I/O DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

This item is the item number of the input or output you are setting up.

INFEED #

This item is the infeed number of the input or output you are setting up.

UNIT #

This item is the unit number of the input or output you are setting up.

PORT #

This item is the port number of the input or output you are setting up.

Table 3–16. SETUP Pallet Stn Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

This item is the number of the pallet station as it is displayed on the SETUP Pallet Stn screen.

PALLET STATION

This item is the number assigned to any pallet station that you create.

Table 3–17. SETUP Pallet Stn CREATE Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

Pallet offset (Length)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the pallet, along the length of the pallet
station.

Pallet offset (Width)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the pallet, along the width of the pallet
station.

Pallet origin (P1)

This item will generally be at one of the two corners farthest from the infeed.
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Table 3–18. SETUP Pallet Stn MODIFY Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow direction

This item indicates the orientation of the fixture plate on the station.

Pallet offset (Length)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the pallet, along the length of the pallet
station.

Pallet offset (Width)

This item specifies the distance to shift the origin of the pallet, along the width of the pallet
station.

Pallet origin (P1)

This item will generally be at one of the two corners farthest from the infeed.

Table 3–19. SETUP Pallet Stn I/O Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Inputs

This item is a listing of pallet station inputs.

Outputs

This item is a listing of pallet station outputs.

Table 3–20. SETUP Pallet Stn I/O DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM #

This item is the item number of the input or output you are setting up.

PALLET #

This item is the pallet number of the input or output you are setting up.

PORT #

This item is the port number of the input or output you are setting up.

Use Procedure 3-3 to teach an infeed or pallet station. Use Procedure 3-4 to modify an infeed
or pallet station.
Procedure 3-3 Teaching an Infeed or Pallet Station
Conditions

• A gripper is installed on the robot. If you are using a custom gripper, contact FANUC America
Corporation for assistance in setting up the custom gripper. Refer to Section 3.4.4 .

• You know where you want to teach the stations.
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Note There are special considerations for teaching infeed stations with the fork and bag type
grippers. Refer to Section 8.2.8 for more information.
Steps
1. Jog the robot so that the gripper is in a position where you can work on it easily.
2. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button.
3. Install the threaded end of the pointer into the hole in the center of the gripper. If you have a
custom gripper , contact FANUC America Corporation for more information.
4. Place the fixture plate in the correct position.

• For pallet stations, position the station to enable the robot to
— Avoid collisions with other units
— Optimize cycle time
When the fixture plate is positioned correctly for pallet stations, P1 will be in one of the
corners farthest from the infeed station, where PalletTool will place the first unit. P2 will
lie along the build direction of the pallet station. The build direction is the direction in
which PalletTool will build the unit load.

• For infeed stations place the fixture plate in the corner of the conveyor where the robot will
find the units. P1 must be in the corner. See Figure 3–8 for example locations.
Note Other locations are possible.
Figure 3–8. Example Fixture Plate Locations - Infeed Stations

• For all stations, make sure that P1 is in the corner of the station and the edges of the fixture
plate are parallel to the edges of the station.
5. Release the EMERGENCY STOP button.
6. Press RESET.
7. Press SET UP.
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8. Press F1, [TYPE].
9. Select Infeed Station. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Station
Infeed Station Selection
ITEM
INFEED STATION
1
1
2
2
3
5
4
6
5
12

1/5

10. Press F3, CREATE.
11. Type the number of the infeed station you want to teach and press ENTER. You will see the
following screen displaying the instructions on teaching a station.
SETUP Infeed Stn
To teach the station origin:
1. Set the robot to TOOL Coordinates
using the COORD key on the tp.
2. Move the robot to P1 on the plate.
3. Align the gripper so that:
+X direction jogs towards P2.
4. Teach the station origin at (P1).
To skip the instructions in the future:
*** Press Shift and F2-DONE ***

12. When you are ready, press F2, DONE. See the following screen for an example of an infeed
station.
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1
2
3
4
5
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1

$UTOOL X 0.00
Y 0.00
Z 740.00
W 0.00
P 0.00
R 0.00
Arrow direction:
LTonLT
Infeed offset (Length): 0.0
mm
Infeed offset (Width): 0.0
mm

6 Infeed origin (P1):

TAUGHT

See the following screen for an example of a pallet station.
SETUP Pallet Stn
Pallet Stations:
Pallet Station Number:
1
1 $UTOOL X 0.00
Y 0.00
Z 740.00
2
W 0.00
P 0.00
R 0.00
3 Arrow direction:
LTonLT
4 Pallet offset (Length):
0.00 mm
5 Pallet offset (Width):
0.00 mm
6 Pallet origin (P1): TAUGHT

Note When you change the $UTOOL values, the message, "PALT-21 4 The tool pointer length
is changed," will be displayed. This is to warn you that all stations share the same $UTOOL.
When you change the $UTOOL on any screen, you must remember to reteach ALL stations
with the new $UTOOL.

13. Set the $UTOOL value:

• If you are using a standard gripper and pointer , verify that the value of z is 740.00. If
the value is not correct, move the cursor to the z value, type 740, and press ENTER.

• If you are using a custom gripper , type the x, y, and z offsets(in mm) from the faceplate
of the robot to the end of the pointer.

14. Set the Arrow direction. Verify that the setting is correct.

• If the fixture plate arrow points along the length of the infeed conveyor (in the upstream
direction) or pallet , press F2, LTonLT.

• If the fixture plate arrow points across the infeed conveyor or pallet , press F3, WDonLT.
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15. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to P1.
16. Press the COORD key to select the TOOL coordinate system. Jog the robot until the pointer is
just above P1 hole on the fixture plate.
17. Align the gripper so that when you jog the robot in the +x direction, the pointer follows the
arrow direction on the teaching plate.
18. Jog the robot back to the same position as in Step 16 .
19. Use the +% and -% keys to reduce the jog speed to 1%.
20. Jog the robot downward until the tip of the pointer is seated evenly in the hole.
21. Press SHIFT and F3, TEACH, to record the position. Make a mark at position P1. If the
position needs adjustment, reteach it.
22. To save pallet or infeed station information
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F1, SAVE.

• If you are teaching an infeed station, a file called PMINFxxx.VR is saved to the
floppy disk, where xxx is the number of the infeed station.

• If you are teaching a pallet station, a file called PMSTAxxx.VR is saved to the
floppy disk, where xxx is the number of the pallet station.
If a file of the same name already exists, you will be asked whether you want to replace
that file with the new file.
23. To retrieve the data from a disk or PC after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
c. Press F2, DONE.
d. Move the cursor to the file you want to load.
e. Press F2, LOAD.
f. Repeat Step 23d and Step 23e for each file you want to load.
24. To clear a station that has been created,
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a. Move the cursor to the station.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F3, CLEAR.
c. To continue with the clear, press F4, YES. Otherwise, press F5, NO.
25. Labels are used as comments in I/O configuration data and as comments in teach pendant
programs. To create text comments in the I/O configuration data automatically for the
selected infeed station's I/O,
a. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, LABEL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
The I/O should be automatically labeled only after the
I/O setup is complete.
Label the infeed I/O ?
YES
NO

b. To continue, press F4, YES.
The infeed station inputs and outputs are labeled. To view the labels, Press MENU, select
I/O, press F1, [TYPE], and select the appropriate I/O type. See the following screen for an
example.
I/O Digital In
#
SIM
DI[
1]
*
DI[
2]
*
DI[
3]
*
DI[
4]
*
DI[
5]
*
DI[
6]
*
DI[
7]
*
DI[
8]
*
DI[
9]
*
DI[ 10]
*

STATUS
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [Infeed3
OFF [Infeed3
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [
OFF [

#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#3
#3

1/256
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

26. If you need to use custom I/O settings for the infeed or pallet stations,
Note I/O DIN and DOUT numbers are put into the KAREL production variables that are stored
in registers and used by the palletizing teach pendant programs for palletizing. This is done to
minimize the need to customize the teach pendant programs for I/O changes.
a. Move the cursor to the station.
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b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F5, SET_IO. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Pallet Stn
Infeed I/O Setup
Inputs
1 Infeed unit present signals

2
3

Outputs
Infeed unit request signals
Infeed unit orientation signals

Press F2 to enter input values

c. Move the cursor to the item you want to set up and press F2, DETAIL.
For inputs, you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Stn
Infeed Unit Present Inputs
ITEM # INFEED #
UNIT #
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
3
4
1
4
5
1
5
6
1
6
7
0
0
8
0
0
9
0
0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

PORT
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [

#
1]
2]
7]
8]
5]
6]
0]
0]
0]

d. Set the I/O as desired.
e. To verify assignments, press F3, VERIFY.
f. When you are finished setting inputs or outputs and want to return to the previous screen,
press F2, DONE.
27. Repeat Step 15 through Step 26 to teach the other stations.
28. Jog the robot to a safe position, press EMERGENCY STOP, and remove the pointer and fixture
plate.
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3.5.5 Modifying or Verifying a Station
You can modify a station to verify taught points, if the pallet has shifted, or if you want to teach the
station at a different location.
Use Procedure 3-4 to modify or verify an infeed or pallet station.
Refer to Section 8.2.8 for information on teaching stations for the fork and bag type grippers.
Procedure 3-4 Modifying or Verifying an Infeed or Pallet Station
Conditions

• The station you want to modify or verify has been taught and you know the station number.
• The fixture plate is positioned properly on the station.
Steps
1. Jog the robot so that the gripper is in a position where you can work on it easily.
2. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button.
3. Install the threaded end of the pointer in the hole in the center of the gripper. If you have a
custom gripper , contact FANUC America Corporation for more information.
4. Release the EMERGENCY STOP button.
5. Press RESET.
6. Press SET UP.
7. Press F1, [ TYPE ].
8. Select Infeed Stn or Pallet Stn, depending on what kind of station you are modifying or
verifying. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Infeed Station
Infeed Station Selection
ITEM
INFEED STATION
1
1
2
2
3
5
4
6
5
12

9. Move the cursor to the station you want to modify.
10. Press F4, MODIFY. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Infeed Stn
To teach the station origin:
1. Set the robot to TOOL Coordinates
using the COORD key on the tp.
2. Move the robot to P1 on the plate.
3. Align the gripper so that:
+X direction jogs towards P2.
4. Teach the station origin at (P1).
To skip the instructions in the future:
*** Press Shift and F2-DONE ***

11. If you want to verify positions, press F2, DONE, and go to Step 14 .
12. When you are ready, press F2, DONE. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Stn
Infeed Station Number:
1
2
3
4
5

1

$UTOOL X 0.00
Y 0.00
Z 740.00
W 0.00
P 0.00
R 0.00
Arrow direction:
LTonLT
Infeed offset (Length): 0.0
mm
Infeed offset (Width): 0.0
mm

6 Infeed origin (P1):

TAUGHT

Note When you change the $UTOOL values, the message, "PALT-21 4 The tool pointer length
is changed," will be displayed. This is to warn you that all stations share the same $UTOOL.
When you change the $UTOOL on any screen, you must remember to reteach ALL stations
with the new $UTOOL.

13. Verify that the value of $UTOOL is correct for your application. For standard grippers and the
standard pointer, set Z=740.00 and all other values =0. For custom grippers, the values must
show the actual X, Y, and Z offsets of the pointer tip from the faceplate of the robot.
14. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to the position you want to verify or modify.
15. To verify that a position is correct, set the jog speed to a low speed, jog to a place above the
position you taught, and press SHIFT and F4, MOVE_TO. The robot will move to the position.
Note Use MOVE_TO for vertical moves only. Do not use MOVE_TO to move horizontally,
as MOVE_TO uses joint motion.
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To move to the next position , jog the robot up vertically, jog to a place above the taught
position, and press SHIFT and F4, MOVE_TO. Repeat this step for each position you want
to verify.
To stop the motion, release the SHIFT key. To resume the motion, press SHIFT and F4,
MOVE_TO.
16. To modify a position, use the COORD key to select the TOOL coordinate system. Jog the robot
until the pointer is just above the position on the fixture plate.
17. Align the gripper so that when jogging in +x, the pointer follows the arrow direction on the
teaching plate.
18. Use the +% and -% keys to reduce the jog speed to 1%.
19. Jog the robot downward until the tip of the pointer is seated evenly in the hole of the fixture plate.
20. To record the position , press SHIFT and TEACH. If the position needs adjustment, reteach it.
21. Repeat Step 16 through Step 20 to modify each position you want.
22. If you want to save pallet or infeed station information
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.

b. Press NEXT, then press SAVE.

• If you are modifying or verifying an infeed station, a file called PMINFxxx.VR is
saved to the floppy disk. xxx is the number of the infeed station.

• If you are modifying or verifying a pallet station, a file called PMSTAxxx.VR is
saved to the floppy disk. xxx is the number of the pallet station.
If a file of the same name already exists, you will be asked whether you want to replace
that file with the new file. Answer the prompt.
23. To retrieve the data from a disk or PC after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting up the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
c. Press F2, DONE.
d. Move the cursor to the file you want to load.
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e. Press F2, LOAD.
f. Repeat Step 23d and Step 23e for each file you want to load.
g. To retrieve the data from a disk or PC after you have saved it, press F2, LOAD.
24. To clear a station that has been created,
a. Move the cursor to the station.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F3, CLEAR.
c. To continue with the clear, press F4, YES. Otherwise, press F5, NO.
25. Labels are used as comments in I/O configuration data and as comments in teach pendant
programs. To create text comments in the I/O configuration data automatically for the
selected infeed station's I/O,
a. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, LABEL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
The I/O should be automatically labeled only after the
I/O setup is complete.
Label the infeed I/O ?
YES
NO

b. To continue, press F4, YES.
The infeed station inputs and outputs are labeled. To view the labels, Press MENU, select
I/O, press F1, [TYPE], and select the appropriate I/O type. See the following screen for an
example.
I/O Digital In
#
SIM
DI[
1]
*
DI[
2]
*
DI[
3]
*
DI[
4]
*
DI[
5]
*
DI[
6]
*
DI[
7]
*
DI[
8]
*
DI[
9]
*
DI[ 10]
*

STATUS
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [Infeed3
OFF [Infeed3
OFF [Infeed1
OFF [Infeed2
OFF [
OFF [

#1
#2
#1
#2
#1
#2
#3
#3

1/256
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]
]

26. If you need to use other than the standard I/O settings for the infeed or pallet stations,
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Note IDIN and DOUT numbers are put into the KAREL variables that are stored in registers
and used by the palletizing teach pendant programs for palletizing. This is done to minimize the
need to customize the teach pendant programs for I/O changes.
a. Move the cursor to the station.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F5, SET_IO. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Pallet Stn
Infeed I/O Setup
Inputs
1 Infeed unit present signals

2
3

Outputs
Infeed unit request signals
Infeed unit orientation signals

Press F2 to enter input values

c. Move the cursor to the item you want to set up and press F2, DETAIL.
For inputs, you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Stn
Infeed Unit Present Inputs
ITEM # INFEED #
UNIT #
1
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
3
4
1
4
5
1
5
6
1
6
7
0
0
8
0
0
9
0
0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

PORT
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [
DI [

#
1]
2]
7]
8]
5]
6]
0]
0]
0]

d. Set the I/O as desired.
e. To verify assignments, press F3, VERIFY.
f. When you are finished setting inputs or outputs and want to return to the previous screen,
press F2, DONE.
27. Jog the robot to a safe position and remove the pointer and fixture plate.
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3.6 UNIT LOAD AND MIXED LAYER UNIT LOAD SETUP
3.6.1 Overview
A unit load consists of all the units that are stacked in layers on a pallet. You must set up the unit load
before you can run PalletTool. There are two types of unit loads:

• Standard Load - all layers contain the same product.
• Mixed Layer Load - each layer can be a separate product.
This section explains

• How to set up a unit load
• How to modify a unit load that has already been set up
When you set up a unit load you provide information that PalletTool uses to calculate positions
and paths.
Note You can use PalletTool PC to set up the Unit Load. Refer to the Chapter 9 PALLETPRO
GETTING STARTED for more information.
The following sections explain concepts that you must understand before you can set up a PalletTool
unit load.

3.6.2 Layers
PalletTool defines the unit load in terms of layers . A layer is a rectangular arrangement of units
in rows and columns.
All units in a layer must be the same size. The spacing between units in a layer must be the same on
all sides of the units.
When you use PalletTool you always define layer 1 first. Layer 1 is always the bottom layer.
Slip Sheets
When you enter values for layer spacing in the unit load setup, you automatically trigger the slip sheet
program PKPLSLIP.TP while PalletTool is running. If this program has not been customized, it will
cause the robot to insert slip sheets in the appropriate layer in the unit load. Refer to Section 3.9
for more information on slip sheets.
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Negative Layer Spacing
In order to palletize bags or other products that tend to settle or compress, negative layer spacing is
required. If you do not enter a negative value for layer spacing, lower layers get compressed causing
bags in higher layers to get dropped off quite high. Negative layer spacing does not trigger the slip
sheet program.

3.6.3 Pattern Type
The pattern type describes the way the units are oriented in a layer. A pattern is also called a matrix or
grid.
PalletTool uses one unique pattern type. PalletTool PC provides additional pattern types. See Figure
3–9 . Each layer in a unit load must have the same pattern type. However, the layers do not need to
be identical. Some layers in a unit load can be flipped. You must know what pattern type the unit
load will have.
PalletTool PC Patterns
The patterns shown in Figure 3–9 are available with PalletTool PC. For information on selection
patterns from PalletTool PC, refer to Chapter 9 PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED .
Figure 3–9. PalletTool PC Pattern Selection Menu
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Unique Patterns
A unique pattern contains units arranged in any orientation on a layer, provided the units are parallel
to the sides of the pallet station. See Figure 3–10 for an example of a unique pattern.
Note You can also use PalletTool PC to create a unique pattern easily. Refer to Chapter 9
PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED for more information.
Figure 3–10. Pattern Type - Unique

3.6.4 Numbering Units in Layers
Each unit in a layer has a number that PalletTool uses to keep track of the units and place them
on the pallet correctly.
For unique patterns, you assign a number to each unit when you specify it. You must keep track of
the numbers you assign for unique loads. The robot builds the unit load in the order that you specify
when you use a single gripper. Refer to Section 3.6.6 for more information about unique patterns.
When PalletTool assigns unit numbers it begins at the fixture plate (unit 1 is at the fixture plate
location) and numbers units in the build direction. The build direction is the direction in which the
robot builds the unit load. PalletTool handles units in the order of their assigned numbers.

3.6.5 Flip Type
PalletTool requires that all layers in a unit load have the same pattern type. However, that pattern
can be rotated, or flipped , from layer to layer for better load stability. When you set up a unit
load you define the flip type of each layer. Flip type refers to stacking pattern differences between
layers of a unit load.
A layer can have one of five flip types:

• Not flipped
• Flipped around the length. See Figure 3–11 .
• Flipped around the width. See Figure 3–12 .
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• Flipped diagonal. See Figure 3–13 .
• Rotated 90 degrees (available for Column and Unique patterns only). See Figure 3–14 .
Figure 3–11. Flipped Around the Length

Figure 3–12. Flipped Around the Width
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Figure 3–13. Flipped Diagonal

Figure 3–14. Rotated 90 Degrees

3.6.6 Specifying a Unique Unit Load using PalletTool
You must specify all the unit positions for unique unit loads. Specifying the positions for a unique
unit load consists of entering the dimensions from the origin to the center of each unit in layer 1,
the bottom layer.
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Note You can also use PalletTool PC for Windows to create a unique pattern easily. Refer to Chapter
9 PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED for more information.
When you specify a unique unit load, you must

• Decide how to arrange the units in layer 1. You can use any pattern in which the units are placed
parallel to the sides of the pallet station. You must specify unit 1 at the pallet origin. Specify the
units beginning at the origin and moving in the build direction, the same direction you want the
robot to build the unit load.

• Determine how many units will be on each layer of the unit load.
• Determine the number of layers for the unit load.
• Calculate the length and width offsets of each unit in the layer. The length and width offsets
are measured along the length and width of the pallet from the pallet origin (P1 of the pallet
station) to the center of the unit. These offsets tell PalletTool where each unit is on the pallet,
relative to the origin.

• Specify the unit orientation. The unit orientation indicates how a unit is placed on the pallet.
Pallet unit orientation can be length on length, or width on length. Refer to Section 3.7.3 .

• Calculate the overall unit load dimension. If your unit load is not a perfect oblong, then indicate
the outside length and width. Do not enter the pallet dimensions.
Drawing the Unique Unit Load
It is easier to set up a unique unit load if you draw a picture of it.

• Draw a picture of layer 1.
• Lay out the pattern and assign a number to each unit in the order that PalletTool will palletize
the layer.

• Specify unit 1 at the pallet origin.
• Place unit 2 next to unit 1, following the build direction.
• Place and number all the units so that there is no interference with other units during palletizing.
Figure 3–15 shows how to number an unflipped layer of a unique unit load. You are responsible for
specifying the order of the units in each layer. PalletTool will place units on the pallet in the order
that you specify. For this reason, you must number the units carefully in the build direction to
avoid collision.
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Warning
Make sure you number the units in the build direction. Units are placed
on the pallet in the order you specify. If you do not number the units
in the build direction, unexpected results could occur that could injure
personnel and damage equipment.
Figure 3–15. Numbering Order of Units

Calculating the Length and Width Offsets
After you have drawn each layer and numbered the units, you must calculate the length and width
offsets. Calculate the distance in mm along the length and width of the pallet to a point in the center of
the unit. PalletTool measures distance in millimeters.
Figure 3–16 shows how to find the length and width offsets for one unit in a unique layer. In this
example, the unit dimensions are 14 x 10 x 8mm. The length offset for the unit is 31mm and the width
offset is 19mm. Unit orientation is length on length (LT on LT).
Note Positive length and width offsets are always in the build direction of the unit load. Negative
values cannot be entered.
Figure 3–16. Finding the Length and Width Offsets in a Unique Layer

Record the offsets for each unit in the layer and for the unit orientation. You will need this information
when you specify a unique unit load. Table 3–21 shows an example of the complete information for
layer 1 of the unique pattern.
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Note The number of the unit is the order in which the robot will palletize the unit. For example, with
a single gripper, the robot will palletize unit 1 first, unit 2 second, and so forth. With a double ICC
gripper, PalletTool will re-sort for optimal palletizing.
Table 3–21. Recording Offsets and Unit Orientation
Unit

Length Offset

Width Offset

Unit Orientation

1

5.0000

7.0000

Wd on Lt

2

15.0000

7.0000

Wd on Lt

3

25.0000

7.0000

Wd on Lt

4

35.0000

7.0000

Wd on Lt

5

7.0000

19.0000

Lt on Lt

6

7.0000

29.0000

Lt on Lt

7

19.0000

19.0000

Wd on Lt

8

31.0000

19.0000

Lt on Lt

9

31.0000

29.0000

Lt on Lt

Table 3–23 lists and describes the unit load items that you will set up.
Use Procedure 3-5 to set up a standard unit load. Use Procedure 3-6 to set up a mixed layer load. Use
Procedure 3-7 to save and load unit loads, mixed layer loads, and other PalletTool setup data.
Table 3–22. SETUP Unit Load Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

This item is the row number for each unit load as it appears on screen.

UNIT LOAD

This item indicates the unit load.

ID NAME

This item is a text field that describes each unit load.

Table 3–23. Unit Load Setup Items
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Unit Load

This item specifies the number and product ID of the unit load you are setting up.

Unit length (O.D)units: mm

This item specifies the outside dimension of the length of the unit. (mm = in. x 25.4)

Unit width (O.D)units: mm

This item specifies the outside dimension of the width of the unit. (mm = in. x 25.4)

Unit height (O.D)units: mm

This item specifies the outside dimension of the height of the unit. (mm = in. x 25.4)
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Table 3–23. Unit Load Setup Items (Cont'd)
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Unit weight units: kg

This item specifies the weight of one box or bag in the unitload in kilograms. The unit weight is
used by PalletTool Turbo to set the proper PAYLOAD during production run. The PAYLOAD is
calculated dynamically in conjunction with the gripper weight which is specified in the Gripper
Setup menu. When a robot picks and drops multiple parts, the PAYLOAD is automatically
calculated. The PAYLOADS that PalletTool Turbo uses are PAYLOAD 1 and PAYLOAD 2.
The PAYLOAD instructions and the automatic calculations are integrated with the standard TP
programs provided with PalletTool. Setting the proper unit weight will help the robot realize
better cycle time and performance from the Collision Guard function. The unit weight property
is available only from version V7.70P/20 and higher.

Pallet length units: mm

This item specifies the length of the pallet. (mm = in. x 25.4)

Pallet width units: mm

This item specifies the width of the pallet. (mm = in. x 25.4)

Pallet height units: mm

This item specifies the distance between where the pallet station was taught and where the
surface of the pallet will actually be. If P1 is taught on the pallet, the pallet height is zero. If all
the pallets are the same height , put the fixture plate on the pallet and teach the station on
the pallet; the pallet height is zero. In Unit Load Setup, set the pallet height = 0. (mm = in. x
25.4) If the pallet heights vary for each unit load, or if you cannot teach the station with the
pallet in place, put the fixture plate on the floor or conveyor, teach the station on the floor or
conveyor, and assign a pallet height for each unit load in Unit Load Setup.

Pattern type :
Note: The following pattern
types are only available
when you use PalletTool PC
to set up the unit load
Column
Interlock
Trilock
Spiral
Brick
Diagonal
Aug-Diag
Unique
Optimal

This item specifies the pattern type of the unit load.
The following items appear when F4, [CHOICE] is pressed:
Unique
The following items appear when DETAIL is pressed:
Layer flips
The following items appear when DETAIL is pressed:
Flip Specifies that the selected layer is flipped
Noflip Specifies that the selected layer is not flipped
Units per layer Specifies the number of units on the layer
Unit load length Specifies the length of the completed unit load , NOT the pallet.
Unit load width Specifies the width of the completed unit load , NOT the pallet
Unit load height Specifies the height of the unit load
Layer spacing: Specifies the spacing between layers
If set to 0 , no slip sheets will be used
If set to any number greater than 0 , number indicates thickness of slip sheet, and enables
slip sheet placement. The following items appear when DETAIL is pressed
Spacing Between Pallet top & Layer 1
Spacing Between Layer 1 and 2
If 5 layers are specified, then you get 6 lines for spacing between layers.

Flip type

This item specifies whether or not the selected layer in the unit load is flipped. NOTE: 90° flips
are allowed for unique and column patterns only.

Layers high

This item specifies the number of layers that will be in the finished unit load.
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Table 3–24. SETUP Unit Load Pattern Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Layer flips

This item displays the Layer flips DETAIL screen from which you can specify whether
existing layers are flipped.

Units per layer

This item pecifies the number of units on the layer.

Unit load length

This item specifies the length of the completed unit load , NOT the pallet.

Unit load width

This item specifies the width of the completed unit load , NOT the pallet.

Unit load height

This item specifies the height of the unit load.

Layer spacing

This item specifies the spacing between layers.

Pattern coordinates

This item displays the Pattern coordinates DETAIL screen from which you can enter the x
and y coordinates of the center of each unit in the pattern relative to the pattern origin.

Table 3–25. SETUP Unit Load LAYER Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

LAYER

This item identifies each layer on the unit load.

STATUS

This item indicates whether a layer is flipped or normal (unflipped).

Table 3–26. SETUP Unit Load Spacing Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Pallet top & layer 1

This item indicates the spacing between the top of the pallet and layer 1.

Layer 1 and 2

This item indicates the spacing between two layers.

On Top Layer

This item indicates the spacing of the top layer.

Table 3–27. SETUP Pattern Coordinates DETAIL Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

UNIT

This item indicates the currently selected unit.

LT_OFFSET

This item is the offset from orientation of the length of the pallet.

WD_OFFSET

This item is the offset from orientation of the width of the pallet.

ORIENTATION

This item is the orientation of the unit on the pallet.

Procedure 3-5 Setting Up a Standard Unit Load
Conditions

• For all unit loads you know
— The dimensions of the units that will make up the unit load
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— The number of layers that will be on the completed unit load
— The dimensions of the pallet
— The pattern type of the unit load
— Whether any layers are flipped

• For unique unit loads you have determined
— The location and orientation of each unit in the unit load.
— The length and width offsets for each unit in the unit load.
Steps
1. Press SET UP. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Unit load
Unit loads in memory
ITEM
UNIT LOAD
1
UL1
2
UL2
3
UL3
4
ML100
5
ML101

ID NAME
Small Boxes
Medium Boxes
Large Boxes
UL1 UL2 UL3
UL3 UL1 UL2

2. Press F3, CREATE. You will see a screen similar to the following.
Create mixed layer load?
YES
NO

3. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to NO, and press ENTER.
4. Type the unit load number and press ENTER. Record this number because it will always refer to
this unit load. Make a note of it. See the following screen for an example.
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SETUP Unit load
Unit Load Data
1 Unit load: 1
Sample\Product\\\\\\
2 Unit length (O.D):
600.00
mm
3 Unit width (O.D):
400.00
mm
4 Unit height (O.D):
200.00
mm
5 Unit weight:
40.00
kg
6 Pallet length:
1219.20 mm
7 Pallet width:
1016.00 mm
8 Pallet height:
152.40
mm
9 Pattern type:
Interlock
10 Flip type:
Diagonal
11 Layers high:
3
Press F2 to enter Pattern details

5. If item 1 is blank, move the cursor to 1 and press ENTER.
6. Use the function keys to type the name of the product or unit load and press ENTER.
7. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to each menu item.
a. For items 2 through 7 , type the correct dimension and press ENTER.
b. For item 8, Pattern type ,

• Press F4, [CHOICE], and select the correct pattern type for your application.
Note For unit loads set up in PalletTool PC, you cannot change the pattern type. For
unit loads set up in PalletTool, this must be a Unique Pattern.

c. For item 9, Flip type , press F4, [CHOICE], and select the correct information.
d. For item 10, Layers high, type the correct information for this unit load and press ENTER.
Refer to Table 3–23 for information about each menu item.
e. To set and change more of the unit load data , press F2, DETAIL. See the following
screen for an example.
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SETUP Unit load
Unit load
Pattern type
1 Layer flips:
2 Units per layer:
3 Unit load length:
4 Unit load width:
5 Unit load height:
6 Layer spacing:
7 Pattern coordinates:
Press DETAIL to set values
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UNIQUE
12
1028.70 mm
1028.70 mm
406.40 mm

• For 1, Layer flips, press F2, DETAIL. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Unit load
Unit load
LAYER
STATUS
1 Layer 1 NoFlip
2 Layer 2 Flip
3 Layer 3 NoFlip
4 Layer 4 Flip
5 Layer 5 NoFlip
6 Layer 6 Flip

• For 6, Layer spacing, press F2, DETAIL. See the following screen for an example.
Note You must select layer spacing for each layer where a slip sheet is needed. The robot
will only place a slip sheet between the layers where layer spacing has been specified. Layer
spacing is set automatically when PalletTool PC is used.
SETUP Unit load
Unit load
Spacing Between
Value
1 Pallet top & layer 1 0.000
2 Layer 1 and 2
0.000
3 Layer 2 and 3
0.000
4 Layer 3 and 4
0.000
5 Layer 4 and 5
2.540
6 Layer 5 and 6
0.000
7 On Top Layer
0.000
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• For 7, Pattern coordinates, press F2, DETAIL. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Unit load
Unit load
UNIT LT_OFFSET
1
204.788
2
614.363
3
1023.940
4
204.788
5
614.363
6
1023.940
7
204.788
8
614.363
9
1023.940

WD_OFFSET
103.188
103.188
103.188
309.563
309.563
309.563
515.938
515.938
515.938

ORIENTATION
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT
LTonLT

Note If PalletTool does not have enough temporary D-RAM memory (minimum of 40 KB),
you will receive an error message. You must then perform a Cold start to reset memory and run
PalletTool. To save memory, save any unit load files that are not being used to the default device
and delete them from the SELECT screen.
8. To save unit load data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named PMULxxx.VR.
Procedure 3-6 Setting Up a Mixed Layer Load
Conditions

• All unit loads that will be defined in the mixed layer load have been created and test run.
• You know the number of layers for each unit load defined in the mixed layer load.
Steps
1. Press SET UP. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Unit load
Unit loads in memory
ITEM
UNIT LOAD
1
UL1
2
UL2
3
UL3
4
ML100
5
ML101
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ID NAME
Small Boxes
Medium Boxes
Large Boxes
UL1 UL2 UL3
UL3 UL1 UL2

2. Press F3, CREATE. You will see a screen similar to the following.
Create mixed layer load?
YES
NO

3. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to YES and press ENTER.
4. Type the mixed layer load number and press ENTER. Record this number because it will always
refer to this load. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP
Mixed
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Mixed
Load:
UL#
UL001
UL002
UL003

load
PMML100
Product ID
Small Boxes
Medium Boxes
Large Boxes

# Layers
3
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0

5. Under the UL# column, use the F4, [CHOICE], key to select the unit loads that will combine to
make the mixed layer load. There is a maximum of ten unit loads in a mixed layer load.
6. When each unit load is entered, the total number of layers for that unit load is set automatically
under the # Layers column. If you want to override this value , re-enter the number of layers
you want to run.
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Note You cannot enter more layers than defined in the unit load. Also, you cannot enter in a
layer number where there is a broken layer barrier.
7. To save mixed layer data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named PMMLxxx.VR,
where xxx is the number you entered in Step 4 .
Procedure 3-7 Saving and Loading Unit Loads, Mixed Layer Loads, and Other PalletTool Setup
Data
1. To save all unit load and mixed layer loads,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press MENU.
c. Select FILE.
d. Press F1, [TYPE].
e. Select File.
f. Press F4, [BACKUP].
g. Select Application.
2. To retrieve the data from the default device after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press F2, LOAD.
3. To load all unit loads and mixed layer loads you have backed up in Step 1 ,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
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b. Press MENU.
c. Select FILE.
d. Press F1, [TYPE].
e. Select File.
f. Move the cursor to [you enter].
g. Use the alphabetic keys to enter PMUL*.VR for unit loads or PMML*.VR for mixed
layer loads.
h. Press F2, LOAD.
i. Load the file(s):

• To load the file(s) you selected, press F4, YES.
• If you do not want to load the file(s) you selected, press F5, NO.

j. If the file already exists:
PMUL001 already exists
OVERWRITE SKIP CANCEL

• To overwrite , press F3, OVERWRITE.
• To skip the file, press F4, SKIP.
• To cancel , press F5, CANCEL.
4. To remove a unit load and related information,
a. Move the cursor to the unit load number to be cleared.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F3, CLEAR.
c. To continue with the clear, press F4, YES. Otherwise, press F5, NO.
Note For another method of clearing a unit load, or if an error is displayed when you try to
clear the unit load, refer to Section 7.2 .
5. To make a copy of a unit load under a different unit load number,
a. Move the cursor to the unit load to copy.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, COPY.
c. Type the unit load number to copy to and press ENTER.
d. If the unit load file already exists:
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A file by that name
already exists. Copy
over existing file?
YES
NO

• To overwrite , press F4, YES.
• To cancel the copy , press F5, NO.
Procedure 3-8 Setting up a Mixed Layer Load with a Basic, Alternate and Top-cap Pattern
Overview
PalletTool Turbo provides an alternate method for creating a Mixed Layer Unitload with a menu
called “Mixed Layer” using the concept of a basic pattern, a top-cap pattern and an alternate pattern.
The alternate pattern can be assigned to any layer except the top and the bottom. It is intended for
users whose unitload changes frequently during a production run in terms of a top-cap or an alternate
pattern selected for a specific layer. The same Mixed layer load can be easily edited and re-used.
Figure 3–17. Mixed Layers Menu Location

SETUP\Mixed\Layer\\\\\\\\\\\\JOINT\100\%
__________________
7/7
| 1\Infeed\Stn\\ |
| 2 Pallet Stn
|
| 3 Unit load
|
| 4 Optimal path |
| 5 Gripper
|
| 6 PalletSystem |
| 7 Mixed Layer
| 8 Menu Utility |
| 9 General
|
| 0 -- NEXT -|
|
+---------| TYPE |
CREATE
HELP
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Figure 3–18. Mixed Layer Menu
SETUP\Mixed\Layer\\\\\\\\\\\\JOINT\100\%
Edit/Create ML:
1/7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

ML Id:
ML001 ML 1 abc
Basic UL: UL002 Unitload #2
Alt UL:
UL004 Unitload #4
Top UL:
UL005 Unitload #5
Layers:
5
Interlock Layers
Assign Alt ULs to layers

[ TYPE ]

CREATE [CHOICE]

HELP

Note If you have more than three unitloads in a Mixed Layer load, you should not use this method.
Instead, use the main procedure described in the procedure “Setting up a Mixed Layer Load.”
Conditions

• You have no more than 3 unitloads in a Mixed Layer Load.
• You have already created the 3 unitloads prior to using this method.
• You want to re-use the same Mixed Layer Unitload. For example, for one shift or even a part of
the shift, you do not have a top-cap pattern, but then you have a need to use a top-cap pattern. Or
for some reason, you want to change only the top-cap pattern for a while.
Definitions

• Basic Unitload (Basic-UL): The Basic UL is the main UnitLoad (UL) in the Mixed Layer load
(ML). For a valid ML, there must be at least one Basic UL. This is also the UL that is in the
bottom layer of the ML.

• Alternate Unitload (Alt-UL): The Alt UL is the alternate unit load you wish to assign to certain
layers of the ML.

• Top-cap Unitload (Top-UL): The Top UL is the top-cap UL for the ML. This Unit load will be
assigned to the top layer only. The Top UL can be the same as the Basic UL or the Alt UL.
1. Select or create a Mixed Layer Unitload.
Press the CREATE function key to create a new ML. You will see a prompt on the prompt line:
“Enter ML number:
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Enter the id of the new ML you wish to create and press Enter. If a ML by that Id already exists,
you will be presented with a prompt box that says that the ML already exists and that you can
modify that ML or not. If the ML does not exist, then it will be created and you can go to the
next steps of selecting the Basic UL, Alt UL, etc.
If instead of creating a new Mixed Layer Unitload, you wish to select it,
a. Move the cursor to the item “ML Id” and then press the [CHOICE] key. You will see a list
of Mixed Layer (ML) loads in a sub-window. Select the one you wish to edit.
2. Select or Change the Basic UL.
When you press the [CHOICE] key, you will see a list of Unit Loads (UL) in a sub-window.
Select the Basic UL from this list. If you created a new ML using the CREATE key, then
initially, the Basic UL, Alt UL and Top UL will all be blank (unassigned). When you select the
Basic UL, it is initially automatically copied to the Alt UL and Top UL. You can change the Alt
UL and Top UL after you have selected the Basic UL. Note: You cannot choose a Basic UL
prior to selecting a valid ML Id. If you attempt to do so, PalletTool Turbo will post the following
warning and change the selected item to its prior value.
PALL-253 ML Id not set

3. Select or Change the Alternate Unitload (Alt-UL)
Press the [CHOICE] key to select an Alt-UL.
You cannot choose an Alt UL prior to selecting a valid ML Id and a valid Basic UL. PalletTool
Turbo will post the following warnings and change the selected item to its prior value:
PALL-253 ML Id not set
PALL-254 Basic pattern is not set

4. Select or Change the Top-cap Unitload (Top-UL)
Press the [CHOICE] key to select the Top-UL.
You cannot choose the Top-UL prior to selecting a valid ML Id and a valid Basic UL. PalletTool
Turbo will post the following warnings and change the selected item to its prior value:
PALL-253 ML Id not set
PALL-254 Basic pattern is not set

5. Specify the number of Layers in your Mixed Layer Load
This item represents the total number of layers in the ML. You can have upto 40 layers in a ML.
If you decide to increase the number of layers after you have already assigned Alt ULs to layers,
then you will need to re-visit that menu and reassign Alt ULs to the new layers as you wish.
It is a good idea to revisit the menu even if you decrease the number of layers to ensure that
the Alt UL assignments are always correct.
6. Interlock the layers
When you press ENTER on Interlock Layers, a prompt box is displayed as shown below:
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Are you sure you want all
layers of all the unitloads
in the Mixed layer to be
interlocked?
YES NO

If you select YES, then the layers in the ML will interlocked. That is, all odd layers will contain
the “NoFlip” pattern and the even layers will contain the “Flip” pattern. This is achieved by
forcing the layers of each unitload in the ML to flip or no-flip status. The warning is posted
because it destroys the original setting of “Flip” or “No flip” that you did in each individual
unit load of the ML. If you select NO, then the interlocking scheme will be as defined in the
individual unit loads of the ML.
7. Assign Alt ULs to layers
When you press ENTER on this item, you will be presented with a new menu where you can
assign the alternate pattern to specific layers of the ML. See figure below. Select YES or NO
for the layers to assign the alternate pattern. Press the DONE function key when done with
this menu.

Figure 3–19. Specify Alt-Pattern Menu

SETUP\Mixed\Layer\\\\\\\\\\\\JOINT\100\%
Specify alt pattern
2/5
Layer
Alt-Pattern
1 Layer 1
NO
2 Layer 2
\\NO\
3 Layer 3
YES
4 Layer 4
YES
5 Layer 5
NO

[ TYPE ]

DONE

YES

NO

Note

• You cannot assign an Alt UL to bottom layer. The bottom layer must contain the basic UL.
You also cannot assign an Alt UL to the top layer. The top layer must always contain the Top
UL. If you attempt to assign an Alt UL to either the top or the bottom layer, PalletTool Turbo
will post the following warnings and reset the data to “No” for those layers:
PALL-256 Alt pat not allowed for top layer
PALL-257 Alt pat not allowed for bottom layer
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• When you create a new ML, by default Alt UL is not assigned to any layer. If you do not
visit this menu and make the assignments, then even if you have specified the Alt UL in
the main menu, the Basic UL is used for layers 1 through the penultimate layer. The top
layer always is unflipped and uses the Top UL. When a new ML is created, and the user
selects an Alt UL, the following warning is posted to remind the user to visit the “Assign
Alt ULs to layers” menu.
PALL-264 Alt pat not assigned. Goto ALT-PAT menu

8. SAVE your Mixed Layer Load
When you press the Save or the F6 function key, the current ML will be saved to the default file
device. The name of the file is PMMLxxx.VR where xxx is the ML number. If a file already
exists on the file device (MC:, UD1:, etc.), then you will be prompted to tell if you wish to
overwrite the existing file.
9. CLEAR the Mixed Layer Load
To delete the Mixed Layer Unitload, press the CLEAR function key.
When you press the Clear or the F8 function key, you will be presented with a prompt box to
confirm that you do indeed wish to clear the current data for the ML. If you confirm, then the
current ML data will be cleared and all data in the menu will be displayed as blank.
10. COPY a Mixed Layer Load
When you press the Copy or the F9 function key, you will be able to copy the current ML to a
new ML. You will be prompted to enter the number or the ID of the new ML that you wish to
copy the current ML data to. If you enter a number for a ML that already exists, then you will
be asked to confirm that you want to overwrite that existing ML. After the copy operation, the
menu will continue to display the current ML. If you wish to see the new ML, then you need to
use the [CHOICE] key to select that ML id.

3.7 OPTIMAL PATH SETUP
3.7.1 Overview
A path is the route the robot takes to go from one place to another. An optimal path is the best path
the robot can take to perform the application. Optimal path data adjusts the path of the robot to avoid
obstacles in the workcell and to minimize cycle time. The Optimal Path SETUP Menu includes
several items that you can set. Each item affects a specific component of the robot path.
Use the Optimal Path SETUP Menu during initial setup and after you have tested your application
at slow speed to
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• Indicate which gripper is used to carry the unit load
• Customize palletizing order and placement techniques
• Fine tune the pick-and-place paths that the robot takes during each palletizing cycle
• Indicate offsets from the pallet origin and the unit load origin on the pallet (unit load seating)
After you modify optimal path data to achieve the best cycle time for your application, be sure to
save the information to the default device. Optimal path data and pattern data in Unit Load Setup are
saved together in a file called PMULxxx.VR.

3.7.2 Customizing the Palletizing Sequence
You can customize the palletizing sequence to customize how the gripper places the parts on the
pallet, and to customize the approach positions relative to any placement position on the pallet.
The sequence menu has changed significantly from previous versions. You can specify a sequence
where the robot will pick units and then drop off the units required to complete the layer and place
any remaining units in the gripper on the next layer. This process is reversed while depalletizing.
This feature is called breaking the layer barrier.
You can also define the orientation of the units at the infeed on a per-pick basis for improved cycle
time.
Using a Gripper with More than Two Cases
When you use a gripper with more than two cases, or when you use a fork/bag gripper, you must
determine the optimal palletizing sequence for your application. There are several things you should
consider:

• Collisions with the peripheral equipment in your workcell and with the robot itself.
Be aware of the size of the units and the length of the gripper.
The best sequence for optimal cycle time might not be practical for your workcell. For example,
when you pick up three boxes and place the first box individually, the two boxes that still remain
in the gripper might overhang the pallet. They could crash into surrounding equipment if there
is not enough room.

• The pick up arrangement on the gripper (length on length or width on length). Keep in mind
that this is also how the boxes will be placed.

• The configuration table. Refer to Figure 3–23 , Figure 3–24 , and Figure 3–25 for palletizing
sequence examples for different configurations.

• Optimizing cycle time using layer barrier (refer to the symbol * described in the "Symbols"
section), number of units to pick in each cycle, and orientation of units at infeed in each cycle.
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Note The configuration table can be used for all grippers, but MUST be used for grippers with
more than two cases and for all fork/bag grippers.
Symbols
The Config Sequence menu uses the following symbols:

• & simultaneous placement for palletizing ( P ), simultaneous pick for depalletizing ( D )
• ; individual placement for palletizing (P ), individual pick for depalletizing ( D )
• * placement on next layer for palletizing ( P ), pick on next layer for depalletizing ( D )
Note When units are grouped as simultaneous (&), there is no spacing between them. All units in
this pick and place cycle are placed ( P ) or picked ( D ) simultaneously from the location of the
first unit in the placement ( P ) or pick ( D ). For example: If you want equal spacing between
units, you need to do a 1;2;3 unit grouping as follows: 1 ; 2 ; 3A unit grouping of 12;3 will
produce the following result: 1& 2 ; 3A unit grouping of 1&2&3 will produce the following
result: 1&2&3A unit grouping of 1;2&3 will produce the following result: 1 ; 2&3

3.7.3 Unit Orientation
Unit orientation indicates how a unit is placed on a station. Unit orientation can affect the robot path.
You use the Optimal Path menu to adjust unit orientation.
There are two kinds of unit orientation:

• Length on length means that the longest side (the length) of the unit is on the longest side of the
pallet or infeed conveyor.

• Width on length means that the shortest side (the width) of the unit is on the longest side of the
pallet or infeed conveyor.
Pallet unit orientation indicates how the unit is placed on the pallet station, length of unit on length
of pallet or width of unit on length of pallet.
Infeed unit orientation indicates how the unit is placed on the infeed station, length of unit on length
of infeed conveyor, or width of unit on length of infeed conveyor. See Figure 3–20 and Figure 3–21
for sample layouts of infeed unit orientation.
Note Refer to PalletTool PC for Windows for graphic illustrations of Pallet and Infeed unit orientation.
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Figure 3–20. Infeed Unit Orientation, Parallel Conveyors

Figure 3–21. Infeed Unit Orientation, Facing Conveyors

Flexible Infeed Orientation
The Config Sequence menu allows you to define an infeed orientation for each pick ( P ) or place (
D ). This means that for one pick, the units can be specified to come down the infeed in a LTonLT
orientation, then for the next pick the units can be WDonLT.
For example, In Figure 3–22 , pick numbers 1 and 2 define units 1&2&3 and 4;5;6 to arrive at the
infeed ( P ) or placed on the infeed ( D ) in a LTonLT orientation. Pick numbers 3 and 4 define units
7&8 and 910;11 to arrive at the infeed ( P ) or placed on the infeed ( D ) in a WDonLT orientation.
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Figure 3–22. Flexible Infeed Orientation Setup

SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 111 Layer: 1
Flip: FALSE
# Inf Pallet Sequence
1 L
1 & 2 & 3
2 L
4 ; 5 ; 6
3 W
7 & 8
0
4 W
9 & 10 ; 11
5 L
0
0
0
6 L
0
0
0
7 L
0
0
0
8 L
0
0
0
9 L
0
0
0
Shift/PREV <--Change Layer--> Shift/NEXT

Note The robot expects all units in the pick to have the same orientation. In the Figure 3–22 , all
units 1, 2, and 3 must be LTonLT on the infeed. None of these three units can be WDonLT, or
unexpected results can occur.
Normal Palletizing Sequence for Triple Case Gripper
A typical pattern is shown in Figure 3–23 . One possible numbering sequence, as determined by
PalletTool PC, is also shown.
The following examples will show how flexible unit orientation can increase throughput by reducing
the number of cycles and individual drops it takes to complete a layer. All examples use a triple
case gripper.
If unit infeed orientation is WDonLT for all units, six cycles would be required for this layer and
there would be seven actual placements ( P ) or picks ( D ) on the pallet to complete the layer. See
Figure 3–23 .
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Figure 3–23. Triple Case Gripper Example, Width on Length

If unit infeed orientation is LTonLT for all units, five cycles would be required for this layer and there
would be seven actual placements ( P ) or picks ( D ) on the pallet. See Figure 3–24 .
Figure 3–24. Triple Case Gripper Example, Length on Length

If flexible unit infeed orientation is used, five cycles would be required for this layer and there would
be only five actual placements ( P ) or picks ( D ) on the pallet to complete the layer. In Figure 3–25 ,
the gripper orientation is constant for each placement ( P ) or pick ( D ), therefore reducing rotations
between the infeed and pallet, which also increases throughput.
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Figure 3–25. Triple Case Gripper Example, Flexible Unit Orientation

3.7.4 Breaking the Layer Barrier
For increased throughput and reduced cycle time, the Config Sequence allows you to break the layer
barrier. Breaking the layer barrier is done when the robot places ( P ) or picks ( D ) units on the pallet
to complete a layer, but still has units left in the gripper. These remaining units can then be placed
on ( P ) or picked from ( D ) the next layer. Breaking the layer barrier reduces the number of pick
and place cycles it takes to complete a unit load.
In Figure 3–26 , units 11 and 1 are grouped together with an (*). This signifies the robot will pick
two units from the infeed, place the first unit in the gripper as unit 11 of layer 1, then place the
remaining unit in the gripper as unit 1 of layer 2.
For the defined unit load, there is a total of 11 pick and place cycles to complete the two layers. If
the layer barrier was not used, pick number 6 of layer 1 would have to place a single unit and pick
number 1 of layer 2 would also have to place a single unit, resulting in 12 total pick and place cycles
to complete the 2 layers. One complete pick and place cycle has been eliminated by breaking the
layer barrier.
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Figure 3–26. Example of Breaking the Layer Barrier

3.7.5 PalletTool Standard Paths
To set up the optimal path , you must understand the standard paths the robot takes when it picks up
the unit and when it places the unit.
The standard PalletTool paths are defined by the positions in the programs PKFRMINF and
PLONPAL. Figure 3–27 shows the positions and the paths. When you set up the optimal path, you
adjust the locations of these positions.
Standard Path Positions
The positions in PKFRMINF, shown in Figure 3–27 , are PR[4] offset by PR[16], PR[2], and PR[1].
They define the path the robot takes to pick up the units from the infeed station. There is no part
in the gripper when the robot runs this path.
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Refer to Section 8.2.8 for fork and bag palletizing paths.
The positions in PLONPAL are PR[1], 2, 3, 10, and 4. They define the path the robot takes when it
places the units on the pallet. The g ripper holds a part when the robot runs this path.
Figure 3–27. PalletTool Standard Paths for Vacuum Grippers

Figure 3–28. PalletTool Standard Paths for Vacuum Grippers
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Table 3–28 describes how the SETUP Optimal Path menu items affect the positions in the paths of
PKFRMINF and PLONPAL.
Table 3–28. PKFRMINF and PLONPAL Position Descriptions
PKFRMINF move number

Position Description

PLONPAL move number

Position Description

1

PR[4] offset PR[16]
A retreat position straight up
from the placement position.
Its height is the higher of
either pallet retreat height or
infeed perch height.

1

PR[1] offset PR[3]
A position straight up from
PR[1] at the infeed retreat
height.

2

PR[1] offset PR[2,3]
An approach position directly
above the pick position. It's
height is the higher or either
pallet retreat height or infeed
perch position.

2

PR[1] offset PR[2]
A position shifted from PR[1]
by Infeed Approach Length
or Infeed Approach Width.
Its height is the higher of
either PR[1] shifted by PR[2]
Infeed Approach height, or
PR[10] Pallet Approach.

3

PR[1] The pick up position at
the infeed station.

3

PR[10] The position above
the unit position defined by
the pallet approach length,
width, and height.

4

PR[4] The unit placement
position on the pallet.

3.7.6 Optimal Path Setup Menu
Table 3–29 lists and describes the Optimal Path Setup menu items. For an example of triple case
gripper setup, refer to Section 3.7.2 . See also Figure 3–27 .
Table 3–29. Optimal Path Setup Menu Items
menu item

description

Unit load

This item specifies the unit load that this set of Optimal Path data will affect.

Gripper Type

This item specifies the gripper designation. The following items appear when F4,
[CHOICE] is pressed with PalletTool Turbo: Single Double Triple Multicase Custom
1 through 4, Bag and Servo Hand. The Servo Hand choice appears only when the
Servo Tool option is installed. When you select a gripper using this menu item, the
gripper you select becomes the current gripper when the unit load is executed. With
“PalletTool” (not Turbo) you could see Fork n The fork/bag gripper n is selected and
used as a fork. Bag n The fork/bag gripper n is selected and used as a bag.
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Table 3–29. Optimal Path Setup Menu Items (Cont'd)
menu item

description

Infeed approach length units: mm

This item specifies the distance between the infeed unit position and the infeed
perch position along the length of the infeed station. Note: This item might also be
referenced as "infeed perch length."

Pick Delay units: seconds

This item specifies the pick delay in seconds the robot uses prior to turning on the
activation I/O to pick a part.
In PalletTool Turbo version lower than V7.70P/20, this item was not available on a
unitload basis. It was setup in the Gripper Setup menu. It is no longer available in the
Gripper Setup and you should always specify the pick delay here.
The pick delay property is available only from version V7.70P/20 and higher.

Place Delay units: seconds

This item specifies the place delay in seconds the robot uses prior to turning off the
activation I/O to place a part.
In PalletTool Turbo version lower than V7.70P/20, this item was not available on a
unitload basis. It was setup in the Gripper Setup menu. It is no longer available in the
Gripper Setup and you should always specify the place delay here.
The place delay property is available only from version V7.70P/20 and higher.

Infeed approach width units: mm

This item specifies the distance between the infeed unit position and the infeed perch
position along the width of the infeed station. Note: This item might also be referenced
as "infeed perch width."

Infeed approach height units: mm

This item specifies the height between the infeed unit position and the infeed perch
position. Note: This item might also be referenced as "infeed perch height."

Infeed retreat height units: mm

This item specifies the distance the robot would move up straight before heading
towards the infeed perch position. In previous versions of PalletTool, this item was
named "Clear part at infeed by."

Pallet approach length units: mm

This item shifts pallet approach position away from pallet unit position , along the
length of the pallet, by the dimension you specify.

Pallet approach width units: mm

This item shifts pallet approach position away from pallet unit position , along the width
of the pallet, by the dimension you specify.

Pallet approach height units: mm

This item shifts pallet approach position up from pallet unit position by the dimension
you specify. When you use a double ICC gripper, this dimension should be greater
than the height of the unit being palletized.
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Table 3–29. Optimal Path Setup Menu Items (Cont'd)
menu item

description

Pallet retreat height units: mm

This item specifies the distance between pallet unit position and pallet retreat position.
When you are using a gripper with more than one case, this dimension should be
greater than the height of the unit being palletized. If the pallet retreat height is greater
than the infeed approach height, the infeed approach height will be raised automatically
to the same height as the pallet retreat height. If the pallet retreat height is less than
the infeed approach height, the pallet retreat height will be raised automatically to the
same height as the infeed approach height.

Configure all layers

This item allows configuration of all layers in the unit load. TRUE all layers must be
configured. FALSE normal and flipped layers only must be configured.

Unit load seating units: mm

This item specifies how the unit load is seated on the pallet. The following items
appear when [CHOICE] is pressed: Center Centers the unit load along the length
and width of the pallet CenterLen Centers the unit load along the length of the pallet
CenterWid Centers the unit load along the width of the pallet Manual Places the unit
load origin at the location you specify, relative to the pallet station origin.

Offset along length

This item displays the unit load seating offset along the length of the pallet.

Offset along width

This item displays the unit load seating offset along the width of the pallet.

Robot speed override

This item specifies, as a percentage, the fastest robot speed to be used when the robot
is actually carrying units. This does not affect other robot motions .

Servo Tool Schedule

This item is required only for servo gripper palletizing and is only available to edit
when the gripper is “Servo Hand”. It specifies the schedule number of the Servo Tool
function. Servo Tool is an option that allows you to specify the torque limit to be used
and other items that need to be setup to use the Servo gripper. The setup menu for
Servo Tool can be found in the teach pendant under Menus — Setup — Servo Tool.

Fork dropoff height

This item specifies the measurement from the bottom of the fork to the top of the
previous layer. The forks can almost touch the bags on the previous layer, or they
can be the same distance above the pallet, so that the bags drop into place.

Sequence screen (F2)

This item displays the sequence configuration menu to allow changes to the palletizing
sequence, pick orientation, and placement types for all units. This allows layer barrier
specification.

Table 3–30. Unit Loads in Memory Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

ITEM

This item is the row number for each unit load as it is displayed on the screen.

UNIT LOAD

This item is the number of a particular unit load.

ID NAME

This item is a comment field into which you can type a name for the selected unit load.
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Table 3–31. Pallet Sequence Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

#

This item is the pick cycle number.

Inf

This item specifies the orientation of the units on the infeed for each pick.

Sequence

This item represents the actual order of the units to be placed on the pallet. This also
specifies the grouping of how the units are placed, as follows:

•

& = simultaneous pick ( D ) and place ( P )

•

; = individual pick ( D ) and place ( P )

•

* = pick ( D ) and place ( P ) on the next layer

Use Procedure 3-9 to set up Optimal Path data.
Procedure 3-9 Setting up Optimal Path Data
Conditions

• The application has been tested using slow speed.
Steps
1. Press SET UP.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select Optimal Path. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Optimal Path
Optimal Path Data
1 Unit load: 1
Sample\Product\\\\\\
2 Gripper type:
SINGLE
3 Pick delay:
0.00
s
4 Place delay:
0.00
s
5 Infeed approach length: 0.00
mm
6 Infeed approach width: -300.00 mm
7 Infeed approach height: 100.00 mm
8 Infeed retreat height: 200.00 mm
9 Pallet approach length: 100.00 mm
10 Pallet approach width: 100.00 mm
11 Pallet approach height: 250.00 mm

4. Press F3, SEL_UL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Optimal Path
Unit loads in memory
ITEM
UNIT LOAD
1
1
2
2
3
5
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ID NAME
Boxes
256
**********

5. Move the cursor to the taught unit load you want to change and press F4, MODIFY.
6. Move the cursor to menu items 1 through 13 and enter the correct information for your
application. Refer to Table 3–29 for a description of each menu item.
7. To specify the sequence,
a. Identify the original numbering system for the units in the pattern you want to
palletize. You will need this information for layers in which the pattern is flipped as well
as for layers that are not flipped.
Note If the pattern was created using PalletTool PC, these numbers are automatically
displayed on the units in the PalletTool PC Display Results and Set Layers screen. If it is a
unique pattern, you should know the numbering system you used when you created the
pattern using the teach pendant.

• If the robot is palletizing with a single gripper , (one box at a time), the robot would
palletize the units in exactly the same sequence as the original numbering system.
Refer to the left side of Figure 3–23 , Figure 3–24 , and Figure 3–25 for an example.

• If the robot is palletizing with a triple gripper , it might be more efficient to change
the original numbering system to take full advantage of handling three boxes at a time.
Refer to the right side of Figure 3–23 , Figure 3–24 , and Figure 3–25 for an example.

• For fork and bag type grippers , refer to Section 8.2.9 .
Note In general, the numbering sequence should allow the pattern to palletize, starting
in one corner (origin) of the pallet, and build the load in the build direction away
from that starting corner.
After you have determined the optimal palletizing sequence, you must enter the
sequence into the configuration sequence table.
b. Press F2, SEQUENCE. You will see a screen similar to the following. Refer to Table 3–32
for a description of each item on this screen.
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SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 111
Normal Layers
# Inf Pallet Sequence
1 L
1 & 2 & 3
2 L
4 ; 5
0
3 L
6
0
0
4 L
7 & 8 ; 9
5 L
0
0
0
6 L
0
0
0
7 L
0
0
0
8 L
0
0
0
9 L
0
0
0

Table 3–32. Optimal Path Sequence Setup
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

#

This item is the pick cycle number.

Inf

This item specifies the orientation of the units on the infeed for each pick.

Sequence

This item represents the actual order of the units to be placed on the pallet. This also specifies
the grouping of how the units are placed, as follows:

•

& = simultaneous pick ( D ) and place ( P )

•

; = individual pick ( D ) and place ( P )

•

* = pick ( D ) and place ( P ) on the next layer

If the cursor is on the # or Inf column, when you press F2, MORE, you will see a screen similar
to the following. Refer to Table 3–33 for a description of the items on this screen.
SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 111
Normal Layers
Seq
Rot AprLen
AprWid Soldier
1
180
None
3
0
+
None
5
180
+
None
2
0
+
+
None
4
180
+
+
None
6
0
None
9
180
+
+
None
8
0
+
+
None
7
180
None
Shift F3/F4 toggles all units in column.
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Table 3–33. Optimal Path Sequence Details
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

SEQ

This item is the actual order of the units to be placed and how the units are grouped together. & =
Units placed simultaneously, ; = units placed separately. * = units are placed on the next layer.

ROT

This item is the placement rotation of each unit. Each unit is given a choice. However, if the unit is
being placed at the same time as another one (pick 2, place 2), the rotation used is the one referenced
by the first unit of the pair. If the unit is picked up with another one, but is placed separately (pick 2,
place 1, place 1), each unit is placed with its own rotation.

AprLenAprWid

SOLDIER

This item is not implemented at this time.

When you set up an optimal path, keep in mind the following rule :

•
— You must put down all boxes you have picked up.
For example, row 1 of the previous screen specifies to pick up the first three boxes (numbers
1, 5, and 2), put down two boxes first, and then put down the third box.
— Shift and next to select normal or flipped layers.
— Modify the configuration table as desired.

• To change the Unit Load Seating,
1. Move the cursor to item 12, Unit Load Seating, and press F4, [CHOICE].
2. Move the cursor to the correct selection and press ENTER. You will return to the SETUP
Optimal Path Data menu.
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3.8 I/O SETUP FOR PROGRAM ABORT
Whenever PalletTool is aborted during program execution, output 1 through 16 are turned off
automatically. If you do not customize your application, I/O handling at program abort is done
automatically. However, if you customize your application you must set up PalletTool so that any
DOs that should be turned off at program abort are handled properly.
Make sure that the application outputs that should be turned off at program abort are indicated in the
variable ABORT_DOUTS in the KAREL program PMPALT. ABORT_DOUTS is an array of 16.
Each element of the array can contain a digital output number. This means that you can set as many
as 16 digital outputs in this variable.
If your application uses more than 16 outputs, you must be sure that the outputs that must be
turned off at program abort are included in ABORT_DOUTS[1] through ABORT_DOUTS[16]. Use
Procedure 3-10 to customize the ABORT_DOUTS with the correct outputs for your application.
Use Procedure 3-10 to assign your application outputs to the DOUTS that will be turned off at
program abort.
Procedure 3-10 Defining Output Handling at Program Abort for Customized Packages
Conditions

• You have customized your application so that outputs other than digital output[1] through digital
output[16] must be turned off when PalletTool is aborted.
Steps
1. Press SELECT.
2. Press F1, [TYPE ].
3. Select KAREL Progs.
4. Use the arrow keys to move the cursor to PMPALT and press ENTER.
5. Press DATA.
6. Press F1, [TYPE ].
7. Select KAREL Vars.
8. Move the cursor to ABORT_DOUTS and press ENTER. See the following screen for an
example.
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DATA KAREL Vars
ABORT_DOUTS
1 [1]
2 [2]
3 [3]
4 [4]
5 [5]
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1
2
3
4
5

Caution
Do not enter zero for any digital output (DOUT). Do not enter any negative
numbers. Do not use DOUT numbers that are invalid for your application.
Otherwise, unexpected results could occur.
9. Move the cursor to the item in the array to which you want to assign a different DOUT. Use the
teach pendant keys to enter the number of the output that must be turned off at program abort.
For example, if your application uses digital output[23] that must be turned off at program abort,
and it does not use digital output[1], move the cursor to 1, and enter 23. Digital output[23] will
automatically be turned off at program abort.
10. Repeat Step 9 for each output that must be assigned.

3.9 SLIP SHEET SETUP AND TEST
3.9.1 Overview
A slip sheet or tier sheet is a sheet of heavy paper or cardboard that is placed between the layers of
a unit load. Slip sheets provide added load stability, particularly when columnar patterns are used.
Some unit loads are built directly on a slip sheet or tier sheet, instead of on a pallet.
Note PalletTool PC for Windows will only allow you to set Slip Sheet thickness and to define
between which layers they are to be placed. You cannot use PalletTool PC for Windows to set up Slip
Sheet positional data. You must use the teach pendant to set up this information.
If your unit loads require slip sheets, you must

• Enter complete layer spacing information during Unit Load Setup, for each unit load that uses
slip sheets. ( Procedure 3-5 )

• Position the slip sheet magazine (container holding slip sheets) properly in the workcell.
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• Record the position registers used by the slip sheet program. Slip sheet search attempt information
will automatically be calculated from the position register information. ( Procedure 3-11 )

• Test the slip sheet program. ( Section 3.9.4 )
Note The slip sheet layer spacing information that you enter at the Setup Unit Load menu is
used internally to calculate the height of the unit load, and to call the slip sheet programs. It is
not used in the slip sheet programs.

3.9.2 Slip Sheet Programs
Slip sheet is handled by the program PKPLSLIP.TP.
PKPLSLIP.TP calls the required programs for pick and placing slipsheets depending on whether the
current operation is palletizing or depalletizing.
Palletizing - PKSLPSTK.TP is called to pick the slipsheet from the slipsheet stack and place it on
the unitload. When picking the slipsheet from the stack, the robot searches downward from the
position where it last found a slipsheet.
If it does not find a slipsheet, "Slipsheet Stand Empty" message will be displayed and the robot
will move straight back up to the search start position, then continue palletizing other cycles until
the slipsheet stack has been refilled. R[69] (R[33] for PalletTool Turbo) must be reset to 0 for the
robot to return to the slipsheet stack.
Depalletizing - PKSLPSTN.TP is called to pick the slipsheet from the unitload and place it on the
slipsheet stack. There are no slipsheet searches involved when depalletizing. The robot simply picks
the slipsheet from the top of the unitload and places it on the slipsheet stack (slipsheet search start
position).
Note Your application might require some customization to the PKSLPSTK.TP program if a slipsheet
stack door open input is used to prevent the robot from picking from or placing on the slipsheet stack.
After the slipsheet stack has been refilled, you must reset R[69] = 0 (R[33] for PalletTool Turbo) for
the robot to reset its last found position to the search start position.

3.9.3 Slip Sheet Positions and Position Registers
Each slip sheet station uses two position registers. Each pallet uses one register for slip sheet
placement.
Teach the position registers using the DATA screen ( Procedure 3-11 ).
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Slip Sheet Positions
If your application has one pallet station and one slip sheet stack, you must teach three positions. If
your application has two pallet stations and one slip sheet stack, you must teach four positions, two for
the slip sheet stack, one for pallet 1, and one for pallet 2.

• PR[36: Slip Srch Start] Slip sheet stack search start position - a position above the highest level
of slipsheets in the stack.

• PR[37: Slip1 Srch End] Slipsheet stack, search end position - a position at the bottom of the
slipsheet stack indicating the lower limit for the slip sheet search. If the robot ever reaches this
point without finding a slip sheet, a user alarm will be displayed.

• PR[38: Slip Placement 1] through PR[41: Slip Placement 4] Slipsheet Placement Position - The
position on the pallet where the slipsheet is to be placed. The placement positions shift upward
automatically as the height of the load increases.
When PalletTool picks up the first slip sheet, it moves to the search start position and begins searching
for the top sheet in the stack. It searches downward until it finds the first slip sheet.
When it picks up all other slip sheets, it searches downward from the position where it last found a slip
sheet. If it does not find a slip sheet before it reaches the bottom of the slip sheet magazine, a "Slipsheet
Stand Empty" message will be displayed and the robot will continue palletizing on other cycles.
Slip Sheet I/O
If your application uses a slipsheet stack door open input you must manually insert this modification.
In PKPLSTK.TP, you must check if the door open input is on/off. If the door is open, PAUSE the
program, display a user alarm, or turn on an output if desired, and set R[69] = 0 (R[33]=0 for
PalletTool Turbo).
Note If your workcell has more than one slipsheet stack, customization is necessary. Use the
available position registers for slipsheet stack search start and slipsheet stack search end for each
additional slipsheet station. You will need to modify PKSLPSTK.TP ( P ) or PKSLPSTN.TP ( D )
to use these new positions.
Position Register Assignments
Table 3–34 describes the PalletTool slip sheet position register assignments. It also tells you which
position registers are automatically calculated and which must be manually recorded. You must jog
the robot to the correct position and record the positions for PR[36], PR[37,] and PR[38].
For a two pallet system you must also record PR[39]. For a three pallet system you must also record
PR[40]. For a four pallet system you must also record PR[41].
Note The position registers you define must use Cartesian representation.
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Table 3–34. Slip Sheet Position Register Assignments
Position Register

Description

Record

PR[ 28:Slip Found Pos ]

If R[69: Use Found Pos SS] = 0, the
robot will begin its search from this
position

Calculated

PR[ 29:Slip Place Pos ]

Pick up position on pallet for slipsheet
during depalletizing

Calculated

PR[ 36:Slip Srch Start ]

Position above the highest slipsheet
level in the stack.

Yes

PR[ 37: Slip Srch End ]

Position at lower limit of slipsheet stack.

Yes

PR[ 38 - 41: Slip Placement ]

Position on pallet robot will place
slipsheet record.

Yes

For each pallet that uses slip sheets, you must record

• A position above the slip sheet stack
• A search end position
• A position at the placement position on the pallet (1 or 2 inches above the pallet)
Use Procedure 3-11 to record positions for slip sheets.
Procedure 3-11 Recording Positions for Slip Sheets
Conditions

• Your unit load requires slip sheets.
• You have entered the slip sheet thickness in layer spacing on the Optimal Path screen. Refer
to Section 3.7 .

• The slip sheet magazine is in the proper location in the workcell.
• The pallet is in the proper location in the workcell.
Steps
1. Verify UTOOL:
a. Press MENU.
b. Select NEXT.
c. Select SYSTEM.
d. Press F1, [TYPE].
e. Select Variables.
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f. Press ITEM.
g. Type 103 and press ENTER to move the cursor to $MNUTOOL.
h. Press ENTER.
i. Move the cursor to 1 and press ENTER.
Verify that all values are 0. If the values are not correct, enter zero for x, y, z, w, p, and r.
2. Record positions:
a. Press DATA.
b. Press F1, [TYPE].
c. Select Position Reg.
d. Move the cursor to PR[36], the search start position.
e. Jog the robot to the clear position. This is the clear position.
f. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD.
g. Move the cursor to PR[37], the search end position.
h. Jog the robot to the search end position. Your slip sheet magazine should be empty.
i. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD. This is the search end position.
j. Change to the WORLD coordinate system by pressing the COORD key on the teach
pendant until WORLD is displayed in the upper right hand corner of the teach pendant
screen.
k. Jog the robot in the +z direction a few inches.
l. Load a few slip sheets into the magazine.
m. Press TOOL.
n. Select the tool you want to use.
o. Press SHIFT and F4, CLOSE, to turn on the vacuum to pick up the top slip sheet.
p. Jog the robot straight down (in the -z direction) until you can pick up the top slip sheet.
q. Jog the robot, with the gripper holding the slip sheet, straight up (in the +z direction)
and out of the slip sheet magazine.
r. With the slip sheet in the gripper, press DATA.
s. Move the cursor to the next PR[] to be taught.

• PR[38] for pallet 1
• PR[39] for pallet 2
• PR[40] for pallet 3
• PR[41] for pallet 4
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t. Jog to the pallet placement position.
u. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD.
This completes the setup for one slip sheet.
3. To set up additional slip sheets , perform Step 2s through Step 2u for each slip sheet location.
4. When you are finished setting up slip sheets, continue to Procedure 3-12 , "Testing the Slip
Sheet Programs."

3.9.4 Testing the Slip Sheet Program
After you have set up all the information needed for slip sheets, test the slip sheet programs.
Use Procedure 3-12 to test the slip sheet programs for one pallet at a time.
Procedure 3-12 Testing the Slip Sheet Programs
Warning
Before you test slip sheet motion, set the robot speed to very slow and
disable the box presence at infeed. This way the robot will only perform
slip sheet motion. If you do not take these precautions, unexpected
motion could occur, and you could injure personnel or damage equipment.
Conditions

• Your unit load requires slip sheets.
• The slip sheet magazines are in the correct location in the workcell.
• You have entered correct layer spacing information on the SETUP Unit Load screen. Refer
to Section 3.6 .

• You have taught the position registers needed for slip sheets.
• The pallet you are testing is empty.
Note Special controls might be needed for controlling the vacuum cups of the fork grippers.
Refer to Section C.42 for details on how to customize PKSLPSTK.TP. Refer to Section C.43 for
details on how to customize PKSLPSTN.TP.
Steps
1. Set R[ 69: use FoundPos SS] = 0 to start the search from the top of the stack rather than from
the last found position.
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2. Set R[ 4:Current pallet ] = 1 to the number of the pallet you want to test. Be sure that the
pallet you are using is empty.
3. Press SELECT.
4. Press F1, TYPE.
5. Select TP Programs.
6. Move the cursor to PKSLPSTK.TP or PKSLPSTN.TP, and press ENTER.
7. While continuously pressing the DEADMAN switch on the back of the teach pendant, turn the
teach pendant ON/OFF switch to the ON position.
8. Move the cursor to the first line of the selected program.
9. Press and hold down the SHIFT key and press and release the FWD key. You must hold the
SHIFT key continuously until the program has finished running . Releasing the SHIFT key
will pause the program. Press SHIFT and FWD to resume.
Warning
In the next step the robot will move. Make sure that all personnel and
unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell, otherwise, serious
injury and damage to equipment could occur.
10. When you are finished, turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to OFF and release the
DEADMAN switch.

3.10 PALLET HANDLING SETUP AND TEST
3.10.1 Overview
Some systems require the robot to place the pallets on the pallet stations before palletizing or remove
them after a load has been depalletized. If your system requires pallet handling, you must:

• Enable Pallet Handling in the SETUP Pallet System menu.
• Position the pallet stack properly in the workcell.
• Record the position registers used by the pallet programs. Pallet search attempt information will
automatically be calculated from the position register information.

• Test the pallet program. ( Section 3.10.5 ).
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3.10.2 Pallet Handling Programs
Pallets are handled by the program PKPLPAL.TP. PKPLPAL.TP calls the required programs for pick
and placing pallets depending on whether the current operation is palletizing or depalletizing.

• Palletizing - PKPALSTK.TP is called to pick the pallet from the pallet stack and place it on the
pallet station. When picking the pallets from the stack, the robot searches downward from the
position where it last found a pallet. if it does not find a pallet, "Pallet Stand Empty" message will
be displayed and the robot will move straight back up to the search start position, then continue
palletizing other cycles until the pallet stack has been refilled. R[68] (R32] for PalletTool Turbo)
must be reset to 0 for the robot to return to the slipsheet stack.

• Depalletizing - PKPALSTN.TP is called to pick the pallet from the pallet station and place it on
the pallet stack. There are no pallet searches involved when depalletizing. The robot simply picks
the pallet from the pallet station and places it on the pallet stack (pallet search start position).

• The robot by default will place the pallet on the pallet search start position.
You must modify PKPALSTN.TP if you want to use a different position for this dropoff.
The robot simply picks the pallet from the pallet station and places it on the pallet stack.
Note Your application may require some customization to the PKPALSTK.TP program if a pallet
stack door open input is used to prevent the robot from picking from or placing on the pallet stack.
Once the pallet stack has been refilled, you must reset R[68] = 0 (R[32] = 0 for PalletTool Turbo)
for the robot to reset it's last found position to the search start position.

3.10.3 Pallet Positions and Position Registers
Each pallet stack station uses 2 search position registers. Each pallet station uses 1 pallet placement
position register. Teach the position registers using the DATA screen (Procedure 3-8)
Pallet Positions
If your application has one pallet station and one pallet stack, you must teach 2 positions. For each
additional pallet station in the cell, an additional position must be taught.

• PR[3 0: Pal Search Start] Pallet Search Start - a position above the highest level of pallets in
the pallet stack.

• PR[3 1: Pal Search End] Pallet Search End - a position at the bottom of the pallet stack,
indicating the lower limit for the pallet search. If the robot reaches this point without finding a
pallet, "Pallet Stand empty" user alarm is displayed.

• PR[3 2 - 35: Pal Placement] Pallet Placement - a position on the pallet station where the pallet
is to be placed. There is 1 pallet placement position for each pallet station.
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When PalletTool picks up the first pallet, it moves to the pallet search start position and searches
downward for the top pallet in the stack. It continues searching until a pallet is found or the pallet
search end position is reached.
When it picks up all subsequent pallets, the robot moves quickly to the position of the last pallet found
position, then begins another search. If a pallet is not found before the pallet search end position has
been reached, the robot will move back up to the search start position and display, "Pallet Stand
Empty" user alarm.

3.10.4 Pallet Stack I/O
If your application uses a pallet stack door open input you must manually insert this customization
into PKPALSTK.TP. In this program you must add a check for the pallet stack door open input. If the
door is open, PAUSE the program, display a user alarm/turn on an output if desired then reset R[68:
Use Found Pos PL] = 0. When R[68] = 0 (R[32] = 0 for PalletTool Turbo), the robot will reset its
search start to the taught search start position rather than the last found position.
Procedure 3-13 Recording Positions for Pallets
Conditions

• Your system requires pallet handling.
• The pallet stack is in the proper location in the workcell.
• All pallet stations are in the proper locations in the workcell.
Steps
1. Verify UTOOL:
a. Press MENU.
b. Select SETUP.
c. Press F1, [TYPE].
d. Select Frames.
e. If tool frames are not displayed, press F3, [OTHER], and select Tool Frame. If F3,
[OTHER], is not displayed, press PREV.
f. Move the cursor to 1 and press F4, CLEAR.
g. If you want to clear the current frame , press F4, YES. To cancel , press F5, NO.
h. Press F5, SETIND.
i. Type 1 and press ENTER when prompted, "Enter frame number:"
2. Record positions:
a. Press DATA.
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b. Press F1, [TYPE].
c. Select Position Reg.
d. Move the cursor to PR[30: Pal Search Start].
e. Jog the robot to the Pallet Stack Search Start position.
f. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD.
g. Move the cursor to PR[31: Pal Search End].
h. Jog the robot down to the search end position.
i. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD.
j. Change to the WORLD coordinate system by pressing the COORD key on the teach
pendant until WORLD is displayed in the upper right hand corner of the teach pendant
screen.
k. Jog the robot in the +z direction until you can get a pallet into the pallet stack.
l. Jog the robot down in the -z direction until the gripper is in place to pick a pallet.
m. Enable the I/O required to clamp the pallet.
n. With the pallet in the gripper, press DATA.
o. Move the cursor to PR[32: Pal 1 Placement].
p. Jog the robot to the placement position for pallet 1.
q. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD. This completes the setup for pallet 1.
3. To set up additional pallet placement locations, perform Step 2o through Step 2q for each
pallet location.
4. When you are finished setting up pallet handling, perform Procedure 3-14 , to test the pallet
handling program.

3.10.5 Testing the Pallet Handling Program
After you have set up all the information needed for pallet handling, test the pallet handling programs.
Use Procedure 3-14 to test the pallet handling programs for one pallet at a time.
Warning
Before you test pallet handling motion, use a slow override speed for
the robot and disable the box presence at the infeeds. This will prevent
the robot from servicing anything but the pallet stack. If you do not take
these precautions, unexpected motion could occur, and you could injure
personnel or damage equipment.
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Procedure 3-14 Testing the Pallet Handling Program
Conditions

• Your pallet system requires pallet handling.
• The pallet stack is in the correct location in the workcell
• You have taught the position registers needed for pallet handling. Refer to Appendix B .
• The pallet station you are testing is empty.
Note Special controls might be needed for controlling pallet handling clamps. Refer to Appendix
C for details on how to customize pallet handling programs.
Steps
1. Set R[68: Use Found Pos PL] = 0 to start the pallet search from the pallet search start position
rather than the last found position.
2. Set R[4: Current Pallet] to the pallet station you want to test. Be sure that this pallet station
is empty.
3. Press SELECT.
4. Press F1, [TYPE].
5. Select TP Programs.
6. Move the cursor to PKPALSTK.TP for palletizing or PKPALSTN.TP for depalletizing.
7. While continuously pressing the DEADMAN switch on the back of the teach pendant, turn the
teach pendant ON/OFF switch to the ON position.
8. Move the cursor to the first line of the program.
Warning
In the next step the robot will move. Make sure that all personnel and
unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell, otherwise, you could
injure personnel or damage equipment.
9. Press and hold down the SHIFT key and press and release the FWD key. You must hold the
SHIFT key continuously until the program has finished running. Releasing the SHIFT key will
pause the program. Press SHIFT and FWD to resume.
10. When you are finished, turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch OFF and release the DEADMAN
switch.
11. Repeat Step 1 through Step 10 for each pallet station.
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4.1 Overview
This function allows visualization of the unit loads including a display of units in the unit load that
may not be reachable by the robot. It allows you to change the patterns using the teach pendant
without requiring PalletPRO. It also provides run-time display of building the unit loads on the
pallet with vacuum and bag grippers.
In R-30iB Plus, the 4D Graphics option is included in the purchase of PalletTool Turbo.

4.2 4D Graphics Setup
In order to view both the PalletTool setup menus and 4D graphics window, you must set the iPendant
display to double. Clicking the center of the upper menu bar or hitting SHIFT+DISP will prompt you
with a display windows option. Select Double [Display1, Double]. Selecting the new window, you
must then select the 4D Graphics Display [Menu, 4D Graphics, 4D Display].
4D graphics has a variety of controls for modifying Zoom, Pan, Rotation, and different pre-configured
views. Selecting the [VIEWS] button allows you to toggle between useful existing preset views such
at Front, Back, Top, Bottom, Right, and Left. The [TYPE] button provides a list of available 4D
graphics displays. 4D Pallet is relevant to creating a Palletizing application. Selecting this display
will display a convenient view of the robot, conveyor, and pallet.
Figure 4–1. Teach Pendant Display of the Palletizing Workcell in 4D
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4.3 Infeed Station Setup
There are several 4D features offered in the Infeed Station Setup menu [Menu, Setup, Infeed Stn].
Selecting the CREATE or MODIFY button displays the setup menu. From within this menu
selecting the 4D button will prompt you with a new SETUP Infeed 4D graphics menu containing
the following three options:
1. Color
2. Opacity
3. Teaching aid color
You can switch the color of the infeed by selecting the Color option then the [CHOICE] button.
Opacity of the infeed is adjusted by selecting the Opacity option and providing a number between 1
and 100. The Teaching aid color refers to the rectangle on the conveyor representing the teach plate
used to teach origin points. The color of the teaching aid may be adjusted by selecting the Teaching
aid color option then the [CHOICE] button.
Figure 4–2. Infeed 4D Properties

Returning to the SETUP Infeed Stn menu there are other menu options that will be reflected on the 4D
display. When selecting Arrow direction, you must specify the teaching aid’s orientation, LTonLT or
WDonLT. Switching between these two options will reorient the conveyor. Teaching and re-teaching
the infeed position will also be reflected in the 4D display. More details concerning Infeed Station
setup can be found in Section 3.5 .
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Figure 4–3. Visualization of Teaching Aid on the Infeed

4.4 Pallet Station Setup
There are several 4D features offered in the Pallet Station Setup menu [Menu, Setup, Pallet Stn].
Selecting the CREATE or MODIFY button displays the setup menu. From within this menu selecting
the 4D button will prompt you with a new SETUP Pallet 4D graphics menu containing the following
three options:
1. Color
2. Opacity
3. Teaching aid color
You can switch the color of the pallet by selecting the Color option then the [CHOICE] button.
Opacity of the pallet is adjusted by selecting the Opacity option and providing a number between 1
and 100. The Teaching aid color refers to the rectangle on the pallet representing the teach plate used
to teach origin points. The color of the teaching aid may be adjusted by selecting the Teaching aid
color option then the [CHOICE] button.
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Figure 4–4. Pallet 4D Properties

Returning to the SETUP Pallet Stn menu there are other menu options that will be reflected on the 4D
display. When selecting Arrow direction, you can specify the direction the pallet faces, LTonLT or
WDonLT. Switching between these two options will reorient the pallet.
Figure 4–5. Visualization of the Teach Plate on the Pallet

For instructions related to pallet station setup, refer to Section 3.5.
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4.5 Unit Load
There are several 4D features offered in the Unit load setup menu [Menu, Setup, Unit Load]. Selecting
the CREATE or MODIFY button displays the setup menu. From within this menu selecting the 4D
button will prompt you with a new SETUP Unitload 4D graphics menu containing the following
four options:
1. Color
2. Opacity
3. Unit placement sequence text visible
4. Display type
You can switch the color of the unit load by selecting the Color option then the [CHOICE] button.
Opacity of the unit load is adjusted by selecting the Opacity option and providing a number between 1
and 100. Toggling on the Seq Text visible option will display the order boxes will be placed on the
pallet in the 4D graphics window. The final option, display type, will toggle between the 4D Graphics
window displaying a full pallet, a pallet with one normal layer, or a pallet with one flipped layer.
Figure 4–6. Unit Load 4D Properties

Returning to the Unit load setup menu, you can change the unit load dimensions and pallet
dimensions. Any changes made to the unit load will be reflected in the 4D Graphics window. Units
that are outside of the robot’s reach will be displayed in yellow. For more details concerning Unit load
setup, refer to Section 3.6.
Modifying unit’s dimensions will update the 4D Graphics window. Any modifications made to the
pattern type or flip type will also be reflected in the 4D graphics window.
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Figure 4–7. Visualization of the Unit Load on the Pallet with the Unreachable Boxes (yellow)

The Detail button under the SETUP Unit load menu page allows you to further configure the unit
load pattern. The image bellow is that of the detailed unit load setup page. Changes made to the unit
loads will be reflected in the 4D Graphics window. See Figure 4–8.
The Pattern coordinates option allows each unit in the entire pallet to be given an orientation and an x,
y offset. Any changes made to the unit load pattern will be displayed in the 4D graphics window.
Figure 4–8. Visualization of Unit Locations When Modifying the Coordinates
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Selecting Layer spacing displays a menu that allows the configuration of slip sheet spacing. Changing
the value of the spacing between layers will be reflected in the 4D Graphics display.
Figure 4–9. Visualization of Slip Sheets in the Unit Load Based on Layer Spacings

4.6 Optimal Path Setup
In the Optimal Path menu, unit load seating can be visualized in 4D.
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Figure 4–10. Visualization of Unit Load Seating

In the SEQUENCE menu, palletizing sequence text can be visualized in 4D.
Figure 4–11. Visualization of Palletizing Sequence
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4.7 Mixed Unit Load Setup
When creating a new unit load you are asked if you would like to create a Mixed Unit Load. If you
select yes, a different setup menu will be displayed. This menu allows you to select each individual
unit in a layer. Changes made to the layers will be show in 4D Graphics.
Figure 4–12. Visualization of a Mixed Layer Unit Load

4.8 Gripper Setup
The Gripper setup menu [Menu, Setup, Gripper] provides a number of gripper configuration options.
When selecting between a bag or vacuum gripper using the [SEL_GR] button, you will see the
gripper change on the virtual robot in 4D graphics. For more information regarding gripper setup,
refer to Section 3.4.
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Figure 4–13. Visualization of the Bag Gripper

4.9 Run-Time
When running the palletizing application, 4D Graphics will display the live status of the cell based on
part presence I/O and units that have been placed on the pallet. This display shows what PalletTool
Turbo sees as the status of the cell. This can be useful if the real status does not match due to bad
I/O, bad cycle start information, or other causes.
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Figure 4–14. Visualization of the Robot Picking Units from Infeed and Placing on Pallet During
Production Run
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5.1 Overview
PalletTool software is a combination of internal code, KAREL programs, and PalletTool teach
pendant programs. PalletTool provides menus that allow you to set up and run a complete palletizing
application without programming. Refer to Chapter 9 PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED for
information on the PalletTool PC option.
Note You can customize PalletTool teach pendant programs for special circumstances.
Warning
Before you modify any programs you MUST understand what each
program does; otherwise, you could injure personnel or damage
equipment. Call FANUC America Corporation if you have any questions
about how to modify a teach pendant program.

5.2 PALLETTOOL ARCHITECTURE
The principal PalletTool program is MAIN.TP. This program uses the information specified when you
set up PalletTool. Internal KAREL programs supply operational data for use in MAIN.TP and other
teach pendant programs. Figure 5–1 shows a block diagram of the PalletTool system architecture.
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Figure 5–1. PalletTool Architecture

Note Unit load, optimal path, gripper and PalletTool system setup can all be performed on the
PC using PalletTool PC for Windows.

5.3 PALLETTOOL PROGRAMS
PalletTool uses several teach pendant programs to perform palletizing applications. You can modify
these programs if necessary.
Section 5.4 provides the sequence of program execution. Appendix C contains information that will
help you decide whether to modify programs for your application. Appendix C also contains the
program code for each teach pendant program.
Note If your application uses a custom gripper, or you have modified a standard FANUC America
Corporation gripper in any way, you might need to modify teach pendant programs. Contact FANUC
America Corporation for assistance when you customize programs.
You can modify these programs if your application requires it. You will need to modify all teach
pendant programs if your application uses more than four infeed, four pallet, and one slip sheet
station. For information on programming and program elements, refer to the HandlingTool Setup and
Operations Manual.
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Three macros are available to help customize for collision avoidance:

• Get unit stats - This macro is used in production to get the size of the unit being palletized
on a particular pallet.

• Get uload stats - This macro is used in production to get the size of the unit load being palletized
on a particular pallet.

• Get unitload ht - This macro is used in production to get the current height of the unit load being
palletized on a particular pallet in the robot WORLD coordinate.
For more information about these macros, refer to Appendix C .

5.4 PALLETTOOL PROGRAM EXECUTION
5.4.1 PalletTool Programs
This section contains a logic diagram that shows the execution sequence of the PalletTool programs.
See Figure 5–2 through Figure 5–4 .
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Figure 5–2. Logic Diagram - PalletTool Basic Continuous Palletizing Loop
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Figure 5–3. Logic Diagram - PalletTool Basic Continuous Palletizing Loop
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Figure 5–4. Logic Diagram - PalletTool Part Drop Recovery (PLONPAL.TP)
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5.4.2 PalletTool Turbo Programs
This section contains a logic diagram that shows the execution sequence of the PalletTool Turbo
programs. See Figure 5–5 through Figure 5–10 .
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Figure 5–5. MAIN.TP Main Sequence
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Figure 5–6. GET C-START DATA Detail Sequence for Selected Items
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Figure 5–7. PALLETIZING LOOP
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Figure 5–8. PALLET INDEXING AND CYCLE INTERRUPT Sequence
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Figure 5–9. PLONPAL.TP Sequence
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Figure 5–10. PART DROP RECOVERY Sequence
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6.1 OVERVIEW
After you set up PalletTool you must test it to be sure it runs exactly the way you want. When you test
PalletTool you must

• Set the REMOTE/LOCAL item on the System Config menu to REMOTE.
• Test run your PalletTool application at slow speed.
• If necessary, you must
— Verify that you have taught the stations correctly. ( Procedure 3-4 )
— Verify that the unit load data is correct. ( Procedure 3-5 )
— Set up optimal path data. ( Procedure 3-9 )
— Test the gripper. ( Procedure 6-3 )

• Test run your PalletTool application again at a slow speed.
• Run production.
Caution
If you press the EMERGENCY STOP button while the robot is moving fast,
alarms might occur that will require a Cold start to be removed.

• Debug problems using Chapter 7 TROUBLESHOOTING PALLETTOOL or by turning on Debug.
Refer to Section 6.5 .

6.2 TESTING AND RUNNING PRODUCTION
6.2.1 Overview
Testing PalletTool requires that you set up certain positions and then test the gripper and application to
ensure that it operates the way you want. This section contains the information you need to test a
PalletTool application.
Before you test PalletTool , you must

• Teach a perch position - Procedure 6-1
• Teach a gripper maintenance position - Procedure 6-2
To test PalletTool, you
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• Test the gripper - Procedure 6-3
• Test run the PalletTool application - Procedure 6-4
Refer to Section 6.3.3 for information on testing PalletTool when you use a PLC.

6.2.2 Teaching a Perch Position
Before you test run a PalletTool application, you must teach a perch position. Use Procedure 6-1 to
teach a perch position.
Note You must teach the perch position using the teach pendant.
Note Be sure to teach the perch position at a safe, high position. This position should be higher
than the tallest unit load.
Procedure 6-1 Teaching a Perch Position
Conditions

• PalletTool has been set up. Refer to Chapter 6 TESTING PALLETTOOL AND RUNNING
PRODUCTION .

• All personnel and unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell
Steps
1. Press SET UP.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select Frames.
4. If Tool Frame Setup is not displayed, press F3, [OTHER] and select Tool Frame.
5. Move the cursor to Tool 1.
6. Press F4, CLEAR.
7. Press F4, YES.
8. Press DATA.
9. Press F1, [TYPE].
10. Select Position Reg.
11. Press ITEM.
12. Type 25 and press ENTER to move the cursor to PERCH POSITION.
13. Jog the robot to a perch position above the height of the highest unit load, and above the
infeed station.
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14. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD, to record the position.

6.2.3 Teaching a Gripper Maintenance Position
Before you test run a PalletTool application, you must teach a gripper maintenance position. Use
Procedure 6-2 to teach a gripper maintenance position.
Note Be sure to teach the gripper position at a safe, high position. This position should be higher
than the tallest unit load.
Procedure 6-2 Teaching a Gripper Maintenance Position
Conditions

• PalletTool has been set up.
• All personnel and unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell
Steps
1. Refer to Procedure 6-1 , and perform Step 1 through Step 11 .
2. Type 26 and press ENTER to move the cursor to Gripper Maint.
3. Jog the robot to a perch position above the height of the highest unit load, and above the
infeed station.
4. Press SHIFT and F3, RECORD, to record the position.

6.2.4 Testing the Gripper
Before you test run a PalletTool application, you should test the gripper to verify that it operates
correctly.
Refer to Section 3.4.4 for information about gripper setup. Use Procedure 6-3 to verify proper
operation of an overhead vacuum gripper. To set up and test a fork type gripper, refer to Section 8.2 .
Procedure 6-3 Testing an Overhead Vacuum Gripper
Conditions

• The gripper is installed on the robot and air is connected.
• The gripper has been set up on the Gripper Setup menu.
• For custom grippers, you have set up the gripper. Press F2, [SEL_GR], to select the gripper
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Steps
1. Jog the robot so the gripper is in a position directly above a unit. If you have a multiple gripper,
jog the robot until case 1 is directly above a unit.
2. Continuously press the DEADMAN switch and turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to ON.
3. Press TOOL 1. You will see a screen similar to the following.
CHECK TOOL
Current gripper is TRIPLE CASE
CASE #
Case Status
1
OPEN
2
OPEN
3
OPEN

4. Press F2, [SEL_GR], and select a gripper.
5. Move the cursor to case 1.
6. To verify that the gripper closes properly, press SHIFT and F4, CLOSE, and observe the gripper.
Note Case Status is the status of the gripper input sensor.
7. To verify that the gripper opens properly, press SHIFT and F3, OPEN, and observe the gripper.
8. If you have more than 1 case gripper,
a. Jog the robot until the desired case is directly above a unit.
b. Move the cursor to the desired case.
c. To close the gripper, press SHIFT and F4, CLOSE.
d. To open the gripper, press SHIFT and F3, OPEN.

6.2.5 Test Run or Run Production
The procedure for test running and running production is the same for PalletTool and for PalletTool
Turbo. Test run at slow speed (10% — 25% override), and when you are satisfied, run production at
the required speed override.
Note If PalletTool does not have enough temporary D-RAM memory (minimum of 40 KB), you will
receive an error message. You must then perform a Cold start to reset memory and run PalletTool. To
conserve controller memory, save any unit load files that are not being used to the default device, and
delete them using the SELECT screen.
For production run, you can
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• Stop production - Procedure 6-5
During production, you might need to

• Recover from a dropped part - Procedure 6-6
• Try other retreat path options - Section 6.2.9
Refer to Section 6.3 for information on running production from a PLC.
After you have completed all gripper setup procedures and taught a perch position, you can test run
PalletTool. If you are using the slip sheet program or the automatic partial pallet indexing features,
make sure you test them. Use Procedure 6-4 to test run the application.
Procedure 6-4 Test Running or Running Production
Conditions

• PalletTool has been set up.
• The teach pendant is disabled and all programs are aborted.
• All personnel and unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell.
• A perch position has been taught.
Steps
1. Set the REMOTE/LOCAL item on the System Config screen to REMOTE.
2. Set the jog speed to 10% to 25% for testing, or set it to the required % if you are running
production.
Warning
The next step causes robot motion. Make sure all safety barriers
are in place, all personnel are outside of the workcell, all equipment
is in place, and all production conditions have been met before
you continue. Otherwise, you could injure personnel and damage
equipment.
3. Press CYCLE START on the UOP or SOP. The robot will move slowly to the perch position.
The unit load to palletize will be determined in one of the following ways:

• If the part id method in Pallet System Setup is TP, the Cycle Start menu will be displayed.
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• If the part id method is PLC, PalletTool initiates communication with the PLC via
PLCPART.TP, to obtain information as in the following screen. Refer to Section 6.3 .
SETUP PalletSystem
PalletSystem
CYC# UL#
PICK
1 UL100 Inf 1
2 UL123 Pal 2
3 ***** Inf 0
4 ML300 Inf 4

PLACE Layer
Pal 1
0
Inf 2
0
Pal 3
0
Pal 4
0

1/4
Unit
0
0
0
0

4. Enter the correct information for each unit load:

• To start with an empty pallet , enter 0 for LAYER and UNIT.
• To start with a partially full pallet , enter the number of layers that are already on the
pallet, including partial layers , and the number of units that are already in the top layer.

• To disable a pallet , move the cursor to UL # for that pallet, and select 000 disabled.
• To specify a mixed layer unit load (not available with PalletTool Turbo) , select a unit
load of MLxxx type.
If you are using PalletTool, go to Step 5 .
If you are using PalletTool Turbo, go to Step 6 .
5. For PalletTool:
a. To enable alternate infeeds to 1 pallet, move the cursor to the cycle requiring the alt infeeds
and press F2, DETAIL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP PalleySystem
PalletSystem
#
UL# PICK PLACE
1 UL005 Inf 1 Pal 1
2 UL005 Inf 2 Pal 1
3 UL005 Inf 3 Pal 1
4 UL005 Inf 4 Pal 1
5 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
6 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
7 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
8 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
9 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1

1/10
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b. Enter the infeeds you wish to assign to the pallet, then press F1, DONE to display the
main cycle start menu shown in Step 3 .
c. If you have a mixed layer load move the cursor to the cycle containing the mixed layer
load and press F2, DETAIL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP\PalletSystem
PalletSystem
#
UL# PICK PLACE
1 UL001 Inf\1 Pal 1
2 UL002 Inf 1 Pal 1

Layer
0
0

BACK

1/2
Unit
0
0

HELP >

d. Enter the infeed you will assign to each product, enter the start unit and start layer for the
mixed layer load, then press F1, DONE, to display the main cycle start screen, shown
in Step 3 .
6. For PalletTool and PalletTool Turbo:
Warning
The next step causes robot motion. Make sure all safety barriers
are in place, all personnel are outside of the workcell, all equipment
is in place, and all production conditions have been met before
you continue. Otherwise, you could injure personnel and damage
equipment.
Press F2, DONE. You will see a screen similar to the following Production Data Screen:
STATUS: Prodn Data
PAL# UL# LAYER UNIT
1
125
0
0
2
126
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

RATE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ID
WIDGETEERS
ULTRA WIDGETS
DISABLED PALLE
DISABLED PALLE

Note After you test run for the first time, you might need to adjust Optimal Path or other setup
data and test again.
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6.2.6 Stopping Production
You can stop production using the teach pendant or the PLC. For PLC, refer to Section 6.3 .

• Press the C_STOP (F3) function key on the STATUS Prod Data screen. The robot will finish
the current pick and place cycle and return to perch position. A menu will appear and you will
have three choices of how to continue. Refer to Procedure 6-5 .
If you are using a PLC to control production, refer to Section 6.3 for more details.
Procedure 6-5 Stopping Production
Conditions

• The robot is running production.
• You want to stop production.
Steps
1. Press STATUS.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select Prod data. You will see a screen similar to the following.
STATUS: Prodn Data
PAL# UL# LAYER UNIT
1
125
0
0
2
126
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

RATE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ID
WIDGETEERS
ULTRA WIDGETS
DISABLED PALLE
DISABLED PALLE

4. To stop the robot

• Press F3, C_STOP, in the STATUS Prod Data screen. The robot will complete the cycle
and return to the perch position.
If you are using PalletTool, go to Step 5 .
If you are using PalletTool Turbo, go to Step 6 .
5. If you are using PalletTool, you will see a screen similar to the following.
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Cycle Stop
1 Continue Operation
2 Change Product
3 Index Pallet
Select Option:
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• If you select Continue Operation, the menu will disappear and the robot will continue
palletizing from the point at which it was stopped.

• If you select Index Pallet, a screen will be displayed, and you will need to enter the number
of the pallet you want to index. After you enter the number, if the end of batch option
is not enabled, that pallet will be indexed out of the workcell. If the end of batch option
is enabled and if any units remain at the infeed, the robot will perform one pick for the
remaining units, place them on the pallet, and then index the pallet out of the workcell.
Refer to Section 6.4 for more information on the end of batch option. The teach pendant
will return to the main Cycle Stop menu shown in Step 5 after you have entered the number
of the pallet you want to index.
To resume palletizing after indexing the pallet, select Continue operation. The same unit
load will be built on the next pallet that enters the system at that station.

• If you select Change Product, and the part ID mode is manual, you will see a Cycle
Start screen similar to the following.
SETUP PalletSystem
PalletSystem
CYC# UL#
PICK
1 UL100 Inf 1
2 UL123 Pal 2
3 ***** Inf 0
4 ML300 Inf 4

PLACE Layer
Pal 1
0
Inf 2
0
Pal 0
0
Pal 4
0

Unit
0
0
0
0

a. Enter the correct information for each unit load, as described in Step 3 .
b. When all data has been entered, press F2, DONE. You will see a screen similar to the
following
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Cycle Stop:
USER
Cycle Stop
1 Continue Operation
2 Change Product
3 Index Pallet
Select Option:

[

_]

c. To continue operation, select 1, Continue Operation.
Warning
The next step causes robot motion. Make sure all safety barriers
are in place, all personnel are outside of the workcell, all
equipment is in place, and all production conditions have been
met before you continue. Otherwise, you could injure personnel
and damage equipment.
6. If you are using PalletTool Turbo, you will see a screen similar to the following:
Cycle Stop:
USER
1 Continue Operation
2 Index/Change Product
Select Option

If you select Index/Change Product , you will see the following prompt:
Enter Pallet number to index:

If you enter a valid pallet number, you will then get the following “Select inf-pal-ul for each
cyc” menu:
Product\Assignment\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Select inf-pal-UL for each cyc
1/1
CYC UL# PICK PLACE Layer Unit
1 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
1
1
DONE

DETAIL

[CHOICE]

HELP >

Select the new unitload for the pallet and the infeed where the boxes or bags arrive.
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If you have alternate infeeds for the unitload, or you chosea mixed unitload (ML), follow the
additional steps below.
a. If you have alternate infeeds for the unitload, then press DETAIL to enter all the infeeds for
the unitload. You will see a menu similar to the following called “Select alt-infeeds for
UL”. The menu below shows Inf 1 and Inf 2 as alternate infeeds for the unitload UL001.
Press BACK when you are done making the assignments to return to the “Select inf-pal-ul
for each cyc” menu.
Product\Assignment\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Select alt-infeeds for UL
#
UL# PICK PLACE
1 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
2 UL001 Inf\2 Pal 1
3 UL001 Inf 0 Pal 1
4 UL001 Inf 0 Pal 1
BACK

2/40

HELP >

If you are changing product to a mixed layer load (ML), then press DETAIL to enter more
data. You will see a menu similar to the following called “Select infeeds for ULs in ML”.
The menu below shows that the Mixed load has two unitloads UL 1 and UL 2 which are
assigned to infeed 1 and infeed 2 respectively. Press BACK when you are done making the
assignments to return to the “Select inf-pal-ul for each cyc” menu.
Product\Assignment\\\\\\\\\\\\\\
Select infeeds for ULs in ML
7/7
#
UL# PICK PLACE Layer Unit
1 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
0
0
2 UL002 Inf 2 Pal 1
0
0
3 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
0
0
4 UL002 Inf 2 Pal 1
0
0
5 UL001 Inf 1 Pal 1
0
0
6 UL002 Inf 2 Pal 1
0
0
BACK

HELP >

Warning
The next step causes robot motion. Make sure all safety barriers
are in place, all personnel are outside of the workcell, all
equipment is in place, and all production conditions have been
met before you continue. Otherwise, you could injure personnel
and damage equipment.
b. Press DONE in the “Select inf-pal-ul for each cyc” menu. Production will begin and

• If EOB is disabled the pallet will be indexed.
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• If EOB is enabled and parts are present on the respective infeed, the robot will
service that line one more time, then index the pallet.

• If EOB is enabled but no parts are present on the respective infeed, the pallet
will be indexed.

7. You will see a Production Status screen similar to the following, and the robot will continue
palletizing.
STATUS: Prodn Data
PAL# UL# LAYER UNIT
1
125
0
0
2
126
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

RATE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ID
WIDGETEERS
ULTRA WIDGETS
DISABLED PALLE
DISABLED PALLE

6.2.7 Recovering from a Dropped Part
If the robot drops a part during palletizing, the robot will stop and you will see the Part Drop Recovery
Menu if Response Method in Pallet System Setup is set to TP. If Response Method is set to PLC,
refer to Section 6.3
Use Procedure 6-6 to recover from a dropped part.
To bypass the Part Drop Recovery feature you must disable part presence checking. To do this, you
must set "Part drop recovery enable" on the SETUP Pallet System screen to NO.
PalletTool provides R[94] to set a “Part drop check delay time” in milliseconds. The default value is
0. When this value is set to 1000, for example, the robot will delay the part drop check by 1 second
during pickup. This is helpful to avoid bogus part drop detection with some sensors.
PalletTool Turbo uses R[98] for this function.
Procedure 6-6 Recovering from a Dropped Part
Conditions

• The robot drops a unit during testing or production, stops, and you see the following Part Drop
Recovery menu if you are using PalletTool.
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Part Drop Recovery
USER
Part Drop Recovery
1 False Alarm : Continue
2 Pick again and continue
3 Place remaining units
4 Move to Perch
5 Move to Gripper Maint.
Select Option:

[

MAROUPLT902171E REV B

]

• If you are using PalletTool Turbo, you will see the PalletTool Turbo Part Drop Recovery menu.
Cycle Stop:
USER
1 False Alarm : Continue
2 Pick again and continue
3 Move to Perch
4 Move to Gripper Maint.

%

Select Option:

Make the selection that is most appropriate for the current conditions:
Steps
1. If there is no real problem, select "False alarm. Continue" and the robot will continue to
palletize.
2. If you need to be able to remove the remaining parts or repair the gripper at a convenient
location, select "Move to Gripper Maintenance." The robot will move up to the perch height,
then move horizontally to above the gripper maintenance position, and then move down to
the gripper maintenance position.
3. If you need to move the robot to the PERCH position, select "Move to PERCH position."
4. If a box was dropped but there are boxes still in the gripper, you can continue palletizing
by selecting "Place remaining units." The robot will place the boxes still in the gripper on the
pallet. Normal palletizing will then continue on other pallets in the cell. On the next cycle, from
the infeed where the part was dropped, the robot will then pick the number of units required to
complete the placement from the previous cycle, where the part was dropped.
5. To perform the entire pick and place cycle again, select "Pick again and continue." First
remove any boxes placed on the pallet and any boxes still in the gripper using the following steps:
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a. Select Move to PERCH position or Move to Gripper Maintenance.
b. After the robot arrives at the PERCH or Gripper Maintenance position, press
EMERGENCY STOP.
c. If there are any units remaining on the gripper, remove the remaining units, and either:

• Remove the last unit placed on the layer, and restart the operation or
• If you do not know which unit was the last one placed, remove the entire top layer,
press FCTN, then select ABORT (ALL), and start again with a partial pallet.
d. If a unit is still in the gripper, remove it.
e. Release the EMERGENCY STOP and press RESET.
f. Press the CYCLE START button.
g. Select Pick again and continue and press ENTER. The robot will continue palletizing
from the point at which it stopped.
Note The gripper's part sensors must be working properly for the part drop recovery logic
to work. If you see the part drop recover screen, but a box has not been dropped during
part drop recovery, check the gripper's sensors. If a sensor is stuck ON, this screen will
also be displayed.
Refer to Section 6.3.6 for information about using a PLC for part drop recovery.

6.2.8 Changing Layers on the Fly
You can change the number of layers in a unit load during palletizing or depalletizing during
production "on the fly".
Note You can only change the number of layers to values less than or equal to the number of layers
defined in the unit load setup and greater than zero. If there is a layer barrier defined between 2 layers,
then this number of layers will not be valid. An example of this would be if there is a layer barrier
broken between layers 1 and 2, a new number of layers value of 1 is invalid.
If you are using a PLC to control production, refer to Section 6.3 for more details.
Procedure 6-7 Changing Layers On the Fly
Conditions

• The robot is running production.
• The next unit load to come into the cell has a different number of layers than the current unitload.
• You know which pallet station the unit load will be on.
• You know how many layers the new unit load contains.
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Steps
1. Press STATUS.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select Prod data. You will see a screen similar to the following.
STATUS: Prodn Data
PAL# UL# LAYER UNIT
1
125
0
0
2
126
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

RATE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

ID
WIDGETEERS
ULTRA WIDGETS
DISABLED PALLE
DISABLED PALLE

4. Press F2, NEW_LAY.
5. Move the cursor to Pallet number, and Enter the pallet number the unit load will be on.
6. Move the cursor to the New number of layers in this unit load, and enter the New number
of layers.
7. The following message will be displayed on the error line.
PALT-145 Pallet 1, new layers: 4
During palletizing operation - The new layers will take effect on the current unitload if the
current layer is less than or equal to the new number of layers entered. If the current layer is
greater than the new number of layers entered, the new layers will take effect on the next unitload.
During depalletizing operation - The new layers will only take effect on the next unitload
entered into the cell.

6.2.9 Other Retreat Path Options
If you need to improve cycle time, you can change the path the robot takes when it returns from
placing a box on a pallet to picking a box at the next infeed.
Note The ability to use the other retreat path options described in this section will depend on the
geometry of your workcell.
Note For details on fork gripper palletizing paths, refer to Section 8.2.8 .
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Standard Retreat Path
The standard retreat path is shown in Figure 6–1 . It is described in more detail in Section 3.7.5 . In
a standard retreat, PKFRMINF moves up vertically from p4 (box placement position) to a position
that is the highest of either

• The pallet retreat position P1,or
• The height of the infeed retreat perch P2 that the robot is heading toward.
The robot arm then moves horizontally to P2 at the selected height. This makes the return path
very high for tall unit loads.
Figure 6–1. PalletTool Standard Paths (for Overhead Vacuum Grippers)

Table 6–1 describes how the SETUP Optimal Path menu items affect the positions in the paths of
PKFRMINF and PLONPAL.
Table 6–1. PKFRMINF and PLONPAL Position Descriptions
Position in
PKFRMINF

Position Description

Position in
PLONPAL

Position Description

P4

The pick-up position at the
infeed station

p4

The placement position at the pallet station
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Table 6–1. PKFRMINF and PLONPAL Position Descriptions (Cont'd)
P3

An approach position above
the unit on the infeed station.
Shifted from P4 by Infeed
retreat height

p1

A retreat position above the infeed station. (same as P3 in
PKFRMINF) Shifted from P4 by Infeed retreat height

P2

An approach perch position
near the infeed station. Shifted
from P3 by Infeed Approach
Length Infeed Approach Width
Infeed Approach Height

p2

A retreat perch position near the infeed station. It is shifted
from p1 by Infeed Approach Length Infeed Approach Width
Its height is the tallest of either p1 shifted by infeed approach
height, or p3 pallet approach

P1

A retreat position above the
placement position.
P1 is a position straight up from
the p4 placement position.
Its height is the tallest of either
p4 shifted by pallet retreat
height, or P2 infeed perch
height for next infeed

p3

An approach position above the placement position. Shifted
from p4 by Pallet Approach Length Pallet Approach Width
Pallet Approach Height

Optional Retreat Path
You can use an optional kind of retreat path when the pallet retreat position P1 is lower than the infeed
clear position P3. Using this path, you can direct the robot arm to go only up to the height of P3 by
passing infeed perch position P2, and then move horizontally to P3. To use this option, you must
make sure that there are no obstacles in the path and that the other infeed will not interfere with the
path. Figure 6–2 shows this retreat path.
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Figure 6–2. PalletTool Optional Path

To enable this feature, you must set the "Clear return enable" item on the SETUP Pallet System screen
to YES. This feature will take effect for all pallets.
Diagonal Retreat Path
Another way to decrease cycle time is to use a diagonal retreat path when the pallet retreat position
is higher than the infeed perch position. The robot arm will move from the pallet retreat position
horizontally to a user-taught pallet clear position (for pallet 1 this is PR[47]). The robot will then move
to the next infeed's clear position and then continue the pick and place cycle as usual. See Figure 6–3 .
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Figure 6–3. PalletTool Diagonal Retreat Path

To enable this feature, you must set the "Diagonal return enable" item on the SETUP Pallet System
screen to YES. You must also teach the pallet clear positions for all of your pallets. The height of
the pallet clear is determined during execution. You must make sure that this position is taught with
the whole gripper clear of the pallet.
Note The diagonal retreat path is not available when you use a fork gripper.

6.3 USING PALLETTOOL WITH A PLC
You can use PLC communication to start production, select unit loads, index pallets, change unit loads
during production, stop production, and recover from part drop faults.
You are responsible for PLC control logic. If your application uses a cell controller, you might have to
set up PLC control logic in the following teach pendant programs:

• PLCPART.TP - assigns unit loads to infeeds and pallets. This is a standard program called at
production cycle start and TP Cycle stop change production. You might need to modify this
program to meet your PLC and cell configuration.

• PLCINDEX.TP - indexes pallets concurrently with production
• PLCLAYER.TP - changes the number of layers built on a unit load
• PLCSTOP.TP - response to Cycle Stop options
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• PLCPDREC.TP - response to part drop recovery
• WCELLMON.TP– sets up PLC communication for concurrent tasks

6.3.1 PLC Interface I/O
Be sure that you set up I/O wiring between the PLC and the conveyor. Refer to the teach pendant
programs associated with the PLC interface, listed above, for more information.
Refer to Table 6–2 for information on the I/O signals used for the standard PLC interface.
Table 6–2. PLC Interface I/O
Signal

Purpose

Where Used

DI[ 17 - 25]

Bits 1 through 10 for Group Input 1.

PLCPART.TP, PLCLAYER.TP,
PLCINDEX.TP, PLCCSTOP.TP,
PLCPSTOP.TP, PLCPDREC.TP

DI[28]

Cycle Stop from PLC.

WCELLMON.TP

DI[ 29]

Partial Pallet Index from PLC

WCELLMON.TP

DI[ 30]

New layer request from PLC

WCELLMON.TP

DI[ 32]

Signal from PLC indicating data is
ready for read

PLCPART.TP, PLCLAYER.TP,
PLCINDEX.TP, PLCCSTOP.TP,
PLCPDREC.TP

DO[ 17-26]DO[ 32]

Bits 1 through 10 for group output
1 signal to PLC indicating request
to send

PLCPART.TP, PLCLAYER.TP,
PLCINDEX.TP, PLCCSTOP.TP,
PLCPDREC.TP

GI[ 1]

Data from PLC including: unit load
numbers, infeed pallet numbers,
load types, operation types, and
response to part drop recovery.

PLCPART.TP, PLCLAYER.TP,
PLCINDEX.TP, PLCCSTOP.TP,
PLCPDREC.TP

GO[ 1]

Data sent to PLC from robot
including: unit load numbers,
infeed pallet numbers, load types,
operation types, and response to
part drop recovery.

PLCPART.TP, PLCLAYER.TP,
PLCINDEX.TP, PLCCSTOP.TP,
PLCPDREC.TP

Data is received from the PLC as Group Inputs. Data is sent to the PLC as Group Outputs. Refer to
the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for information on setting up group I/O.
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6.3.2 PLC Production Run Setup Items and Operation
You must set specific items on the SETUP Pallet System screen to indicate that you want to use
the PLC for production run. See Figure 6–4 .
Figure 6–4. PLC Setup Items on the SETUP Pallet System Screen

Refer to Section 3.3 for detailed information on setting up PalletTool using the SETUP Pallet System
screen.
If Part ID method = PLC
When a START is given (from any source) the robot will request the PLC to send the pallet number,
infeed number, and unit load numbers using the PLCPART.TP program.
To index a partial pallet from the PLC
To index a partial pallet from the PLC, the PLC sets DI[29] to ON. PalletTool will then run the
PLCINDEX.TP program to determine which pallet to index. Refer to Section 6.3.4 for more
information.
To perform an end of batch procedure before indexing a partial pallet
If End of batch enable = YES, the PLC sets DI[29] to ON. PalletTool will then run PLCINDEX.TP to
determine the pallet to index. But, before indexing the partial pallet, the robot picks up the remaining
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units on the infeed and places them on the pallet. For more information about end of batch processing,
refer to Section 6.4 .
Changing the Number of Layers On-the-Fly
When DI[30] is received by the robot, the number of layers to build for the same unit load on the next
pallet will be changed. PalletTool will run PLCLAYER.TP to determine the pallet number and number
of layers. Refer to Section 6.2.8 for more information about changing the number of layers on-the-fly.

6.3.3 PLC Testing and Running Production
Running production in PLC mode is similar to the description in Section 6.2.5 . Instead of manual
entry menus, all communication is via teach pendant PLC communication programs.
Procedure 6-8 Test Running or Running Production using a PLC
Conditions

• PalletTool has been set up.
• All personnel and unnecessary equipment are out of the workcell.
• A perch position has been taught.
• Part ID method on the SETUP Pallet System screen is set to PLC.
Steps
1. Set the REMOTE/LOCAL item on the System Config screen to REMOTE.
Warning
The next step causes robot motion. Make sure all safety barriers
are in place, all personnel are outside of the workcell, all equipment
is in place, and all production conditions have been met before
you continue. Otherwise, you could injure personnel and damage
equipment.
2. Start production depending on cycle start control:

• If cycle start control is SOP , press CYCLE START on the operator panel.
• If cycle start control is UOP , have the PLC send a UOP signal to the controller.
PalletTool will initiate unit load identification using PLCPART.TP. After this communication
is complete, the robot will begin to palletize. To view production status, display the STATUS
Prodn Data screen. See the following screen for an example.
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STATUS: Prodn Data
PAL# UL# LAYER UNIT
1
125
0
0
2
126
0
0
3
0
0
0
4
0
0
0

RATE
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

MAROUPLT902171E REV B

ID
WIDGETEERS
ULTRA WIDGETS
DISABLED PALLE
DISABLED PALLE

6.3.4 Stopping Production using a PLC
You can stop production in the following ways:

• PLC automatic partial pallet indexing. Refer to Procedure 6-9 .
• Set DI[28] Cycle Stop = ON. The robot will finish the current pick and return to the perch
position. If Response Method in Pallet System setup is set to PLC, PLCCSTOP.TP will initiate
communication with the PLC for the response of how to continue. If Response Method is set to
TP, the Cycle Stop menu will be displayed. Refer to Section 6.2.6

• Press the C_STOP (F3) function key on the STATUS Prod Data screen. The robot will finish
the current pick and place cycle and return to perch position. If Response Method in Pallet
System setup is set to PLC, PLCCSTOP.TP will initiate communication with the PLC for the
response of how to continue. If Response Method is set to TP, the Cycle Stop menu will be
displayed. Refer to Section 6.2.6
PLC Automatic Partial Pallet Indexing
If you want to index one or more partially filled pallets out of the workcell automatically, you might
have to modify the teach pendant program WCELLMON.TP, to indicate the digital input that should
be activated by the PLC for automatic indexing. By default, DI[29] is used to initiate automatic
partial pallet index. If you want to pick up stranded end-of-batch boxes, you can use the end of batch
option. Refer to Section 6.3.2 and Section 6.4 .
When you set up partial pallet indexing correctly,

• If the robot is palletizing at the pallet station that you want to index, the pallet will index at
the end of the current pick-and-place cycle.

• If the robot is not palletizing at the pallet station you want to index, the pallet will index
immediately if you are using PalletTool. If you are using PalletTool Turbo, the pallet is always
indexed at the end of the current pick and place cycle.
After the pallet indexes, the data for the new unit load to be built at that station will be initialized.
Refer to Procedure 6-9 to index a partial pallet.
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If you want to index multiple partial pallets, you must index them sequentially. Repeat Procedure 6-9
for each pallet.
Procedure 6-9 Stopping Production from the PLC by Indexing a Partial Pallet
Conditions

• Group I/O is set to send and receive data to and from the PLC.
• You want PalletTool to index one or more partial unit loads out of the workcell automatically.
• You have set up PLC I/O and modified WCELLMON.TP, if necessary.
• Part ID method on the SETUP Pallet System screen is set to PLC.
Steps
1. Have the PLC send a purge pallet signal to the controller using digital input 29 (DI[29]). If
your application does not use digital input 29 for the purge pallet signal, you must modify
WCELLMON.TP to indicate which digital input is used.
2. PalletTool will execute PLCINDEX.TP as a concurrent task. PLCINDEX.TP communicates
with the PLC to obtain:

• The Pallet number that is to be purged
• The operation type (pal or depal) to be performed on the new ul. (Not needed in PalletTool
Turbo.)

• The new product number that goes to that station when the new pallet comes in
• The load type (ul or ml). (Not needed in PalletTool Turbo.)
• The infeed number where the new product comes in
• Alternate infeeds to be used. (Not needed in PalletTool Turbo.)
For information on PLC - controller handshaking, refer to the PLCINDEX.TP program in
Section C.49 .

Procedure 6-10 Stopping Production from the PLC
Conditions

• Group I/O is set to send and receive data to and from the PLC
• You want to stop production
• You have set up PLC I/O and modified WCELLMON.TP, if necessary.
• The part ID method on the SETUP Pallet System screen in set to PLC
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Steps
1. Set up the PLC to send PLCCSTOP DI[28]. If your application does not use DI[28] for
PLCCSTOP, you must modify WCELLMON.TP to indicate which digital input is used.
2. PalletTool will run PLCCSTOP.TP. This program communicates with the PLC to obtain the
choices for continuing. Refer to Procedure 6-5 for selection choices.
3. To select continue operation the PLC needs to send a 1 by getting the robot's GI[1]=1. The
robot will then continue palletizing from the point at which it was stopped.
4. If you are using PalletTool Turbo, refer to INTINDPL.TP for PLC communications.
5. If you are using PalletTool, to select change product the PLC needs to set GI[1] on the robot
to 2. This will then run PLCPART.TP. The PLC will then need to send all cycle start data
back to the robot.
6. To select Index pallet (from cycle stop only) the PLC needs to set GI[1] on the robot to 3. The
PLC will then need to set GI[1] on the robot to the pallet number to be indexed. If the end of
batch option is enabled and if any units remain at the infeed, the robot will perform one pick for
the remaining units, place them on the pallet, and then index the pallet out of the workcell. Refer
to Section 6.4 for more information on the end of batch option.
For information on PLC controller handshaking, refer to the PLCCSTOP.TP program in Section
C.44 .

6.3.5 Changing Layers on the Fly using a PLC
You can change the number of layers palletized or depalletized in a unitload during production "on
the fly." See Section 6.2.8 . Use the following procedure to change the number of layers on the
fly using a PLC.
Procedure 6-11 Changing Layers on the Fly using a PLC
Conditions

• The robot is running production.
• The next unit load to come into the cell has a different number of layers than the current unit load.
• You know which pallet station the unit load will be on.
• You know how many layers the new unit load contains.
Steps
1. Have the PLC send a 'new layer request' signal using digital input 30 (DI[30]). If
your application does not use DI[30] for the new layer request signal, you must modify
WCELLMON.TP to indicate which digital input is used.
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2. PalletTool will execute PLCLAYER.TP. PLCLAYER.TP communicates with the PLC to obtain
the following data in the following order:

• The pallet number where the unit load is to be modified
• The new number of layers for the next unitload
For information on PLC - controller handshaking, refer to the PLCLAYER.TP program in
Appendix C .

6.3.6 Recovering from a Dropped Part Using a PLC
If your application requires that a PLC responds to the part drop recovery options, you must set the
"Response method" in SETUP Pallet System menu to PLC. When a part drop has been detected,
PLCPDREC.TP will be run instead of displaying the part drop recovery menu.
Use Procedure 6-12 to recover from a dropped part when using a PLC.
Note To bypass the Part Drop Checking feature, you must set "Part drop recovery enable" in the
SETUP Pallet System menu to NO.
Disabling Part Drop Checking during a Unit Cycle
If there is no real problem, send GI[1] = 1 through PLC communications and the robot will continue
to palletize. Part drop checking will then be disabled for the rest of the unit cycle. This is the same
as False Alarm : Continue from the Part Drop Recovery Menu.
Performing the entire Pick and Place Cycle again
To perform the entire pick and place cycle again, set GI[1] = 2 through PLC communications. This
is the same as Pick again and continue from the Part Drop Recovery Menu. All units must be out
of the gripper to perform this recovery option. If any units are in the gripper, you must first remove
them using Procedure 6-12 .
Procedure 6-12 Recovering from Dropped Units using a PLC
Conditions

• The robot is running production.
• Part drop recovery is enabled on the SETUP PalletSystem menu.
• Response method is set to PLC on the SETUP PalletSystem menu.
• The robot has dropped a part, stops, then calls PLCPDREC.TP and waits for a response.
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Steps
1. set GI[1] = 4 through PLC communications to move the robot to gripper maintenance or GI[1] =
5 to move the robot to Perch.
2. When the robot arrives at the position, press EMERGENCY STOP.
3. Remove the units remaining in the gripper.
4. Release the EMERGENCY STOP and press RESET.
5. Press the CYCLE START button.
6. Set GI[1] = 2 through PLC communications. The robot will continue palletizing on the next
cycle in the cell. Once it has returned to this cycle where the part was dropped, it will pick the
same number of units to as in the previous pick.
Placing Remaining Units in the Gripper (Not available with PalletTool Turbo)
If a part was dropped and there are still parts in the gripper, set GI[1] = 3 through PLC
communications. This is the same as Place remaining units from the Part Drop Recovery Menu. The
robot will place the units still in the gripper. Normal palletizing will then continue on the next cycle in
the cell. Once it has returned to this cycle where the part was dropped, it will pick and place only
the required number of units to complete the previous unit cycle.
Moving the Gripper to a Repair or Maintenance Position
If you need to move the gripper to a repair or maintenance position, set GI[1] = 4 through PLC
communications. This is the same as selecting Move to Gripper Maint. From the Part Drop Recovery
Menu. The robot will move up the perch height, then move horizontally to above the gripper
maintenance position, and then move down to the gripper maintenance position.
Moving the Gripper to the PERCH Position
If you need to move the gripper to the PERCH position, set GI[1] = 5 through PLC communications.
The robot will move up the perch height, then move horizontally to above the gripper maintenance
position, and then move down to the gripper maintenance position.
For information on PLC - controller handshaking, refer to the PLCPDREC.TP program in section
Note The gripper's part sensors must be working properly for the part drop recovery logic to work.
If the robot calls PLCPDREC.TP but units have not been dropped, check the grippers sensors. If a
sensor is stuck ON, part drop recovery will be called.

6.4 END OF BATCH OPTION
The end of batch option is a variation of the partial pallet index feature. Before indexing a partial
pallet, the end of batch option allows the robot to pick up the remaining units on an infeed and
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place them on the appropriate pallet, even if the robot expects more units to arrive at the infeed
before it picks up the units.
The sequence of operations for end of batch processing is a follows:
1. The PLC or teach pendant sends a signal, DI[29] to the robot, or Index Pallet is selected from
Cycle Stop, indicating that an end of batch partial pallet index is to be performed.
2. The robot picks up the remaining units at the selected infeed,
3. The robot places the units in the correct locations on the pallet.
4. The robot moves vertically from the unit load to the "pallet retreat" position indexes the pallet,
and continues production. If in Cycle Stop, the robot will return to the perch position.
5. PalletTool turns on the Index Pallet digital output for that pallet.

6.4.1 End of Batch Operation
The PLC sets DI[29] to ON to request an end of batch partial pallet index and uses the PLCINDEX.TP
teach pendant program to communicate the the appropriate infeed and pallet.
End of Batch Processing from the Teach Pendant
End of batch processing will also operate manually using the teach pendant during production,
whether or not you are doing end of batch processing using the PLC. To perform end of batch
processing from the teach pendant, you must use the CYCLE_STOP/INDEX PALLET selections
from the appropriate teach pendant screen.
If Part ID method is set to TP , end of batch processing is available only from the teach pendant
CYCLE_STOP screen before a partial pallet is indexed.

6.4.2 End of Batch Setup
The end of batch option is disabled, by default. You must enable the end of batch option by setting the
End of batch enable item on the SETUP Pallet System screen to YES.
Use Procedure 6-13 to set up the end of batch option.
Procedure 6-13 Setting Up the End of Batch Option
Steps
1. Press SET UP.
2. Press F1, [ TYPE ].
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3. Select Pallet System. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Pallet System
1 Number of infeeds: 4
2 Number of pallets: 4
3 Part ID method: PLC
4 Cycle start control: UOP/PLC
5 Response method: PLC
6 File download method: SERIAL
7 Pallet switch: Per pick
Production Control
8 Diagonal return enable: NO
9 Clear return enable: NO
10 PartDrop recovery enable: NO
11 Pallet placement enable: NO
12 End of batch enable: NO

4. Move the cursor to item 12 and press F4, YES.

6.5 DEBUGGING PALLETTOOL AND PALLETTOOL TURBO
PalletTool Turbo’s internal KAREL programs have been modified to output debug data when debug is
enabled. This will be valuable to the users when they want to understand the data values used by
PalletTool Turbo while the robot is running or to debug a problem. If users believe that PalletTool
Turbo is not running correctly, they can collect the debug data and ship it to FANUC America
Corporation for review.
In order to collect debug data, user must perform the following steps:
1. Insert a memory card into the memory card slot. The memory card should have at least 50
KB of room available. Ideally, insert a blank memory card since the amount of data grows in
size with time. It is expected that debug will be enabled only for short periods and not left
enabled indefinitely.
2. Set the variable [PMPALT]ptdbg = TRUE.
When PalletTool is running, it will create a file called PTDEBUG.TXT on the memory card. This
contains information on the cycle number, layer number, unit number and timing data. Typically, by
using this data, you will be able to tell if your modifications are causing the problem or PalletTool
software is the problem.
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A sample PTDEBUG.TXT file is shown below. The first column contains the module name. The
second column displays the time in an internal format at which the module was invoked. “C” stands
for cycle number. “L” stands for Layer number. “U” stands for unit number.
Figure 6–5. PalletTool debug file PTDEBUG.TXT
PMUPDVRS
PMUPDVRS
PMBOXREQ
PMBOXREQ
PMUPDCYC
PMUPDCYC
PMPALPOS
PMPALPOS
PMPALPOS
PMUPDVRS
PMUPDVRS
PMBOXREQ
PMBOXREQ
PMUPDCYC
PMUPDCYC
PMPALPOS
PMPALPOS
PMPALPOS

684189
684209
684798
684812
684906
684937
684945
684988
685013
685028
685078
686137
686177
686244
686293
686304
686330
686333

C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:
C:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:
UL:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:
L:

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:
U:

1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3

Entry
Exit. Time: 80 ms
Entry. EOB: 0 PartDrop: 1 cur_ucyc:
Exit. Request Boxes: 1 Orientation:
Entry
Exit. Time: 124 ms
Entry
Either Eob units = 0 or eob false
Exit. Time: 272 ms
Entry
Exit. Time: 200 ms
Entry. EOB: 0 PartDrop: 1 cur_ucyc:
Exit. Request Boxes: 1 Orientation:
Entry
Exit. Time: 196 ms
Entry
Either Eob units = 0 or eob false
Exit. Time: 116 ms

Debugging is normally disabled. Users must disable debugging after collecting the debug data. To
disable debug, set the variable [PMPALT]ptdbg = FALSE.
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7.1 ERROR RECOVERY
This section contains symptoms of some common problems and possible solutions related to:

• Cycle start
• Production
• Unit load
• Grippers
• Fork grippers
• Slip sheets
• Memory
• End of batch option
• Part drop recovery
Some common error messages are also described.

7.1.1 CYCLE START Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–1 for information on cycle start related problems.
Table 7–1. Troubleshooting CYCLE START Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

After you press CYCLE START the
robot moves to perch, and displays a
menu. After you press done, the robot
does not move.

The robot is not receiving the part
present and/or pallet present signals.
I/O wiring is incorrect. Input device (for
example, photo eye) has failed.

Display the I/O -> Digital->Input menu
and check whether pallet and part
presence inputs are working. If they
are, then check OKTOPIK.TP to find
out if they use the DI that is used for
checking pallet and part presence.
Check the part_id method in
PalletSystem setup. If the part_id
method is PLC, the robot is waiting for
PLC input.
Check infeed and pallet station I/O
values. Refer to Section 3.5.5 for
details.

After you press CYCLE START the
robot moves to the home position,
does not display a menu, and does not
continue with the application.

The controller does not respond when
CYCLE START is pressed.

7–2

A fatal system error has occurred.

Cold start the controller and then restart
PalletTool production.
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Table 7–1. Troubleshooting CYCLE START Related Problems (Cont'd)
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The controller does not respond when
CYCLE START is pressed.

The "Cycle start control" item must be
set to SOP on the SETUP Pallet System
screen for the CYCLE START button
to work.

Go to the SETUP Pallet System screen
and set "Cycle start control" to SOP.
Refer to Section 3.3 for details.

After you press CYCLE START the
robot does not move to perch but gives
a "Position not reachable" error.

The robot cannot move up to the perch
height.

Jog the robot so the gripper is closer to
the robot base and try again. If the error
persists, teach the perch position again.

7.1.2 Production Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–2 for information on production related problems.
Table 7–2. Troubleshooting Production Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The PLC does not seem to respond to
robot signals.

Robot outputs are not configured
properly.

Verify that GOUTs are configured
properly.

The robot does not switch pallets in a
multiple infeed, multiple pallet system
when more than 2 pallets exist in the
workcell.

The robot is not receiving the part
present or pallet present signal for the
pallet it is not visiting.

Display the I/O -> Digital->Input menu
and check whether pallet and part
presence conditions are being satisfied.
Check the pallet switch in PalletSystem
Setup. Make sure that it is not set to per
layer or per unitld.

The robot delays at infeed perch
position before picking up the part.

Parts come too slowly on the conveyor
to the pick up point.

Increase the conveyor speed.
Move the part detect sensors back on
the infeed slightly so that the robot can
detect the part presence early.

The robot is palletizing incorrectly, either
at startup, or after selecting Change
Product on the C_STOP or P_STOP
functions.

An incorrect unit load has been entered.

Abort all and restart PalletTool. In the
menu be sure to press ENTER after
entering the unit load number. You must
press ENTER after changing any data
in any screen for it to be recognized by
PalletTool.

7.1.3 Unit Load Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–3 for information on unit load related problems.
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Table 7–3. Troubleshooting Unit Load Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The location of the unit
load is not correct.

The pallet has shifted.
Unit load or optimal path
data is incorrect.

Modify the station. Refer to Section 3.5.5 . Verify unit load and optimal
path data. Be sure to check the unit load seating and pallet offsets.

The unit dimensions
in Unitld Setup are
incorrect.

Set the unit dimensions correctly.

The robot moves to the
wrong position to pick up
or put down units.
or
The robot does not pick
up units.

The station or UTOOL is
not correct.

Verify that the station is taught correctly, or modify the station. Refer to
Section 3.5.5 .

The robot crushes units.

The robot path or
approach or placement
positions are not
appropriate. Units
are overlapped, causing
damage, because the
pallet station was not
taught with the correct
gripper orientation.

Modify optimal path data. Verify that the gripper length is in the arrow
direction. If a double gripper is used, verify that gripper #1 is closest
to the origin.

The unique pattern flips
incorrectly.

The unit load length
and width are not set
properly.

Verify the unit load length and width in the UnitLd setup. Note These
numbers refer to the size of the completed unit load, not the size of
the pallet.

7.1.4 Gripper Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–4 for information on gripper related problems.Refer to Section 7.1.5 for information
on problems related to the fork gripper.
Table 7–4. Troubleshooting Gripper Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

Gripper does not
operate

Grippers are not set
correctly.

Check TOOL1 to see if it works. If not, refer to Section 6.2.4 .

A hardware failure
has occurred.

Repair and replace all defective hardware.

A loss of air pressure
has occurred.

Find the cause of the air pressure loss and repair it.
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Table 7–4. Troubleshooting Gripper Related Problems (Cont'd)
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

Palletizing is not
working correctly
with a triple case or
multiple case gripper.

The unit load's
configuration table
is not set up correctly.

Verify that the configuration table is set correctly. Refer to Chapter 3
SETTING UP PALLETTOOL .
Make sure the sequencing of both the flipped and non-flipped configuration
tables is set correctly.
Verify that the gripper ID in the Optimal Path Data menu is TRIPLE_CASE
or multiple case.

The gripper
orientation at pick
up is ±90° from what
is required to pick
parts properly.

Incorrect gripper
alignment or arrow
direction during
infeed station
teaching.

Teach the infeed station correctly.

Part orientation at
infeed (LT_ON_LT
or WD_ON_LT) was
entered incorrectly at
the optimal path data.

Indicate the part orientation at the infeed correctly. Change the unit
orientation to LT_ON_LT.

A multi-case gripper
requires considerable
space around the
pallet to place up to
six boxes. The robot
might be able to reach
the final placement
position(s) but might
not be able to reach
the pallet approach
positions.

Modify the values of the pallet approach position length and width offsets. If
the robot still cannot reach the pallet, adjust the position of the pallet using
the pallet length and width offsets and/or reduce the number of boxes picked
up by the robot.

The robot cannot
reach the pallet to
place all of the boxes
in its gripper.

7.1.5 Fork Gripper Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–5 for information on fork gripper related problems.
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Table 7–5. Troubleshooting Fork Gripper Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The robot is not
placing the forks in
the correct position at
the infeed so that the
unit is not centered in
the gripper.

The infeed origin was
not taught correctly.
PalletTool assumes
that the edge of the
unit to be picked up is
aligned at the infeed
origin.

Reteach the origin at the exact pickup position. Refer to Section 3.5 .
If the origin is taught correctly, you might need to define the origin and pick
up the units in a slightly different place so that the infeed rollers and the fork
pickup positions align properly for a centered unit pickup.

The units are not
being placed correctly
on the pallet. They are
positioned differently
if they are placed with
a 0 degree rotation
than when placed with
a 180 degree rotation.

The fork gripper's
UTOOL dimensions
are not set properly.

Check and change UTOOL values if necessary. Refer to Section 8.2.12
for more information.

The robot crushes
other units on the
pallet with the back of
the fork gripper when
it places a unit.

The unit load's optimal
path configuration
data is not set up
properly for this unit
load.

Set correct rotations for the placement of each unit. To avoid crushing
other units, you might have to change the sequence in which the units are
placed. If you have a double fork and the ability to pick up units from either
the normal or rotated side of the infeed, then you can choose between
picking up one or two boxes from either side of the conveyor to help control
the placement of the units.
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Table 7–5. Troubleshooting Fork Gripper Problems (Cont'd)
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

You received an error
indicating that the
infeed positions are
not taught.

The infeed pickup
positions are not
taught for the pick
rotation and gripper
that a particular unit
load uses.
The number of
pickup positions was
not entered when
the infeed pickup
positions were taught.

Go to the SETUP INFEED Fork or Bag pickup position screen and enter all
of the needed information.

After the units have
been placed on the
pallet, the fork tines
hit the units as the
robot moves to the
pallet retreat position.

Insufficient time has
been allowed for the
fork tines to retract
before the next robot
motion.
The teach
pendant programs
PUTPARTF.TP and
PUTPARB.TP begin
the retraction of the
fork two seconds
before the fork
is exactly in the
placement position.
R[116] is used to
delay upward motion
for a short time.
From PUTPARTF.TP:
103:L P[4:Placement
pos] 2000mm/sec
CNT10 TIME
BEFORE 2.00sec,
CALL RETRACT;104:
!wait for forks to
retract;105: WAIT
R[116] ;

Adjust the TIME BEFORE timing and the WAIT time (R[116]) for your fork
gripper's specifications.

7.1.6 Slip Sheet Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–6 for information on slip sheet related problems.
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Table 7–6. Troubleshooting Slip Sheet Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The robot crashes into
the slip sheets when
a standard gripper is
used.

The slipsheet
found sensor is not
functioning property.

Check the operation of the sensor with the slipsheet in place. Use the
Robot I/O screens to verify placement. Ensure the correct DI signal is
being used in PKSLPSTK.TP or PKSLPSTN.TP

Robot goes to the
wrong stack to pick up
slip sheets.

Positions taught to
incorrect position
registers or incorrect
SSHT_POS.TP

Check the taught position registers and check position register assignment
in SSHT_POS.TP.

The robot does not
pick up slip sheets.

Layer spacing is zero
for the unit load with
which slip sheets are
to be used.

Display the UnitLd Setup screen and enter the layer spacing for the layers
where slip sheets are needed.

The robot does not
reach taught slip
sheet station position
accurately.

$MNUTOOL was
not set to zero while
teaching position
registers for slip
sheets.

Reteach the slip sheet station position registers after setting
$MNUTOOL[1,1] to zero.

7.1.7 Memory Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–7 for information on memory related problems.
Table 7–7. Troubleshooting Memory Related Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

You receive an error message indicating
there is not sufficient memory available.

There are too many unitload files stored
in SRAM.

Turn off the controller and then turn
it on again to reset memory and run
PalletTool. To reduce the amount of
memory used, back up some of the unit
load files to a memory card or other
external device, then delete them from
SRAM using the SELECT screen.

7.1.8 Part Drop Recovery Related Problems
Refer to Table 7–8 for information on part drop recovery related problems.
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Table 7–8. Troubleshooting Part Drop Recovery Problems
Symptom

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

The robot ignores a dropped box.

The logic on the box presence signals
is incorrect.

Verify that the gripper I/O is set up
correctly, including which signals are
used and which condition indicates
a box is present (for example, signal
low = box present or signal high = box
present).

The drop enable variable is set to false.

Using the teach pendant, press SETUP,
press F1, [TYPE], select Pallet System,
move the cursor to Part Drop Recovery
Enable, and change the value from NO
to YES.

The logic on the box presence signals
is incorrect.

Verify that the gripper I/O has been set
up correctly, including which signals are
used and which condition indicates that
a box is present (for example, signal
low = box present or signal high = box
present).

A sensor is defective.

Use the teach pendant I/O screens to
verify that all gripper signals are working
as expected. Refer to Procedure 6-6 in
Section 6.2.7 for more information.

The robot indicates a dropped box but
no boxes have been dropped.

7.1.9 Error Messages Displayed
Table 7–9 lists common error messages, their possible cause, and a typical solution. Refer to
Appendix A .
Table 7–9. Troubleshooting Error Messages Displayed
Error Message

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

Position not reachable
error or Axis limit error
was received after the
robot has palletized a few
units at a pallet station.

The approach point to the pallet is not
reachable.

Modify Pallet Approach Length or Width in Optimal
Path Data, OR Specify a Pallet Offset or Unit Load
Offset in Optimal Path Data, OR Reteach the pallet
station. If the position is still unreachable, change
the pattern to have fewer units on the layer.

Position not reachable
error after the robot has
completed two or more
layers.

The pallet approach height is too great.

Decrease the pallet approach height in the Setup
Optimal Path menu.
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Table 7–9. Troubleshooting Error Messages Displayed (Cont'd)
Error Message

Possible Cause

Possible Solution

Position not reachable
error was received while
the robot is moving toward
the infeed station for the
first time.

The infeed perch position is not
reachable.

Verify that the value of $MNUTOOL[1,1] is correct.
Modify Optimal Path data as required.

File Transfer not done
error received when you
are unable to transfer a
unit load file from PC.

There is insufficient room in controller
memory.

Clear some unit loads out of controller memory.
Refer to Section 7.2 .

Limit error received when
the robot starts to move to
the perch position.

The perch position is not reachable or
was taught without $MNUTOOL = 0.

Reteach the perch position. Refer to Section 6.2.2 ,
Procedure 6-1 , for more information.

Invalid unit number for
partial palletizing error
occurs.

You have entered a number of units for a
partial layer that the robot could not have
placed.

Clear the entire layer and begin a partial palletizing
load. If you know which unit was the last one placed
on the load, remove that unit and begin a partial load
with the number of the previous unit. For example, if
28 was invalid, and you know where 27 was placed,
remove 27 and use 27 for partial palletization. Refer
to Procedure 6-4 for partial pallets.

Search range exceeded

The robot could not find the next slip
sheet because the slip sheet magazine is
run ning low on slip sheets or is empty.

Refill the slip sheet magazine, reset the fault, and
press cycle start to resume operation.

Slip sheet door open

The door to the slip sheet magazine is
not closed correctly.

Close the door, reset the fault, and press cycle start
to resume operation.

7.2 CLEARING A UNIT LOAD
If you want to remove a unit load, if the controller runs out of memory, or if you cannot load a unit
load file that you set up using PalletTool PC, you might need to clear one or more unit load files out
of controller memory.
When you clear a unit load you delete it from controller memory. After you clear a unit load you
cannot retrieve it unless you have saved it to an off-line storage device.
Procedure 7-1 Clearing a Unit Load using the SELECT Menu
Conditions

• You have set up at least one unit load that you do not need.
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• The robot is not palletizing.
• You know the number of the unit load you do not need. To see a list of available unit loads,
press SELECT, press F1, [TYPE], and select ALL. The files with the format PMULxxx.UL are
unit load files.
Caution
Do not use the SELECT screen to delete unit load files while the robot
is palletizing , or data could be lost. Use the CLEAR function key on
the SETUP Unit Load screen to delete unit load files while the robot is
palletizing. Refer to Procedure 3-5 .
Steps
1. Press SELECT.
2. Press F1, [TYPE].
3. Select ALL. You will see a screen similar to the following.
Select
No.
36
37

23487 bytes free
36/51
Program name
Comment
PMUL123
VR [
]
PMUL124
VR [
]

4. Turn the teach pendant ON.
Caution
Be very careful not to delete any programs you want to keep. Unit loads
begin with PMUL and end with VR. For example, unit load 123 appears
as PMUL123.VR.
5. Move the cursor to the unit load file you want to delete and press F3, DELETE. Be sure that is
the file you want to delete.
6. If you want to delete the file, press F4, YES. The unit load will be deleted from controller
memory. If you do not want to delete the file, press F5, NO.
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8.1 MULTIPLE CASE GRIPPER SOFTWARE OPTION
The Multiple Case Gripper Software Option is available to support 4-case ICC (Independent Case
Control), 5-case ICC, and 6-case ICC grippers. Starting with HandlingTool version V8.30P/19,
the Multiple Case Gripper supports up to 10 independent cases with PalletTool Turbo. To use this
option, you must do the following:
1. Load the Multiple Case Gripper Software Option.
2. Attach the gripper to the robot.
3. Connect pneumatic and electrical lines.
4. Configure I/O signals.
See Figure 8–1 for an example of a multiple case gripper.
Figure 8–1. Multiple Case Gripper

This section contains information on

• Software option installation
• Hardware installation
• Setup
• Pallet and infeed I/O
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• Unit loads

8.1.1 Software Option Installation
Before you can use the multiple case gripper option, you must install the appropriate software. Refer
to the Software Installation Manual for detailed information on installing the multiple case gripper
option.

8.1.2 Hardware Installation
The Multiple Case Gripper Software Option is available to support 4-case ICC, 5-case ICC, and
6-case ICC grippers. To use this option, you must load the software option, attach the gripper to the
robot, connect the pneumatic and electrical lines, and configure the I/O signals.
Use Procedure 8-1 to install the 4-6 Case Gripper Option hardware.
Procedure 8-1 Installing the Multiple (4-6) Case Gripper Hardware
Conditions

• You have installed the Multiple (4-6) Case Gripper Software Option. Refer to the Software
Installation Manual for more information.

• You have determined the total number of input and output signals required to operate the gripper,
added the necessary I/O modules, and set up the I/O. A 4-6 case gripper will need more I/O
signals than can normally be provided by the dedicated EE connector on the robot wrist. An
auxiliary signal (AS) cable is supplied with the M-410i robot.
This 20 conductor cable is already routed from the base of the robot pedestal, inside the robot, to
an end-of-arm AS connector. The pedestal end of the AS connector should be connected to the
appropriate I/O module - the I/O signals will be configured automatically on the next powerup.
The wrist end of the AS connector is located next to the EE connector and has the same pinout
logic as the EE connector. Refer to the FANUC Robot M-410i Mechanical Unit Maintenance
Manual , Section 2.5, for the pinout logic of both connectors.
Note PalletTool assumes the individual grippers on a multi-case gripper are all in-line (1 unit
wide x "n" units long).
Steps
1. Press POSN.
2. Change the coordinate system by pressing F2, JNT.
3. Jog axes 1 and 4 until the angle on both joints is approximately 0 degrees.
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4. Feed the gripper pneumatic and electrical connections up through the center of the wrist.
5. Attach the gripper to the faceplate using 6 M10 bolts. The gripper should be parallel to the joint
2 and joint 3 arm castings, with gripper #1 closer to the robot than gripper #2.
6. Turn the robot power off and attach the pneumatic and electrical lines from the gripper to
the EE, AS, and air line connectors.
7. Verify the correct electrical and pneumatic operation of the grippers.
Note If your system requires a gripper where the units are in an array, you must use a custom
gripper and manually enter the UTOOL values. If the multicase gripper option is loaded, up to
six units can be defined in the gripper setup.

8.1.3 Setup
This section describes how to set up a gripper with more than three cases.
Refer to Section 3.4 for more information on gripper setup.
Table 8–1 lists and describes each gripper item you must set up.
Table 8–1. Gripper Setup Items
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper Name

This item specifies the kind of gripper you are using. Each
kind of gripper has a number designation. Refer to Table 8–2
. This menu item allows you to configure whatever gripper
you select, but it does not change the current gripper for the
unit load you are running. If you want to change the current
gripper for the unit load that you are running, you must use
the Setup Optimal Path menu.

Number of Cases

This item specifies the number of case settings required for
the selected gripper. single gripper = 1, double gripper = 2,
and so forth.

Utool Setup

This item specifies the position (location and orientation) of
the gripper tool center point in x, y, z, w, p, and r. Do not
change the value of x, y, w, p, or r for standard grippers.
However, you might need to change the value of z. The
value of z should be the distance (in mm) from the faceplate
of the robot to the gripping surface of the gripper or the end
of the pointer.
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Table 8–1. Gripper Setup Items (Cont'd)
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper CLOSE
units: ms

This item specifies all the ROs in each gripper for the gripper
close condition. Also specifies in milliseconds the PULSE
delay for blowoff operations during the gripper open condition.
If you used the AS cable to get more input and output signals,
the Gripper CLOSE and Part at Gripper signals might consist
of a combination of RI/ROs and DI/DOs.

Part at Gripper

This item specifies the value of each RI for each gripper, only
for the part presence condition. If you used the AS cable
to get more input and output signals, the Gripper CLOSE
and Part at Gripper signals might consist of a combination
of RI/ROs and DI/DOs.

Table 8–2. PalletTool Gripper Designations
Gripper ID

Gripper Name

1

Single

3

Double ICC

5

Triple Case

6

Custom 1

7

Custom 2

8

Custom 3

9

Custom 4

10

Multi-case (optional)

11

Fork gripper (optional)

12

Bag gripper (optional)

13

Servo Hand

Use Procedure 8-2 to set up a multiple case gripper.
Procedure 8-2 Setting Up a Multiple Case Gripper
Conditions

• You have installed the multiple case gripper software option and have performed all necessary
hardware installation and setup procedures.
Steps
1. Press MENU.
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2. Select SETUP.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select GRIPPER. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Gripper
Name:
1 Number of Cases:
2 Utool setup
3 Gripper CLOSE
4 Part at gripper

MULTIPLE
4

Note With the multiple case gripper option installed, custom grippers will also control more
than three cases.
5. To select a gripper, press F3, [SEL_GR]. Select either multiple case or one of the custom
grippers. Refer to Table 8–2 for gripper ID designations.
6. Move the cursor to Number of cases and type the number of cases you are using.
Set the number of cases to the number of cases you want to control, up to six cases. Starting with
HandlingTool version V8.30P/19, you can control up to 10 cases with PalletTool Turbo. You can
use the multiple case gripper to control fewer than four cases, if needed.
Note For multiple case grippers, you must perform Utool setup, Gripper CLOSE, and Part at
gripper. PalletTool does not provide standard setup information in these areas for multiple case
grippers.
7. Move the cursor to items 2 through 4, press F2, DETAIL, and enter the correct information.
Refer to Table 8–1 .
a. For Utool setup, you will see a screen similar to the following. When you are finished
making changes, press F2, DONE.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:MULTIPLE Cases:4 UTOOL setup
UTOOL
X(mm)
Y(mm)
Z(mm)
R(deg)
1
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
2
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
3
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
4
0.0
0.0
300.0
0.0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

b. For Gripper CLOSE, you will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Gripper
Grip:MULTIPLE Cases:4 RDO setup
CASE #
PORT #
VALUE DELAY
1
RDO [ 1]
ON
0
1
RDO [ 2]
PULSE
100
2
RDO [ 3]
ON
0
2
RDO [ 4]
PULSE
100
3
RDO [ 5]
ON
0
3
RDO [ 6]
PULSE
100
4
RDO [ 7]
ON
0
4
RDO [ 8]
PULSE
100
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

• Set the output type to RDO, DO, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to ON, OFF, or PULSE.
If you select PULSE, you should set DELAY to the pulse duration you want, in
milliseconds.

• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.

• For Part at gripper , you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:MULTIPLE Cases:4
CASE #
PORT #
1
RDI [ 1]
2
RDI [ 2]
3
RDI [ 3]
4
RDI [ 4]
0
NONE[ 0]
0
NONE[ 0]
0
NONE[ 0]
0
NONE[ 0]
0
NONE[ 0]
Press F2 to go to Main

RDI setup
VALUE
ON
ON
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
menu

• Set the input type to RDI, DI, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to ON or OFF.
• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.
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8. To save Gripper data
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named
PMGRIPDT.VR.
9. To retrieve the data from the default device after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
Note You cannot use Labels out for multiple case grippers.
10. Labels are used as comments in I/O configuration data and as comments in teach pendant
programs. To create text comments in the I/O configuration data automatically for the
selected gripper's I/O,
a. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, LABEL.
The I/O should be automatically labeled only after the
I/O setup is complete.
Label the infeed I/O ?
YES
NO

b. To continue labeling, press F4, YES.
Note If you have the On-line PalletTool PC option, after setting up your gripper
information, you must select your gripper type in PalletTool PC. Refer to the Chapter 9
PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED for more information.
The gripper inputs and outputs are labeled. To view the labels, press MENUS, select I/O,
press F1, [TYPE], and select the appropriate I/O type. The labels will look similar to
"Grip Case 1".
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8.1.4 Pallet and Infeed I/O
PalletTool does not provide a standard I/O layout for work cells that use grippers with more than three
cases. You must set up I/O using the I/O screens described in Section 3.5.5 . Section B.8 describes
PalletTool's standard I/O configuration.
If you need more I/O, you will have to purchase and set up the additional I/O hardware. Refer to
Chapter 3 in A User's Guide to the Remote I/O Interface for an Allen-Bradley PLC for information
about Allen-Bradley I/O and other I/O options.

8.1.5 Unit Loads
As with the triple case gripper, when you set up unit loads that require a gripper with more than two
cases, you must set up the pick and place configuration sequence using the optimal path setup screen.
On the configuration sequence table, you will be able to pick up to as many boxes as the gripper you
are using has cases. PalletTool now allows up to six placements in which to place all units. Starting
with HandlingTool version V8.30P/19, you can control up to 10 cases.

8.2 FORK GRIPPER SOFTWARE OPTION
The fork gripper option provides control for grippers that pick up units from below or from the side
and support the bottom of the unit. Overhead vacuum grippers pick up units from the top but provide
no bottom support. Two types of fork grippers are available: fork type and bag type.
Although fork and bag grippers are used primarily for picking up from the side, they can also be used
for picking up from the top with the vacuum cups. The vacuum cups are generally used for picking up
slip sheets, but they can be used to palletize small and light units.
See Figure 8–2 for an example of a fork or bag gripper.
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Figure 8–2. Fork or Bag Gripper

To use this option
To use this option , you must do the following:
1. Load the Fork Gripper Software Option - Section 8.2.5
2. Attach the gripper to the robot and connect pneumatic and electrical lines - Section 8.2.6
3. Set up gripper information - Section 8.2.7
4. Teach the stations - Section 8.2.8
5. Adjust unit load information to optimize the palletizing path - Section 8.2.9
6. Review I/O setup information - Section 8.2.10
After you have performed all necessary setup , you can

• Test gripper I/O - Section 8.2.11
• Test the gripper UTOOL - Section 8.2.12
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8.2.1 Fork Gripper Overview
FANUC America Corporation defines a fork type gripper as having moving tines (forks) that will
usually be inserted from the side between the rollers on a roller conveyor. A fork gripper usually lifts
the product directly off of the conveyor from the bottom.
Palletizing Path and Sequence
The fork gripper palletizing path is shown in Figure 8–3 .
Figure 8–3. Fork Gripper Palletizing Path

The fork gripper palletizing sequence is as follows:
1. The fork gripper's tines are extended.
2. PalletTool determines which of the several pickup positions between the infeed rollers best
places the unit centered on the tines. From that position, PalletTool calculates an infeed side
approach position and an infeed side perch position.
3. The gripper moves over to the infeed side perch position, down to the infeed side approach
position, and then between the rollers to the pickup position. Then the clamp is lowered onto the
unit.
4. The gripper moves up to the infeed clear position and over to the infeed perch position. Then
the gripper moves to the pallet approach position and down to the pallet placement position that
is just above the previous layer. The clamp is raised from the unit.
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5. To place the unit, the tines are retracted. As the tines retract, the unit moves with the tines until
the unit is against the back wall of the gripper. As the tines continue to move back, the unit stays
against the back wall as the unit "falls" off of the tines and into its pallet placement position.
6. The gripper moves up to the pallet retreat position.
7. PalletTool selects an infeed from which to pick up a unit and the palletizing sequence is
repeated with another unit.

8.2.2 Bag Gripper Overview
FANUC America Corporation defines a bag type gripper as having a moving shovel. The shovel is
usually placed next to a belt-style conveyor. A separate conveyor-mounted pusher moves the product
from the belt onto the gripper. The bag gripper can pick up parts from both the side and the front.
If a part needs to be picked up from the front of the conveyor, then a fork gripper cannot be used.
Use a bag gripper instead.
Palletizing Path and Sequence
The bag gripper palletizing path is shown in Figure 8–4 .
Figure 8–4. Bag Gripper Palletizing Path

The bag gripper palletizing sequence uses the same unit pallet placement as the fork gripper and is
the same as the fork gripper sequence except for the following differences:
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• Infeed pickup positioning - The bag gripper does not go between the rollers of the infeed
conveyor. It goes to the edge of the conveyor from the side. This means that the gripper can
position itself exactly so the unit can be placed onto the center of the shovel. With a fork gripper,
the conveyor rollers must be taken into account when picking up the unit at the infeed.

• Unit pickup - The unit is moved from the conveyor onto the gripper's shovel using a pusher
attached to the conveyor. In the palletizing path shown in Figure 8–4 , the robot pauses at position
4 while the conveyor's pusher extends to push the unit onto the gripper (4a). The robot then
continues following the palletizing path.

8.2.3 Case Control
PalletTool supports fork gripper types that have one case or two independently-controlled cases.
With a single case, the gripper can pick up one unit and then place that one unit on a pallet. With
an independent double case, the gripper can pick up two units from the infeed and then place each
one separately on the pallet. The independent double case gripper can also pick up only one unit and
then place that one unit on the pallet.

8.2.4 Limitations
The fork and bag grippers have the following limitations:

• The size of the units that can be palletized is determined by the size of the tines or shovel. When
the unit is picked up, all of the tines or shovel must be covered by the unit. This is due to the
way the pallet unit placement causes the gripper to move right next to the previously palletized
units. If the tines or shovel are exposed, they could collide with or crush the previously palletized
units in the current layer.

• The conveyor might have to be modified to accommodate these types of gripper.

8.2.5 Software Option Installation
Before you can use the fork gripper option, you must install the appropriate software. Refer to the
Software Installation Manual for detailed information on installing the PalletTool fork gripper option.
During software installation of the fork gripper option, 10 teach pendant programs are loaded
automatically to be used with the option:

• Pick and place teach pendant programs - PalletTool runs the appropriate program depending
on the selected gripper, as follows:
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PKINFFRK.TP PLONPALF.TP

• Teach pendant programs to control fork/bag gripper I/O:
— EXTEND.TP - Extends the fork gripper tines for selected pick
— RETRACT.TP - Retracts the fork gripper tines for selected placement
— CLAMPON.TP - Clamps onto the part in the gripper
— CLAMPOFF.TP - Turns off the gripper's part clamp
— PUSHON.TP - Extends the conveyor pusher for the bag gripper
— PUSHOFF.TP - Retracts the conveyor pusher for the bag gripper
— CUPSUP.TP - Raises the vacuum suction cups
— CUPSDOWN.TP - Lowers the vacuum suction cups
— OPENTOOL.TP - Turns off the vacuum suction cups and pulses blowoff
— CLOSTOOL.TP - Turns on the vacuum suction cups and turns off blowoff
OPENTOOL.TP and CLOSTOOL.TP are also used to control the standard overhead vacuum grippers.
The teach pendant programs above correspond to the following macros:

• Extend Fork - EXTEND.TP
• Retract Fork - RETRACT.TP
• Clamp ON Fork - CLAMPON.TP
• Clamp OFF Fork - CLAMPOFF.TP
• Push ON (Bag) - PUSHON.TP
• Push OFF (Bag) - PUSHOFF.TP
• Cups DOWN (Fork) - CUPSDOWN.TP
• Cups UP (Fork) - CUPSUP.TP
• Open Tool - OPENTOOL.TP
• Close Tool - CLOSTOOL.TP
Refer to Appendix C for more information on each of these programs.

8.2.6 Hardware Installation
To use the fork gripper option, you must load the software option, attach the gripper to the robot,
connect the pneumatic and electrical lines, and configure the I/O signals.
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Use Procedure 8-1 to install the fork gripper hardware.
Procedure 8-3 Installing the Fork Gripper Hardware
Conditions

• You have installed the Fork Gripper Software Option. Refer to the Software Installation Manual
for more information.

• You have determined the total number of input and output signals required to operate the gripper,
added the necessary I/O modules, and set up the I/O. A fork gripper might need more I/O signals
than can normally be provided by the dedicated EE connector on the robot wrist. An auxiliary
signal (AS) cable is supplied with the M-410i robot.
The 20 conductor AS cable is already routed from the base of the robot pedestal, inside the robot,
to an end-of-arm AS connector. The pedestal end of the AS connector should be connected to the
appropriate I/O module - the I/O signals will be configured automatically on the next powerup.
The wrist end of the AS connector is located next to the EE connector and has the same pinout
logic as the EE connector. Refer to the M-410iHS/iHW Mechanical Unit Maintenance Manual ,
Section 2.5, for the pinout logic of both connectors.
Steps
1. Press POSN.
2. Change the coordinate system by pressing F2, JNT.
3. Jog axes 1 and 4 until the angle on both joints is approximately 0 degrees.
4. Feed the gripper pneumatic and electrical connections up through the center of the wrist.
5. Attach the gripper to the faceplate using 6 M10 bolts. Set all robot joint angles to zero and
ensure that the gripper forks are aligned as shown in Figure 8–5 . Gripper #1 should be closer to
the robot than gripper #2.
Caution
Failure to attach the gripper as described in Step 5 and shown in Figure
8–5 could result in damage to equipment.
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Figure 8–5. Fork Gripper Installation

6. Turn the robot power off and attach the pneumatic and electrical lines from the gripper to
the EE, AS, and air line connectors.
7. Verify the correct electrical and pneumatic operation of the grippers.

8.2.7 Setting up the Gripper
This section describes how to set up a fork or bag gripper.
Refer to Section 3.4 for more information on gripper setup.
Gripper Name
PalletTool supports up to ten gripper configurations. Refer to Table 8–3 . Single, Double ICC, and
Triple Case can be used only for those types of overhead vacuum grippers. Custom 1 through 4
can be used only for vacuum type grippers. Multi-case gripper is available when you are using the
Multiple Case Gripper option.
With the fork gripper option, two more gripper configurations are available. Fork/Bag 1 and Fork/Bag
2 can be set up to control single or double case fork or bag type grippers.
Table 8–3. PalletTool Gripper Designations
Gripper ID

Gripper Name

1

Single

3

Double ICC

5

Triple Case

6

Custom 1
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Table 8–3. PalletTool Gripper Designations (Cont'd)
Gripper ID

Gripper Name

7

Custom 2

8

Custom 3

9

Custom 4

10

Multi-case (optional)

11

Fork/Bag 1 (optional)

12

Fork/Bag 2 (optional)

Each unit load's optimal path data selects which of the ten gripper configurations is to be used to
palletize that unit load. This allows you to control the same gripper hardware in various ways. For
example, you could set up a single gripper to palletize units with the fork gripper suction cups,
and a fork gripper to palletize using the tines. Then each unit load would select either the single
or fork gripper.
Fork Gripper Geometry
For vacuum grippers, PalletTool defines a UTOOL for each of the gripper's cases. The UTOOL is the
position of the tool center point of each case on the gripper. The UTOOL defines where the bottom
center of a unit will be when it is picked up by the gripper. The vacuum gripper can center any
size unit exactly at its tool center point, but the fork gripper cannot center a unit exactly because of
the back wall and conveyor rollers.
For this reason, the fork gripper uses a different method to define the bottom center of a unit when it
is in the gripper. Instead of a tool center point, you must describe the geometry of the fork gripper
with measurements taken in world coordinates. Think of this UTOOL as a world coordinate system
in which the faceplate's TCP coincides with the origin of world and the +X axis of this coordinate
system is parallel to the back wall in the direction away from the robot when the fork gripper is
in a normal pickup position.
During production, PalletTool will use this information along with unit sizes to calculate a UTOOL for
each of the gripper's cases. These UTOOLs are used in the same way as UTOOLs for vacuum grippers.
Gripper UTOOL
When you define the UTOOL for a fork or bag gripper, you are actually describing the geometry of the
gripper in the world coordinate system for calculations of pallet placement positions. These UTOOL
measurements are extremely important. The accuracy with which you measure the offsets determines
how accurately the units are placed on the pallet. See Figure 8–6 .
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Figure 8–6. Back Wall of Fork or Bag Gripper Used as the Reference Position

When you define the UTOOL for a fork gripper, you must measure the following:

• UTOOL X
• UTOOL Y
• UTOOL Z
• UTOOL R
How to Measure UTOOL X for Case 1
Case 1 is the case nearest the end of the conveyor when the robot is picking up from the normal
(right) side of the infeed.
The center of the gripper when viewed along the width should generally (but not always) be aligned
with one axis of the TCP. See Figure 8–7 .
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Figure 8–7. Single Fork Gripper - Centered and Offset Mounting

In the x-direction, the center of the fork is defined as follows:

• For a single case gripper, it is the distance from TCP x to the center of the fork (standard x = 0).
The center of the fork is where you would like the center of the unit being picked up to be.

• For a double case gripper, it is the distance from TCP x to the center line between the forks
(standard x = 0). This will position the units being picked up on their own fork for better
placement control.
Note The +/- are with respect to the world coordinates. See Figure 8–7 .
For a double gripper, the front view TCP is offset for both gripper center points (GCP). See Figure
8–8 .
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Figure 8–8. Double Fork Gripper - Centered and Offset Mounting

How to Measure UTOOL Y for Case 1
Y is the distance from the TCP to back wall of the fork or bag.
How to Measure UTOOL Z for Case 1
Z is the distance from the TCP to the bottom of the fork tines or bag shovel. The Z distance is always
given as a positive value.
Note The +/- are with respect to the world coordinates. See Figure 8–8 .
How to Measure UTOOL R for Case 1
R varies depending on how the gripper is mounted:

• If gripper is mounted as standard, R = 0.
• If gripper is mounted rotated from standard, R = degrees of rotation.
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See Figure 8–9 .
Figure 8–9. UTOOL R Measurement

For double case grippers

• Case 1 UTOOL is measured as described previously.
• Case 2 UTOOL is supplied by PalletTool. You do not need to enter any values for Case 2. These
values are calculated. If you enter values, they will be ignored by PalletTool.
You set up the UTOOL when you set up the gripper. The items you set are in Table 8–5 . Use
Procedure 8-4 to set up UTOOL.
To test UTOOL settings, use Procedure 8-7 .
Gripper Setup Items and Procedure
Table 8–4 lists and describes each gripper item you must set up.
Use Procedure 8-4 to set up a fork or bag gripper.
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Table 8–4. Gripper Setup Items
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper Name

This item specifies the kind of gripper you are using. Each kind of gripper has a number designation.
See Table 8–2 . This menu item allows you to configure whatever gripper you select, but it does not
change the current gripper for the unit load you are running. If you want to change the current gripper
for the unit load that you are running, you must use the Setup Optimal Path menu. The following
choices are available: Fork/Bag 1, Fork/Bag 2 You can set up either gripper choice as fork or bag,
and single or double case.

Number of Cases

This item specifies the number of case setting required for the selected gripper, where single case =
1, and double case= 2

Utool Setup

For a fork or bag gripper, these values define the gripper's geometry.
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Table 8–4. Gripper Setup Items (Cont'd)
MENU ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Gripper CLOSE
units: ms

This item specifies all the RDOs and DOs in each gripper for the gripper close condition. Also specifies
in milliseconds the PULSE delay for blowoff operations during slip sheet placement. Signal values are
as follows:

Part at Gripper

•

EXTEND/RETRACT - This signal type moves the gripper's tines or shovel in and out. If when this
signal is ON the tines move outward, label the output as EXTEND. If when this signal is ON the
tines move inward, label the output as RETRACT.

•

CupON/CupOFF - This signal type turns the vacuum suction cups ON and OFF. If when this signal
is ON the suction cup's air is ON, label the output as CupON. If when this signal is ON the suction
cup's air is OFF, then label the output as CupOFF.

•

ClampON/ClampOFF - This signal type turns the clamps ON or OFF. If when this signal is ON
the clamp is ON, label the output as ClampON. If when this signal is OFF the clamp is OFF,
then label the output as ClampOFF.

•

PushON/PushOFF - This signal type causes the conveyor pusher to push OUT or IN (for bag
grippers only). If when this signal is ON the pusher is OUT, label the output as PushON. If when
this signal is OFF the pusher is IN, then label the output as PushOFF.

•

Pulse - This signal type is used for the vacuum cups' blowoff.

•

CupDOWN/CupUP - This signal type is used to make the vacuum cups go UP and DOWN. If
when this signal is ON the suction cups are down, then label the output as CupDOWN. If when this
signal is ON the suction cups are UP, then label the output as CupUP. If you used the AS cable to
get more input and output signals, the Gripper CLOSE and Part at Gripper signals might consist
of a combination of RDI/RDOs and DI/DOs.

This item specifies the value of each RDI and DI for each gripper, only for the part presence condition.
Signal values are as follows:

•

ON/OFF - This signal type indicates whether the part is present. If when this signal is ON the part is
present, label the input as ON. If when this signal is OFF the part is present, label the input as OFF.

•

SLIPON/SLIPOFF - This signal type indicates whether the slip sheet is present. If when this
signal is ON the slip sheet is present, label the input as SLIPON. If when this signal is OFF the
slip sheet is present, label the input as SLIPOFF. If you used the AS cable to get more input and
output signals, the Gripper CLOSE and Part at Gripper signals might consist of a combination
of RDI/RDOs and DI/DOs.
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Procedure 8-4 Setting Up a Fork or Bag Gripper
Conditions

• You have installed the fork gripper software option and have performed all necessary hardware
installation and setup procedures.
Steps
1. Press MENU.
2. Select SETUP.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select GRIPPER. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Gripper
FORK/BAG 2
1 Name:
2 Number of Cases:
3 Utool setup
4 Gripper CLOSE
5 Part at gripper

FORK
2

5. To select a gripper, press F3, [SEL_GR]. Select Fork/Bag 1 or Fork/Bag 2. Refer to Table 8–3
for gripper ID designations.
6. Move the cursor to Name, press F4, [CHOICE], and select FORK or BAG.
7. Move the cursor to Number of cases and type the number of cases you are using.
8. Move the cursor to items 3 through 5, press F2, DETAIL, and enter the correct information.
Refer to Table 8–4 .
a. For UTOOL setup, you will see a screen similar to the following. When you are finished
making changes, press F2, DONE.
Refer to Table 8–5 for information on setting up UTOOL items.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:FORK/BAG 2 Cases:2 UTOOL setup
UTOOL
X(mm)
Y(mm)
Z(mm)
R(deg)
1
-194.0
-62.0
406.0
0.0
2
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
Press F2 to go to Main menu
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Note The UTOOL for Case 2 of a double case fork gripper is supplied by PalletTool logic.
PalletTool will ignore any values entered for Case 2.
Table 8–5. UTOOL Setup Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

X

For a single case gripper , this item is the center of
the single case offset from the TCP. For a double
case gripper, this item is the line between the two
cases offset from the TCP.

Y

This item is the back wall of gripper offset from the
TCP.

Z

This item is the fork height from the TCP to the bottom
of the fork.

R

This item is the rotation angle of the fork gripper as
mounted on the robot.

b. For Gripper CLOSE, you will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Gripper
Grip:FORK 2 Cases:2 RDO setup
1/25
CASE #
PORT #
VALUE DELAY
1
RDO [ 1]
EXTEND
0
1
RDO [ 2]
ClampON 0
1
RDO [ 3]
CupON
0
1
RDO [ 4]
PULSE
100
1
RDO [ 5]
CupUP
0
2
RDO [ 6]
EXTEND
0
2
RDO [ 7]
ClampON 0
2
RDO [ 3]
CupON
0
2
RDO [ 4]
PULSE
100
2
RDO [ 5]
CupUP
0
Press F2 to go to Main menu

• Set the output type to RDO, DO, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to EXTEND, RETRACT, CupON, CupOFF, ClampON, ClampOFF,
PushON, PushOFF, PULSE, CupDOWN, CupUP, or OFF.
If you select Pulse, you should set DELAY to the pulse duration you want, in
milliseconds.

• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.
c. For Part at gripper, you will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Gripper
Grip:FORK/BAG 2 Cases:2 RDI setup
CASE #
PORT #
VALUE
1
RDI [ 1]
ON
1
RDI [ 3]
SLIPON
2
RDI [ 2]
ON
2
RDI [ 3]
SLIPON
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
0
NONE[ 0]
OFF
Press F2 to go to Main menu

• Set the input type to RDI, DI, or NONE and the port # to the appropriate value.
• Set the value to ON, OFF, SLIPON, or SLIPOFF.
• Press F3, VERIFY, to check whether the selected output has been configured.
When you are finished making changes, press F2, DONE.
9. To save Gripper data,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F1, SAVE. The data will be saved in a file named
PMGRIPDT.VR.
10. To retrieve the data from the default device after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
Note You can not use Labels out for fork or bag type grippers.
11. Labels are used as comments in I/O configuration data and as comments in teach pendant
programs. To automatically create text comments in the I/O configuration data for the
selected gripper's I/O,
a. Press NEXT, >, and then press F4, LABEL.
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The I/O should be automatically labeled only after the
I/O setup is complete.
Label the infeed I/O ?
YES
NO

b. To continue labeling, press F4, YES.
The gripper inputs and outputs are labeled. To view the labels, press MENUS, select I/O,
press F1, [TYPE], and select the appropriate I/O type. The labels will look similar to
"Grip Case 1".
Note If you have the Online PalletTool PC option, after setting up your gripper
information, you must select your gripper type in PalletTool PC. Refer to the Chapter 9
PALLETPRO GETTING STARTED for more information.

8.2.8 Teaching the Stations
For fork and bag grippers, the pallet stations are taught exactly as described in Section 3.5 , "Teaching
the Stations." The infeed stations are also taught as described in Section 3.5 however, in addition to
teaching the infeed station origin, you must teach the fork or bag infeed pickup positions.
Teaching Infeed Pickup Positions
You must teach infeed pickup positions to use a fork or bag gripper. You do not have to teach infeed
pickup positions for overhead vacuum grippers.
An overhead vacuum gripper can position itself easily to pick up a unit centered in its gripper. No
obstacles interfere with this. A fork gripper, however, must position itself in between the rollers of
a conveyor. It needs to do this very precisely.
PalletTool is designed to be able to pick up various unit sizes centered in a gripper. To do this,
PalletTool requires that you teach three positions to help it position the forks precisely between the
conveyor rollers at several positions along the infeed. These positions also are used to determine the
closest and farthest conveyor positions that can be used to pick up units. When palletizing, the pickup
position closest to the center of the unit to be picked up is used to pick up the unit.
Normal and Rotated Conveyor Sides
Units can be picked up from either side of the conveyor, providing that the conveyor hardware allows
for this. The conveyor has a normal and a rotated side.
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The normal and rotated sides of the conveyor are defined in the following manner: Standing at the
end of the conveyor directly in the path of the on-coming units, the right side of the conveyor is the
normal side and the left side of the conveyor is the rotated side. See Figure 8–10 .
Figure 8–10. Normal and Rotated Conveyor Sides

Number of Pickup Positions
The number of pickup positions is the total number of places between the rollers that can be used
to pick up a unit. Using one of the tines for reference, count the number of places between and
including the first and last pickup positions. For the example in Figure 8–11 , eight possible pickup
positions are defined.
Bag grippers do not need to use a number of pickup positions. Bag grippers do not move into the
conveyor, so conveyor rollers do not interfere with the operation of a bag gripper. Because of this, a
bag gripper can position itself exactly centered on the unit to be picked up.
Example of Teaching Three Infeed Pickup Positions
See Figure 8–11 and Figure 8–12 for examples of how both the single fork and double fork grippers
are positioned as you teach the three infeed pickup positions.
In the examples shown in Figure 8–11 and Figure 8–12 , note the following:
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• The downstream pickup position is taught with the center of the fork in the #1 blank space between
the rollers. For double forks, the fork nearest the end of the infeed should be in the #1 space.

• The upstream pickup position is taught with the center of the fork in the #8 blank space between
the rollers. For double forks, the fork nearest the end of the infeed should be in the #8 space.

• The number of pickup positions is 8. This is the number of pickup positions the robot can use to
pick up the product.

• The software logic will determine which of the eight pickup positions it should use to center
the unit on the fork.

• The infeed origin is taught as described in Section 3.5 . One of a unit's corners must be positioned
at the origin when the unit is ready to be picked up from the infeed.

• The upstream and downstream pickup positions can be the same if only one position is needed.
The number of pickup positions must be set to 1.
Figure 8–11. Infeed Pickup Positions - Single Fork Gripper
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Figure 8–12. Infeed Pickup Positions - Double Fork Gripper

The normal and rotated pickup positions for a bag gripper are taught in the same manner as the fork
gripper. The difference is that the bag's pickup positions do not go into the infeed, but are taught at
the edge of the infeed.
See Figure 8–13 for an example of how to pick up parts from the front using a bag gripper.
In the example shown in Figure 8–13 , note the following:

• Align the gripper in the orientation that you want to use to pick up.
• Point the end of the bag gripper at the infeed origin.
• The software logic will determine how to center the unit being picked up on the bag gripper,
assuming that a corner of the unit is positioned at the origin.
Note Double case bag grippers cannot pick up from the front of the infeed.
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Figure 8–13. Infeed Front Pickup Positions - Bag Gripper

Example Sequence to Pick Up a Box
See Figure 8–14 and Figure 8–15 for examples of how the fork gripper picks up a box.
The pickup sequence is as follows:
1. The robot moves to a position that is above the horizontal approach position.
2. The robot moves down to the infeed approach that the software selected.
3. The robot moves to the selected pickup position, which is between the rollers and directly
under the unit to pick up.
Because of the box size, it is picked up with the fork in position 2.
4. The robot moves straight up (not touching the rollers) to pick up the unit.
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Figure 8–14. Single Fork Gripper Palletizing Example

Figure 8–15. Double Fork Gripper Palletizing Example

Table 8–6 lists the fork and bag gripper infeed pickup position setup items. Use Procedure 8-5 to
teach infeed pickup positions.
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Table 8–6. Fork and Bag Gripper Infeed Pickup Position Setup Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Infeed Station Screen - This item shows the UTOOL geometry of the pointer used to teach the infeed frame. This is how the
pointer is connected to the robot, with respect to the TCP. This is not the gripper geometry.
$UTOOL X

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Y

This item is normally 0. The pointer is mounted at the robot TCP.

$UTOOL Z

This item is the length of the pointer.

$UTOOL W

This item is not used.

$UTOOL P

This item is not used.

$UTOOL R

This item is 0.

Arrow Direction

Refer to Section 3.5.4 , "Teaching a Station," for details.

INFEED PICK POSITIONS SCREEN
NORMAL - RIGHT SIDE OF INFEED
Downstream pick postion

This item is the last position before the end of the conveyor that the robot can
place the forks between the rollers to pick the product. For a bag gripper, this
position will almost touch the conveyor. If you are not picking up units from the
right side of the infeed, you do not have to teach the normal pickup positions.

Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed
pickup position. This position would move depending on which incremental
pickup position was chosen between the upstream pickup position and the
downstream pickup position. This position would also be taught for the bag
gripper.

Upstream pick position

This item is the position that the robot can place the forks between the rollers
furthest upstream on the conveyor. For a bag gripper, this position will almost
touch the conveyor. PalletTool matches the gripper UTOOL to the optimum
pickup position when using the bag gripper.

ROTATED - LEFT SIDE OF INFEED
Dowstream pick position

This item is the same as the normal downstream pickup except that it is taught
on the opposite side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag
gripper. If you do not teach this position, it will not be used. If you are not
picking up units from the left side of the infeed, you do not have to teach the
rotated pickup positions.

Approach position

This item is a position from which the robot would move linearly to the infeed
pickup position.

Upstream pick position

This item is the same as the normal upstream pickup except that it is taught on
the opposite side of the conveyor. This position is the same for the bag gripper.
If you do not teach this, it will not be used.
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Table 8–6. Fork and Bag Gripper Infeed Pickup Position Setup Items (Cont'd)
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Total pick positions
Fork gripper only

This item is the total number of places between the rollers that can be used to
pick up a unit. Using one of the tines for reference, count the number of places
between and including the upstream and downstream positions. This number
must be the same for both the normal and rotated sides of the conveyor.

FRONT
Front pick position

This item is the position from which to pick up a box from the front of the
conveyor. PalletTool uses the orientation that is taught but computes the center
of the unit distance from the origin of the infeed and picks up the unit centered
on the fork. You do not have to teach this position if you do not want to use
this feature.

Front approach position
Bag gripper only

This item is the position from which to approach the front of the conveyor.
PalletTool uses orientation that is taught. You do not have to teach this position
if you do not want to use the front pickup feature.

Procedure 8-5 Setting Up Infeed Pickup Positions
Conditions

• You have installed the fork gripper software option and have performed all necessary hardware
installation and setup procedures.

• You have taught the infeed station ( Procedure 3-3 in Section 3.5.4 )
• You know where you want to teach the infeed pickup positions.
• You have performed gripper setup. ( Procedure 8-4 )
Steps
1. Jog the robot so that the gripper is in a position where you can work on it easily.
2. Press SET UP.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select Infeed Station. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SETUP Infeed Station
Infeed Station Selection
ITEM
INFEED STATION
1
1
2
2
3
5
4
6
5
12

5. Press F4, MODIFY. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Stn
To teach the station origin:
1. Set the robot to TOOL Coordinates
using the COORD key on the tp.
2. Move the robot to P1 on the plate.
3. Align the gripper so that:
+X direction jogs towards P2.
4. Teach the station origin at (P1).
To skip the instructions in the future:
*** Press Shift and F2-DONE ***

6. When you are ready, press F2, DONE. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SETUP Infeed Stn
Infeed Station Number:
1 $UTOOL
2
direction:
4 Infeed
5 Infeed

1

X 0.00
Y 0.00
Z 740.00
W 0.00
P 0.00
R 0.00
LTonLT
offset (Length): 0.0
mm
offset (Width): 0.0
mm

6 Infeed origin (P1):

3 Arrow

TAUGHT

7. Type the number of the infeed station you want and press ENTER.
Note When you change the $UTOOL values, the message, "PALT-21 4 The tool pointer length
is changed," will be displayed. This warns you that all stations share the same $UTOOL. When
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you change the $UTOOL on any screen, you must remember to reteach ALL stations with the
new $UTOOL.
8. Press either F3, FORK, or F4, BAG, to teach the appropriate positions.
Note The following screens will not be displayed if you have not taught P1, P2, and P3 of the
infeed station. ( Procedure 3-3 in Section 3.5.4 )

• For fork, press F3, FORK. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Infeed Fork
Infeed Pick Positions:
Normal
1 Downstream pick pos:
2 Upstream pick pos:
3 Approach position:
Rotated
4 Downstream pick pos:
5 Upstream pick pos:
6 Approach position:
7

Total pick positions:

7/7
TAUGHT
TAUGHT
TAUGHT
******
******
******
1

• For bag , press F4, BAG. See the following screen for an example.
SETUP Infeed Bag
Infeed Pick Positions:
1 Downstream pick pos:
2 Upstream pick pos:
3 Approach position:
Rotated
4 Downstream pick pos:
5 Upstream pick pos:
6 Approach position:
Front
7 Pick position:
8 Approach position:

7/8
TAUGHT
TAUGHT
TAUGHT
******
******
******
TAUGHT
TAUGHT

9. Move the cursor to the item you want to teach.
10. Use the COORD key to select the WORLD coordinate system.
11. Jog the robot to the appropriate location. Refer to Table 8–6 for guidelines.
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12. Press SHIFT and F3, TEACH, to record the position.
Warning
The MOVE-TO function is provided so that you can review where the
pickup positions are taught. Using MOVE-TO will move the arm from
its current position in a straight line to the selected taught position.
For example, if you try to move from a last pickup position to a first
pickup position, you will crash the gripper into the conveyor's rollers.
PalletTool provides no error checking to prevent collisions. To avoid
bent grippers and infeeds, be sure that the straight line path to the
selected taught point is safe before you use MOVE-TO; otherwise, you
could injure personnel or damage equipment.
13. To move to a taught position , press SHIFT and press F4, MOVE-TO.
14. If you want to save pallet or infeed station information
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option or PalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F1, SAVE.
A file called PMINFxxx.VR is saved to the load media. xxx is the number of the infeed
station.
If a file of the same name already exists, you will be asked whether you want to replace
that file with the new file. Answer the prompt.
15. To retrieve the data from a disk or PC after you have saved it,
a. Set the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
information about setting the default device.
Note You can connect a PC running the Floppy Emulator option orPalletTool PC in file
transfer mode to the controller and use the hard drive in the PC.
b. Press NEXT, >, and then press F2, LOAD.
c. Press F2, DONE.
d. Move the cursor to the file you want to load.
e. Press F2, LOAD.
f. Repeat Step 15d and Step 15e for each file you want to load.
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8.2.9 Unit Load Setup
Because of the geometry of the fork gripper, it can be a challenge to palletize a unit load without the
fork bumping into already placed units.
A vacuum gripper stays above the pallet and the layer being palletized when it places units. A fork
gripper goes into the layer and places units at the fork drop-off height above the previous layer. You
must be aware of where the back of the fork gripper is at all times so that the gripper does not crush
units that have been palletized already. PalletTool cannot do this automatically for you.
A fork gripper requires that you have more control of the placement orientation of the fork itself.
New parameters have been added to the pick and place unit load optimal path configuration table to
allow you to do this.
To control the placement of the units, you can

• Change the order in which the units are placed.
• Select which side of the infeed is used to pick up the units.
• Select how many units are picked and how they are placed.
• Change the orientation of the fork when the unit is placed.
• Change the approach orientation direction for each unit.
Note Dry run each unit load (without boxes) to determine the proper gripper orientation (0°
or 180°) and the proper approach directions.
Note Refer to Section 3.6 for detailed information on setting up a unit load.
See Figure 8–16 for the portion of the SETUP Optimal Path screen that pertains to the fork and
bag gripper.
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Figure 8–16. SETUP Optimal Path Screen for Fork and Bag Grippers

See Figure 8–17 and Figure 8–18 for an example of the SETUP Optimal Path screen for fork grippers.
Figure 8–17. SETUP Optimal Path Screen for Fork and Bag Grippers, continued

SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 100
Normal Layers
1/9
#
Inf
Sequence
Pick rotn
1
L
1 & 4
NORM
2
L
2 & 5
NORM
3
L
3 & 6
NORM
4
L
7 & 8
NORM
5
L
9
0
NORM
6
L
0
0
NORM
7
L
0
0
NORM
8
L
0
0
NORM
9
L
0
0
NORM
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Figure 8–18. SETUP Optimal Path Screen for Fork and Bag Grippers, continued

SETUP Optimal Path
UL#: 100
Normal Layers
1/9
Seq Rot AprLen
AprWid
Soldier
1
0
+
+
None
4
0
+
+
None
2
0
+
+
None
5
0
+
+
None
3
0
+
+
None
6
0
+
+
None
7
0
+
+
None
8
0
+
+
None
9
0
+
+
None
Shift F3/F4 toggles all units in column.
Back displays the first page
of the table. See NOTAG

Table 8–7. SETUP Optimal Path Screen Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

INF

This item is the orientation of the units at the infeed.

#

This item is the pick number.

PICK ROTN

This item is the side of the infeed from which the gripper will pick up the units on that pick.

ROT

This item is the placement rotation of each unit. Each unit is given a choice. But if the unit is being
placed at the same time as another one (pick 2, place 2), the rotation used is the one referenced
by the first unit of the pair. If the unit is picked up with another one, but is placed separately (pick
2, place 1, place 1), each unit is placed with its own rotation.

SEQ

This item is the actual order of the units to be placed and how the units are grouped together. & =
Units placed simultaneously, ; = units placed separately. * = units are placed on the next layer.

SOLDIER

This item is not implemented at this time.

APR.LAPR.W
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When you set up an optimal path, keep in mind the following rules :

• You must put down all units you have picked up.
• You must pick up and place all units in the layer.
Press F4, [FLIP], and select No Flip or Flip.
Press F2, MORE, to display the rest of the configuration table. See Figure 8–18 . Refer to Table
8–7 for a description of the items on this screen.
The configuration table can be used for all grippers, but must be used for fork grippers.
Refer to Section 3.7 for detailed information on optimal path setup.

8.2.10 I/O Setup
PalletTool provides a standard I/O layout for work cells that use grippers with fewer than three
cases. You must set up I/O using the I/O screens described in Section 3.5.5 . Section B.8 describes
PalletTool's standard I/O configuration.
If you need more I/O, you will have to purchase and set up the additional I/O hardware. Refer
to Section 1.3.9 , or A User's Guide to the Remote I/O Interface for an Allen-Bradley PLC for
information about Allen-Bradley I/O and other I/O options.

8.2.11 Testing Gripper I/O
Before you test run a PalletTool application, you should test gripper I/O to verify that it operates
correctly. Use Procedure 6-3 to verify proper operation of the gripper.
Procedure 8-6 Testing Gripper I/O
Conditions

• The gripper is installed on the robot and air is connected.
• The gripper has been set up on the Gripper Setup menu. ( Procedure 8-4 )
• For custom grippers, you have set up the gripper.Press F2, [SEL_GR], to select the gripper
Steps
1. Jog the robot in the appropriate manner:

• For a fork gripper, jog the robot so the gripper is in a position directly below a unit. If you
have a double ICC gripper, jog the robot until case 1 is directly below a unit.
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• For a bag gripper, jog the robot so the gripper is next to a unit.
2. Continuously press the DEADMAN switch and turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to ON.
3. Press TOOL 1. You will see a screen similar to the following.
CHECK TOOL:
Current gripper is 2 case FORK 1
CASE #
Output
Output Status
1
EXTEND
RETRACTED
1
CLAMP
OPEN
1
PUSHER
NONE
1
VACUUM
OFF
1
BLOWOFF
OFF
1
CUPS
UP
Part Present Status
:
OPEN
Slipsheet Present Status :
OPEN

4. Press F2, [SEL_GR], and select a gripper.
5. Move the cursor to case 1.
6. To verify that the gripper closes properly, press SHIFT and F4, CLOSE, and observe the gripper.
7. To verify that the gripper opens properly, press SHIFT and F3, OPEN, and observe the gripper.
8. If you have a gripper with more than 1 case,
a. Jog the robot until the desired case is directly below a unit.
b. Move the cursor to the desired case.
c. To close the gripper, press SHIFT and F4, CLOSE.
d. To open the gripper, press SHIFT and F3, OPEN.

8.2.12 Testing the Gripper UTOOL
Before you test run a PalletTool application, you should test the gripper UTOOL to verify that it has
been set correctly. Use Procedure 8-7 to verify proper operation of the gripper.
Procedure 8-7 Testing the Gripper UTOOL
Conditions

• You have completed infeed station setup and teaching. Refer to Chapter 3 SETTING UP
PALLETTOOL .
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• You have completed unit load setup and teaching. Refer to Chapter 3 SETTING UP
PALLETTOOL .

• You have completed all other preparation and setup procedures prior to production. Refer to
Chapter 6 TESTING PALLETTOOL AND RUNNING PRODUCTION .
Steps
1. Create a unit load that has the pattern shown in Figure 8–19 , with units picked up length-wise
and place individually.
Figure 8–19. Unit Load Pattern for UTOOL Testing

2. Place unit 1 with a placement rotation of 0. Then place unit 2 with a placement rotation of 180°.
If the UTOOL has not been set correctly, refer to Table 8–8 for information on how to correct the
problem.
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Table 8–8. UTOOL Problems and Solutions
UNIT PLACEMENT

8–44

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

UTOOL x is wrong by half of
the error distance.

Change the
UTOOL setting
and try again.

UTOOL y is wrong by half of
the error distance.

Change the
UTOOL setting
and try again.

UTOOL y is wrong by half of
the error distance.

Change the
UTOOL setting
and try again.
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Roboguide-PalletPRO is a new PC software package that replaces the PalletTool PC software
described in Section 8.x. The greatest benefit of PalletPRO is that it allows users to visualize the
simulation of the palletizing application with the robot exactly as in the real-world.
For the robot controller software versions V5.30-3 and higher, PalletPRO must be used for generating
unitload, infeed, pallet, gripper and PalletSystem data (.DT files) for the controller. The data created
by the old PalletTool PC software is to be only used for all robot controller s/w versions older than
V5.30-3.
Note This section of the manual contains limited information about PalletPRO. For more detailed
information, use the Help Functions in the PalletPRO software. This section provides
step-by-step information about how to run the PalletPRO software.

9.1 OVERVIEW
FANUC America Corporation provides two software packages that help save time and expense for the
development and integration of robotic palletizing and depalletizing systems. PalletPRO simulation
software can be used to completely build, debug and test a palletizing application offline. The data
created in PalletPRO can then be downloaded to a real robot controller containing the PalletTool
software. PalletPRO allows users to create a work cell layout with any FANUC robot, infeed and
pallet stations, slip sheet and pallet dispensers. It also allows creation of hundreds of unit loads using
PalletPRO’s built-in library of industry standard patterns and to visualize them in 3-D. PalletPRO
supports multicase vacuum, bag and fork grippers. The user can also simulate case rates on each of
the infeed conveyors.
The PalletTool software on the Controller has many features that are designed for ease of running
production with a PLC and to assist the operator with daily tasks. The end-of-batch function allows
the PLC to send product changeover data to the Controller. The partial pallet startup and part drop
recovery features allow the operators to resume production and easily recover from part drop errors.
Password protection is also available.
Note For more information on PalletPRO, refer to the Help Functions in the software.
Benefits

• With PalletPRO, validation of palletizing and depalletizing processes can be accomplished in a
virtual environment without the time consuming and costly need for an actual robot or associated
peripherals like infeed case conveyors, outfeed pallet conveyors, pallet dispensers, slip sheet
dispensers or grippers.

• PalletPRO improves productivity by allowing users to easily build, test and debug their palletizing
systems off-line. This reduces time, cost and effort during work cell integration. This also
qualifies projects and palletizing applications quicker and more accurately than through common
manual methods.
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• PalletPRO allows for offline “what-if” scenerios for palletizing and depalletizing simulations like
case rate on conveyors, pick and place delay factors of different grippers, pallet indexing and
slip sheet handling.

• PalletPRO provides highly accurate reach verification, collision detection and system throughput
(cases/ minutes) validation. The system throughput data obtained for PalletPRO is the most
accurate for FANUC robots compared to any other simulation package, since it is based upon a
virtual robot using robot-specific system parameters.

• For the operator, PalletPRO is easy to learn, operate and maintain. For the integrator, it is easy to
integrate with PLC and customize the palletizing sequences.
Features

• Process navigator – A fully-integrated environment with a graphical user interface that quickly
teaches new and experienced palletizing operators how to set up and simulate a palletizing
work cell.

• FANUC robot library – Quick access to any floor-mounted, four- and six-axis FANUC robot
for system layout and simulation.

• Built-in CAD models – Instant access to commonly-used palletizing system peripherals like
infeed conveyors, pallets, slip sheet dispensers, pallet dispensers and vacuum grippers. This
allows quick setup for different configurations, such as one infeed-one outfeed, two infeed-two
outfeed, etc.

• CAD import (IGES files) – CAD models of existing fixtures, obstacles (fencing, light curtain
etc.) and customer-designed grippers can be imported directly into PalletPRO to build system
layouts and evaluate system operations.

• Unit Load Setup – Allows users to add new unit loads in the palletizing work cell and to edit
existing unit loads. It also includes a built-in library of industry standard patterns including
user-defined patterns, configuration of normal and flipped layers, optimal path for palletizing
sequences and slip sheet placement between layers.

• Pallet picking – PalletPRO allows creation of pallet dispensers in the work cell. With this feature,
the robot will always pick up a pallet from the pallet dispensers before palletizing cases or bags on
it. This allows for accurate accountability for the overall cycle time and throughout.

• Robot Reach check – A 3-D view of the robot work envelope is provided to instantly verify that
infeed conveyors, pallets and other cell components are well within the reach of the robot.

• Case and bag palletizing – PalletPRO provides visualization and optimization features that are
unique to both case and bag palletizing. It contains a built-in bag gripper and features that allow
overlap of bags for stability. The 3-D world in PalletPRO supports display of both bags and cases.

• Mixed layer palletizing – PalletPRO allows combining of different unit loads into a mixed layer
unit load. A mixed layer unit load can have a different SKU or stacking pattern for each layer.

• Collision Detection – Visually identifies collision during robot simulation and helps relocate the
robot, tooling and/or conveyors before installation in the plant.

• Animation AVI – Allows users to record the simulation of the palletizing operation.
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• Measurement units – Dimensions are specified in both Metric (mm) and English (in) units.
• Download and upload – The palletizing simulation allows downloading of the unit load,
infeed pallet and other data to real robots over either Ethernet or a Serial RS-232 connection.
If downloaded data is changed, the Upload function can be used to import the data back into
PalletPRO, keeping simulation and real world production operations identical.

• Flexibility:
— Supports vacuum, fork, bag and custom grippers, with independent case control for up to
six cases. Starting with Roboguide v8 Rev L using Virtual controller HandlingTool version
V8.30P/19, the Multiple Case Gripper supports up to 10 independent cases with PalletTool
Turbo.
— Palletizes/depalletizes empty/full or partially full pallets.
— Supports multiple pallets and infeed conveyors per robot.
— Provides various part drop recovery options.
— Supports automatic end-of batch and pallet indexing.
— Defining gripper I/Os.

• Throughput:
— Provides capability to perform line-balancing using the Pallet Switch feature. The choices are
switch infeed per pick, per layer and per unit load.
— Allows users to place cases on multiple layers in one cycle.
— Allows users to specify case quantity and orientation per cycle

9.2 REQUIREMENTS
This section contains information about the hardware and software needed to run PalletPRO.

9.2.1 Hardware
The following hardware is required when you use PalletPRO. It is not supplied by FANUC America
Corporation.

• An IBM compatible personal computer (PC)
— Microsoft Windows 2000
— Intel Pentium™ III processor
— 800 MHZ or faster processor
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— minimum of 256 MB RAM
— 500MB hard disk space
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A.1 OVERVIEW
Errors occur because of

• Hardware problems - a broken cable or tooling
• Software problems - incorrect program or data
• External problems - an open safety door or an overtravel has occurred
Depending on the severity of the error, you must take certain steps to recover from it.
A complete listing of error codes is provided in the Error Code Manual. Use Procedure A-1 as the
recommended error recovery procedure.
Some errors require minimal corrective action to recover from them. Others require more involved
procedures. The first step in the error recovery process is to determine the kind and severity of the
error. After you determine this information, the appropriate error recovery procedure can be used.
Procedure A-1 Error Recovery Recommendation
Conditions

• An error has occurred.
Steps
1. Determine the cause of the error.
2. Correct the problem which caused the error.
3. Release the error.
4. Restart the program or robot.
If the basic recovery procedures do not clear the error, try restarting the controller. Refer to Table
A–1 for the methods of starting the controller. First try a Cold start. If Cold start does not solve
the problem, try a Controlled start and then a Cold start. If the problem still exists, refer to the
Software Installation Manual to reload software if necessary.
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Table A–1. Startup Methods
Start Method

Description

Procedure

Cold start (START COLD)

Initializes changes to system variables
Initializes changes to I/O setup
Displays the UTILITIES Hints screen

Turn the power disconnect circuit
breaker to ON. When the BMON screen
is displayed on the teach pendant, press
and hold the SHIFT and RESET keys.
After you see files beginning to load on
the teach pendant screen, release all of
the keys.

Controlled start (START CTRL)

Allows you to set up application specific
information
Allows you to install options and updates
Allows you to save specific information
Allows you to start KCL
Allows you to print teach pendant screens
and the current robot configuration
Allows you to unsimulate all I/O
Does not allow you to load teach pendant
programs

Press FCTN and select CYCLE START,
select YES, and press ENTER. When
the BMON screen is displayed on
the teach pendant, press and hold
the PREV and NEXT keys. After the
Configuration Menu screen is displayed,
release the keys. Select Controlled start
and press ENTER.

A.2 ERROR CODE PROPERTIES
A.2.1 Overview
An error code consists of:

• The facility name and error code number
• The severity of the error
• The message text of the error
Refer to Section A.2.2 , Section A.2.3 , and Section A.2.4 .
The error code will be displayed as follows:
FACILITY_NAME - ERROR_CODE_NUMBER Error message text

The Alarm Log screen displays a list of errors that have occurred. There are two ways to display
alarms:
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• Automatically using the Active Alarm screen. This screen displays only active errors (with a
severity other than WARN) that have occurred since the last time RESET was pressed.

• Manually using the History Alarm screen. This screen displays up to the last 100 alarms,
regardless of their severity. You can also display detailed information about a specific alarm.
Optionally, you can set up your system to store additional alarms in an alarm log called
MD:errext.ls. If you have the Extended Alarm Log option installed and set up, then this file,
stored on the MD: device, will display up to the last 1000 alarms. In this case, the alarms are
numbered and contain the date, time, error message, cause code, and severity. Programming
events will be displayed the same as error messages but will not have cause codes or severities.
For information on setting up the Extended Alarm Log, refer to the Software Installation Manual.
Table A–2 through Table A–7 describe each kind of alarm that can be displayed.
Table A–2. Alarm Log Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Alarm Status

This item allows you to monitor the entire list of active alarms. Press F3, HIST, to display
the history of alarms.

Table A–3. Application Alarm Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Application Alarm Status

This item allows you to monitor application alarms. Application alarms include anything that
is related to the given application-specific tool that is loaded.

Table A–4. Comm Log Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Comm Log Status

This item allows you to monitor any communication alarms when a communication option
is loaded.

Table A–5. Fault Recovery Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Fault Recovery Status

This item allows you to monitor fault recovery status.

Table A–6. Motion Alarm Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

Motion Alarm Status

This item allows you to monitor the Motion Alarm screen status such as, SRVO alarms or
any other alarms related to robot movement.
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Table A–7. System Alarm Screen
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

System Alarm Status

This item allows you to monitor system alarm messages such as SYST alarms.

Use Procedure A-2 to display the Alarm Log screen.
Procedure A-2 Displaying the Alarm Log Automatically
Conditions

• To display the Active Alarm screen automatically,
— Set the system variable $ER_AUTO_ENB to TRUE either on the SYSTEM Variables menu
or by setting Auto display of alarm menu to TRUE on the SYSTEM Configuration menu.
Then perform a Cold start.
— An error, whose severity is either PAUSE or ABORT must have occurred.
Steps
1. The following screen will automatically be displayed. It lists all errors with a severity other than
WARN, that have occurred since the last controller RESET. The most recent error is number 1.
SRVO-007 External emergency stop
TEST1
LINE 15
ABORTED
Alarm: ACTIVE
1 SRVO-007 External emergency stop

2. To toggle between the Active Alarm screen and Hist Alarm screen, press F3 (ACTIVE or HIST).
3. If you are using an iPendant and are in Single Display Mode, you can toggle between wide
screen and normal screen. Press F2, [ VIEW ] and select Wide or Normal.
4. To disable the automatic display of all errors with a certain severity type, modify the value of
the system variable $ER_SEV_NOAUTO[1-5]. These errors will still be logged in the Active
Alarm screen, but they will no longer force the screen to immediately become visible. Refer to
the Software Reference Manual for more detailed information about how to set these variables.
5. To disable the automatic display of a specific error code, modify the $ER_NOAUTO.$noalm_num
and $ER_NOAUTO.$er_code system variables. These errors will still be logged in the Active
Alarm screen, but they will no longer force the screen to immediately become visible. Refer to
the Software Reference Manual for more detailed information about how to set these variables.
6. To display the screen that occurred immediately before the alarm, press RESET. If you have
toggled between HIST and ACTIVE, the previous screen might not be available.
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When there are no active alarms (the system is not in error status), the following message will be
displayed on the Active Alarm screen.
There are no active alarms.
Press F3(HIST) to enter alarm history screen.

Note When you reset the system by pressing the RESET key, the alarms displayed on this
screen are cleared.

Procedure A-3 Displaying the Alarm Log Manually
Steps
1. Press MENU.
2. Press ALARM.
3. Press F3, HIST.
4. Press F1, [TYPE].
5. Select Alarm Log. The alarm log will be displayed. This lists all errors. See the following
screen for an example.
SRVO-007 External emergency stop
TEST1
LINE 15
ABORTED
Alarm: HIST
1 SRVO-007 External emergency stop
2 SRVO-001 Operator panel emergency st
3 R E S E T
4 SRVO-029 Robot calibrated (Group:1)
5 SRVO-001 Operator panel emergency st
6 SRVO-012 Power fail recovery
7 INTP-127 Power fail detected
8 SRVO-047 LVAL alarm (Group:1 Axis:5)
9 SRVO-047 LVAL alarm (Group:1 Axis:4)
10 SRVO-002 Teach pendant emergency stop

Note The most recent error is number 1.

• To display the complete error message that does not fit on the screen, press F5, DETAIL,
and the right arrow key on the teach pendant.
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• To display the cause code for an error message, press F5, DETAIL. Cause codes provide
further information about the cause of the error. If the specified error has a cause code, the
cause code message is displayed immediately below the error line, on the status line. When
you press RESET, the error and cause code disappears and the status line is redisplayed.
6. To display the motion log, which lists only motion-related errors, press F1, [TYPE], and
select Motion Log.
7. To display the system log, which displays only system errors, press F1, [TYPE], and select
System Log.
8. To display the application log, which displays only application-specific errors, press F1,
[TYPE], and select Appl Log.
9. The Fault and Incident Reporting option displays the reporting log. The reporting log
displays the top five alarms that occurred while the robot was in Auto mode , press F1,
[TYPE], and select Reporting.
1. To view the top five faults by incident, press F2, INCIDENT.
2. To view the top five faults by total asserted time, press F3, T_TIME.
3. To view the top five faults by longest asserted time for any given fault, press F4,
L_TIME.
10. To display the communication log, which displays only communication-specific errors, press
F1, [TYPE], and select Comm Log.
11. To display the password log, which displays only password-specific errors, press F1, [TYPE],
and select Password Log.
12. To display more information about an error, move the cursor to the error and press F5,
DETAIL. The error detail screen displays information specific to the error you selected,
including the severity. If the error has a cause code, the cause code message will be displayed.
When you are finished viewing the information, press PREV.
13. To display cause and remedy information specific to an error, move the cursor to the error
and press SHIFT and the Help/Diag button on the iPendant.
14. To remove all of the error messages displayed on the screen, press and hold SHIFT and
press F4, CLEAR.
15. To change the view displayed on the screen, press F2, [ VIEW ]. To show or hide the cause
codes for each alarm, select Show Cause or Hide Cause. If an alarm has no cause code, the time
the alarm occurred will be shown instead. If you are using an iPendant and are in Single Display
Mode, you can also toggle between wide screen and normal screen by selecting Wide or Normal.

A.2.2 Facility Name and Code
The facility name and code identify the type of error that occurred. Facility information is displayed at
the beginning of the error code:
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PROG-048 PAUSE Shift released while running

In the example, the facility name PROG corresponds to facility code 3. The error code number
is 048. Facility codes are used in error handling from a KAREL program. The facility codes are
listed in Table A–8 .
Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

ACAL

112

0X70

ACCUCAL II ERROR CODE

APSH

38

0X26

APPLICATION SHELL

ARC

53

0X35

ARC WELDING
APPLICATION

ASBN

22

0X16

MNEMONIC EDITOR

ATGP

102

0X66

ATTACH GRO LEAD
THROUGH AND FORCE
CONTROL

ATZN

138

0X8A

AUTOZONE

BBOX

118

0X76

POSITION BUMPBOX

BRCH

144

0X90

BRAKE CHECK

CALM

106

0X6A

CALMATE

CD

82

0X52

COORDINATED MOTION
SOFTPART

CMND

42

0X2A

COMMAND PROCESSOR

CNTR

73

0X49

CONTINUOUS TURN
SOFTPART

COND

4

0X4

CONDITION HANDLER

COPT

37

0X25

COMMON OPTIONS

CPMO

114

0X72

CONSTANT PATH ERROR
CODE

CUST

97

0X61

CUSTOMER SPECIFIC
ERRORS

CVIS

117

0X75

INTEGRATED VISION
(CONTROLLER VISION)
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Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS (Cont'd)
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

DIAG

148

0X94

IRDIAGNOSTICS

DICT

33

0X21

DICTIONARY PROCESSOR

DJOG

64

0X40

DETACHED JOG

DMDR

84

0X54

DUAL MOTION DRIVE

DMER

40

0X28

DATA MONITOR

DNET

76

0X4C

DEVICENET

DTBR

149

0X95

DATA TRANSFER BETWEEN
ROBOTS

DX

72

0X48

DELTA TOOL/FRAME
SOFTPART

ELOG

5

0X5

ERROR LOGGER

FILE

2

0X2

FILE SYSTEM

FLPY

10

0XA

SERIAL FLOPPY DISK
SYSTEM

FRCE

91

0X5B

IMPEDANCE CONTROL
(FORCE CONTROL)

FRSY

85

0X55

FLASH FILE SYSTEM

FXTL

136

0X88

C-FLEX TOOL

HOST

67

0X43

HOST COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL

HRTL

66

0X42

HOST COMMUNICATIONS
RUN TIME LIBRARY

IBSS

88

0X58

INTERBUS-S

ICRZ

124

0X7C

IC RAILZONE

IFPN

153

0X99

INTERFACE PANEL

INTP

12

0XC

INTERPRETER INTERNAL
ERRORS

IRPK

127

0X7F

IRPICKTOOL

ISD

39

0X27

ISD (INTEGRAL SERVO
DISPENSER)
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Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS (Cont'd)
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

ISDT

95

0X5F

INTEGRAL SERVO DRIVEN
TOOL

JOG

19

0X13
MANUAL JOG TASK

KALM

122

LANG

21

0X7A

KAREL ALARM

0X15

LANGUAGE UTILITY

LECO

109

0X6D

ARC ERRORS FROM
LINCOLN ELECTRIC

LNTK

44

0X2C

LINE TRACKING

LSTP

108

0X6C

LOCAL STOP ERROR
CODES

MACR

57

0X39

MACRO OPTION

MARL

83

0X53

MATERIAL REMOVAL

MASI

147

0X93

MULTI-ARM SYNC
INSTRUCTIONS

MCTL

6

0X6

MOTION CONTROL
MANAGER

MEMO

7

0X7

MEMORY MANAGER

MHND

41

0X29

MATERIAL HANDLING
SHELL AND MENUS

MOTN

15

0XF

MOTION SUBSYSTEM

MUPS

48

NCBN

150

0X96

NC TO BIN CONVERSION

OPTN

65

0X41

OPTION INSTALLATION

OS

0

0X0

OPERATING SYSTEM

PALL

115

0X73

PALLETTOOL

PALT

26

0X1A

PALLETIZING APPLICATION

0X30
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Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS (Cont'd)
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

PICK

132

0X84

PICKTOOL

PMON

28

0X1C

PC MONITOR

PNT1

86

0X56

PAINT APPLICATION
ERRORS POST V6.31

PNT2

137

0X89

PAINTTOOL APPLICATION
ERRORS #2

PRIO

13

0XD

DIGITAL I/O SUBSYSTEM

PROC

146

0X92

PROCESS LOGGER

PROF

92

0X5C

PROFIBUS DP

PROG

3

0X3

INTERPRETER

PTPG

140

0X8C

PAINT PLUG-IN

PWD

31

0X1F

PASSWORD LOGGING

QMGR

61

0X3D

KAREL QUEUE MANAGER

RIPE

130

0X82

ROS IP ERRORS

ROUT

17

0X11

SOFTPART BUILT-IN
ROUTINE FOR
INTERPRETER

RPC

93

0X5D

RPC

RPM

43

0X2B

ROOT PASS
MEMORIZATION

RRMC

126

0X7E

REDUNDANT ROBOT
MOTION CONTROL

RTCP

89

0X59

REMOTE TCP

SCIO

25

0X19

SYNTAX CHECKING
FOR TEACH PENDANT
PROGRAMS

SDTL

123

0X7B

SYSTEM DESIGN TOOL

SEAL

51

0X33

SEALING APPLICATION

SENC

143

0X8F

SECONDARY ENCODER
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Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS (Cont'd)
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

SENS

58

0X3A

SENSOR INTERFACE

SHAP

79

0X4F

SHAPE GENERATION

SPOT

23

0X17

SPOT WELDING
APPLICATION

SPRM

131

0X83

RAMP MOTION SOFTPART

SRIO

1

0X1

SERIAL DRIVER

SRVO

11

0XB

FLTR AND SERVO IN
MOTION SUB-SYSTEM

SSPC

69

0X45

SPECIAL SPACE CHECKING
FUNCTION

SVGN

30

0X1E

SERVO WELD GUN
APPLICATION

SVTL

135

0X87

SERVO TOOL

SYST

24

0X18

FACILITY CODE OF
SYSTEM

TAST

47

0X2F

THROUGH-ARC SEAM
TRACKING

TCPP

46

0X2E

TCP SPEED PREDICTION

TG

90

0X5A

TRIGGERING ACCURACY

THSR

60

0X3C

TOUCH SENSING
SOFTPART

TJOG

116

0X74

TRACKING JOG

TMAT

119

0X77

TORCH MATE

TOOL

29

0X1D

SERVO TOOL CHANGE

TPIF

9

0X9

TEACH PENDANT USER
INTERFACE

TRAK

54

0X36

TRACKING SOFTPART

TRSV

134

0X86

TRAY SERVER TASK
ERROR TEXT

VARS

16

0X10

VARIABLE MANAGER
SUBSYSTEM

WEAV

45

0X2D

WEAVING
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Table A–8. ERROR FACILITY CODES FOR ALL APPLICATION-TOOLS (Cont'd)
FACILITY NAME

FACILITY CODE (DECIMAL)

FACILITY CODE
(HEXADECIMAL)

DESCRIPTION

WNDW

18

0X12

WINDOW I/O MANAGER
SUB-SYSTEM

XMLF

129

0X81

XML ERRORS

A.2.3 Severity Descriptions
The severity of the error indicates how serious the error is. The severity is displayed after the error
number. For example:
PROG-048 PAUSE Shift released while running

Note You can display the severity of the error code on the ALARM screen. Refer to Procedure A-2 .
$ER_SEV_NOAUTO[1-5] System Variable
The $ER_SEV_NOAUTO[1-5] system variable enables or disables the automatic display of all error
codes with a particular severity. This is used in conjunction with the $ER_AUTO_ENB system
variable.
Table A–9. Severity Descriptions
SEVERITY

$ER_SEV_NOAUTO[1-5]

PAUSE

[1]

STOP

[2]

SERVO

[3]

ABORT

[4]

SYSTEM

[5]

WARN
WARN errors only warn of potential problems or unexpected circumstances. They do not directly
affect any operations that might be in progress. If a WARN error occurs, you should determine what
caused the error and what, if any, actions should be taken.
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For example, the WARN error Singularity position indicates a singularity position was encountered
during a move. No action is required. However, if you do not want the motion to encounter a
singularity position, you can reteach the program positions.
PAUSE
PAUSE errors pause program execution but allow the robot to complete its current motion segment, if
any are in progress. This error typically indicates that some action must be taken before program
execution can be resumed. PAUSE errors cause the operator panel FAULT light to go on and the
teach pendant FAULT LED to go on.
Depending on the action that is required, you might be able to resume a paused program at the point
where the PAUSE error occurred after you have corrected the error condition. If the program can
be resumed, you can either select the RESUME function key or press the operator CYCLE START
button, or press the UOP CYCLE START button if the setting of the REMOTE/LOCAL setup item on
the System Configuration menu is set to LOCAL.
STOP
STOP errors pause program execution and stop robot motion. When a motion is stopped, the robot
decelerates to a stop and any remaining part of the current motion segment is saved, meaning the
motion can be resumed. STOP errors usually indicate that some action must be taken before the
motion and program execution can be resumed.
Depending on the action that is required, you might be able to resume the motion and program
execution after correcting the error condition. If the motion and program can be resumed, you can
either select the RESUME function key or press the operator CYCLE START button if the setting of
the REMOTE/LOCAL setup item on the System Configuration menu is set to LOCAL. If the robot is
in production mode, you must choose the appropriate recovery option.
SERVO
SERVO errors shut off the drive power to the servo system and pause program execution. SERVO
errors cause the operator panel FAULT light to go on and the teach pendant FAULT LED to go on.
SERVO errors are usually caused by hardware problems and could require trained service personnel.
However, some SERVO errors require you to reset the servo system by pressing the operator panel
FAULT RESET button or the teach pendant RESET key. Others require a Cold start of the controller.
ABORT
ABORT errors abort program execution and STOP robot motion. When an ABORT error occurs, the
robot decelerates to a STOP and the remainder of the motion is canceled. An ABORT error indicates
that the program has a problem that is severe enough to prevent it from continuing to run.
You will need to correct the problem and then restart the program. Depending on the error, correcting
the problem might mean editing the program or modifying the data.
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SYSTEM
SYSTEM errors usually indicate a system problem exists that is severe enough to prevent any further
operation. The problem could be hardware or software related.
You will need the assistance of trained service personnel to correct SYSTEM errors. After the error
has been corrected, you will need to reset the system by turning off the robot, waiting a few seconds,
and turning on the robot.
If a program was executing when the error occurred, you will need to restart the program.
NONE
NONE errors can be returned as status from some KAREL built-in routines and can also be used
to trigger KAREL condition handlers. NONE errors are not displayed on the teach pendant or
CRT/KB. They also are not displayed on the alarm log screen. NONE errors do not have any effect
on programs, robot motion, or servo motors.
Table A–10 summarizes the effects of error severities.
Table A–10. Effects of Error Severity
Severity

Program

Robot Motion

Servo Motors

WARN

No effect

No effect

No effect

PAUSE

Paused

The current move is completed
then the robot stops.

No effect

STOP

Paused

Decelerated STOP, motion
retained

No effect

SERVO

Paused

Decelerated STOP, motion
retained

Power shutdown

ABORT

Aborted

EMERGENCY STOP, motion
canceled

No effect

SYSTEM

Aborted

EMERGENCY STOP, motion
canceled

Power shut down Requires a
FCTN:CYCLE POWER

NONE

No effect

No effect

No effect

A.2.4 Error Message Text
The message text describes the error that has occurred. Message text is displayed at the end of the
error code. For example:
PROG-048 PAUSE Shift released while running
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Some error messages might contain cause codes, or percent (%) notation. For more information on
displaying cause codes, refer to Procedure A-2 .
Percent Notation (%)
A percent sign followed by the letter s (%s) indicates that a string, representing a program name, file
name, or variable name, actually appears in the error message when the error occurs.
A percent sign followed by the letter d (%d) indicates that an integer, representing a program line
number or other numeric value, actually appears in the error message when the error occurs.
For example:
INTP-327 ABORT (%^s, %d^5) Open file failed

When this error occurs, the actual name of the file that could not be opened will appear on the teach
pendant error line instead of %s. The actual program line number on which that error occurred will
appear on the teach pendant error line instead of %d.

A.3 GENERAL ERROR RECOVERY PROCEDURES
A.3.1 Overview
This section contains procedures for recovery from certain errors. These errors are:

• Overtravel release
• Hand breakage recovery
• Pulse coder alarm
• Chain failure detection recovery

A.3.2 Overtravel Release
An overtravel error occurs when one or more of the robot axes moves beyond the software motion
limits. When this happens one of the overtravel limit switches is tripped and the system does the
following:

• Shuts off drive power to the servo system and applies robot brakes
• Displays an overtravel alarm error message
• Lights the operator panel FAULT light
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• Turns on the teach pendant FAULT status indicator
• Limits motion for the axes involved in the overtravel
If you are jogging in JOINT, the axis number indicating the axis (or axes) in an overtravel will be
displayed in the error log. You can manually release overtravel on your system from the MANUAL OT
Release screen. The axis that is in overtravel will display TRUE in either OT_MINUS or OT_PLUS.
Refer to Table A–11 for information on the MANUAL OT Release items.
Use Procedure A-4 to recover from an overtravel error.
Table A–11. MANUAL OT Release Items
ITEM

DESCRIPTION

AXIS

This item displays the number for each axis.

OT MINUS

This item displays whether a particular axis is in an overtravel condition.

OT PLUS

This item displays whether a particular axis is in an overtravel condition.

Procedure A-4 Recovering from an Overtravel Error
Conditions

• An axis (or axes) are in overtravel and the overtravel alarm has occurred. If you are jogging in
JOINT the axis number indicating the axis (or axes) in an overtravel will be displayed in the
error log.
Steps
1. Press MENU.
2. Select SYSTEM.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select OT Release. You will see a screen similar to the following. The axis that is overtraveled
will display TRUE in either OT_MINUS or OT_PLUS.
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MANUAL OT Release
AXIS
OT MINUS
1
FALSE
2
FALSE
3
FALSE
4
FALSE
5
FALSE
6
FALSE
7
FALSE
8
FALSE
9
FALSE
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OT PLUS
TRUE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE
FALSE

5. Move the cursor to the OT PLUS or OT MINUS value of the axis in overtravel.
6. Press F2, RELEASE. The value of the overtraveled axis should change back to FALSE.
7. If the robot is calibrated, you will see the message Can't Release OT. Press HELP for detail.
a. If you press F5, DETAIL, you will see a screen similar to the following.
MANUAL OT Release
When robot is calibrated, overtravel
cannot be released. Press SHIFT &
RESET to clear the error, and jog out
of the overtravel condition.

Note For the following steps, press and hold down the SHIFT key until you have
completed Step 7b through Step 7d .
b. Press and continue pressing SHIFT and press F2, RESET. Wait for servo power.
c. Continuously press and hold the DEADMAN switch and turn the teach pendant ON/OFF
switch to ON.
d. Jog the overtraveled axis off the overtravel switch. When you have finished jogging,
you can release the SHIFT key .
Note If you accidentally release the shift key during Step 7b through Step 7d , you will
have to repeat them.

8. If the robot is not calibrated, perform the following steps:
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Note For the following steps, press and hold down the SHIFT key until you have completed
Step 8a through Step 8d .
a. Press and continue pressing SHIFT and press F2, RESET. Wait for servo power.
b. Press COORD until you select the JOINT coordinate system.
c. Continuously press and hold the DEADMAN switch and turn the teach pendant ON/OFF
switch to ON.
d. Jog the overtraveled axis off the overtravel switch. When you have finished jogging,
you can release the SHIFT key .
Note If you accidentally release the shift key during this step, you will need to repeat it.

9. Turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to OFF and release the DEADMAN switch.
10. Check CRM68 & CRF7 connection on the amplifier PCB if the robot is not in an actual
overtravel condition.

A.3.3 Hand Breakage Recovery
A hand breakage error occurs when the hand breakage detection switch is tripped on robots equipped
with hand breakage hardware. The switch is tripped when the robot tool strikes an obstacle, which
could possibly cause the tool to break. The system

• Shuts off drive power to the servo system and applies robot brakes
• Displays an error message indicating that the hand is broken
• Lights the operator panel FAULT light
• Lights the teach pendant FAULT LED
The status of the hand breakage detection switch is displayed on the STATUS Safety Signals screen.
Use Procedure A-5 to recover from a hand breakage.
Procedure A-5 Recovering from a Hand Breakage
Conditions

• The hand breakage error message is displayed.
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Steps
1. If you have not already done so, continuously press and hold the DEADMAN switch and
turn the teach pendant ON/OFF switch to ON.
2. Hold down the SHIFT key and press RESET. The robot can now be moved.
3. Jog the robot to a safe position.
4. Press the EMERGENCY STOP button.
5. Request a trained service person to inspect and, if necessary, repair the tool.
6. Determine what caused the tool to strike an object, causing the hand to break.
7. If the hand breakage occurred while a program was being executed, you might need to reteach
positions, modify the program, or move the object that was struck.
8. Test run the program if it has been modified, if new positions have been recorded, or if objects
in the work envelope have been moved.

A.3.4 Pulse Coder Alarm Recovery
If the pulse counts at power up do not match the pulse counts at power down, a pulse mismatch error
occurs for each motion group and each axis. Use Procedure A-6 to reset a pulse coder alarm.
Procedure A-6 Resetting a Pulse Coder SRVO-062 Alarm
Steps
1. Press MENU.
2. Select SYSTEM.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select Master/Cal.
If Master/Cal is not listed on the [TYPE] menu, do the following; otherwise, continue
to Step 5 .
a. Select VARIABLE from the [TYPE] menu.
b. Move the cursor to $MASTER_ENB.
c. Press the numeric key 1 and then press ENTER on the teach pendant.
d. Press F1, [TYPE].
e. Select Master/Cal. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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SYSTEM Master/Cal
1 FIXTURE POSITION MASTER
2 ZERO POSITION MASTER
3 QUICK MASTER
4 SINGLE AXIS MASTER
5 SET QUICK MASTER REF
6 CALIBRATE
Press ’ENTER’ or number key to select.

5. Press F3, RES_PCA. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SYSTEM Master/Cal
1 FIXTURE POSITION MASTER
2 ZERO POSITION MASTER
3 QUICK MASTER
4 SINGLE AXIS MASTER
5 SET QUICK MASTER REF
6 CALIBRATE
Press ’ENTER’ or number key to select.
Reset pulse coder alarm? [NO]

6. Press F4, YES. You will see a screen similar to the following.
SYSTEM Master/Cal
1 FIXTURE POSITION MASTER
2 ZERO POSITION MASTER
3 QUICK MASTER
4 SINGLE AXIS MASTER
5 SET QUICK MASTER REF
6 CALIBRATE
Pulse coder alarm reset!

A.3.5 Chain Failure Detection Error Recovery
A Single Chain Failure Detection fault will be set if one safety chain is in an Emergency Stop
condition, and the other is not in an Emergency Stop condition.
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When a Single Chain Failure Detection fault occurs, the system does the following:

• Shuts off drive power to the servo system and applies robot brakes
• Displays an error message indicating that a single chain failure has occurred.
• Lights the operator panel FAULT light
• Lights the teach pendant FAULT LED
Chain Failure Detection Errors
Refer to the Maintenance Manual for more information on chain failure detection errors, SRVO-230
and 231, SRVO-266 through 275 (external checking -customer), and SRVO-370 through 385 (internal
checking)
Procedure A-7 Chain Failure Detection Error Recovery
Conditions

• The system detected either a SRVO-230 Chain 1 (+24V abnormal) or a SRVO-231 Chain 2
(0V abnormal) error.

• You cannot reset the chain failure errors, even after turning the controller OFF and then ON again.
Steps
1. Correct the cause of the alarm.
2. Press MENU.
3. Select ALARMS. You will see a screen similar to the following.
ALARM: Active
SRVO-230 Chain 1(+24V) abnormal

4. Press F4, RES_CH1. You will see a screen similar to the following
ALARM: Active
SRVO-230 Chain 1(+24V) abnormal
Reset Single Channel Fault [NO]

5. Press F4, YES to reset the fault.
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6. Press the RESET button on the teach pendant or operator panel.
Warning
If you reset the chain failure fault without fixing the cause of it, the
same alarm will occur, but the robot can move until the alarm occurs
again. Be sure to fix the cause of the chain failure before you continue.
Otherwise, you could injure personnel or damage equipment.
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B.1 POSITION REGISTER ASSIGNMENTS
This section includes position register assignments for PalletTool .
Note Position registers described in this section are reserved for PalletTool. Position registers greater
than 52 are available for you to teach.
Table B–1. Position Register Assignments for PalletTool

B–2

Instruction

Description

PR[ 1:Infeed Unit Posn]=R

Position of unit 1 at current infeed. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 2:Infeed Apr Offst]=R

Infeed length, width and height offsets. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 3:Infeed Ret Offst]=R

Infeed retreat offset. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 4:Pallet Apr Pos 1]=R

Approach position for 1st drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 5:Pallet Apr Pos 2]=R

Approach position for 2nd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 6:Pallet Apr Pos 3]=R

Approach position for 3rd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 7:Pallet Apr Pos 4]=R

Approach position for 4th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 8:Pallet Apr Pos 5]=R

Approach position for 5th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 9:Pallet Apr Pos 6]=R

Approach position for 6th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated
by PalletTool.

PR[ 10:Pal Unit Posn 1 ]=R

Position of 1st drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 11:Pal Unit Posn 2 ]=R

Position of 2nd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 12:Pal Unit Posn 3 ]=R

Position of 3rd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 13:Pal Unit Posn 4 ]=R

Position of 4th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 14:Pal Unit Posn 5 ]=R

Position of 5th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 15:Pal Unit Posn 6 ]=R

Position of 6th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 16:Pal Retreat Ofst]=R

Pallet retreat offset. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 17:UTOOL 1 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 1 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 18:UTOOL 2 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 2 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 19:UTOOL 3 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 3 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 20:UTOOL 4 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 4 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 21:UTOOL 5 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 5 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 22:UTOOL 6 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 6 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.
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Table B–1. Position Register Assignments for PalletTool (Cont'd)
Instruction

Description

PR[ 23:Pick Offset ]=R

User defined offset for pick(P)/drop(D) on infeed. User defined.

PR[ 24:Place Offset ]=R

User defined offset for pick(P)/drop(D) on pallet. User defined.

PR[ 25:Perch Position ]=R

Perch or home position of robot above height of unit loads in cell.

PR[ 26:Gripper Maint ]=R

Gripper maintenance position of robot. Recorded by user.

PR[ 27:Pal Found Pos ]=R

Position of last pallet found during pallet search. Recorded by
PalletTool.

PR[ 28:Slip Found Pos ]=R

Position of last slipsheet found during slipsheet search.
Recorded by PalletTool.

PR[ 29:Slip Place Pos ]=R

Slipsheet placement position used during depalletizing.
Recorded by PalletTool.

PR[ 30:Pal Search Start]=R

Top search position for pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 31:Pal Search End ]=R

Bottom of pallet search. Empty pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 32:Pal 1 Placement ]=R

Position pallet 1 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 33:Pal 2 Placement ]=R

Position pallet 2 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 34:Pal 3 Placement ]=*

Position pallet 3 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 35:Pal 4 Placement ]=*

Position pallet 4 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 36:Slip Srch Start ]=R

Top search position for pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 37:Slip Srch End ]=R

Bottom of pallet search. Empty pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 38:Slip Placement 1]=R

Position for slipsheet on pallet 1. Recorded by user.

PR[ 39:Slip Placement 2]=R

Position for slipsheet on pallet 2. Recorded by user.

PR[ 40:Slip Placement 3]=*

Position for slipsheet on pallet 3. Recorded by user.

PR[ 41:Slip Placement 4]=*

Position for slipsheet on pallet 4. Recorded by user.

PR[ 42:Fork/Bag Apr Pos]=R

Position above infeed for Fork/Bag grippers approaching infeeds.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 43: ]=*

Not used.

PR[ 44: ]=*

Not used.

PR[ 45:CalcZPos 1 ]=R

Position 1 for comparing Z heights of 2 positions and raising
the lower to the higher.

PR[ 46:CalcZPos 2 ]=R

Position 2 for comparing Z heights of 2 positions and raising
the lower to the higher.
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Table B–1. Position Register Assignments for PalletTool (Cont'd)
Instruction

Description

PR[ 47:Diag Return Pal1]=*

Pallet 1 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 48:Diag Return Pal2]=*

Pallet 2 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 49:Diag Return Pal3]=*

Pallet 3 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 50:Diag Return Pal4]=*

Pallet 4 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 51:Temp Diag Posn ]=*

Current clear position for diagonal return. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 52:Last retr't ofst ]=*

B.2 POSITION REGISTERS FOR PALLETTOOL TURBO v6.31
This section includes position register assignments for PalletTool Turbo. Position registers above
PR[58] are available for you to use.
Table B–2. Position Register Assignments for PalletTool Turbo

B–4

Instruction

Description

PR[ 1:Infeed Unit Posn]=R

Position of unit 1 at current infeed. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 2:Infeed Apr Offst]=R

Infeed length, width and height offsets. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 3:Infeed Ret Offst]=R

Infeed retreat offset. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 4:Pallet Apr Pos 1]=R

Approach position for 1st drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 5:Pallet Apr Pos 2]=R

Approach position for 2nd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 6:Pallet Apr Pos 3]=R

Approach position for 3rd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 7:Pallet Apr Pos 4]=R

Approach position for 4th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 8:Pallet Apr Pos 5]=R

Approach position for 5th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 9:Pallet Apr Pos 6]=R

Approach position for 6th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 10:Pal Unit Posn 1 ]=R

Position of 1st drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 11:Pal Unit Posn 2 ]=R

Position of 2nd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.
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Table B–2. Position Register Assignments for PalletTool Turbo (Cont'd)
Instruction

Description

PR[ 12:Pal Unit Posn 3 ]=R

Position of 3rd drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 13:Pal Unit Posn 4 ]=R

Position of 4th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 14:Pal Unit Posn 5 ]=R

Position of 5th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 15:Pal Unit Posn 6 ]=R

Position of 6th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 16:Pal Retreat Ofst]=R

Pallet retreat offset. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 17:UTOOL 1 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 1 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 18:UTOOL 2 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 2 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 19:UTOOL 3 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 3 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 20:UTOOL 4 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 4 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 21:UTOOL 5 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 5 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 22:UTOOL 6 ]=R

UTOOL values for unit 6 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.

PR[ 23:Pick Offset ]=R

User defined offset for pick(P)/drop(D) on infeed. User
defined.

PR[ 24:Place Offset ]=R

User defined offset for pick(P)/drop(D) on pallet. User defined.

PR[ 25:Perch Position ]=R

Perch or home position of robot above height of unit loads
in cell.

PR[ 26:Gripper Maint ]=R

Gripper maintenance position of robot. Recorded by user.

PR[ 27:Pal Found Pos ]=R

Position of last pallet found during pallet search. Recorded
by PalletTool.

PR[ 28:Slip Found Pos ]=R

Position of last slipsheet found during slipsheet search.
Recorded by PalletTool.

PR[ 29:Cur Slip Plc Pos ]=R

Slip sheet placement position recorded by PalletTool Turbo.

PR[ 30:Pal Search Start]=R

Top search position for pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 31:Pal Search End ]=R

Bottom of pallet search. Empty pallet stack. Recorded by
user.

PR[ 32:Pal 1 Placement ]=R

Position pallet 1 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 33:Pal 2 Placement ]=R

Position pallet 2 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 34:Pal 3 Placement ]=*

Position pallet 3 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.
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Instruction

Description

PR[ 35:Pal 4 Placement ]=*

Position pallet 4 is placed(P)/picked(D) during pallet handling.
Recorded by user.

PR[ 36:Slip Srch Start ]=R

Top search position for pallet stack. Recorded by user.

PR[ 37:Slip Srch End ]=R

Bottom of pallet search. Empty pallet stack. Recorded by
user.

PR[ 38:Slip Placement 1]=R

Position for slipsheet on pallet 1. Recorded by user.

PR[ 39:Slip Placement 2]=R

Position for slipsheet on pallet 2. Recorded by user.

PR[ 40:Slip Placement 3]=*

Position for slipsheet on pallet 3. Recorded by user.

PR[ 41:Slip Placement 4]=*

Position for slipsheet on pallet 4. Recorded by user.

PR[ 42:Diag Return Pal1]=R

Pallet 1 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 43:Diag Return Pal2]=R

Pallet 2 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 44:Diag Return Pal3]=R

Pallet 3 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 45:Diag Return Pal4]=R

Pallet 4 clear position for diagonal return. Recorded by user.

PR[ 46:Temp Diag Posn]=R

Current clear position for diagonal return. Calculated by
PalletTool.

PR[ 47:Last Retrt Ofst]=*

Saved value of the last retreat offset used in PLONPAL.TP.

PR[ 48:CalcZPos 1]=*

Position 1 for comparing Z heights of 2 positions and raising
the lower to the higher.

PR[ 49:CalcZPos 2]=*

Position 2 for comparing Z heights of 2 positions and raising
the lower to the higher.

PR[ 50:Cur Pal Appr]=*

Pallet approach position for the current cycle.

PR[ 51:Cur Pal Place]=*

Pallet placement position for the current cycle.

PR[ 52:Cur Pal Retreat]=*

Pallet retreat offset for the current cycle.

PR[ 53:PalletPRO UnitP1]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 54:PalletPRO UnitP2]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 55:PalletPRO UnitP3]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 56:PalletPRO UnitP4]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 57:PalletPRO UnitP5]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 58:PalletPRO UnitP6]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.

PR[ 59:PalletPRO UnitP7]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 60:PalletPRO UnitP8]=*
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Instruction

Description

PR[ 61:PalletPRO UnitP9]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 62:PalletPRO UniP10]=*

For use with PalletPRO simulation software.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 63:Pal Apr Pos 7]=*

Approach position for 7th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 64:Pal Apr Pos 8]=*

Approach position for 8th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 65:Pal Apr Pos 9]=*

Approach position for 9th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 66:Pal Apr Pos 10]=*

Approach position for 10th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet.
Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 67:Pal Unit Pos 7]=*

Position of 7th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 68:Pal Unit Pos 8]=*

Position of 8th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 69:Pal Unit Pos 9]=*

Position of 9th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 70:Pal Unit Pos 10]=*

Position of 10th drop(P)/pick(D) on pallet. Calculated by
PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 71:UTOOL 7]=*

UTOOL values for unit 7 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 72:UTOOL 8]=*

UTOOL values for unit 8in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 73:UTOOL 9]=*

UTOOL values for unit 9in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 74:UTOOL 10]=*

UTOOL values for unit 10 in gripper. Calculated by PalletTool.
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 75:SHand Close Pos]=*

Servo Gripper Open Position (Group 2).
(Added in V8.30P/19)
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Instruction

Description

PR[ 76:SHand Open Pos]=*

Servo Gripper Close Position (Group 2).
(Added in V8.30P/19)

PR[ 77:
PR[ 78:

B.3 NUMERIC REGISTERS FOR PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31
PalletTool Turbo calculates data for next cycle during the current cycle. In fact, it has both current and
next cycle registers. Next cycle registers begin are assigned to R[80]-R[93]. Current cycle registers
are assigned to R[1]-R[20]. The next cycle registers are usually updated via CALCPICK.TP in
PLONPAL.TP after the robot has picked up the boxes from the infeed and before proceeding to the
pallet approach position. The next cycle register values are copied to the current cycle registers in
UPD_REGS.TP at the top of the palletizing loop in MAIN.TP.
Table B–3.

B–8

Instruction

Description

R[ 1:Current Cycle ]

Current cycle the robot is palletizing on.

R[ 2:Current Unitload]

The current unitload in this cycle.

R[ 3:Current Infeed ]

The current infeed in this cycle.

R[ 4:Current Pallet ]

The current pallet in this cycle.

R[ 5:Current Layer ]

The current layer being palletized in this cycle.

R[ 6:Current Unit ]

Current unit cycle or pick number for this layer.

R[ 7:Current Gripper ]

The current gripper used for the current
unitload.1=Single, 3=Double, 5=Triple, 6-9 = Custom,
10=Multicase,

R[ 8:Cur Pk/Pl Count ]

Current drop(P) number for multiple drop(P) at the
pallet.

R[ 9:Cur TotUnitsPick ]

Current total units in this unit cycle.

R[ 10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc ]

Total drops(P) at the pallet for this unit cycle.

R[ 11:Cur units to drp ]

Current units to drop in this unit cycle.

R[ 12:Cur Layer Done ]

If layer complete after current unit cycle, R[15]=1.

R[ 13:Cur Pallet Done ]

If unit load complete after current unit cycle, R[13]=1.

R[ 14:Cur Pallet Clear]

If pallet is clear R[14]=1. If pallet is indexing but not yet
out of cell R[14]=0.

R[ 15:Cur EOB ]

Stores response to Cycle Stop choices.
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R[ 16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]

If R[16]=1, slip sheet is required, else slip sheet not
required for current cycle.

R[ 17:Cur SlipSht Hgt]

Height of current slip sheet location from pallet.

R[ 18:Grip On Delay]

Delay after picking up a part, in milliseconds.

R[ 19:Grip Off Delay]

Delay after placing a part, in milliseconds.

R[ 20:Cur Robot Pos'n ]

Current robot position. 1=At perch or gripper
maintenance, 2=Above infeed (no units) 3=On infeed,
4=Above infeed (w/units), 5=Above pallet (w/units)
6=On pallet, 7=Above pallet (no units), 8=At slipsheet
stack, 9=At pallet stack.

R[ 21:Last Pallet]

Last pallet served by the robot. Updated after placing a
part in PLONPAL.TP.

R[ 22:OK To Pick ]

If pallet present and all required units at inf while
palletizing or pallet present and no units at infeed while
depalletizing, R[20]=1, otherwise R[20]=0.

R[ 23:Cyc Stop Enabled]

Cycle stop status 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 24:Part Drop Cond]

Part drop recovery condition. If part drop detected,
R[24]=0 in PLONPAL.TP. If PLC part drop recovery
is used, R[24] is used to store PLC responses in
PLCPDREC.TP.

R[ 25:Box Count]

Temporary counter of infeed box is used in BOXREQ.TP.

R[ 26:Unit Counter ]

Counter for number of units placed in a unit cycle.

R[ 27:No Unit Count ]

Counts the number of cycles where it is not ok to pick
R[20] = 0. If R[70] is greater than the number of cycles
in the cell (R[10]), RET_PER.TP is called.

R[ 28:Multi-use ]

Internal register used for multiple purposes in many
programs.

R[ 29:Multi-use ]

Internal register used for multiple purposes in many
programs.

R[ 30:Calc Z Pos 1 ]

Z value of position 1, in CALCZPOS.TP to compare 2
heights and raise the lower.

R[ 31:Calc Z Pos 2 ]

Z value of position 2, in CALCZPOS.TP to compare 2
heights and raise the lower.

R[ 32:Use Found Pos PL]

Use position of last pallet found when performing pallet
searches for pallet handling.

R[ 33:Use Found Pos SS]

Use position of last slipsheet found when searching
for slipsheets in the stack.
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B–10

R[ 34:PP Slip Sht Trig]

Used for enabling slip sheet pickup in PalletPRO
simulation software.

R[ 35:Speed Override ]

Speed override value for current unit load.

R[ 36:General Override ]

Current value of gen override system variable.

R[ 37:Total Cycles ]

Total cycles defined in workcell.

R[ 38:Total Infeeds ]

Total infeeds defined in SETUP Pallet System.

R[ 39:Total Pallets ]

Total infeeds defined in SETUP Pallet System.

R[ 40:Part ID Method ]

Part ID Method defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=TP,
2=PLC.

R[ 41:Display Method ]

Display/Response method defined in SETUP Pallet
System. 1=TP, 2=PLC. Used to display menu or use
PLC to respond to part drop recovery, cycle stop and
new layer requests.

R[ 42:Pal Switch Type]

Pallet Switch type defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1
= Per Pick, 2 = Per Layer, 3 = Per Unit Load, 4 = No
switch; 5 = alt layers, 6 = alt unit loads.

R[ 43:Diag Return Enb ]

Diagonal return path enable defined in SETUP Pallet
System. 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 44:Clr Return Enb]

Clear return path enable defined in SETUP Pallet
System. 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 45:Part Drop Enb]

Part drop checking enable defined in SETUP Pallet
System. 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 46:Pallet Pick Enb]

Pallet handling defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1 =
Enabled, 0 = Disabled.

R[ 47:End of Batch Enb]

End of batch enable defined in SETUP Pallet System.
1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 48:Alt Infeed Enb]

Indicates whether the Alternate Infeed feature is
enabled (1) or disabled (0). In V6.31, this should always
be 0.

R[ 49:PalletPRO loaded ]

1= communicate with PalletPRO simulation software. 0
= do not communicate, 1 = communicate.

R[ 50:Robot in use ]

Robot in use flag returned from RBTINUSE.TP program.
1=Robot in use, 0=Robot aborted.

R[ 51:PLC Pallet Num ]

Used to store Pallet number in PLC communication
programs.

R[ 52:PLC Load Num ]

Used to store Load number in PLC communication
programs.
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R[ 53:PLC Infeed Num ]

Used to store infeed number PLC communication
programs.

R[54:PLC Layer Num]

Used to store new number of layers or start layer at
cycle start in PLC communication programs.

R[55:PLCLAYER Running]

PLCLAYER.TP is running flag to prevent data
corruption.

R[ 56:PLCINDEX Running]

PLCINDEX.TP is running flag to prevent data corruption.

R[ 57:PLC Loop Counter]

Loop counter used in PLC communication programs.

R[ 58:Pal num for Dims]

Pallet number for collision avoidance macros.

R[ 59:X Value Returned]

Length dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 60:Y Value Returned]

Width dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 61:Z Value Returned]

Height dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 62:Status Returned ]

Status returned from collision avoidance macros.

R[ 63:Unit 1 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 1 present at infeed.

R[ 64:Unit 2 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 2 present at infeed.

R[ 65:Unit 3 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 3 present at infeed.

R[ 66:Unit 4 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 4 present at infeed.

R[ 67:Unit 5 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 5 present at infeed.

R[ 68:Unit 6 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 6 present at infeed.

R[ 69:Unit1 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 1 requested at infeed.

R[ 70:Unit2 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 2 requested at infeed.

R[ 71:Unit3 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 3 requested at infeed.

R[ 72:Unit4 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 4 requested at infeed.

R[ 73:Unit5 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 5 requested at infeed.

R[ 74:Unit6 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 6 requested at infeed.

R[ 75:Pick Orient DO ]

DO signal used for requesting orientation of units at
the infeed. OFF=LTonLT, ON=WDonLT.

R[ 76:Pal Present DI]

DI signal used for pallet present.

R[ 77:Pal Index DO ]

DO signal used for pallet index.

R[ 78:Units in next pk]

Number of units required next pick.

R[ 79:Orient of nxt pk]

Orientation of units requested for next pick. LTONLT =
1, WDONLT = 0.

R[ 80:Nxt Cycle]

Next cycle number for the robot to palletize.

R[ 81:Nxt UnitLoad]

Unit load number for next cycle.
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R[ 82:Nxt Infeed]

Infeed number for next cycle.

R[ 83:Nxt Pallet]

Pallet number for next cycle.

R[ 84:Nxt Layer]

Layer number for next cycle.

R[ 85:Nxt Unit]

Unit number for next cycle.

R[ 86:Nxt Gripper]

Gripper number for next cycle. 1 = single, 3= double, 5
= triple, 6 — 9 = custom, 10 = multi-case.

R[ 87:Nxt TotPkUnits]

Total units to pick in the next cycle.

R[ 88:Nxt TotPkPlCyc]

Total number of Pick/Place cycles in the next cycle (for
multiple drops).

R[ 89:Nxt Pallet Done]

If unit load is complete after the next cycle R[89]=1,
else R[89] =0.

R[ 90:Nxt Pallet Clear]

If pallet is clear after next cycle, R[90]=1, else R[90]=0.

R[ 91:Nxt SlipSheet Re]

If a slip sheet is required for the next cycle, R[91]=1,
else R[91]=0.

R[ 92:Nxt SlipSheet Hg]

The height from the pallet at which the slip sheet
should be placed for the next cycle.

R[ 93:Nxt GripOff Dela]

Gripper delay after placing part for next cycle.

R[ 94:Part Drop Pos]

Part dropped position, whether at infeed approach or at
pallet approach.

R[ 95:Process EOB]

If End-Of-Batch processing is required at the end of the
current cycle, R[95]=1, else R[95]=0. this is checked
in CKINDPL.TP.

R[ 96:Internal Registe]

Internal use.

R[ 97:Internal Registe]

Internal use.

R[ 98:PartDrop Chk Tim]

Set a value in milliseconds to delay the part drop check.
Used to avoid bogus part drops.

R[ 99:Last Cycle]

The last cycle number processed by the robot. Used
to return the robot to the last infeed served, when no
units are on any infeed for pickup.

R[ 100:Cyc # of ind pal]

The cycle number of the pallet to be indexed (used with
End-Of-Batch).
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R[ 101:Fork Open Offset]

When using the bag gripper, the additional height in
mm from the placement position on the pallet needed
to open the forks of the bag gripper without collisions
with the pallet.

R[ 102:Current ML Layer]

The actual layer number of the Mixed layer unit load
that the robot is currently palletizing.

R[ 103:TotUnitsDropped]

When there are multiple placements in a cycle, this
register tracks the current number of units (from all
those are in the gripper) dropped on the pallet. (Added
in version V8.30P/19)

R[ 104:ServoTool Id]

The schedule number of the Servo Tool used for Servo
gripper palletizing with PalletTool Turbo. This value
is set in the Optimal Path menu. (Added in version
V8.30P/19)

R[ 105:' ']
R[ 150:' ']

EOB Debug

B.4 REGISTER ASSIGNMENT LIST FOR PALLETTOOL
This section includes register assignments for PalletTool.
Table B–4. Register Assignments
Instruction

Description

R[ 1:Current Cycle ]

Current cycle the robot is palletizing on or depalletizing to.

R[ 2:Current Unitload]

The current unitload in this cycle.

R[ 3:Current Infeed ]

The current infeed in this cycle.

R[ 4:Current Pallet ]

The current pallet in this cycle.

R[ 5:Current Layer ]

The current layer being palletized/depalletized in this cycle.

R[ 6:Current Unit ]

The current number of units on this layer.

R[ 7:Current Gripper ]

The current gripper used for the current unitload.1=Single, 3=Double,
5=Triple, 6-9 = Custom, 10=Multicase, 11=Fork, 12=Bag.

R[ 8:Current Unit cyc]

Current unit cycle or pick number for this layer.

R[ 9:Cur Pk/Pl Count ]

Current drop(P)/pick(D) number for multiple drop(P)/pick(D) at the
pallet.

R[ 10:Tot Units Picked]

Total units in this unit cycle.

R[ 11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]

Total drops(P)/picks(D) at the pallet for this unit cycle.
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Instruction

Description

R[ 12:Current Pal Stat]

Current pallet status. 1=Empty, 2=Partial, 3=Disabled.

R[ 13:Current Operat'n]

Current operation for this cycle. 0=Palletizing, 1=Depalletizing.

R[ 14:Total Cycles ]

Total cycles defined in workcell.

R[ 15:Cur Layer Done ]

If layer complete after current unit cycle, R[15]=1.

R[ 16:Cur Pallet Done ]

If unit load complete after current unit cycle, R[16]=1.

R[ 17:Cur Pallet Clear]

If pallet is clear R[16]=1. If pallet is indexing but not yet out of cell
R[16]=0.

R[ 18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]

Current robot position. 1=At perch or gripper maintenance, 2=Above
infeed (no units) 3=On infeed, 4=Above infeed (w/units), 5=Above
pallet (w/units) 6=On pallet, 7=Above pallet (no units), 8=At slipsheet
stack, 9=At pallet stack.

R[ 19:Grip I/O Offset ]

Used to open/close grippers starting at case other than case 1.

R[ 20:OK To Pick ]

If pallet present and all required units at inf while palletizing or pallet
present and no units at infeed while depalletizing, R[20]=1, otherwise
R[20]=0.

R[ 21:Unit Counter ]

Counter for number of units placed in a unit cycle.

R[ 22:Multi Use ]

Temporary loop counter and register offset holder (used in many
tp programs).

R[ 23:Multi Use ]

Temporary loop counter and register offset holder (used in many
tp programs).

R[ 24:Part Drop Cond'n]

Part drop recovery condition. If part drop detected, R[24]=0 in
PLONPAL.TP. If PLC part drop recovery is used, R[24] is used to store
PLC responses in PLCPDREC.TP.

R[ 25:Last Retr't Ofst]

Pallet retreat height of previous pallet. Used to offset LPOS when
comparing source and destination Z values in CALCZPOS.TP

R[ 26:Calc Z Pos 1 ]

Z value of position 1, in CALCZPOS.TP to compare 2 heights and
raise the lower.

R[ 27:Calc Z Pos 2 ]

Z value of position 2, in CALCZPOS.TP to compare 2 heights and
raise the lower.

R[ 28:Cyc Stop Enabled]

Cycle stop status 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 29:Pal Stop Enabled]

Pallet stop status 1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 30:Total Infeeds ]

Total infeeds defined in SETUP Pallet System.

R[ 31:Total Pallets ]

Total infeeds defined in SETUP Pallet System.

R[ 32:Part ID Method ]

Part ID Method defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=TP, 2=PLC.
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Instruction

Description

R[ 33:Display Method ]

Display/Response method defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=TP,
2=PLC. Used to display menu or use PLC to respond to part drop
recovery, cycle stop and new layer requests.

R[ 34:Pallet Switch ]

Pallet switch type defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=Per pick, 2=Per
layer, 3=per unit load, 4=no switch, 5=alt layers, 6=alt unitloads.

R[ 35:Diag Return Enb ]

Diagonal return path enable defined in SETUP Pallet System.
1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 36:Clear Return Enb]

Clear return path enable defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=Enabled,
0=Disabled.

R[ 37:PartDrop Enabled]

Part drop checking enable defined in SETUP Pallet System.
1=Enabled, 0=Disabled.

R[ 38:Pallet Handling ]

Pallet handling enable defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=Enabled,
0=Disabled.

R[ 39:End of Batch Enb]

End of batch enable defined in SETUP Pallet System. 1=Enabled,
0=Disabled.

R[ 40:Pal num for Dims]

Pallet number for collision avoidance macros.

R[ 41:X Value Returned]

Length dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 42:Y Value Returned]

Width dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 43:Z Value Returned]

Height dimension returned collision avoidance macros.

R[ 44:Status Returned ]

Status returned from collision avoidance macros.

R[ 45:Unit 1 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 1 present at infeed.

R[ 46:Unit 2 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 2 present at infeed.

R[ 47:Unit 3 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 3 present at infeed.

R[ 48:Unit 4 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 4 present at infeed.

R[ 49:Unit 5 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 5 present at infeed.

R[ 50:Unit 6 @ Inf DI ]

DI signal used for unit 6 present at infeed.

R[ 51:Unit1 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 1 requested at infeed.

R[ 52:Unit2 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 2 requested at infeed.

R[ 53:Unit3 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 3 requested at infeed.

R[ 54:Unit4 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 4 requested at infeed.

R[ 55:Unit5 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 5 requested at infeed.

R[ 56:Unit6 Request DO]

DO signal used for unit 6 requested at infeed.

R[ 57:Pick Orient DO ]

DO signal used for requesting orientation of units at the infeed.
OFF=LTonLT, ON=WDonLT.
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Instruction

Description

R[ 58:Pallet Presnt DI]

DI signal used for pallet present.

R[ 59:Pallet Index DO ]

DO signal used for pallet index.

R[ 60:PLC Count ]

Counter used in PLC communication programs.

R[ 61:PLC Pallet Num ]

Used to store Pallet number in PLC communication programs.

R[ 62:PLC Load Number ]

Used to store Load number in PLC communication programs.

R[ 63:PLC Infeed Num ]

Used to store infeed number PLC communication programs.

R[ 64:PLC Layer Number]

Used to store new number of layers or start layer at cycle start in
PLC communication programs.

R[ 65:Response to Int ]

Used to store response to cycle stop via PLC.

R[ 66:Robot in use ]

Robot in use flag returned from RBTINUSE.TP program. 1=Robot
in use, 0=Robot aborted.

R[ 67:SlipSheet Req'd ]

Slipsheet required this unit cycle. 1=Slipsheet required, 0=No
slipsheet required.

R[ 68:Use Found Pos PL]

Use position of last pallet found when performing pallet searches
for pallet handling.

R[ 69:Use Found Pos SS]

Use position of last slipsheet found when searching for slipsheets
in the stack.

R[ 70:No Unit Count ]

Counts the number of cycles where it is not ok to pick R[20] = 0.
If R[70] is greater than the number of cycles in the cell (R[10]),
RET_PER.TP is called.

R[ 71:Units Left @ Inf]

Used to store the number of units at the infeed when an End of Batch
is requested.

R[ 72:Unit Timer ]

PalletTool timer used to calculate throughput rates.

R[ 73:PLCLAYER Running]

PLCLAYER.TP is running flag to prevent data corruption.

R[ 74:PLCINDEX Running]

PLCINDEX.TP is running flag to prevent data corruption.

R[ 75:PLC Loop Counter]

Loop counter used in PLC communication programs.

R[ 76:PLC Load Type ]

Type of load set in R[61], 0=standard, 1=mixed layer.

R[ 77:EOB current pal ]

End of batch in current unit cycle R[77]=1.

R[ 78:Slipsheet Height]

Height of current slipsheet placement location from pallet.

R[ 79:Soldier Pick ]

Soldier pick in current unit cycle R[79]=1.

R[ 80:Speed Override ]

Speed override value for current unit load.

R[ 81:Genoverride ]

Current value of genoverride system variable.

R[ 82:Max Units in ul ]

Maximum number of units in current unit load.

R[ 83:Max Layers in ul]

Maximum number of layers in current unit load.
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Table B–4. Register Assignments (Cont'd)
Instruction

Description

R[ 84:Place Orientation ]

Orientation of current unit being placed(P)/picked(D) at pallet.
LTonLT=1, WDonLT=2.

R[ 85:Units in next pk]

Number of units required in next pick.

R[ 86:Orient of nxt pk]

Orientation of units requested for next pick. LTonLT=1, WDonLT=0.

R[ 87:Sol next pick ]

Next pick is soldiered R[87] = 1.

R[ 88:FK/BG Pik Orient ]

Pick orientation of Fork gripper. 0=Normal, 1=Rotated, 2=Front.

R[ 89:Last Pallet

Last pallet served by robot.

R[ 90:Num of bxs 2 drp ]

Units to drop in the current unit cycle.

R[ 91:PP SLIP SHT]

Used for enabling slip sheet pickup in PalletPRO simulation software.

R[ 92:Pick Delay

Pick delay in milliseconds following close hand in PKFRMINF.TP.

R[ 93:Place Delay ]

Place delay in milliseconds following open hand in PLONPAL.TP.

R[ 94:Part Drp Chk Tim]

Set a value in milliseconds to delay the part drop check . This is used
to avoid unintentional part drops.

R[ 95:Fork utool adj]

This is an internal register used in PLONPALF.TP V730 and later.

B.5 PALLETTOOL MACROS
This section contains a listing of the standard macros that are included with PalletTool. Table B–5
provides detailed information about each macro.
Note Macros are coded into .TP programs as macro numbers, not by macro names. It is important to
keep the macro table setup as defined in Table B–5 . You can add customized macros in the empty
slots in the macro table.
Table B–5. PalletTool Macros
Macro #

Macro

Macro Program

Used In

Condition/Actions

17

Calc Z
Height

CALCZPOS

PKFRMINF.TP
PKFRMPAL.TP
PLONPAL.TP
PLONINF.TP
PKINFFRK.TP
PLONPALF.TP

This macro takes the Z-values
of PR[45] and PR[46], compares
the two, then raises the Z-value
of the lower position up to the
Z-value of the higher position.

18

Open
Gripper

OPENTOOL

PLONPAL.TP PLONINF.TP

This macro activates the gripper
for pickup of units. The cases
opened are known depending
on gripper type.
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Table B–5. PalletTool Macros (Cont'd)

B–18

Macro #

Macro

Macro Program

Used In

Condition/Actions

19

Close
Gripper

CLOSTOOL

PKFRMINF.TP
PKFRMPAL.TP

This macro de-activates the
gripper for pickup of units.
The cases closed are known
depending on gripper type.

20

Set
UTOOL
Values

SETUTOOL

PKFRMINF.TP
PKFRMPAL.TP
PLONPAL.TP PLONINF.TP
PKINFFRK.TP
PLONPALF.TP

This macro sets the UTOOLS
of the current cycle from data
calculated in PalletTool and
assigned to position registers
17-22

21

Get
C-Start
Data

GTPRTDAT

MAIN.TP

Runs GETPART.TP as a
concurrent task to allow
MOVEPER.TP to move the
robot to perch as the cycle start
screen is displayed.

22

Move To
Perch

MOVEPER

MAIN.TP PD_REC.TP

Moves the robot to the taught
perch position at cycle start if
move to perch is selected during
part drop recovery and it is also
available in the MOVE MENU.

23

Monitor
Workcell

WCMON

MAIN.TP PLCINDEX.TP
PLCLAYER.TP

Begins monitoring of KAREL and
TP conditions. PLCINDEX.TP
and PLCLAYER.TP restart the
monitors after firing.

24

Update
Cycle Num

NEXTCYC

25

Move To
Maint.

MOVEMNT

PD_REC.TP

Moves the robot to the taught
gripper maintenance position
when move to grip maint. is
called from during part drop
recovery and is also available in
the MOVE MENU

26

Pick/Place
Pal

PKPLPAL

MAIN.TP

If pallet handling is enabled, this
macro calls PKPALSTK.TP if
palletizing or PKPALSTN.TP if
depalletizing.

Depending on switch type, sets
R[1: current cycle] then updates
all Registers and variables for
this cycle. Not called explicitly
by any PalletTool TP program.
Invoked via CALL PMADDQ(3).
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Table B–5. PalletTool Macros (Cont'd)
Macro #

Macro

Macro Program

Used In

Condition/Actions

27

Pick/Place
Ssht

PKPLSLIP

MAIN.TP

If the current layer is done and
a slipsheet is required, this
macro calls PKSLPSTK.TP if
palletizing or PKSLPSTN.TP if
depalletizing.

28

Pick/Place
Units

PKPLUNIT

MAIN.TP

This macro checks the pick
conditions, then if it is ok to pick,
calls palletizing or depalletizing
pick and place programs.

29

Pick From
Infeed

PKFRMINF

PKPLUNIT.TP

Contains motion statements to
move the robot from the current
location to the pick location on
the infeed. Used for palletizing
operations only.

30

Place on
Pallet

PLONPAL

PKPLUNIT.TP

Contains motion statements to
move the robot from the infeed
to the placement locations on
the pallet. Used for palletizing
operations only.

31

Pick From
Pallet

PKFRMPAL

PKPLUNIT.TP

Contains motion statements to
move the robot from the current
location to the pick locations on
the pallet. Used for depalletizing
operations only.

32

Place on
Infeed

PLONINF

PKPLUNIT.TP

Contains motion statements to
move the robot from the pallet
to the placement location on the
infeed. Used for depalletizing
operations only.

33

Check
Pick
Conds

OK2PICK

PKPLUNIT.TP

Determines whether it is ok to
pick for this cycle.

34

Calc Inf
Return

CLINFRTN

PKFRMINF.TP PLONINF.TP

Calculates the return path from
a pallet to the infeed. Diagonal
path return and clear return are
calculated here.

35

Update Pal
Data

UPD_CYC

PLONPAL.TP
PKFRMPAL.TP

Updates the unit and layer
counts after a pick from the
pallet.
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Table B–5. PalletTool Macros (Cont'd)
Macro #

Macro

Macro Program

Used In

Condition/Actions

36

Calc Next
Pick

UPD_PAL

PLONPAL.TP PLONINF.TP

Calculates the unit positions on
the pallet for the next cycle for
the current pallet.

37

Index
Pallet Chk

CKINDPAL

MAIN.TP

Checks to see if the current
pallet is complete and needs
indexing.

38

Interrupt
Check

CKCYCINT

MAIN.TP

Checks for cycle/pallet stop
enabled. If either of these are
enabled, the robot is moved to
perch and the cycle/pallet stop
menus are displayed.

39

Req Next
Units

BOXREQ

PLONPAL.TP

Turns on the outputs for the
number and orientation of units
needed at the infeed.

40

Disp
C-Stop
Menu

CSTOPMNU

CKCYCINT.TP

Displays the cycle stop menu.

41

Disp
P-Stop
Menu

PSTOPMNU

CKCYCINT.TP

Displays the pallet stop menu.

42

Set

PTSETVAR

PKSLPSTK.TP
PKSLPSTN.TP

Sets PalletTool KAREL variables
from TP.

Macros 44 - 46 are collision avoidance macros , which are to be used during production
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44

Get Load
Stats

GETULXY

This macro gets the size of the
unit load on a given pallet. R[40]
= pallet number the desired unit
load is on. R[41] = unit load
length in mm. R[42] = unit load
width in mm. R[43] = maximum
unit load height in mm. R[44] =
0 if OK.

45

Get Load
Height

GETULZ

R[40] = pallet number the
desired unit load is on. R[41] =
unit load length in mm. R[42] =
unit load width in mm. R[43] =
current unit load height in world
coordinates. R[44] = 0 if OK.
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Table B–5. PalletTool Macros (Cont'd)
Macro #

Macro

Macro Program

46

Get Unit
Stats

GETUNIT

Used In

Condition/Actions
R[40] = pallet number the
desired unit is on. R[41] = unit
length in mm. R[42] = unit width
in mm.R[43] = unit height in mm.
R[44] = 0 if OK.

Macros 47- 54 are fork option macros
47

Extend
Forks

EXTEND

PKINFFRK.TP

Extends the forks on the gripper.

48

Retract
Forks

RETRACT

PLONPALF.TP

Retracts the forks on the gripper.

49

Clamps
Down

CLAMPON

PKINFFRK.TP

Moves the clamps on the fork
gripper down.

50

Clamps Up

CLAMPOFF

PLONPALF.TP

Moves the clamps on the fork
gripper up.

51

Cups Up

CUPSUP

PKSLPSTK.TP

Retracts the cups on the fork
gripper.

52

Cups
Down

CUPSDOWN

PKSLPSTK.TP

Moves the cups on the fork
gripper down

53

Bag
Pusher On

PUSHON

PKINFFRK.TP

Extends the bag pusher on the
infeed.

54

Bag
Pusher Off

PUSHOFF

PLONPALF.TP

Retracts the bag pusher on the
infeed.

B.6 PALLETTOOL TURBO MACROS
Table B–6. PalletTool Turbo Macros
Macro #

Macro

Macro
Program

Used In

Condtion / Actions

17

Move to
Perch

MOVEPER

MAIN.TP
PD_REC.TP

Moves the robot to the taught perch position
at cycle start if move to perch is selected
during part drop recovery and it is also
available in the MOVE MENU.

17 [MF]

Move to
Perch

MOVEPER

18

Set

PTSETVAR

PKSLPSTK.TP Sets PalletTool KAREL variables from TP.
PKSLPSTN.TP
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Table B–6. PalletTool Turbo Macros (Cont'd)
Macro #

Macro

Macro
Program

Used In

Condtion / Actions

18 [MF]

Set

PTSETVAR

19

Get

PTGETVAR

20

Get Load
Stats

GETULXY

This macro gets the size of the unit load on
a given pallet. R[40] = pallet number the
desired unit load is on. R[41] = unit load
length in mm. R[42] = unit load width in mm.
R[43] = maximum unit load height in mm.
R[44] = 0 if OK.

21

Get Load
Height

GETULZ

R[40] = pallet number the desired unit load
is on. R[41] = unit load length in mm. R[42]
= unit load width in mm. R[43] = current unit
load height in world coordinates. R[44] =
0 if OK.

22

Get Unit Stats

GETUNIT

R[40] = pallet number the desired unit is on.
R[41] = unit length in mm. R[42] = unit width
in mm.R[43] = unit height in mm. R[44] =
0 if OK.

B.7 PALLETTOOL TURBO MACRO TABLE
15 [
][
]--[ 0]
16 [
][
]--[ 0]
17 [Move\To\Perch\\\][MOVEPER ]MF[ 1]
18 [Set
][PTSETVAR]--[ 0]
17 [Move To Perch
][MOVEPER ]MF[ 1]
18 [Set
][PTSETVAR]--[ 0]
19 [Get
][PTGETVAR]--[ 0]
20 [Get Load Stats ][GETULXY ]--[ 0]
21 [Get Load Height ][GETULZ ]--[ 0]
22 [Get Unit Stats ][GETUNIT ]--[ 0]
23 [
][
]--[ 0]
24 [\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\][
]--[ 0]

B.8 PALLETTOOL STANDARD I/O
Table B–7 presents information on the standard I/O configuration for PalletTool I/O. Refer to Section
6.3 for information on the PLC interface.
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Table B–7. Standard I/O
Port

Purpose

DI[1]

Unit 1 present at infeed 1

DI[2]

Unit 2 present at infeed 1

DI[3]

Unit 3 present at infeed 1

DI[4]

Unit 1 present at infeed 2

DI[5]

Unit 2 present at infeed 2

DI[6]

Unit 3 present at infeed 2

DI[7]

Unit 1 present at infeed 3

DI[8]

Unit 2 present at infeed 3

DI[9]

Unit 3 present at infeed 3

DI[10]

Unit 1 present at infeed 4

DI[11]

Unit 2 present at infeed 4

DI[12]

Unit 3 present at infeed 4

DI[13]

Pallet 1 present

DI[14]

Pallet 2 present

DI[15]

Pallet 3 present

DI[16]

Pallet 4 present

DI[17]

Bit 1 for GI[1]

DI[18]

Bit 2 for GI[1]

DI[19]

Bit 3 for GI[1]

DI[20]

Bit 4 for GI[1]

DI[21]

Bit 5 for GI[1]

DI[22]

Bit 6 for GI[1]

DI[23]

Bit 7 for GI[1]

DI[24]

Bit 8 for GI[1]

DI[25]

Bit 9 for GI[1]

DI[26]

Bit 10 for GI[1]

DI[27]
DI[28]

Cycle Stop request

DI[29]

Partial pallet index requested

DI[30]

Change number of layers requested

DI[31]
DI[32]

PLC data ready to read
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Table B–7. Standard I/O (Cont'd)
Port

Purpose

DO[1]

Unit 1 requested at infeed 1

DO[2]

Unit 2 requested at infeed 1

DO[3]

Unit 3 requested at infeed 1

DO[4]

Unit 1 requested at infeed 2

DO[5]

Unit 2 requested at infeed 2

DO[6]

Unit 3 requested at infeed 2

DO[7]

Unit 1 requested at infeed 3

DO[8]

Unit 2 requested at infeed 3

DO[9]

Unit 3 requested at infeed 3

DO[10]

Unit 1 requested at infeed 4

DO[11]

Unit 2 requested at infeed 4

DO[12]

Unit 3 requested at infeed 4

DO[13]

Index Pallet 1

DO[14]

Index Pallet 2

DO[15]

Index Pallet 3

DO[16]

Index Pallet 4

DO[17]

Bit 1 for GO[1]

DO[18]

Bit 2 for GO[1]

DO[19]

Bit 3 for GO[1]

DO[20]

Bit 4 for GO[1]

DO[21]

Bit 5 for GO[1]

DO[22]

Bit 6 for GO[1]

DO[23]

Bit 7 for GO[1]

DO[24]

Bit 8 for GO[1]

DO[25]

Bit 9 for GO[1]

DO[26]

Bit 10 for GO[1]

DO[27]

Orientation of units at infeed 1

DO[28]

Orientation of units at infeed 2

DO[29]

Orientation of units at infeed 3

DO[30]

Orientation of units at infeed 4

DO[31]
DO[32]
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Table B–8. Customized I/O (to record user I/O)
Port

Purpose

Where Used
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Table B–8. Customized I/O (to record user I/O) (Cont'd)
Port

B–26

Purpose

Where Used
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Table B–8. Customized I/O (to record user I/O) (Cont'd)
Port

Purpose

Where Used
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Table B–8. Customized I/O (to record user I/O) (Cont'd)
Port

Purpose

Where Used

B.9 PALLETTOOL KAREL VARIABLES
This section contains listings of the PalletTool KAREL variables and position variables.

B.9.1 KAREL Variables
KAREL variables are created and defined within a PalletTool KAREL program. You can set variables
used in PalletTool KAREL programs outside of the program, if necessary. Use Procedure B-1 to set
KAREL variables outside of a program.
Procedure B-1 Modifying PalletTool KAREL Variables
Conditions

• The PalletTool KAREL program that contains the variables you are modifying has been loaded
into controller memory. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for information
about loading modified variables into controller memory..
Steps
1. Select the KAREL program whose variables you want to modify:
a. Press SELECT.
b. Move the cursor to the KAREL program you want and press ENTER.
2. Press DATA.
3. Press F1, [TYPE].
4. Select KAREL Vars. You will see a screen similar to the following.
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DATA KAREL Vars"
1 I
uninit
2 I_ARR1
[10] of Integer
3 R
*uninit*
4 R_ARR2
[3,4] of Real
5 BOOL
*uninit*
6 STR
*uninit*
7 S1
STRUCT1_T
8 S2
STRUCT2_T
9 S1_ARR1
[3] of STRUCT1_T
10 S2_ARR3
[3,4,5] of STRUCT2_T

Note If KAREL variables are not displayed, make sure the $KAREL_ENB system variable
is set to 1.

5. Move the cursor to the variable you want to set and press ENTER. Enter the necessary
information.
6. If the variable is an array, a list of array elements is displayed or press PREV to return to
the top level KAREL variables screen.. Move the cursor to the element or field you want to set
and press ENTER. If the variable is a structure, a list of fields is displayed. Enter the necessary
information.
Saving the Variables to a File
1. Press FCTN.
2. Select SAVE. All the variables in the selected PalletTool KAREL program will be saved to the
file, PM_MAIN.VR, on the default device. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for information on setting the device.
Table B–9 lists and describes the PalletTool KAREL variables.
Table B–9. PalletTool KAREL Variables
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 ABORT_DOUTS

[16] of INTEGER

DO's that will be turned off when
PalletTool is aborted

2 AXS_LIM_MASK

INTEGER

3 CHANGE_ARRAY

[20] of BOOLEAN
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Table B–9. PalletTool KAREL Variables (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

4 CLEAR_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE will allow the robot to retreat
to the infeed retreat position on
the way back to the infeed during
palletizing.

5 CMOS_LEVEL

INTEGER

6 CTRL_METHOD

INTEGER

How the user responds to
PalletTool production (TP = 1, PLC
= 2)

7 CUR_CYC

INTEGER

The current pick/place cycle the
robot is servicing

8 CYC

[20] of CYCLE_DATA

Definition of max 20 cycles in
workcell

9 CYCLE_STOP

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates the robot is in cycle
stop

10 DIAG_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE enables the diagonal return
path

12 DL_ETHERNET

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates ethernet download
of PalletTool files

13 DROP_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that part drop
detection is enabled

14 END_OF_BATCH

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that the end of
batch feature is enabled

15 EOB

[16] of EOB_DATA

Data from PLC Partial pallet index.
See Table B–14

New variable CYC10 used starting
with V8.30P/19

11 DISP_FILE

16 ERR_FILE
17 FKEY_FILE

B–30

18 FORM_DATA

WORK_T

19 GRIP

[10] of GRIPPER_T

20 INACT_ARRAY

[20] of BOOLEAN

21 INDEX_PAL

[16] of BOOLEAN

22 KEY

INTEGER

23 KEY_PREV

INTEGER
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Table B–9. PalletTool KAREL Variables (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

24 LAY
New variable LAYR used starting
with V8.30P/19

[40] of LAYER_DATA

Definition of max 40 layers for
current unit load. See Table B–12 .

25 ML

ML_DATA

Definition of mixed layer load at
station. See Table B–13 .

26 NUM_INFEEDS

INTEGER

This is the total number of infeeds
defined in PalletSystem Setup

27 NUM_PALLETS

INTEGER

This is the total number of pallets
defined in PalletSystem Setup

28 OPTION_FORK

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates the fork option is
loaded

29 OPTION_MULTI

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates the multicase
option is loaded

30 OVR_TRV_MASK

INTEGER

31 PALLETIZING

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates the current
operation is palletizing

32 PALLET_CLEAR

[16] of BOOLEAN

BOOLEAN indicates the pallet is
currently indexing

33 PALLET_STOP

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates the robot is in cycle
stop

34 PALLET_SW

INTEGER

Pallet switch type:per pick = 1per
layer = 2per unitload = 3no switch
= 4alt layer = 5alt unit load = 6

35 PAR_PAL_IND

[16] of BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates pallets currently
being indexed via PLCINDEX

36 PB_RESPONSE

INTEGER

37 PERM_LEVEL

INTEGER

38 PICK_PALLET

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that pallet handling
is enabled

39 PID_METHOD

INTEGER

Part ID method. (TP = 1, PLC = 2)

40 PRMPT_FILE
41 PSVE

INTEGER

42 SOLDIER_ENB

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates soldiering option
is enabled

43 START_METHOD

INTEGER

Cycle start method. (SOP = 1,
PLC/UOP = 2)
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Table B–9. PalletTool KAREL Variables (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

44 STATUS

INTEGER

45 TEMP_LEVEL

INTEGER

46 TERM_CHAR

INTEGER

47 TOT_CYC

INTEGER

Total cycles defined in workcell

48 UL

UL_DATA

Definition of current unit load. See
Table B–11 .

49 VALUE_ARRAY

[20] of STRING[26]

50 VERSION

STRING[7]

Internal PalletTool build

B.9.2 CYC Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool CYC data structure members. The
CYC data structure defined in the PMPALT KAREL program is an array of 20 cycles. Eachitem in the
CYC array relates to the corresponding cycle in the PalletTool cycle start menu. For example, CYC[1]
variables correspond to cycle 1 defined in the cycle start menu, CYC[2] variables correspond to cycle
2 defined in the cycle start menu, and so forth.
Note Starting with HandlingTool version v8.30P/19 and higher, only in PalletTool Turbo, the “cyc”
variable has been replaced by a new variable called “cyc10”. All the fields are the same as described
below. However, wherever you see an ARRAY[6] below has been replaced by ARRAY[10] because
PalletTool Turbo which used to support only a maximum of 6 cases in a gripper now supports upto
10 cases in a gripper.

Table B–10. CYC Data Structure Members
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Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

ul_on_stn

INTEGER

Unit load number of current cycle

pk_sta

INTEGER

Pick station type 3=Infeed (P),
4=Pallet (D)

pk_sta_num

INTEGER

Pick station number

pl_sta

INTEGER

Place station type 3=Infeed (P),
4=Pallet (D)

pl_sta_num

INTEGER

Place station number

cur_layer

INTEGER

Current layer

cur_unit

INTEGER

Current unit
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Table B–10. CYC Data Structure Members (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

ml_on_stn

INTEGER

Mixed load number

alt_infeed

ARRAY[10] OF INTEGER

Alternate infeeds

cur_ucyc

INTEGER

Current unit cycle

pal_hgt

REAL

Current unitload height (from pallet)

lay_ovrd

INTEGER

Layer override used for ML layer
loads and new layer override

num2pick

INTEGER

Total number of units for pick in
current cycle

pick_orn

INTEGER

Orientation of units at infeed for
current pick/place

cur_optype

INTEGER

Current operation type Disabled,
Partial, etc

pal_done

BOOLEAN

TRUE if pallet complete

layer_done

BOOLEAN

TRUE if layer complete

inf_din

ARRAY[6] OF INTEGER

Infeed unit present input signals
(defined in SETUP\Infeed
Station\Set IO)

inf_dout

ARRAY[6] OF INTEGER

Infeed unit request output
signals (defined in SETUP\Infeed
Station\Set IO)

ori_dout

INTEGER

Infeed pick orientation request
output signal (defined in
SETUP\Infeed Station\Set IO)

pal_din

INTEGER

Pallet present signals (defined in
SETUP\Pallet Station\Set IO)

pal_dout

INTEGER

Pallet index signals (defined in
SETUP\Pallet Station\Set IO)

grip_din

ARRAY[6] OF INTEGER

Gripper unit present signals
(defined in SETUP\Gripper)

inf_orig

XYZWPR

Infeed origin position (taught in
SETUP\Infeed Station)

pal_orig

XYZWPR

Pallet origin position (taught in
SETUP\Pallet Station)

ul_orig

XYZWPR

Unitload origin after pallet offset
and ul seating offset
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Table B–10. CYC Data Structure Members (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

inf_bld_dir

INTEGER

Infeed build direction 3=LTonLT,
4=WDonLT

pal_bld_dir

INTEGER

Pallet build direction 3=LTonLT,
4=WDonLT

num_drops

INTEGER

Total number of drops to drop all
units

numindrop

ARRAY[6] OF INTEGER

Num units per drop

infunitposl

XYZWPR

Infeed unit position for LTonLT units

infunitposw

XYZWPR

Infeed unit position for LTonWD
units

infapr

XYZWPR

Infeed approach offset

infret

XYZWPR

Infeed retreat offset

unit_pos

ARRAY[MAX_CASES] OF
XYZWPR

Unit locations on pallet

unit_apr

ARRAY[MAX_CASES] OF
XYZWPR

Unit approach locations

unit_ret

XYZWPR

Unit retreat offset

utool

ARRAY[MAX_CASES] OF
XYZWPR

Utool for each drop

B.9.3 UL Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool UL data structure members.
Table B–11. UL data structure members
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Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 PRODUCT_ID

STRING[20]

Description of current unit load

2 UNIT

DIM_DATA

Length, width and height of units in
current unit load

3 PALT

DIM_DATA

Length, width and height of pallet

4 UL_DIM

DIM_DATA

Total length, width and height of
unitload
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Table B–11. UL data structure members (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

5 MTRX_TYPE

INTEGER

Pattern type:Unique = 4Column =
5Interlock = 6Trilock = 7Spiral =
8Brick = 9Diagonal = 10Aug-Diag
= 11Optimal = 12

6 FLIP_TYPE

INTEGER

Type of flips defined for flipped
layers:No flip = 1Length = 2Width
= 3Diag = 4Rot 90 = 5

7 NUM_LAYERS

INTEGER

Total number of layers in current
unitload

8 NUM_LY_UNITS

INTEGER

Total number of units on each layer

9 LAYER_FLIP

[40] of BOOLEAN

Defines if a layer is flipped (TRUE)
or normal (FALSE)

10 LAYER_SP

[40] of REAL

Defines spacing between layers. If
layer_sp > 0 slipsheets are placed

11 UNIT_LOC_LT1

[50] of REAL

Distance from unit load origin along
length of pallet for each unit

[100] of REAL starting with
V8.30P/19 in PalletTool Turbo
12 UNIT_LOC_WD1

[50] of REAL

Distance from unit load origin along
length of pallet for each unit

[100] of REAL starting with
V8.30P/19 in PalletTool Turbo
13 UNIT_ORI

[50] of INTEGER
[100] of INTEGER starting with
V8.30P/19 in PalletTool Turbo

Orientation of each unit on the
pallet:LTonLT = 3WDonLT = 4

14 GRIPPER_ID

INTEGER

Current gripper type servicing unit
load

15 LAYER_BAR

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that all layers will
be defined in LAY data structure

16 SPD_OVRD

INTEGER

Speed override

17 SEATING

INTEGER

Unit load seating type

18 SEAT_XY

[2] of REAL

Offset from pallet origin of unit load

19 FORK_DROPOFF

REAL

Fork dropoff height (fork/bag
grippers only)

20 OPT

OPT_DATA

Optimal path data (Pallet and
Infeed approach distances and
retreats)

21 UL_VALID

BOOLEAN

Sequence valid flag
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B.9.4 LAY[] Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool LAY[] data structure members.
Table B–12. LAY Data Structures
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 UNIT_ORDER

[50] of BYTE

Sequence of units in layer

2 ORIENT_INF

[50] of BYTE

Orientation of each unit at the
infeed

3 UNIT_GRP

[50] of BYTE

Unit pick/placement type (last unit
in pick/placement = 2

4 UNIT_CNT

[50] of BYTE

Number of units in each pick

5 PICK_ROTATE

[50] of BYTE

Pick type for fork/bag
grippersNormal = 3Rotated =
4Front = 5

6 UNIT_ROTATE

[50] of BYTE

Rotation of units on pallet (0, 180)

7 SOLDIER

[50] of BYTE

Soldier orientation of unitsNone =
3LTonLT = 4WDonLT = 5

8 APRLEN

[50] of BOOLEAN

Approach length direction (+/-)

9 APRWID

[50] of BOOLEAN

Approach width direction (+/-)

Note Starting with V8.30P/19, PalletTool Turbo supports 100 units per layer. All the arrays below of
50 have been changed to 100.

B.9.5 ML Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool ML data structure members.
Table B–13. ML Data Structure Members
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Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 ID

STRING[20]

Description of mixed layer load

2 NUM_ULS

INTEGER

Total unit loads defined in mixed
layer load (max 10)

3 UL_NUM

[10] of INTEGER

Unit load numbers defined in mixed
layer load

4 NUM_LAYERS

[10] of INTEGER

Number of layers of each unit load
in mixed layer load
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B.9.6 EOB[] Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool EOB[] data structure members.
Table B–14. EOB[1] Data Structure Members
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 EOB_PAL

INTEGER

Pallet number for partial pallet
index

2 EOB_LOAD

INTEGER

New unit load number on pallet

3 EOB_INF

INTEGER

Infeed number for new product

4 EOB_ML

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates eob_load is mixed
layer load

5 EOB_AI

[10] of INTEGER

Defines any alternate infeeds
defined

B.9.7 Infeed Data KAREL Variables
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool pallet data KAREL variables
contained in the PMINFxxx.VR and PMSTAxxx.VR files
Table B–15. Infeed Data KAREL Variables
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 ORIENT_DOUT

INTEGER

DO signal for requesting unit
orientation at infeed

2 INFEED_DOUT

[6] of INTEGER

DO signals for infeed unit requests

[10] of INTEGER in PalletTool
Turbo V8.30P/19
3 INFEED_DIN

[6] of INTEGER
[10] of INTEGER in PalletTool
Turbo V8.30P/19

DI signals for infeed unit present

4 INFEED_XY

[2] of REAL

Infeed length and width offsets

5 BUILD_DIR

INTEGER

Infeed build directionLTonLT =
1WDonLT = 2

6 TOT_PICKS

INTEGER

Total number of pick locations for
fork gripper
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B.9.8 Pallet Data KAREL Variables
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool pallet data KAREL variables.
Table B–16. Pallet Data KAREL Variables
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 PALLET_DOUT

INTEGER

DO signal for pallet index

2 PALLET_DIN

INTEGER

DI signal for pallet present

3 PALLET_XY

[2] of REAL

Pallet length and width offsets

4 BUILD_DIR

INTEGER

Pallet build direction (LTonLT = 1,
WDonLT = 2)

B.9.9 Pallet Data KAREL Positions
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool pallet data KAREL positions.
Table B–17. Pallet Data KAREL Positions
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 ORIGIN

G1 Recorded

Pallet origin position P1 taught in
Pallet station setup

B.9.10 Infeed Data KAREL Positions
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool Infeed data KAREL positions.
Table B–18. Infeed Data KAREL Positions
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Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 ORIGIN

G1 Recorded

Infeed origin position P1 taught in
Infeed station setup

2 FKN_UPSTREAM

G1 Recorded

Fork upstream pick position for
normal side of infeed

3 FKN_DNSTREAM

G1 Recorded

Fork downstream pick position for
normal side of infeed

4 FKN_APPROACH

G1 Recorded

Fork approach position for normal
side of infeed
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Table B–18. Infeed Data KAREL Positions (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

5 FKR_UPSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Fork upstream pick position for
rotated side of infeed

6 FKR_DNSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Fork downstream pick position for
rotated side of infeed

7 FKR_APPROACH

G1 Not Recorded

Fork approach position for rotated
side of infeed

8 BGN_UPSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Bag upstream pick position for
normal side of infeed

9 BGN_DNSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Bag downstream pick position for
normal side of infeed

10 BGN_APPROACH

G1 Not Recorded

Bag approach position for normal
side of infeed

11 BGR_UPSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Bag upstream pick position for
rotated side of infeed

12 BGR_DNSTREAM

G1 Not Recorded

Bag downstream pick position for
rotated side of infeed

13 BGR_APPROACH

G1 Not Recorded

Bag approach position for rotated
side of infeed

14 BGF_PICK

G1 Not Recorded

Bag pick position for front of infeed

15 BGF_APPR

G1 Not Recorded

Bag approach position for front of
infeed

B.9.11 GRIPPER_ARY[] Data Structure Members
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool GRIPPER_ARY[] data structure
members.
Table B–19. GRIPPER_ARY[1] Data Structure Members
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 GRIPPER_ID

INTEGER

Gripper ID number:Single =
1Double = 3Triple = 5 Custom 1-4
= 6-9Multicase = 10Fork = 11Bag
= 12

2 GRIP_NAME

INTEGER

Gripper name:Fork = 11Bag = 12

3 NUM_UTOOLS

INTEGER

Number of utools in gripper
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Table B–19. GRIPPER_ARY[1] Data Structure Members (Cont'd)
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

4 NUM_GR_RDI

[6] of INTEGER

Total number of DI/RDI signals
used for each case in gripper for
part present

[10] of INTEGER in PalletTool
Turbo V8.30P/19
5 NUM_GR_RDO

[6] of INTEGER
[10] of INTEGER in PalletTool
Turbo V8.30P/19

Total number of DO/RDO signals
used for each case in gripper for
gripper on

6 GR_UTOOL

G1 [6] of XYZWPR
G1 [10] of XYZWPR in PalletTool
Turbo V8.30P/19

Gripper utool values defined in
gripper setup

7 GR_RDI_USED

INT_3_ARR_T

Part present RDI/DI signals (max 8
per unit, max 6 units)

8 GR_RDO_USED

INT_3_ARR_T

Gripper on RDO/DO signals (max
8 per unit, max 6 units)

9 GR_RDO_VAL

INT_3_ARR_T

State of RDI/DI signals used to
indicate part present (max 8 per
unit, max 6 units)

10 GR_RDI_VAL

INT_3_ARR_T

State of RDI/DI signals used to turn
gripper on. (max 8 per unit, max 6
units)

11 PULSE_DELAY

INT_3_ARR_T

Pulse values for RDO/DO signals
(max 8 per unit, max 6 units)

12 GR_RDI_TYPE

INT_3_ARR_T

Type of inputs used for part present
signals (RDI = 3, DI = 4)

13 GR_RDO_TYPE

INT_3_ARR_T

Type of inputs used for gripper on
signals (RDI = 3, DI = 4)

14 GR_RSPECIAL

[6] of REAL

Not used

15 GR_ISPECIAL

[6] of INTEGER

Not used

B.9.12 PMPSYSDT KAREL Variables
This section contains listings and descriptions of the PalletTool PMPSYSDT KAREL Variables.
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Table B–20. PMPSYSDT KAREL Variables
Variable Name

Variable Type

Variable Description

1 VERSION

STRING[10]

Latest PalletTool PC Version

2 NUM_INFEEDS

INTEGER

Total infeeds defined in workcell

3 NUM_PALLETS

INTEGER

Total pallets defined in workcell

4 PID_METHOD

INTEGER

Part ID method (TP = 1, PLC = 2)

5 START_METHOD

INTEGER

Cycle start method (SOP = 1,
PLC/UOP = 2)

6 CTRL_METHOD

INTEGER

Response method to PalletTool
production (TP = 1, PLC = 2)

7 DL_ETHERNET

BOOLEAN

Download method of PalletTool
files (TRUE = Ethernet enabled)

8 PALLET_SW

INTEGER

Pallet switch type:per pick = 1per
layer = 2per unitload = 3no switch
= 4alt layer = 5alt unit load = 6

9 DIAG_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE enables the diagonal return
path

10 CLEAR_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE will allow the robot to retreat
to the infeed retreat position

11 DROP_ENABLE

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that part drop
detection is enabled

12 PICK_PALLET

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that pallet handling
is enabled

13 END_OF_BATCH

BOOLEAN

TRUE indicates that the end of
batch feature is enabled

14 POINTER_LEN

REAL

Default teaching aid pointer length

15 MAX_OFF_CNTR

REAL

Maximum value gripper can be
off center when forks inserted into
infeed rollers
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B.10 NEW AND MODIFIED TEACH PENDANT PROGRAMS FOR
PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31
Table B–21. Modified Teach Pendant Programs
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Program

Description

BOXREQ.TP

If R[40: Part ID Method] <> 4, jumps over TLK2PP which sends data to
PalletPRO simulation software.

CKCYCINT.TP

First checks if robot is in a part drop recovery cycle – pick again and continue.
If so, skips cycle stop for this cycle. If this behavior is not desired, delete
the check at the top of the program.

CKINDPAL.TP

This program now processes End-of-batch data in addition to indexing
pallets. All indexing of pallets including in EOB happens in this program now.

CYCSTOP.TP

If cycle stop is enabled via DI[28], then it waits for DI[28] to be off in this
program now.

GETPART.TP

Now sets R[12: Cur lay done] and R[13: Cur pallet done] = 0.

INTINDPL.TP

This program is now used for the cycle stop choice – Index/Change product.
Uses PMSEOBDT.KL to set user data from cycle stop menu or from the
PLC for later end of batch processing. Replaced macro with a direct call to
CKINDPAL.MR

MAIN.TP

All macros in this program have been replaced by direct calls to teach
pendant MR programs. Also, the sequence is different from standard
PalletTool. UPD_REGS.TP is called from the top of the palletizing loop.

MOVEMNT.TP

Sets R[11: Current units to drop] before calling OpenTool. Replaced macro
call for Open Gripper with CALL OPENTOOL.

MOVEPER.TP

Sets R[11: Current units to drop] before calling OpenTool. Replaced macro
call for Open Gripper with CALL OPENTOOL.

NEXTCYC.TP

Logic for calling RET_PER.TP has been moved from this program to
PKPLUNIT.TP. In standard PalletTool, if after running PMUPDVRS, the
current unit load was zero, then NEXTCYC would increment to the next
cycle. In PalletTool Turbo, it does not. It exits the program. This is to allow
processing of cycle stop or end-of-batch when all pallets are disabled. Code
is also different in the alt-layer and alt-unitload branches.
This program can be called explicitly or via CALL PMADDQ(3).

OK2PICK.TP

Calls PMRSTEOB now that posts the message “Picking n units for EOB”.

PD_PKAGN.TP

This part drop recovery “pick again and continue” program now calls
PMPROCDT. Replaced macro call for box request with a direct call to
BOXREQ.MR.

PD_REC.TP

Stores the value of R[20: Cur Robot Posn] in R[94]. If R[24] = -1 (in PalletTool
this will be 6), which is set by PMPKAGN.KL, the part drop recovery menu is
redisplayed.
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Table B–21. Modified Teach Pendant Programs (Cont'd)
Program

Description

PKFRMINF.TP

If R[40: Part ID Method] <> 4, jumps over TLK2PP which sends data to
PalletPRO simulation software. Replaced macro “Close gripper” with CALL
CLOSTOOL

PKPALSTK.TP

Now sets R[99: Last cycle] = R[1: current cycle]. R[99] is used by RET_PER
to return to the last infeed served when no units on any infeed.

PKPLUNIT.TP

Calling RET_PER.TP when no units on any infeed is handled here now (in
PalletTool standard it is done in NEXTCYC.TP). Also, switching pallets via a
call to NEXTCYC.TP when no units on any infeed happens in this program.

PKSLPSTK.TP

If R[2: current unitload] = 0 (disabled pallet), jumps to end of program. Also,
sets R[99: Last cycle] = R[1: current cycle]. R[99] is used by RET_PER
to return to the last infeed served when no units on any infeed. Does an
additional check for pallet presence before placing slip sheet. Also, if R[40:
Part ID Method] <> 4, jumps over TLK2PP which sends data to PalletPRO
simulation software.

PLCPART.TP

Does not seek input data for mixed layer palletizing anymore. Also, do not
provide depalletizing data here.

PLONPAL.TP

This program has the most changes. Box request for next cycle is invoked
via CALL PMADDQ(8).
Calls to PMUPDCYC is done via CALL PMADDQ(1). There is a call to
CALCPICK.TP which puts the execution of PMPALPOS and NEXTCYC in
the multi-tasking queue.
Sets R[99: Last cycle] = R[1: current cycle]. R[99] is used by RET_PER
to return to the last infeed served when no units on any infeed. Part drop
handling is done in a single location in the program as opposed to after
the move to infeed approach and pallet approach separately in standard
PalletTool.
Updates Production Status display for throughput after dropping the boxes
via CALL PMDSPSPD.
Replaced macro “open gripper” with a direct CALL OPENTOOL.

RET_PER.TP

Switches to the last infeed served by using R[99: Last cycle] and a call to
PMUPDVRS.
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Table B–22. New Teach Pendant Programs

B–44

Program

Description

CALCPICK.TP

Called from PLONPAL.TP. Used to queue up calls to PMPALPOS.KL (Update
pallet data) and NEXTCYC.TP (determine next cycle and update the registers
with the data for that cycle) while robot is still doing the place motions of the
final drop in a cycle.

UPD_REGS.TP

PalletTool Turbo has current cycle and next cycle registers. See register
table. When the robot is palletizing – current cycle – it updates the next cycle
registers beginning with R[80]. In Upd_regs.tp, the next cycle registers are
copied to the current cycle registers.
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This appendix describes the function of each PalletTool teach pendant program and contains quick
reference information that will help you decide whether you need to customize any programs for
your application.
This appendix also contains the program code for each teach pendant program you can modify.
Warning
Before you modify any programs you MUST understand what each
program does; otherwise, you could injure personnel and damage
equipment.

C.1 Program Examples
C.1.1 BOXREQ.TP
This program sets up communication with the infeed conveyor controller to turn on outputs for
number and orientation of units required at the infeed.
For V6.20 it was modified to use R[96] instead of R[21]. If R[99:PalletPRO] = 0, jumps over
TLK2PP, which sends data to PalletPRO simulation software.
BOXREQ.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:

C–4

!Turns on Outputs for number and ;
!orientation of units for the ;
!next pick on this cycle. ;
;
!NOTE: ;
!DOUT Port numbers ;
!are customized using SET_IO ;
!on the SETUP INFEED TP menu. ;
;
!Set Registers from KAREL vars ;
CALL PMBOXREQ
;
;
!Reset counter Registers ;
R[96]=0
;
R[60:PLC Count]=0
;
;
LBL[10:Reset I/O Loop] ;
R[96]=R[96]+1
;
;
!Must set 6 Box Request Outputs ;
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21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
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!and Box Orientation Output. ;
!When counter = 8, all I/O is set ;
IF R[96]=8,JMP LBL[20] ;
;
!R[51] - R[57] are Unit Request ;
!Output numbers. ;
R[60:PLC Count]=50+R[96]
;
;
!Reset all Outputs. ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[R[60]]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
R[60:PLC Count]=R[R[60]]
;
DO[R[60]]=OFF ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[20:Turn on I/O] ;
;
!R[85] is # of Units in next pick ;
SELECT R[85:Units in next pk]=6,JMP LBL[66] ;
=5,JMP LBL[55] ;
=4,JMP LBL[44] ;
=3,JMP LBL[33] ;
=2,JMP LBL[22] ;
=1,JMP LBL[11] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[66:Req for Unit 6] ;
IF R[56:Unit6 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[56]]=ON ;
;
LBL[55:Req for Unit 5] ;
IF R[55:Unit5 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[55]]=ON ;
;
LBL[44:Req for Unit 4] ;
IF R[54:Unit4 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[54]]=ON ;
;
LBL[33:Req for Unit 3] ;
IF R[53:Unit3 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[53]]=ON ;
;
LBL[22:Req for Unit 2] ;
IF R[52:Unit2 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[52]]=ON ;
;
LBL[11:Req for Unit 1] ;
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68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
:
93:
/POS
/END
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IF R[51:Unit1 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[51]]=ON ;
;
!R[86] = 0, Units LT_on_LT ;
!R[86] = 1, Units WD_on_LT ;
IF R[86:Orient of nxt pk]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[57:Pick Orient DO ]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!WD_ON_LT Turns DO On. ;
DO[R[57]]=ON ;
LBL[77:Don't set Orn DO] ;
;
!Soldier pick not yet implemented ;
IF R[87:Sol next pick]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!R[87] = 0 No Soldier ;
!R[87] = 1 Soldier on Length ;
!R[87] = 2 Soldier on Width ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
;
IF R[99]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL TLK2PP(1,R[85:Units in next pk],R[86:Orient of nxt pk],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.2 CALCZPOS.TP
This program compares a source position and a destination position, then sets the position with the
lower Z-value to the height of the position with the higher Z-value.
CALCZPOS.TP Program listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

C–6

!-------------------------------- ;
!Compares two position register z ;
!components and sets lower z pos ;
!to higher z pos. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
IF R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]<R[26:Calc Z Pos 1],JMP LBL[10] ;
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9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]
JMP LBL[100] ;
LBL[10] ;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
LBL[100:End] ;
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;

;

C.3 CKCYCINT.TP
If cycle stop has been enabled, this program displays the Cycle Stop menu or initiates communication
with the PLC to get the responses to the Cycle Stop options.
CKCYCINT.TP Program Listing
1:

!Check Cycle Interrupt Routine ;
2: !for Cycle Stop and Pallet Stop ;
3:
;
4: IF R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[20] ;
5: Move To Perch
;
6:
;
7: IF R[33:Display Method]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;
8: CALL CSTOPMNU
;
9: JMP LBL[100] ;
10:
;
11: LBL[10:PLC CStop] ;
12: CALL PLCCSTOP
;
13: JMP LBL[100] ;
14:
;
15: LBL[20:Check PStop] ;
16: IF R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
17: Move To Perch
;
18:
;
19: IF R[33:Display Method]=2,JMP LBL[30] ;
20: CALL CSTOPMNU
;
21: JMP LBL[100] ;
22:
;
23: LBL[30:PLC CStop] ;
24: CALL PLCCSTOP
;
25: JMP LBL[100] ;
26:
;
27: LBL[100:End] ;
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C.4 CKINDPAL.TP
This program checks index conditions and if indexing is required, turns the required DOUT on.
For V6.21 it was modified to use temporary numeric register for R[17:Pallet Clear], R[16:SS required],
etc. The use of temporary registers is necessary in all programs that follow PLONPAL.TP since,
before it ends, PMMULTI would have already calculated data and updated registers for the next cycle.
CKINDPAL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
/POS
/END

C–8

!Check If Pallet Index Required ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Check if pallet done ;
IF R[147]=0 AND R[148]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check if pallet clear ;
IF R[149]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check if SlipSheet req'd on top. ;
IF R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=1,CALL PKPLSLIP ;
!SlipSheet not placed ;
IF R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!If no pallet present don't index ;
IF DI[R[150]]=OFF,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Indexing pallet. ;
UALM[7] ;
;
!If palletizing, move up from pal ;
IF R[152]=0,CALL INDMOVE ;
;
!Set pallet_clear var cur pallet ;
R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=0
;
R[149]=0
;
!Turn on index pallet output ;
DO[R[151]]=ON ;
;
!Monitor when new pallet arrives ;
CALL PMADDQ(9) ;
LBL[100:END] ;
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C.5 CLAMPOFF.TP
This program moves the clamps on the fork gripper up.
CLAMPOFF.TP Program Code
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!Opens clamps for fork gripper. ;
!R[9] is the number to open. ;
!If R[9] = 0, all clamps opened. ;
CALL PMCLMPOF
;

C.6 CLAMPON.TP
This program moves the clamps on the fork gripper down.
CLAMPON.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
/POS
/END

!Clamps units for fork gripper. ;
!R[10] is the number to clamp. ;
CALL PMCLMPON
;

C.7 CLINFRTN.TP
This program is executed when planning the return path to the infeed. If diagonal return is desired, put
the logic and positional data in this program.
CLINFRTN.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

!Calculate Infeed Return Path ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
Set UTOOL Values
;
UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
;
IF R[35:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
=2,JMP LBL[2] ;
=3,JMP LBL[3] ;
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

=4,JMP LBL[4] ;
!If your system requires more ;
!return positions, insert here. ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[1:Pallet 1] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[47:Diag Return Pal1]
;
JMP LBL[5] ;
LBL[2:Pallet 2] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[48:Diag Return Pal2]
;
JMP LBL[5] ;
LBL[3:Pallet 3] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[49:Diag Return Pal3]
;
JMP LBL[5] ;
LBL[4:Pallet 4] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[50:Diag Return Pal4]
;
JMP LBL[5] ;
;
LBL[5:Set Diag Height] ;
PR[51,3:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
;
LBL[10] ;
;
IF R[36:Clear Return Enb]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
;
!Normal return path. ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn]
;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]

40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

JMP LBL[100] ;
;
;
LBL[20:Clear Return] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn]
;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst]

46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:

;
LBL[100:End] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[101] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+R[25:Last Retr't Ofst]

;

;

;
52:
/POS
/END
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LBL[101] ;
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C.8 CLOSTOOL.TP
This program is called whenever a gripper needs to be closed.
CLOSTOOL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Close Tool macro ;
!AR[1: Case to start from] ;
!R[10: Number of units to pick] ;
;
!If AR[1] = 2, and R[10] = 3, ;
!Close 3 grippers starting with ;
!gripper 2. ;
;
CALL PMCGRIP(AR[1]) ;

C.9 CSTOPMNU.TP
This program displays the Cycle Stop Teach Pendant menu when cycle stop has been initiated.
CSTOPMNU.TP
/MN
1: !CStop Menu Display & Control ;
2: !R[65] = Menu Choice ;
3: !-------------------------------- ;
4: IF R[19:Grip I/O Offset]<>0,JMP LBL[10] ;
5: R[19:Grip I/O Offset]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
6:
;
7: LBL[10:Loop Start] ;
8: List Menu(5,65) ;
9:
;
10: IF R[65:Response to Int]=3,CALL INTINDPL ;
11: IF R[65:Response to Int]=3 AND R[10:Tot Units Picked]=0,JMP
LBL[10] ;
12: IF R[65:Response to Int]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;
13: IF R[65:Response to Int]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
14:
;
15: JMP LBL[100] ;
16:
;
17: LBL[20:Continue] ;
18: !Reset Cycle Interrupt Register ;
19: R[65:Response to Int]=0
;
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20:
21:
/POS

;
LBL[100:END] ;

C.10 CUPSDOWN.TP
This program moves the cups on the fork gripper down.
CUPSDOWN.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
/POS
/END

!R[15]=gripper type ;
CALL PMCUPDWN
;

C.11 CUPSUP.TP
This program retracts the cups on the fork gripper.
CUPSUP.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
/POS
/END

!R[15]=gripper type ;
CALL PMCUPSUP
;

C.12 CYCSTOP.TP
This program enables Cycle Stop when called.
CYCSTOP.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

C–12

!Cycle stop enable verification ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Check if robot is in use ;
CALL RBTINUSE(66) ;
IF R[66:Robot in use]=0,JMP LBL[90] ;
;
!Check if Cycle Stop is enabled ;
IF R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1,JMP LBL[70] ;
!Check if Pallet Stop enabled ;
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11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
/POS
/END
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IF R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[60] ;
!Pallet Stop Disabled ;
UALM[5] ;
R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=0
;
LBL[60:PStop Disabled] ;
;
!Turn Cycle Stop On ;
UALM[2] ;
R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[70:CStopOn] ;
!Turn Cycle Stop Off ;
UALM[3] ;
R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[90:RbtNotInUse] ;
UALM[6] ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.13 EXTEND.TP
This program extends the forks on the gripper.
EXTEND.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
/POS
/END

!Extend forks for fork/bag grip ;
!Extends # units in R[10] ;
CALL PMEXTEND
;

C.14 GETPART.TP
This program displays the cycle start menu or initiates PLC communication to get the cycle start data.
GETPART.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:

!Get cycle start information. ;
;
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3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
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SEMAPHORE[1]=OFF ;
SEMAPHORE[2]=OFF ;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=0
;
!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
;
IF R[32:Part ID Method]=2,CALL PLCPART ;
!If Manual or PLC_partial ;
IF R[32:Part ID Method]=1 OR R[32:Part ID Method]=3,CALL PMCYCST

;
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
/POS

C–14

;
!Sema[1] is set in KAREL once the ;
!cyc start data has been entered ;
!so data processing waits untill ;
!all cycle start data is complete ;
WAIT SEMAPHORE[1]
;
;
R[1:Current Cycle]=0
;
LBL[1] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
!Verify/process cycle start data. ;
CALL PMPROCDT(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
Req Next Units
;
IF R[1:Current Cycle]=R[14:Total Cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100] ;
;
R[1:Current Cycle]=0
;
IF R[34:Pallet Switch ]=1,JMP LBL[101] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=1
;
LBL[101] ;
;
!WCMON.TP waits for sema[1] ;
!indicating all data has been ;
!processed and it is now ok to ;
!enter the palletizing loop ;
!in MAIN.TP. ;
SEMAPHORE[2]=ON ;
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C.15 GETULXY.TP
Use this program during production when you need to know the size of the unit load being palletized
on a particular pallet. This program gets the requested values and also computes the maximum
height of the unit load.
To use this program, set R[109] to the number of the pallet for which you want information, and call
the macro Get uload stats. When the macro returns, the following registers are set:

• R[110] = unit width
• R[111] = unit length
• R[112] = maximum unit load height
• R[113] = status, where 0 is okay
Refer to Table C–1 for customization guidelines.
Table C–1. GETULXY.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

This program gets the size of a unit load during production. The macro
"Get uload stats" calls this program.

When to modify

Modify this program when you want the macro "Get uload stats" to return
something else.

Interacts with these programs

None

Hints

R[109] through R[113] are used by all of the collision avoidance tools. If
you need to remember a value, copy it to another register.
This program gets information from the production variables. PalletTool
must be in production for this program to function properly.

Uses these KAREL variables

GETULXY.TP calls the KAREL program PMGETULX to obtain the
requested information from the variables [pm_main]wd_pallet, and
[pm_main]lt_pallet. The maximum pallet height is computed using the
KAREL variables [pm_main]num_layers, [pm_main]layersp[,], that are
set in the SETUP Unit load screen.

GETULXY.TP Program Code shows the program code for GETULXY.TP. Example of Getting Unit
Load Sizes for Pallet 2 shows an example program that uses the macro "Get uload stats," which calls
the program GETULXY.TP.
GETULXY.TP Program Code
/MN
1:
2:

!Get uload stats ;
!Set R[40] = pallet no ;
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3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END
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;
CALL PMGETULX
;
;
!returns: ;
!R[41] = load length ;
!R[42] = load width ;
!R[43] = max load height ;
!R[44] = 0, data OK ;
!
<> 0, invalid data ;

Example of Getting Unit Load Sizes for Pallet 2
1:

! R[109]=pallet number ;
2: R[109:GET SIZE PALLET]=2 ;
3: Get uload stats ;
4: ! check if data OK ;
5: SELECT R[113:SIZE STATUS]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
6:
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
7: LBL[10:unitload sizes OK] ;
8: ! logic using unitload sizes ;
9: ! ... ;
10: LBL[100:error getting sizes] ;

C.16 GETULZ.TP
Use this program during production when you need to know the current height of the unit load being
palletized on a particular pallet. This program also returns the pallet's width and length.
To use this program, set R[109] to the number of the pallet for which you want information, and call
the macro Get unitload ht. When the macro returns, the following registers are set:

• R[110] = pallet width
• R[111] = pallet length
• R[112] = current pallet height in world coordinates
• R[113] = status, where 0 is okay
Note V4.21-1 specified current height in millimeters. V4.21-2 and later returns this height as
a world coordinate value.
Refer to Table C–2 for customization guidelines.

C–16
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Table C–2. GETULZ.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

This program gets the current height of a unit load during production. The
macro "Get unitload ht" calls this program.

When to modify

Modify this program if you want the macro "Get unitload ht" to return
something else.

Interacts with these programs

None

Hints

R[109] through R[113] are used by all of the collision avoidance tools. If you
need to remember a value, copy it to another register.
This program gets information from the production variables. PalletTool must
be in production for this program to function properly.

Uses these KAREL variables

GETULZ.TP calls the KAREL program PMGETULZ.PC to get the requested
values from the production KAREL variables [pm_main]wd_pallet,
[pm_main]lt_pallet, and to compute the current height of the unit load. The
pallet height is computed using the KAREL variable [pm_main]dsp_units and
[pm_main]dsp_layer. These are the values of the layer and unit that are
displayed on the STATUS Prodn Data teach pendant screen. GETULZ.TP
also uses the variables [pm_main]ht_unit and [pm_main]layer_sp[,], which
are set in the SETUP Unit load screen.

GETULZ.TP Program Code shows the program code for GETULZ.TP. Example of Getting Unit Load
Height for Pallet 2 shows an example program that uses the macro "Get unitload ht," which calls
the program GETULZ.TP.
GETULZ.TP Program Code
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
/POS
/END

!Get unitload ht ;
!Set R[40] = pallet no ;
CALL PMGETULZ
;
!returns: ;
!R[41] = load length ;
!R[42] = load width ;
!R[43] = current ul height ;
!R[44] = 0, data OK ;
!
<> 0, data invalid ;

Example of Getting Unit Load Height for Pallet 2
1:

! R[109]=pallet number ;
2: R[109:GET SIZE PALLET]=2 ;
3: Get unitload ht ;
4: ! check if data OK ;
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5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
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SELECT R[113:SIZE STATUS]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
LBL[10:pallet sizes OK] ;
! logic using sizes ;
! ... ;
LBL[100:error getting sizes]

C.17 GETUNIT.TP
This program is used to determine the size of the unit being palletized on a particular pallet.
To use this program, set R[109] to the number of the pallet for which you want information, and call
the macro Get unit stats. When the macro returns, the following registers are set:

• R[110] = unit width
• R[111] = unit length
• R[112] = unit height
• R[113] = status, where 0 is okay
Refer to Table C–3 for customization guidelines.
Table C–3. GETUNIT.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

This program is used to get the size of a unit during
production. The macro "Get unit stats" calls this
program.

When to modify

Modify this program if you want the macro "Get unit
stats" to return something else.

Interacts with these programs

None

Hints

R[109] through R[113] are used by all of the collision
avoidance tools. If you need to remember a value,
copy it to another register.
This program gets information from the production
variables. PalletTool must be in production for this
program to function properly.

Uses these KAREL variables

C–18

GETUNIT.TP calls the KAREL program
PMGETXYZ.PC to obtain the requested values from
the production KAREL variables [pm_main]wd_unit,
[pm_main]lt_unit, and [pm_main]ht_unit.
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GETUNIT.TP Program Code shows the program code for GETUNIT.TP. Example of Getting Box
Sizes for Pallet 2 shows an example program that uses the macro "Get unit stats," which calls the
program GETUNIT.TP.
GETUNIT.TP Program Code
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END

!Get unit stats ;
!Set R[40] = pallet no ;
;
CALL PMGETXYZ
;
;
!returns: ;
!R[41] = unit length ;
!R[42] = unit width ;
!R[43] = unit height ;
!R[44] = 0, data OK ;
!
<> 0, data invalid ;

Example of Getting Box Sizes for Pallet 2
1:

! R[109]=pallet number ;
2: R[109:GET SIZE PALLET]=2 ;
3: Get unit stats ;
4: ! check if data OK ;
5: SELECT R[113:SIZE STATUS]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
6:
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
7: LBL[10:box sizes OK] ;
8: ! logic using box sizes ;
9: ! ... ;
10: LBL[100:error getting sizes] ;

C.18 GTPRTDAT.TP
This program runs GETPART.TP so MAIN.TP can multi-task the MOVEPER.TP routine.
GTPRTDAT.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!Runs GETPART.TP as a separate ;
!task so robot can move to perch ;
!while getting cycle start data. ;
RUN GETPART ;
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C.19 INDMOVE.TP
INDMOVE.TP is executed by PalletTool to move the robot to retreat from the pallet just before the
pallet indexes. Refer to Table C–4 for customization guidelines.
Table C–4. INDMOVE.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Moves the robot to retreat from the pallet just before
indexing occurs

When to modify

Modify

•

if the robot should go to a user-taught designated
position after retreating from the pallet.

•

to add I/O logic before actually indexing the pallet.

Interacts with these programs

None

Hints

You will not need to modify this program for most
applications.

INDMOVE.TP Program Listing shows the program code for INDMOVE.TP.
INDMOVE.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
Ofst]
9:
10:
11:L
12:
13:
14:
15:
/POS
/END

C–20

!Move up from pal when indexing ;
!Called from CKINDPAL.TP ;
;
!If not on pallet, don't move up. ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[16,3:Pal Retreat
;
;
!Move to pallet retreat position. ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 1500mm/sec FINE
;
;
!Cur robot position is pallet ret ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=7
;
LBL[100] ;
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C.20 INTCHPRD.TP
This program is called when Change Product is selected from Cycle Stop.
INTCHPRD.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
/POS
/END

!Cycle Interrupt - Change Product ;
!called during cycle/pallet stop. ;
;
IF R[32:Part ID Method]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
!TP Part ID ;
CALL PMCYCST
;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[10:PLC Part ID] ;
CALL PLCPART
;
;
LBL[20:Process Data] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=0
;
R[71:Units Left @ Inf]=0
;
;
LBL[30:Cycle Loop] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
!Verify/process new data. ;
CALL PMPROCDT(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
IF R[1:Current Cycle]=R[14:Total Cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.21 INTCONT.TP
This program is called when Continue is selected from Cycle Stop.
INTCONT.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

!Continue from Cycle/Pallet Stop ;
;
!Check if in pallet or cycle stop ;
IF R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
IF R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
;
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7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
/POS
/END

LBL[10:Cycle Stop] ;
!Turn off cycle stop. ;
R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[20:Pallet Stop] ;
!Turn off pallet stop. ;
R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
!Display Production Status menu. ;
CALL PMDISPPD
;

C.22 INTINDPL.TP
Called when Index Pallet is selected from Cycle Stop.
INTINDPL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

C–22

!Cycle Interrupt - Index Pallet ;
!Called when index pallet has ;
!been selected during Cycle Stop. ;
;
LBL[1:Start of Index] ;
IF R[32:Part ID Method]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;
!TP Prompt for Pallet number. ;
Op. Entry Menu(2) ;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[10:PLC Choice] ;
!Ready to receive Pallet Number ;
!Min. = 0, Max = 16 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet num to R[61] ;
R[61:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[61:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
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24: WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
25:
;
26: LBL[20:Index Pallet] ;
27: !End of Batch processing. ;
28: R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
29: LBL[30:Set reg data] ;
30: R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
31: !Set Register data for index cyc ;
32: CALL PMUPDVRS(R[22:Multi Use]) ;
33: !Set reg data of indexing pal cyc ;
34: IF R[3:Current Infeed]=R[61:PLC Pallet Num],JMP LBL[40] ;
35: IF R[22:Multi Use]=R[14:Total Cycles],JMP LBL[99] ;
36: JMP LBL[30] ;
37:
;
38: LBL[40:Get num of units] ;
39: R[22:Multi Use]=45
;
40: R[71:Units Left @ Inf]=0
;
41:
;
42: IF R[39:End of Batch Enb]=0 OR R[13:Current Operat'n]=1,JMP
LBL[60] ;
43:
;
44: LBL[50:Get num of units] ;
45: R[23:Multi Use]=R[R[22]]
;
46: IF DI[R[23]]=OFF,JMP LBL[60] ;
47:
;
48: R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
49: R[71:Units Left @ Inf]=R[71:Units Left @ Inf]+1
;
50: IF R[71:Units Left @ Inf]=R[10:Tot Units Picked],JMP LBL[60]
;
51: JMP LBL[50] ;
52:
;
53: LBL[60:Calc next pick] ;
54: R[65:Response to Int]=3
;
55: Calc Next Pick
;
56: IF R[71:Units Left @ Inf]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
57:
;
58: R[16:Cur Pallet Done]=1
;
59: R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=1
;
60: R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=0
;
61:
;
62: LBL[70:Index Pallet] ;
63: Index Pallet Chk
;
64: JMP LBL[100] ;
65:
;
66: LBL[99:Invalid pal num] ;
67: !Invalid Pallet number rec'd. ;
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68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
/POS
/END
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UALM[10] ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
R[65:Response to Int]=3
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;

C.23 MAIN.TP
This program is initiated from cycle start. This is the continuous palletizing loop of PalletTool.
For V6.21 it was modified to replace the direct call of the “Update cycle num” macro (NEXTCYC.MR)
with CALL PMADDQ(3). RET_PER.TP, which is called when there are insufficient boxes on any
infeed for pickup, is now called from MAIN.TP. Prior to V6.21, it was called from NEXTCYC.MR.
MAIN.TP Program Listing
MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

Get C-Start Data
;
Move To Perch
;
Monitor Workcell
;
CALL PMADDQ(3) ;
;
LBL[10:Pal/Depal Loop] ;
IF R[70:No Unit Count]>R[14:Total Cycles],CALL RET_PER ;
Pick/Place Pal
;
Pick/Place Ssht
;
Pick/Place Units
;
Index Pallet Chk
;
Interrupt Check
;
JMP LBL[10] ;

C.24 MOVEMNT.TP
This program moves the robot straight up to perch height from its current position, then to the gripper
maintenance position.
Note The perch position should be taught at a safe, high position. This position should be taught
higher than the tallest unit load.
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MOVEMNT.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:L
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:J
32:L
33:
/POS
/END

!Move to maintenance position ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
R[10:Tot Units Picked]=6
;
Open Gripper(1) ;
;
!get current position ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[26:Gripper Maint ]
;
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;
;
LBL[1:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
!at perch height ? ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT95 MROT
;
PR[26:Gripper Maint ] 2000mm/sec CNT95
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1
;

C.25 MOVEPER.TP
MOVEPER.TP is used to teach a unique perch position for your workcell. It is also used to move the
robot to that unique perch position. Use the instructions in Section 6.2 to teach the perch position.
This program has two positions, PR[58:Calculated pos] and PR[59:Perch position]. When this
program is called by PalletTool at cycle start and when you push the Unit Stop function key, PR[59]
will be calculated as follows:
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Use the current position and offset its Z value to be the same as that of the taught perch position. Thus,
when this program is executed, the robot will first move straight up from the current position to the
height of the taught perch position and then move to the perch position.
Note The perch position should be taught at a safe, high position. This position should be taught
higher than the tallest unit load.
MOV_PER.TP calls a KAREL routine to check whether the move to the perch height is "inrange."
If it is, the arm goes directly up to the perch height. It it is not inrange, the logic finds a height that
is reachable and moves to that height. It keeps doing this until the arm is at the perch height. Then
it moves over to the perch position as usual. If no inrange heights can be found, a "Position not
reachable" error is displayed.
For V6.21 this program was modified so that the “Open Gripper” macro has three arguments. Prior to
V6.21, it had only one argument. Also in V6.21, the setting of R[9] and R[10] was eliminated.
Refer to Table C–5 for customization guidelines.
Table C–5. MOVEPER.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Used for teaching a unique perch position in the cell.

When to modify

You must modify this program to teach the perch
position that is unique to your cell.

Interacts with these programs

PMFIXMOV.KL - to determine a path up to the taught
perch position.

Hints

•

Teach only PR[59:Perch position]. Leave
PR[58:Calculated pos] alone.

•

$MNUTOOL[1,1] should be NILPOS when you
teach the perch position. To set it to NILPOS,
follow the steps for teaching the perch position.
Refer to Procedure 6-1 .

•

The variable mov_offset in program
PMFIXMOV.KL controls the amount of x
and y offset used when finding a path up to the
perch height. The default of mov_offset is 25 mm.
Change this value to produce larger or smaller
slopes as the arm moves up to the perch height.

MOVEPER.TP Program Code shows the program code for MOVEPER.TP.
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MOVEPER.TP Program Code
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:L
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:J
36:
/POS
/END

!Move to Perch position ;
;
!Moving to perch position ;
UALM[1] ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
!Remove lines 6_10 ;
JMP LBL[2] ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
R[10:Tot Units Picked]=6
;
LBL[2] ;
Open Gripper(1,R[7:Current Gripper],R[90:Num of bxs 2 drp]) ;
;
!get current position ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;
;
LBL[1:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
!at perch height ? ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
PR[25:Perch Position] 100% CNT0
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1
;

C.26 NEXTCYC.TP
This program selects the next cycle to palletize or depalletize depending on the switch type then
updates KAREL variables and registers corresponding to that cycle.
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Beginning withV6.21, this program no longer calls RET_PER.TP. The logic that was formerly used
has been split between MAIN.TP and OK2PICK.TP. This program is now invoked via CALL
PMADDQ(3); it is no longer explicitly called by any of the PalletTool TP programs.
NEXTCYC.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
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!Set Next Cycle R[1] ;
!based on pallet switch type. ;
;
IF R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[90] ;
;
!If not ok to pick for any cycle, ;
!move to perch pos of last infeed ;
LBL[1:Update cycle] ;
;
SELECT R[34:Pallet Switch ]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
=3,JMP LBL[30] ;
=4,JMP LBL[40] ;
=5,JMP LBL[50] ;
=6,JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[10:Per Pick] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[20:Per Layer] ;
IF R[15:Cur Layer Done]=0,JMP LBL[80] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[30:Per Unitload] ;
IF R[16:Cur Pallet Done]=0,JMP LBL[80] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[40:No Switch] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[50:Alt Layer] ;
IF R[15:Cur Layer Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[60:Alt Unitload] ;
IF R[16:Cur Pallet Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
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42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
/POS
/END
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R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[80:OK2PICK Check] ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL OK2PICK
;
IF R[20:OK To Pick]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
;
LBL[90:Cycle Check] ;
IF R[1:Current Cycle]<=R[14:Total Cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=1
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
!Update variables and registers ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
!If disabled, look at next cycle ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
LBL[101:Skip update] ;

C.27 OK2PICK.TP
This program determines whether units can be picked up from or dropped off onto the infeed
conveyor, depending on whether the robot is palletizing or depalletizing
For V6.21, changes to this program are under LBL[99:Not ok to pick]. When there are insufficient
boxes on the current infeed, R[70] is updated here, followed by CALL PMADDQ(3), which forces
PalletTool to look at the next cycle.
OK2PICK.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

!Check if OK to pick units ;
;
!Check if pallet is disabled ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if pallet is clear ;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Present ;
IF DI[R[58]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Done ;
IF R[16:Cur Pallet Done]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
;
IF R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
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13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
/POS
/END
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;
IF R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[98] ;
;
!Check for all units at infeed ;
R[22:Multi Use]=0
;
LBL[10] ;
R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
R[23:Multi Use]=44+R[22:Multi Use]
;
R[21:Unit Counter]=R[R[23]]
;
;
IF R[21:Unit Counter]=0,JMP LBL[97] ;
;
IF R[13:Current Operat'n]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
IF DI[R[21]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
JMP LBL[30] ;
LBL[20:Depalletizing] ;
IF DI[R[21]]=ON,JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[30] ;
IF R[22:Multi Use]≪R[10:Tot Units Picked],JMP LBL[10] ;
JMP LBL[98] ;
;
LBL[97] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
LBL[98:OK To Pick] ;
R[20:OK To Pick]=1
;
R[70:No Unit Count]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:Not OK To Pick] ;
!If not ok to pick for any cycle, ;
!move to perch pos of last infeed ;
R[70:No Unit Count]=R[70:No Unit Count]+1
;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]<>0,JMP LBL[96] ;
R[103]=0
;
CALL PMADDQ(3) ;
WAIT
.05(sec) ;
LBL[96] ;
R[20:OK To Pick]=0
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
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C.28 OPENTOOL.TP
This program is called whenever a gripper needs to be opened.
For V6.21, this program, the “Open Gripper” macro, now uses three arguments: Case_Number,
Gripper_Number, and Number_of_boxes_to_drop. Prior to V6.21, this program used only one
argument.
OPENTOOL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Open hand macro ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!AR[1: Case to start from] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
CALL PMOGRIP(AR[1],AR[2],AR[3]) ;

C.29 PALSTOP.TP
This program enables Pallet Stop menu.
PALSTOP.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

!Enable/Disable Pallet Stop ;
;
!Check if robot is in use ;
CALL RBTINUSE(66) ;
IF R[66:Robot in use]=0,JMP LBL[90] ;
;
!Check if Pallet Stop is enabled ;
IF R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=1,JMP LBL[70] ;
!Check if Cycle Stop is enabled. ;
IF R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[60] ;
!Cycle Stop Disabled ;
UALM[3] ;
R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
LBL[60:CStop disabled] ;
;
!Pallet Stop Enabled ;
UALM[4] ;
R[29:Pal Stop Enabled]=1
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
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20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
/POS
/END

;
LBL[70:CStopOn] ;
!Pallet Stop Disabled ;
UALM[5] ;
R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[90:RbtNotInUse] ;
UALM[6] ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
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;

C.30 PD_FALRM.TP
This program is called when False Alarm - Continue is selected from Part Drop Recovery.
PD_FALRM.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Part Drop - False Alarm Option ;
!-------------------------------- ;

C.31 PD_PKAGN.TP
Called when Pick Again and Continue is selected from Part Drop Recovery.
PD_PKAGN.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
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!Part Drop-Pick Again & Continue ;
;
CALL PMPKAGN
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]<>2,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]<11,JMP LBL[10] ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
Clamps Up
;
Retract Forks
;
JMP LBL[20] ;
LBL[10] ;
Open Gripper(1) ;
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13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
/POS
/END
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LBL[20] ;
CALL PMPALPOS
;
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=2
;
;
LBL[100] ;

C.32 PD_PLREM.TP
Called when Place Remaining Units is selected from Part Drop Recovery.
PD_PLREM.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Part Drop-Place Remaining Units ;
!-------------------------------- ;
CALL PMPLREM
;

C.33 PD_REC.TP
This program is called when a unit is dropped during palletizing. This program then displays the Part
Drop Recovery menu or initiates communication with the PLC depending on the mode.
PD_REC.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

!Displays Part Drop Recovery Menu ;
!R[24: Part Drop Condition] ;
;
LBL[10] ;
IF R[33:Display Method]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
CALL PLCPDREC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=3,CALL PD_PLREM ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=4,CALL MOVEPER ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=5,CALL MOVEMNT ;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[20] ;
List Menu(4,24) ;
;
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15: LBL[30] ;
16: IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1,JMP
LBL[10] ;
17:
;
18: IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=2,CALL PD_PKAGN ;
19:
;
20: IF R[10:Tot Units Picked]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
21:
;
22: IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=4 OR R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=5 OR
: R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=6,JMP LBL[10] ;
23:
;
24: IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]<>3,JMP LBL[100] ;
25:
;
26: RUN PMDROP ;
27: R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1
;
28:
;
29: LBL[100:End] ;
/POS
/END

C.34 PKFRMINF.TP
This program moves the robot to the palletizing pick location of the unit on the infeed and closes
the gripper.
For V6.21, this program was modified so that R[99:PalletPRO]=0, jumps over TLK2PP, which
sends data to PalletPRO simulation software.
PKFRMINF.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:L
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

C–34

!Pick from infeed macro ;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
Calc Inf Return
;
Calc Z Height
;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1 OR R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT100 ACC125
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=7
;
;
IF R[35:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[51,3:Temp Diag Posn]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
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16:
17:J
18:
:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:J
24:
25:
26:L
:
27:
28:
29:L
:
30:
31:L
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
:
37:
/POS
/END
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IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]≪R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[1] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+
PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
LBL[1] ;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT100 ACC125
;
;
!Infeed retreat position ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Pick position with user offset. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100 Offset,PR[23:Pick Offset]
ACC115
;
!Pick position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 1800mm/sec CNT0
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=3
;
Close Gripper(1) ;
WAIT R[92] ;
IF R[99]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[10:Tot Units Picked],R[84:Place Orientatn ],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.35 PKFRMPAL.TP
Moves the robot to the depalletizing pick location of the unit on the pallet and closes the gripper.
PKFRMPAL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1: !Pick from pallet macro ;
2:
;
3: !Retrieve utool values ;
4: Set UTOOL Values
;
5: R[19:Grip I/O Offset]=R[10:Tot Units Picked]-R[19:Grip I/O
Offset]+1 ;
6: !UTOOL to last unit in pick ;
7: UTOOL_NUM=R[19:Grip I/O Offset] ;
8: R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]+1
;
9: !Reset unit position number ;
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10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:L
32:
33:
34:J
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:J
45:
46:
47:L
48:
49:L
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:L
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R[22:Multi Use]=3+R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]
;
!Reset approach position number ;
R[23:Multi Use]=10+R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]
;
!Store pallet approach position ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[R[22]]
;
R[22:Multi Use]=4+R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]
;
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>3,JMP LBL[20] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS+PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
JMP LBL[25] ;
LBL[20] ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[24] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS+PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
JMP LBL[25] ;
LBL[24] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
LBL[25] ;
;
Calc Z Height
;
!Current Pos at adjusted height ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=4
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT100
;
;
!Pallet approach at adjusted hgt ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT50
;
;
LBL[10:Pick loop] ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[19:Grip I/O Offset] ;
!Decrement pick number ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]-1
;
R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]-1
;
R[23:Multi Use]=R[23:Multi Use]-1
;
;
!Above pallet position. ;
PR[R[22]] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
!Pick position w/ user offset. ;
PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT100 Offset,PR[24:Place Offset]
;
!Pick position. ;
PR[R[23]] 1500mm/sec FINE
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
;
Close Gripper(R[19:Grip I/O Offset]) ;
Update Pal Data
;
IF R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=4
;
PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
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;
57:
58:
59:
/POS
/END

JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;

C.36 PKINFFRK.TP
This program is for use with the fork/bag type gripper. It moves the robot to the palletizing pick
location of the unit on the infeed and closes the gripper.
PKINFFRK.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:L
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:J
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:L
30:
31:L

!Pick from infeed macro ;
;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
Calc Inf Return
;
Calc Z Height
;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1 OR R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT100 ACC110
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=7
;
LBL[1] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[46,1:CalcZPos 2]=PR[42,1:Fork/Bag Apr Pos]
;
PR[46,2:CalcZPos 2]=PR[42,2:Fork/Bag Apr Pos]
;
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT85 ACC125
;
;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]
;
;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
R[21:Unit Counter]=1
;
;
Clamps Up(1) ;
Extend Forks
;
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 1500mm/sec CNT50
;
;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 1200mm/sec CNT50
;
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32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
:
40:
41:
42:
/POS
/END
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R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=3
;
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]<>12,JMP LBL[90] ;
Bag Pusher On
;
LBL[90] ;
;
Clamps Down(1) ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[10:Tot Units Picked],R[84:Place Orientatn ],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
R[77:EOB current pal]=R[10:Tot Units Picked]
;

C.37 PKPALSTK.TP
This program moves the robot to the Pallet Dispensing Stack, picks a pallet and places it on the
Pallet Station.
PKPALSTK.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
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!Pick slip sheet from stack and ;
!place slip sheet at station ;
;
!No slipsheets in stack ;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Make sure pallet not indexing ;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Check if pallet present ;
IF DI[R[58]]=OFF,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Slip Sheets In Stack? ;
JMP LBL[15] ;
!Remove JMP if ss check required ;
IF DI[26]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[15] ;
;
!Retrieving Slip Sheet. ;
UALM[13] ;
;
!Z position adjust and move to ;
!slip sheet stack perch ;
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24:
25:
26:
27:

UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[10] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+R[25:Last Retr't Ofst]

28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:L
34:
35:J
36:L
37:
38:
39:L
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:L
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:L
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:L

LBL[10] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[36:Slip Srch Start]
;
Calc Z Height
;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=7
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 1500mm/sec CNT75
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=8
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT25 MROT
;
PR[36:Slip Srch Start] 1500mm/sec CNT50
;
;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]<>1,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT10
;
LBL[5] ;
;
!If your application uses a ;
!different input to sense slip ;
!sheets modify the following line ;
!e.g. SKIP CONDITION DI[1] = ON ;
;
SKIP CONDITION RI[1]=ON
;
;
!Slip Sheet Stack Search and Grip ;
PR[37:Slip Srch End] 100mm/sec CNT0 Skip,LBL[25]
;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[25:Not Found] ;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 500mm/sec CNT0
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[20:Slip Sheet Found] ;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups on. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = ON ;
;
R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=1
;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 500mm/sec CNT100
;

;

;
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70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:

!-------------------------------- ;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[30] ;
=2,JMP LBL[40] ;
=3,JMP LBL[50] ;
=4,JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[30:Pallet 1] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[40:Station 2] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[50:Station 3] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[60:Station 4] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
;
LBL[70:Place Slip Sheet] ;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+R[78:Slipsheet Height]

101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:L
108:
109:
110:
111:J
112:
113:L
114:
115:

;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[80] ;
PR[29:Slip Place Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[29,3:Slip Place Pos]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+100
;
PR[29:Slip Place Pos] 500mm/sec FINE
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+100
;
LBL[80] ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 60% CNT50 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 1000mm/sec CNT0
;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;

;
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116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
/POS
/END
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!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
!Robot Position is on Pallet ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:SSht Stack empty] ;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
UALM[9] ;
R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2
;
JMP LBL[101] ;
;
LBL[100:SS Placed] ;
R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=0
;
Set('SS_PLACED',1,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
Set('SS_REQD',0,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
R[70:No Unit Count]=0
;
;
LBL[101:End] ;

C.38 PKPALSTN.TP
This program moves the robot to the Pallet Station, picks the pallet and places it on the Pallet
Dispensing Stack.
PKPALSTN.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

!Pick pallet from station and ;
!place pallet in pallet stack ;
;
!If par pal ind don't pick pallet ;
IF R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check if pallet is present ;
IF DI[R[58]]=OFF,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[16:Cur Pallet Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Retrieving Pallet. ;
UALM[12] ;
;
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17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:

!Adjust Z height and move to ;
!Pallet search start position. ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>3,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]

24:
25:
26:

LBL[5] ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[6] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+R[25:Last Retr't Ofst]

27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:L
54:
55:J
56:
57:L
58:
59:
60:
61:

LBL[6] ;
;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
=3,JMP LBL[30] ;
=4,JMP LBL[40] ;
;
LBL[10] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[32:Pal 1 Placement]
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[20] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[33:Pal 2 Placement]
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[30] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[34:Pal 3 Placement]
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[40] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[35:Pal 4 Placement]
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[50] ;
PR[27:Pal Found Pos]=PR[46:CalcZPos 2]
;
Calc Z Height
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 1000mm/sec CNT100
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT100 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
PR[27:Pal Found Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT50
;
;
!Close Clamps ;
!Add I/O here to close ;
!pallet handling clamps. ;

;

;
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62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:L
70:J
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
/POS
/END
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!e.g. RO[3] = ON ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[30:Pal Search Start]
Calc Z Height
;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT80
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT0 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=9
;
;
!Open Clamps ;
!Add I/O here to open ;
!pallet handling clamps. ;
!e.g. RO[3] = OFF ;
;
R[70:No Unit Count]=0
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

;

C.39 PKPLPAL.TP
This program calls PKPALSTK.TP when palletizing and PKPALSTN.TP when depalletizing.
PKPLPAL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Pick and place pallet routine ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
IF R[38:Pallet Handling]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[13:Current Operat'n]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
CALL PKPALSTK
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[10:Depalletizing] ;
CALL PKPALSTN
;
LBL[100:End] ;
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C.40 PKPLSLIP.TP
This program calls PKSLPSTK.TP when palletizing and PKSLPSTN.TP when depalletizing.
PKPLSLIP.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
/POS
/END

!Pick/Place Slip Sheet ;
;
!Check if layer is done ;
IF R[15:Cur Layer Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
IF R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[13:Current Operat'n]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
CALL PKSLPSTK
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[10:Depalletizing] ;
CALL PKSLPSTN
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.41 PKPLUNIT.TP
This program checks if it is ok to pick then calls PKFRMINF.TP and PLONPAL.TP when palletizing
OR calls PKFRMPAL.TP and PLONINF.TP when depalletizing.
Refer to Section 3.7.5 for descriptions of the standard positions and paths. Refer to Section 6.2.9 for
descriptions of diagonal retreat paths.
PKPLUNIT.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
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Check Pick Conds
;
;
!If not OK to Pick, jump to end. ;
IF R[20:OK To Pick]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!If depalletizing, ;
IF R[13:Current Operat'n]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
!If Fork or Bag Gripper, ;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]>10,JMP LBL[5] ;
;
!Palletizing with vacuum gripper ;
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13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
/POS
/END
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Pick From Infeed
;
Place on Pallet
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[5:Fork/Bag] ;
!Palletizing w/ Fork/Bag gripper ;
CALL PKINFFRK
;
CALL PLONPALF
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[10] ;
!Depalletizing, (Vacuum only) ;
IF R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
Pick From Pallet
;
Place on Infeed
;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Reset OK to Pick register ;
R[20:OK To Pick]=0
;

C.42 PKSLPSTK.TP
This program moves the robot to the Slipsheet dispensing station, picks a slipsheet then places it on
the pallet.
PKSLPSTK.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

!Pick slip sheet from stack and ;
!place slip sheet at station ;
;
!No slipsheets in stack ;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Make sure pallet not indexing ;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Check if pallet present ;
IF DI[R[58]]=OFF,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Slip Sheets In Stack? ;
JMP LBL[15] ;
!Remove JMP if ss check required ;
IF DI[26]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
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17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

LBL[15] ;
;
!Retrieving Slip Sheet. ;
UALM[13] ;
;
!Z position adjust and move to ;
!slip sheet stack perch ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[10] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+R[25:Last Retr't Ofst]

28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:L
34:
35:J
36:L
37:
38:
39:L
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:L
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:L
60:
61:
62:

LBL[10] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[36:Slip Srch Start]
;
Calc Z Height
;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=7
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 1500mm/sec CNT75
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=8
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT25 MROT
;
PR[36:Slip Srch Start] 1500mm/sec CNT50
;
;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]<>1,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT10
;
LBL[5] ;
;
!If your application uses a ;
!different input to sense slip ;
!sheets modify the following line ;
!e.g. SKIP CONDITION DI[1] = ON ;
;
SKIP CONDITION RI[1]=ON
;
;
!Slip Sheet Stack Search and Grip ;
PR[37:Slip Srch End] 100mm/sec CNT0 Skip,LBL[25]
;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[25:Not Found] ;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 500mm/sec CNT0
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[20:Slip Sheet Found] ;

;

C–46

;
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63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:L
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:

!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups on. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = ON ;
;
R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=1
;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 500mm/sec CNT100
;
!-------------------------------- ;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[30] ;
=2,JMP LBL[40] ;
=3,JMP LBL[50] ;
=4,JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[30:Pallet 1] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[40:Station 2] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[50:Station 3] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[60:Station 4] ;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
;
LBL[70:Place Slip Sheet] ;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+R[78:Slipsheet Height]

101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:L
108:

;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]
;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[80] ;
PR[29:Slip Place Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[29,3:Slip Place Pos]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+100
;
PR[29:Slip Place Pos] 500mm/sec FINE
;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+100
;

;
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109:
110:
111:J
112:
113:L
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
/POS
/END
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LBL[80] ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 60% CNT50 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 1000mm/sec CNT0
;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
!Robot Position is on Pallet ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:SSht Stack empty] ;
IF R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
UALM[9] ;
R[69:Use Found Pos SS]=2
;
JMP LBL[101] ;
;
LBL[100:SS Placed] ;
R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=0
;
Set('SS_PLACED',1,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
Set('SS_REQD',0,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
R[70:No Unit Count]=0
;
;
LBL[101:End] ;

C.43 PKSLPSTN.TP
This program moves the robot to the Pallet Station, picks the slipsheet and places it on the Slipsheet
dispensing stack.
PKSLPSTN.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
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!Pick slipsheet from station and ;
!place on slipsheet stack ;
;
!Check if pallet is present ;
IF DI[R[58]]=OFF,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
IF R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Retrieving Slipsheet. ;
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10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

UALM[13] ;
;
!Adjust Z height and move to ;
!Slipsheet search start position. ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>3,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]

19:
20:
21:

LBL[5] ;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[6] ;
PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[45,3:CalcZPos 1]+R[25:Last Retr't Ofst]

22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:

LBL[6] ;
;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
=3,JMP LBL[30] ;
=4,JMP LBL[40] ;
;
LBL[10] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[20] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[30] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[40] ;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[50] ;
PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]=PR[46,3:CalcZPos 2]+R[78:Slipsheet Height]

47:
48:
49:
50:L
51:
52:J
53:

;
PR[29:Slip Place Pos]=PR[46:CalcZPos 2]
Calc Z Height
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 1000mm/sec CNT100
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT100 MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;

;

;

;
;
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54:L
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:L
66:J
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
/POS
/END
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PR[29:Slip Place Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT10
;
;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups on. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = ON ;
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2]=PR[36:Slip Srch Start]
;
Calc Z Height
;
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT80
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% FINE MROT
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=8
;
;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
R[67:SlipSheet Req'd]=0
;
Set('SS_PLACED',1,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
Set('SS_REQD',0,6,R[1:Current Cycle],'PMUPDVRS') ;
R[70:No Unit Count]=0
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

C.44 PLCCSTOP.TP
This program initiates communication with the PLC to get responses to Cycle Stop.
PLCCSTOP.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!CSTOP/PSTOP choice from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[61: Pallet Number] ;
!R[65: CSTOP choice ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
/POS
/END
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!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
LBL[10] ;
!Ready to receive CSTOP choice. ;
!1. Continue ;
!2. Change Product ;
!3. Index Pallet ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set CSTOP choice to R[65] ;
R[65:Response to Int]=GI[1]
;
!Echo pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[65:Response to Int] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
SELECT R[65:Response to Int]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
=3,JMP LBL[30] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[20:Change Product] ;
CALL INTCHPRD
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[30:Index Pallet] ;
!If in PSTOP, Index pallet n/a. ;
IF R[28:Cyc Stop Enabled]<>1,JMP LBL[10] ;
CALL INTINDPL
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[100:Continue] ;
R[65:Response to Int]=0
;
CALL INTCONT
;

C.45 PLCPDREC.TP
Initiates communication with the PLC to get the response to a dropped part.
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PLCPDREC.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

!Ready to receive Part Drop. ;
!0 = Normal, 1 = Mixed Layers ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Response to R[24] ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Response back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[24:Part Drop Cond'n] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;

C.46 PLONINF.TP
This program moves the robot from the pallet to the infeed to drop off units during depalletizing.
PLONINF.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

!Place on infeed macro ;
;
R[81:Genoverride]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[81:Genoverride]<=R[80:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[80:Speed Override]=R[80:Speed Override]*R[81:Genoverride]/100

;
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:L
13:
14:
15:
16:L
17:
18:
19:
20:J
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$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[80:Speed Override] ;
LBL[5] ;
;
Set UTOOL Values
;
Calc Inf Return
;
Calc Z Height
;
PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT50
;
;
!Move to CompDiag Pos if Req'd ;
IF R[35:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[20] ;
PR[51:Temp Diag Posn] 1000mm/sec CNT50
;
;
LBL[20:Normal Return] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2
;
PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
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21: R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=3
;
22:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100 Offset,PR[23:Pick
Offset]
;
23:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 1000mm/sec FINE
;
24: Open Gripper(1) ;
25:
;
26: LBL[100:End] ;
27: !Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
28: R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
29: !Assign data for next cycle ;
30: Calc Next Pick
;
31:
;
32: $MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
/POS
/END

C.47 PLONPAL.TP
This program moves the robot from the infeed to the pallet to drop off units.
For V6.21, this program was modified as follows:

• “Req Next Units” (BOXREQ.MR) is invoked via CALL PMADDQ(8).
• PMSETDRP is used to set the current pick place count R[9] to a user-defined register (1st
argument)

• Current cycle registers are copied to temporary registers.
• Open gripper has 3 arguments instead of one.
• “Update Pal data” (UPD_CYC.MR) and “Calc Next pick” (UPD_PAL.MR) are now invoked
via CALL PMADDQ(1) and CALL PMADDQ(2) respectively. UPD_PAL is invoked in
CALCPICK.TP, which is called in PLONPAL.TP.
PLONPAL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

!Place units on pallet. ;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[81:Genoverride]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[81:Genoverride]<=R[80:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[80:Speed Override]=R[80:Speed Override]*R[81:Genoverride]/100
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[80:Speed Override] ;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Init Part Drop Register ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1
;
!Define Part Drop Condition ;

;
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
:
28:
29:
30:
31:
:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:L
:
37:
38:
39:
40:L
:
41:
42:L
:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
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SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
;
!Check if PartDrop Recov Enabled ;
IF R[37:PartDrop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
!Placement counter ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
!Store first unit pos ;
R[23:Multi Use]=9
;
!Store 1st pal appr ;
R[22:Multi Use]=3
;
;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
LBL[1] ;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst] Skip,LBL[55]
;
!Part Dropped ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=2 AND R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
SELECT R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[55] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=4
;
;
IF R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
!Req Next Units and Orientation. ;
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54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:J
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
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CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
LBL[75] ;
;
!Reset counter ;
R[21:Unit Counter]=1
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]+1
;
R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
R[23:Multi Use]=R[23:Multi Use]+1
;
;
R[153]=R[90:Num of bxs 2 drp]
;
CALL PMSETDRP(153,R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]) ;
R[140]=R[21:Unit Counter]
;
R[141]=R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]
;
R[142]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
R[143]=R[5:Current Layer]
;
R[144]=R[4:Current Pallet]
;
R[145]=R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc]
;
R[146]=R[7:Current Gripper]
;
R[149]=R[17:Cur Pallet Clear]
;
R[147]=R[16:Cur Pallet Done]
;
R[150]=R[58:Pallet Presnt DI]
;
R[151]=R[59:Pallet Index DO]
;
R[152]=R[13:Current Operat'n]
;
PR[60]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
PR[61]=PR[24:Place Offset]
;
PR[62]=PR[R[22]]
;
PR[63]=PR[R[23]]
;
PR[65]=PR[10:Pal Unit Posn 1]
;
PR[66]=PR[11:Pal Unit Posn 2]
;
PR[67]=PR[12:Pal Unit Posn 3]
;
PR[68]=PR[13:Pal Unit Posn 4]
;
PR[69]=PR[14:Pal Unit Posn 5]
;
PR[70]=PR[15:Pal Unit Posn 6]
;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
LBL[2] ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[140] ;
PR[62] 100% CNT80 Skip,LBL[65] ACC115 MROT
;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=2 AND R[65:Response to Int]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
SELECT R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
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101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:L
108:
109:L
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:L
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
140:
141:
142:
143:
144:
/POS
/END
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LBL[65] ;
IF R[141]=R[145],CALL CALCPICK ;
!Get timer value for status menu. ;
R[72:Unit Timer]=TIMER[1]
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
!Place position with user offset. ;
PR[63] 2000mm/sec CNT10 Offset,PR[61]
;
!Placement position ;
PR[63] 1500mm/sec CNT5
;
;
Open Gripper(R[140],R[146],R[153]) ;
WAIT R[93] ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
IF R[99]=0,JMP LBL[95] ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[140],R[153],R[141],R[153],R[143],R[144]) ;
LBL[95] ;
R[77:EOB current pal]=R[77:EOB current pal]-1
;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[141]=R[145],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn
;
PR[63] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[60]
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
CALL PMADDQ(7) ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
!Assign data for next cycle ;
;
IF R[65:Response to Int]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
Req Next Units
;
LBL[99] ;
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[101] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset
;
PR[52:Last retr't ofst]=PR[60]
;
LBL[101] ;
R[89:Last Pallet]=R[144]
;
R[77:EOB current pal]=0
;
!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
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C.48 PLONPALF.TP
This program is for use with the fork/bag type gripper. It moves the robot from the infeed to the
pallet to drop off units.
PLONPALF.TP Program Listing (pre V7.30)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
:
23:
24:
25:
26:
:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:L
:
32:
33:
34:L
:
35:

!Place on pallet w/ fork/bag grip ;
;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[81:Genoverride]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[81:Genoverride]<=R[80:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[80:Speed Override]=R[80:Speed Override]*R[81:Genoverride]/100
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[80:Speed Override] ;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Init part drop register ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1
;
!Start Part Drop Monitor ;
SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
;
!Placement counter ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
!Store first unit pos ;
R[23:Multi Use]=9
;
!Store 1st pal appr ;
R[22:Multi Use]=3
;
;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
!Move to Pallet approach ;

;
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36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:J
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:L
67:L
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
:
:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
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R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=4
;
;
!Request Next Units and Orientatn ;
Req Next Units
;
;
!Reset counter ;
R[21:Unit Counter]=1
;
;
!Check if PartDrop Recov Enabled ;
IF R[37:PartDrop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]+1
;
R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
R[23:Multi Use]=R[23:Multi Use]+1
;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
LBL[1] ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[21:Unit Counter] ;
PR[R[22]] 100% CNT10 Skip,LBL[65] ACC100
;
CALL PD_REC
;
SELECT R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
=3,JMP LBL[1] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
R[72:Unit Timer]=TIMER[1]
;
PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT10 Offset,PR[24:Place Offset]
;
PR[R[23]] 1500mm/sec CNT0
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
;
Clamps Up
;
Retract Forks
;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[21:Unit Counter],R[90:Num of bxs 2 drp],
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count],R[1:Current Cycle],R[5:Current Layer],
R[4:Current Pallet]) ;
WAIT
.50(sec) ;
;
Update Pal Data
;
;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn
;
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81:L
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
/POS
/END
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PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
!Assign data for next cycle ;
Calc Next Pick
;
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[101] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset
;
PR[52:Last retr't ofst]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
LBL[101] ;
;
R[77:EOB current pal]=0
;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;

;

PLONPALF.TP Program Listing (V7.30 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
:

!Place on pallet w/ fork/bag grip ;
;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[81:Genoverride]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[81:Genoverride]<=R[80:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[80:Speed Override]=R[80:Speed Override]*R[81:Genoverride]/100
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[80:Speed Override] ;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Init part drop register ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1
;
!Start Part Drop Monitor ;
SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
;
!Placement counter ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=0
;
!Store first unit pos ;
R[23:Multi Use]=9
;
!Store 1st pal appr ;
R[22:Multi Use]=3
;
;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;

;
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23:
24:
25:
26:
:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:L
:
32:
33:
34:L
:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
:
59:
60:
61:J
62:
63:
64:
65:
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R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
IF R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[27:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[27:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+
R[26:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] 2000mm/sec CNT100
Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
!Move to Pallet approach ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=4
;
;
!Request Next Units and Orientatn ;
Req Next Units
;
;
!Reset counter ;
R[21:Unit Counter]=1
;
;
IF R[37:PartDrop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]+1
;
R[22:Multi Use]=R[22:Multi Use]+1
;
R[23:Multi Use]=R[23:Multi Use]+1
;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
LBL[1] ;
IF R[88:FK/BG Pik Orient]=1,JMP LBL[30] ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[21:Unit Counter] ;
JMP LBL[35] ;
LBL[30] ;
R[95:Fork utool adj]=R[10:Tot Units Picked]-R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]+1
;
UTOOL_NUM=R[95:Fork utool adj] ;
LBL[35] ;
PR[R[22]] 100% CNT10 Skip,LBL[65] ACC100 MROT
;
CALL PD_REC
;
SELECT R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
=3,JMP LBL[1] ;
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66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:L
72:L
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
:
:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:L
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
101:
/POS
/END
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ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
R[72:Unit Timer]=TIMER[1]
;
PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT10 Offset,PR[24:Place Offset]
;
PR[R[23]] 1500mm/sec CNT0
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=6
;
;
Clamps Up
;
Retract Forks(R[21:Unit Counter]) ;
WAIT R[93] ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[21:Unit Counter],R[90:Num of bxs 2 drp],
R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count],R[1:Current Cycle],R[5:Current Layer],
R[4:Current Pallet]) ;
Update Pal Data
;
;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[9:Cur Pk/Pl Count]=R[11:Tot Pk/Pl In Cyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn
;
PR[R[23]] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=5
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=0
;
!Assign data for next cycle ;
Calc Next Pick
;
;
IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]<>6,JMP LBL[101] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset
;
PR[52:Last retr't ofst]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
LBL[101] ;
;
R[77:EOB current pal]=0
;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
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C.49 PLCINDEX.TP
PLCINDEX.TP uses GO and GI ports to read and acknowledge data communicated by a PLC for
partial pallet indexing. This program initiates communication with a PLC to obtain the following
information to purge partial pallets.

• Pallet number to purge
• The new product number that should be built at the purged station
• The infeed number where the new product arrives
Refer to Table C–6 for customization guidelines.
Table C–6. PLCINDEX.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Uses GO and GI ports to read and acknowledge data
communicated by a PLC for partial pallet indexing. Initiates
communication with a PLC to obtain the following information
to purge partial pallets:

When to modify

•

Pallet number to purge

•

The new product number that should be built at the
purged station

•

The infeed number where the new product arrives

Modify this program only

•

If you use I/O that is different from the standard I/O
provided by FANUC America Corporation.

•

If your PLC needs to communicate with the controller
in a manner different from the standard way defined in
the program.

Interacts with these programs

MULTI_IO.TP PLCINDEX.TP is executed by MULTI_IO.TP
when DI[16] is ON.

Hints

Even if the same product is to be built at the purged pallet
station, the PLC should provide the same product number
and the corresponding infeed number. Do not include any
motion statements in this program.

PLCINDEX.TP Program Listing
/MN
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1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!Pallet Index data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[61: Pallet number for index] ;
!R[62: New Load number] ;
!R[63: New Infeed number] ;
!R[73: PLCLAYER Running] ;
!R[74: PLCINDEX Running] ;
!R[75: Alt-Infeed counter] ;
!R[76: Load Type UL/ML] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Wait for PLCLAYER to complete ;
!to prevent PLC data corruption. ;
WAIT R[73:PLCLAYER Running]=0
;
!Signal that PLCINDEX is running. ;
!to prevent PLC data corruption. ;
R[74:PLCINDEX Running]=1
;
!Reset alt-infeed loop counter. ;
R[75:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Pallet Number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet Number to R[61] ;
R[61:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[61:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Operation ;
!0 = Palletizing 1 ;
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48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
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DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data.
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Operation to R[62] ;
R[13:Current Operat'n]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Operation back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[13:Current Operat'n] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------!Ready to receive Load Number ;
!0 = Disabled, to 999 Max. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data.
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load number to R[62] ;
R[62:PLC Load Number ]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Load Number back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[62:PLC Load Number ] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------!Ready to receive Load Type. ;
!0 = Normal, 1 = Mixed Layers ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data.
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load Type to R[76] ;
R[76:PLC Load Type]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Load Type back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[76:PLC Load Type] ;
!Signal PLC that data received.
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------!Ready to receive Infeed Number ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data.
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;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
140:
141:
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WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[63:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Infeed Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[63:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
;
!Alt-Infeeds not allowed with ML. ;
IF R[76:PLC Load Type]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive alt infeed. ;
LBL[10:Alt-Infeed Loop] ;
!Increment alt-infeed count. ;
R[75:PLC Loop Counter]=R[75:PLC Loop Counter]+1
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[63:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Infeed Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[63:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
IF R[63:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
IF R[75:PLC Loop Counter]=16,JMP LBL[100] ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[100:End PLC Comm] ;
!Only 1 index allowed per DIN. ;
WAIT DI[29]=OFF
;
!Reset Group Output ;
GO[1]=0 ;
!Signal PLCINDEX.TP complete. ;
R[74:PLCINDEX Running]=0
;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;

;
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/POS
/END

C.50 PLCLAYER.TP
PLCLAYER.TP is used by PalletTool to change the number of layers of a unit load while it is
in production. PLCLAYER.TP is executed by MULTI_IO.TP when the input DI[R[127]] is on.
This program initiates communication with the PLC to obtain the following information to change
the number of layers of a unit load:

• The pallet number of the unit load that is to have its total number of layers changed.
• The new number of layers that the unit load will have.
Note The new number of layers must be greater than 0 and less than the maximum number
of layers for that unit load.
Refer to Table C–7 for customization guidelines.
Table C–7. PLCLAYER.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Uses GI ports to read information for changing the number
of layers of a unit load while in production. Initiates
communication with the PLC to obtain the following
information needed to change the number of layers:

When to modify

•

The pallet number of the unit load that is to have its total
number of layers changed

•

The new number of layers that the unit load will have

Modify this program only

•

If you use I/O that is different from the standard I/O
provided by FANUC America Corporation.

•

If your PLC needs to communicate with the controller
in a manner different from the standard way defined in
the program.

Interacts with these programs

MULTI_IO.TP . PLCLAYER.TP is executed by MULTI_IO.TP
when DI[R[127]] is ON. PLCINDEX.TP . PLCLAYER.TP will
not run as long as PLCINDEX is RUNNING.

Hints

Do not include any motion statements in this program.
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PLCLAYER.TP program code shows the program code for PLCLAYER.TP
PLCLAYER.TP program code
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!Cycle Start Data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Ready to receive Pallet num. ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet number to R[64] ;
R[61:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[61:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive new Layer num. ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 40. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set New Layers to R[64] ;
R[64:PLC Layer Number]=GI[1]
;
!Echo layer number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[64:PLC Layer Number] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
CALL PMPLCLAY
;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;
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C.51 PLCPART.TP
PLCPART.TP is used by PalletTool when the part_id method is PLC. The part_id method is selected
on the Pallet System SETUP Menu. PLCPART.TP is called by PalletTool when a cycle start is
initiated and whenever you change products using the Cycle Stop or Pallet Stop function keys.
PLCPART.TP uses DO[15] and DO[16] to request information on the unit loads at the infeeds, and
to request information on unit loads at the pallets. When DO[16] is OFF, infeed data is sent with
every pulse of DO[15]. When DO[16] is ON, pallet data is transmitted with every pulse of DO[15].
PLCPART.TP uses group inputs and outputs to receive and to send the unit load number.
Refer to Table C–8 for customization guidelines.
Table C–8. PLCPART.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Sets up communication with a PLC to obtain infeed unit load
and pallet unit load assignments, when the part_id mode is
PLC.

When to modify

Modify this program only

Interacts with these programs

•

If you use I/O that is different from the standard I/O
provided by FANUC America Corporation.

•

If your PLC needs to communicate with the controller
in a manner different from the standard way defined in
the program.

None

Hints

•

Make sure the PLC provides the ID of the unit load on
each infeed and each pallet.

•

Set up group I/O before you run PLCPART.TP. Refer
to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual and
Section B.8 .

•

PLCPART.TP also runs when you change products
from the UPB#1 and UPB#2 menus if the part_id mode
is PLC.

•

Start-up with partial loads or pallets is not allowed in
PLC mode without modifications to PLCPART.TP. Do
not include any motion statements in this program.

PLCPART.TP Program Listing shows the program code for PLCPART.TP.
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PLCPART.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!Cycle Start Data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[13: Operation Type] ;
!R[14: Total Cycles] ;
!R[61: Pallet Number] ;
!R[62: Load Number] ;
!R[63: Infeed Number] ;
!R[75: Cycle Counter] ;
!R[76: Load Type] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Receiving PLC Cyc Start Data. ;
UALM[11] ;
;
!Ready to receive Num Cycles ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 20. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set total num of cycles to R[14] ;
R[14:Total Cycles]=GI[1]
;
!Echo tot num cycles back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[14:Total Cycles] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Initialize Loop Counter ;
R[75:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[10:Cycle Data Loop] ;
!Reset Alt Infeed Counter ;
R[21:Unit Counter]=0
;
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46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
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!Increment loop counter. ;
!Exit if cycle > total cycles. ;
R[75:PLC Loop Counter]=R[75:PLC Loop Counter]+1
;
IF R[75:PLC Loop Counter]>R[14:Total Cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive operation type. ;
!0 = palletizing, 1 = depal. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Operation Type to R[13] ;
R[13:Current Operat'n]=GI[1]
;
!Echo operation type back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[13:Current Operat'n] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive load number ;
!0 = disabled, to 999 Max. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load number to R[62] ;
R[62:PLC Load Number ]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Load number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[62:PLC Load Number ] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive load type. ;
!0 = normal, 1 = mixed layer load ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load Type to R[76] ;
R[76:PLC Load Type]=GI[1]
;
!Echo load type back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[76:PLC Load Type] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
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93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:
101:
102:
103:
104:
105:
106:
107:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:
115:
116:
117:
118:
119:
120:
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
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!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Pallet number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet number to R[61] ;
R[61:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[61:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Ready to receive Layer number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 40 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Layer number to R[5] ;
R[5:Current Layer]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Layer number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[5:Current Layer] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Uniit number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 50 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Unit number to R[6] ;
R[6:Current Unit]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Unit number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[6:Current Unit] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
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140:
141:
142:
143:
144:
145:
146:
147:
148:
149:
150:
151:
152:
153:
154:
155:
156:
157:
158:
159:
160:
161:
162:
180:
181:
182:
183:
184:
185:
186:
187:
188:
189:
190:
191:
/POS
/END
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;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Infeed number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[63:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[63:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Assign Data to Karel Variables. ;
CALL PMPLCST
;
;
!Alt-Infeeds not allowed with ML. ;
IF R[76:PLC Load Type]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMPLCST
;
IF R[63:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
IF R[21:Unit Counter]=16,JMP LBL[10] ;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!End PLC Communication. ;
LBL[100:END PLC Comm] ;
GO[1]=0 ;

C.52 PLCPSTOP.TP
This program initiates communication with the PLC to get responses to Pallet Stop.
PLCPSTOP.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
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!Ready to receive Part Drop. ;
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

C. PALLETTOOL PROGRAMS

!0 = Normal, 1 = Mixed Layers ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Response to R[24] ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond'n]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Response back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[24:Part Drop Cond'n] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;

C.53 PSTOPMNU.TP
This program displays the Pallet Stop Teach Pendant menu.
PSTOPMNU.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!PStop Menu Display & Control ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assumptions ;
!R[620] = Menu Choice ;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[10:Loop Start] ;
List Menu(6,R[620]) ;
!If choice is Change Product then ;
!loop back. ;
!Continue will just fall through ;
IF R[620]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;

C.54 PTSETVAR.TP
This program sets a KAREL variable from a TP program.
PTSETVAR.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:

!-------------------------------- ;
!Routine to Set PalletTool vars ;
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3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!AR[1: Variable name; string] ;
!AR[2: Variable value] ;
!AR[3: Variable type] ;
!
1 - Integer value ;
!
2 - Real value ;
!
3 - Boolean value 1=T, 0=F ;
!
4 - Integer array item ;
!
5 - Real array item ;
!
6 - Boolean array item ;
!AR[4: Array index number] ;
!AR[5: Program Name] ;
CALL PMSETVAR(AR[1],AR[2],AR[3],AR[4],AR[5]) ;

C.55 PUSHOFF.TP
This program retracts the bag pusher on the infeed.
PUSHOFF.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
/POS
/END

!R[15]=gripper type ;
CALL PMPUSHOF
;

C.56 PUSHON.TP
This program extends the bag pusher on the infeed.
PUSHON.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END
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!R[15]=gripper type ;
!R[77]=pick_type ;
! 1=case1 2=case2 4=case1,2 ;
CALL PMPUSHON
;
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C.57 RBTINUSE.TP
This program returns a register when the robot is in use.
RBTINUSE.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Check if Robot In Use ;
!-------------------------------- ;
CALL PMRINUSE(AR[1]) ;

C.58 RET_PER.TP
RET_PER.TP is executed by PalletTool when:

• There are no parts on any of the infeed conveyors
• All the pallets have been requested to index out but have not ( pallet clear is not true).
The program moves the robot straight up from the current position and returns it to the perch position
of the last infeed where the boxes were picked up.
Refer to Table C–9 for customization guidelines.
Table C–9. RET_PER.TP Customization Guidelines
Item

Detail

Program purpose

Returns the robot to the last infeed station perch
position when there are no units on any infeed
conveyor.

When to modify

Modify if you need to avoid an obstacle in the workcell
while returning from the pallet position to the infeed
perch.

Interacts with these programs

None

Hints

You will probably never need to modify this program.

RET_PER.TP Program Code shows the program code for RET_PER.TP.
RET_PER.TP Program Code
/MN
1:

!Not OK to pick at any infeed ;
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2: !Return to infeed perch ;
3:
;
4: IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
5:
;
6: !Calculate Positions ;
7: Calc Inf Return
;
8: Calc Z Height
;
9:
;
10: !Move straight up ;
11:L PR[45:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT50
;
12:
;
13: IF R[13:Current Operat'n]=1 AND R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=3,JMP
LBL[99] ;
14:
;
15: IF R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2,JMP LBL[100] ;
16:
;
17: UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
18: !Move to infeed perch ;
19:J PR[46:CalcZPos 2] 100% CNT0 ACC125 MROT
;
20:
;
21: LBL[99] ;
22: R[18:Cur Robot Pos'n ]=2
;
23:
;
24: LBL[100] ;
25: R[70:No Unit Count]=1
;
/POS
P[5]{
GP1:
UF : 0, UT : 1, CONFIG : 'N U T, 0, 0, 0',
X = -293.00 mm, Y = 1945.48 mm, Z = -653.20 mm,
W =
180.00 deg, P =
0.00 deg, R =
91.84 deg
};
/END

C.59 RETRACT.TP
This program retracts the forks on the gripper.
RETRACT.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
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!R[15]=gripper type ;
!R[26]=place type ;
! 1=case1 2=case2 4=case1,2 ;
CALL PMRETRCT
;
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/END

C.60 SETUTOOL.TP
This program sets the calculated utools currently stored in Position Registers to $MNUTOOL.
SETUTOOL.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
/POS
/END

UTOOL[1]=PR[17:UTOOL
UTOOL[2]=PR[18:UTOOL
UTOOL[3]=PR[19:UTOOL
UTOOL[4]=PR[20:UTOOL
UTOOL[5]=PR[21:UTOOL
UTOOL[6]=PR[22:UTOOL

1]
2]
3]
4]
5]
6]

;
;
;
;
;
;

C.61 UPD_CYC.TP
This program updates the data after a unit has been picked/placed at the pallet.
UPD_CYC.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
/POS
/END

CALL PMUPDCYC

;

C.62 UPD_PAL.TP
This program is called after a successful pick/place at the pallet. This program updates the positional
data for the next pick on this cycle.
UPD_PAL.TP
/MN
1:
/POS
/END

CALL PMPALPOS

;
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C.63 WCELLMON.TP
This program sets up all the TP condition handlers.
WCELLMON.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
/POS
/END

WHEN DI[28]=ON,CALL CYCSTOP ;
WHEN DI[29]=ON,CALL PLCINDEX ;
WHEN DI[30]=ON,CALL PLCLAYER ;

C.64 WCMON.TP
Calls WCELLMON.TP to start TP condition handlers and also starts KAREL condition handlers.
WCMON.TP Program Listing
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END

C–78

!-------------------------------- ;
!Workcell Monitor Start ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Start the TP monitor ;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;
!Start the KAREL Monitor ;
CALL PMWCMON
;
;
WAIT SEMAPHORE[2]
;
TIMER[1]=RESET ;
TIMER[1]=START ;
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This appendix describes the function of each PalletTool Turbo teach pendant program and contains
quick reference information that will help you decide whether you need to customize any programs
for your application.
This appendix also contains the program code for each teach pendant program you can modify.
Warning
Before you modify any programs you MUST understand what each
program does; otherwise, you could injure personnel and damage
equipment.

D.1 BOXREQ.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

!Turns on Outputs for number and ;
!orientation of units for the ;
!next pick on this cycle. ;
;
!NOTE: ;
!DOUT Port numbers ;
!are customized using SET_IO ;
!on the SETUP INFEED TP menu. ;
;
!Set Registers from KAREL vars ;
CALL PMBOXREQ
;
;
!Reset counter Registers ;
R[25:Box count]=0
;
R[26:Unit counter]=0
;
;
LBL[10:Reset I/O Loop] ;
R[26:Unit counter]=R[26:Unit counter]+1
;
!Must set 6 Box Request Outputs ;
!and Box Orientation Output. ;
!When counter = 8, all I/O is set ;
IF R[26:Unit counter]=8,JMP LBL[20] ;
!R[69] - R[75] are Unit Request ;
!Output numbers. ;
R[25:Box count]=68+R[26:Unit counter]
;
!Reset all Outputs. ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[R[25]]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
R[25:Box count]=R[R[25]]
;

;

;
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32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
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DO[R[25]]=OFF ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[20:Turn on I/O] ;
!R[78] is # of Units in next pick ;
SELECT R[78:Units in next pk]=6,JMP LBL[66] ;
=5,JMP LBL[55] ;
=4,JMP LBL[44] ;
=3,JMP LBL[33] ;
=2,JMP LBL[22] ;
=1,JMP LBL[11] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[66:Req for Unit 6] ;
IF R[74:Unit6 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[74]]=ON ;
;
LBL[55:Req for Unit 5] ;
IF R[73:Unit5 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[73]]=ON ;
;
LBL[44:Req for Unit 4] ;
IF R[72:Unit4 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[72]]=ON ;
;
LBL[33:Req for Unit 3] ;
IF R[71:Unit3 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[71]]=ON ;
;
LBL[22:Req for Unit 2] ;
IF R[70:Unit2 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[70]]=ON ;
;
LBL[11:Req for Unit 1] ;
IF R[69:Unit1 Request DO]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
DO[R[69]]=ON ;
;
!R[79] = 0, Units LT_on_LT ;
!R[79] = 1, Units WD_on_LT ;
IF R[79:Orient of nxt pk]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[75:Pick Orient DO]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!WD_ON_LT Turns DO On. ;
DO[R[75]]=ON ;
LBL[77:Don't set Orn DO] ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
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79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
:
85:
/POS
/END
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LBL[99] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
LBL[100] ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[101] ;
CALL TLK2PP(1,R[78:Units in next pk],R[79:Orient of nxt pk],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
LBL[101:End] ;

D.2 BOXREQ.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

!Turns on Outputs for number and ;
!orientation of units for the ;
!next pick on this cycle. ;
;
!NOTE: ;
!DOUT Port numbers ;
!are customized using SET_IO ;
!on the SETUP INFEED TP menu. ;
;
!Set Registers from KAREL vars ;
CALL PMBOXREQ
;
;
!Reset counter Registers ;
R[25:Box count]=0
;
R[26:Unit counter]=0
;
;
LBL[10:Reset I/O Loop] ;
R[26:Unit counter]=R[26:Unit counter]+1
;
;
!Must set 10 Box Request Outputs ;
!and Box Orientation Output. ;
IF R[26:Unit counter]>10,JMP LBL[15] ;
CALL PTGETINFDO(R[3:Current Infeed],R[26:Unit counter],25) ;
;
!Reset all Outputs. ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[25:Box count]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
DO[R[25]]=OFF ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[15] ;
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32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
/POS
/END

!Turn off orientation DO ;
CALL PTGETINFODO(R[3:Current Infeed],75) ;
IF R[75:Pick Orient DO]<=0,JMP LBL[20] ;
DO[R[75]]=OFF ;
;
LBL[20:Turn on I/O] ;
FOR R[26:Unit counter]=1 TO R[78:Units in next pk] ;
CALL PTGETINFDO(R[3:Current Infeed],R[26:Unit counter],25) ;
IF (R[25:Box count]>0),DO[R[25]]=(ON) ;
ENDFOR ;
;
!R[79] = 0, Units LT_on_LT ;
!R[79] = 1, Units WD_on_LT ;
IF R[79:Orient of nxt pk]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!If I/O port = 0, do not set. ;
IF R[75:Pick Orient DO]=0,JMP LBL[77] ;
!WD_ON_LT Turns DO On. ;
DO[R[75]]=ON ;
LBL[77:Don't set Orn DO] ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
LBL[100] ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[101] ;
CALL TLK2PP(1,R[78:Units in next pk],R[79:Orient of nxt pk],R[82:Nxt Infeed],
LBL[101:End] ;

D.3 CALCPICK.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
/POS
/END
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!Program to schedule calculations ;
!in multi-task for next cycle ;
!2 - PMPALPOS ;
!3 - NEXTCYC ;
CALL PMADDQ(2) ;
CALL PMADDQ(3) ;
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D.4 CALCZPOS.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
/POS
/END

!Compares two z components ;
!Set low z to high z position ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
IF R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]<R[30:Calc Z Pos 1],JMP LBL[10] ;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
LBL[10] ;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[100:End] ;

D.5 CKCYCINT.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
/POS
/END

!If robot's in part drp/ pk again ;
!let it do it first ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,JMP LBL[100] ;
IF R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL MOVEPER
;
;
IF R[41:Display method]=2,JMP LBL[10] ;
CALL CSTOPMNU
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[10:PLC CStop] ;
CALL PLCCSTOP
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

D.6 CKINDPAL.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:

!Check If Pallet Index Required ;
;
!Process EOB or PPI data ;
IF R[95:Process EOB]=0,JMP LBL[5] ;
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5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
/POS
/END

UALM[15] ;
CALL PMGEOBDT
;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Check if pallet done ;
IF R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=0 AND R[15:Cur EOB]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Check if pallet clear ;
IF R[14:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check if SlipSheet req'd on top. ;
IF R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=1,CALL PKSLPSTK ;
!SlipSheet not placed ;
IF R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!If no pallet present don't index ;
!Get Current Pal DI ;
CALL PTGETVAR('PMPALT','CYC',R[1:Current Cycle],1,'PAL_DIN',0,
28) ;
!Stored in multiuse1 ;
IF DI[R[28]]=OFF,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL INDMOVE
;
!Get Current Pal DO ;
CALL PTGETVAR('PMPALT','CYC',R[1:Current Cycle],1,'PAL_DOUT',0,
29) ;
!Stored in multiuse2 ;
DO[R[29]]=ON ;
!Monitor when new pallet arrives ;
CALL PMRSTPAL(R[1:Current Cycle],R[4:Current Pallet]) ;
;
!Reset EOB register ;
R[15:Cur EOB]=0
;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
IF R[95:Process EOB]=0,JMP LBL[110] ;
R[95:Process EOB]=0
;
IF R[100:Cyc # of ind pal]<>R[80:Nxt Cycle],JMP LBL[110] ;
CALL NEXTCYC
;
LBL[110] ;

D.7 CLINFRTN.TP
/MN
1:
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!Calculate Infeed Return Path ;
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
:
39:
40:
41:
42:
:
43:
44:
45:
46:
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!-------------------------------- ;
;
CALL SETUTOOL
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]=4,JMP LBL[5] ;
UTOOL_NUM=1 ;
JMP LBL[8] ;
LBL[5] ;
UTOOL_NUM=7 ;
LBL[8] ;
;
IF R[43:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
SELECT R[21:Last Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
=2,JMP LBL[2] ;
=3,JMP LBL[3] ;
=4,JMP LBL[4] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[1:Pallet 1] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[42:Diag Return Pal1]
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
LBL[2:Pallet 2] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[43:Diag Return Pal2]
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
LBL[3:Pallet 3] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[44:Diag Return Pal3]
;
JMP LBL[10] ;
LBL[4:Pallet 4] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[45:Diag Return Pal4]
;
;
LBL[10] ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn]
;
;
IF R[44:Clr Return Enb]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
;
!Normal return path. ;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[20:Clear Return] ;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]+PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
LBL[30:End] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
;
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47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
/POS
/END
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IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[40] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[48:CalcZPos 1]+PR[47:Last Retrt Ofst]
LBL[40] ;
;
PR[46,3:Temp Diag Posn]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;

D.8 CLOSTOOL.TP
/MN
1:
/POS
/END

CALL PMCGRIP(AR[1]) ;

D.9 CLOSTOOLS.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:J
/POS
/END

! Servo Tool Close ;
! Group 2 ;
;
! Get servo tool schedule Id ;
! from unitload ;
CALL PTULGETSID(R[2:Current Unitload],104) ;
SERVOTOOL[R[104]] ;
! Move to close position ;
PR[75:SHand Close Pos] 100% CNT0
;

D.10 CSTOPMNU.TP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

D–10

!CStop Menu Display & Control ;
!R[15] = Menu Choice ;
!-------------------------------- ;
IF R[41:Display method]=4,JMP LBL[25] ;
;
LBL[10: DispCStopMenu] ;
CALL PMCYCEOB
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=1,JMP LBL[100] ;
! Set EOB flags ;
R[95:Process EOB]=1
;

;
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11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
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JMP LBL[50] ;
;
! PLC mode ;
LBL[25: PLC mode] ;
CALL PLCINDEX
;
;
LBL[50: Index pallet] ;
CALL CKINDPAL
;
;
;
LBL[100:Continue] ;
!Reset Cycle Interrupt Register ;
R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
R[15:Cur EOB]=0
;
CALL PMDISPPD
;
LBL[1000:END] ;

D.11 CYCSTOP.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
/POS
/END

!Check if Cycle Stop is enabled ;
IF R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1,JMP LBL[70] ;
!Turn Cycle Stop On ;
UALM[2] ;
R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[70:CStopOn] ;
!Turn Cycle Stop Off ;
UALM[3] ;
R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
WAIT DI[28]=OFF
;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;
LBL[110] ;

D.12 GETPART.TP
/MN
1:

!Get cycle start information. ;
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2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
/POS
/END
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;
SEMAPHORE[1]=OFF ;
SEMAPHORE[2]=OFF ;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=0
;
!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
;
!TP Startup ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]=1,CALL PMCYCST ;
!PLC Startup ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]=2,CALL PLCPART ;
!PalletPRO/PC Startup ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]=4,CALL PMPCPART ;
;
!Sema[1] is set in KAREL once the ;
!cyc start data has been entered ;
!so data processing waits untill ;
!all cycle start data is complete ;
WAIT SEMAPHORE[1]
;
;
R[1:Current Cycle]=0
;
LBL[1] ;
R[1:Current Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]+1
;
!Verify/process cycle start data. ;
CALL PMPROCDT(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL BOXREQ
;
IF R[1:Current Cycle]=R[37:Total cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100] ;
R[12:Cur Layer Done]=0
;
R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=0
;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=0
;
IF R[42:Pal Switch Type]=1,JMP LBL[101] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=1
;
LBL[101] ;
;
!WCMON.TP waits for sema[1] ;
!indicating all data has been ;
!processed and it is now ok to ;
!enter the palletizing loop ;
!in MAIN.TP. ;
SEMAPHORE[2]=ON ;
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D.13 GETULXY.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END

!Get uload stats ;
!Set R[58] = pallet no ;
;
CALL PMGETULX
;
;
!returns: ;
!R[59] = load length ;
!R[60] = load width ;
!R[61] = max load height ;
!R[62] = 0, data OK ;
!
<> 0, invalid data ;

D.14 GETULZ.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
/POS
/END

!Get unitload ht ;
!Set R[58] = pallet no ;
CALL PMGETULZ
;
;
!returns: ;
!R[59] = load length ;
!R[60] = load width ;
!R[61] = current ul height ;
!R[62] = 0, data OK ;
!
<> 0, data invalid ;

D.15 GETUNIT.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

!Get unit stats ;
!Set R[58] = pallet no ;
;
CALL PMGETXYZ
;
;
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END

!returns:
!R[59] =
!R[60] =
!R[61] =
!R[62] =
!
<>

MAROUPLT902171E REV B

;
unit length ;
unit width ;
unit height ;
0, data OK ;
0, data invalid ;

D.16 GTPRTDAT.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!Runs GETPART.TP as a separate ;
!task so robot can move to perch ;
!while getting cycle start data. ;
RUN GETPART ;

D.17 INDMOVE.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
:
9:
10:
11:L
12:
13:
14:
15:
/POS
/END

D–14

!Move up from pal when indexing ;
!Called from CKINDPAL.TP ;
;
!If not on pallet, don't move up. ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[52,3:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
;
!Move to pallet retreat position. ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] max_speed CNT10
;
;
!Cur robot position is pallet ret ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
LBL[100] ;
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D.18 INTINDPL.TP (V7.20 and V7.30)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
/POS
/END

!Index/Change Pallet ;
!Called when index pallet has ;
!been selected during Cycle Stop. ;
;
IF R[41:Display method]=2,JMP LBL[50] ;
;
LBL[10:TP Mode] ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
!TP Prompt for Pallet number. ;
Op. Entry Menu(2) ;
IF R[51:PLC Pallet Num]=0 OR R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
!-------------------------------- ;
IF R[48:Alt Infeed Enb]=0,JMP LBL[105] ;
!Alternate Infeed Loop ;
LBL[20:Alt-Infeed Loop] ;
!Increment alt-infeed count. ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=R[57:PLC Loop Counter]+1
;
!Set Infeed number to R[53] ;
Op. Entry Menu(3) ;
IF R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
IF R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=16,JMP LBL[105] ;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[50:PLC Mode] ;
CALL PLCINDEX
;
;
LBL[105:Index pallet] ;
CALL CKINDPAL
;
LBL[110:END] ;

D.19 INTINDPL.TP (V7.40 and later)
/PROG
/ATTR
OWNER

INTINDPL
= MNEDITOR;
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COMMENT = "Int. Index Pal";
PROG_SIZE = 972;
CREATE = DATE 03-02-11 TIME 07:34:18;
MODIFIED = DATE 07-10-23 TIME 09:03:46;
FILE_NAME = INTINBP2;
VERSION = 0;
LINE_COUNT = 34;
MEMORY_SIZE = 1496;
PROTECT = READ_WRITE;
TCD: STACK_SIZE = 0,
TASK_PRIORITY = 50,
TIME_SLICE = 0,
BUSY_LAMP_OFF = 0,
ABORT_REQUEST = 0,
PAUSE_REQUEST = 0;
DEFAULT_GROUP = *,*,*,*,*;
CONTROL_CODE = 00000000 00000000;
/APPL
/MN
1: !Index/Change Pallet ;
2: !Called when index pallet has ;
3: R[104]=R[104]+1
;
4:
;
5: IF R[41:Display method]=4,JMP LBL[50] ;
6:
;
7: LBL[10:TP Mode] ;
8: R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
9: !TP Prompt for Pallet number. ;
10: Op. Entry Menu(2) ;
11: IF R[51:PLC Pallet Num]=0 OR R[51:PLC Pallet Num]>
: R[39:Total Pallets],JMP LBL[10] ;
12: IF R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0 OR R[53:PLC Infeed Num]>
: R[38:Total Infeeds],JMP LBL[10] ;
13: CALL PMSEOBDT
;
14: !-------------------------------- ;
15: IF R[49:Unitload Type]=0,JMP LBL[105] ;
16: !Alternate Infeed Loop ;
17: LBL[20:Alt-Infeed Loop] ;
18: !Increment alt-infeed count. ;
19: R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=R[57:PLC Loop Counter]+1
;
20: !Set Infeed number to R[53] ;
21: !Was op entry 3 ;
22: IF R[49:Unitload Type]=1,CALL PMCYCST ;
23: IF R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=1 AND R[49:Unitload Type]=1,JMP LBL[105] ;
24: IF R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
25: CALL PMSEOBDT
;
26: IF R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=16,JMP LBL[105] ;
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27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
/POS
/END
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JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[50:PLC Mode] ;
CALL PLCINDEX
;
;
LBL[105:Index pallet] ;
CALL CKINDPAL
;
LBL[110:END] ;

D.20 MAIN.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
/POS
/END

RUN GETPART ;
CALL MOVEPER
;
CALL WCMON
;
CALL NEXTCYC
;
;
LBL[10:Palletizing Loop] ;
CALL UPD_REGS
;
CALL PKPALSTK
;
CALL PKSLPSTK
;
CALL PKPLUNIT
;
CALL CKINDPAL
;
CALL CKCYCINT
;
JMP LBL[10] ;

D.21 MOVEMNT.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

!Move to maintenance position ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
R[11:Cur units to drp]=6
;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
;
!get current position ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[26:Gripper Maint]
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;

;
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12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:L
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:J
31:L
32:
/POS
/END
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;
LBL[1:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
!at perch height ? ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT95
;
PR[26:Gripper Maint] 2000mm/sec CNT95
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=10
;

D.22 MOVEMNT.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

D–18

!Move to maintenance position ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
R[11:Cur units to drp]=6
;
! Servo Hand GripId=13 ;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]=13,JMP LBL[50] ;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
JMP LBL[75] ;
LBL[50:Servo Hand] ;
!Call OPENTOOLS if needed ;
LBL[75] ;
;
!get current position ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[26:Gripper Maint]
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;
;

;
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19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:L
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:J
37:L
38:
/POS
/END
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LBL[1:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
!at perch height ? ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[1] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT95
;
PR[26:Gripper Maint] 2000mm/sec CNT95
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=10
;

D.23 MOVEPER.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

!Moving to perch position ;
UALM[1] ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
R[11:Cur units to drp]=6
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]<>0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[7:Current Gripper]=1
;
LBL[1] ;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
!get current position ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;
;
LBL[10:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
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20:L
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:J
32:
/POS
/END

PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
!at perch height ? ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
PR[25:Perch Position] 100% CNT0
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1
;

D.24 MOVEPER.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
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!Moving to perch position ;
UALM[1] ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
R[11:Cur units to drp]=6
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]<>0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[7:Current Gripper]=1
;
LBL[1] ;
! Servo Hand GripId=13 ;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]=13,JMP LBL[5] ;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
JMP LBL[8] ;
LBL[5:Servo Hand] ;
!Call OPENTOOLS if needed ;
CALL OPENTOOLS
;
LBL[8] ;
;
!get current position ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
!1st call to pmfixmov ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
!try to go up to perch height ;
;
LBL[10:Go to perch hgt] ;
!find up inrange position ;
!entry:PR[45]=current pos ;
CALL PMFIXMOV
;
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27:
28:
29:L
30:
31:
32:J
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:J
46:
/POS
/END
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!exit:PR[45]=inrange pos z ;
IF R[28:Multi-use]=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT85
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
LBL[20] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 80% CNT85
;
R[28:Multi-use]=1
;
LBL[30] ;
!at perch height ? ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[25,3:Perch Position]-1
;
!current z at perch z ? ;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[100] ;
!not at perch height yet ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[100: Go to perch] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
PR[25:Perch Position] 100% CNT0
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1
;

D.25 NEXTCYC.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

!Pallet Switch Type ;
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[1:Update cycle] ;
;
SELECT R[42:Pal Switch Type]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
=2,JMP LBL[20] ;
=3,JMP LBL[30] ;
=4,JMP LBL[40] ;
=5,JMP LBL[50] ;
=6,JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[10:Per Pick] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[20:Per Layer] ;
IF R[12:Cur Layer Done]=0,JMP LBL[80] ;
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20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
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R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[30:Per Unitload] ;
IF R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=0,JMP LBL[80] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[40:No Switch] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[50:Alt Layer] ;
IF R[12:Cur Layer Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[60:Alt Unitload] ;
IF R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
JMP LBL[90] ;
;
LBL[80:OK2PICK Check] ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[80:Nxt Cycle]) ;
!Copy R[9] from nxt cyc reg R[87] ;
!before calling OK2PICK. ;
R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick]=R[87:Nxt TotPkUnits]
;
CALL OK2PICK
;
IF R[22:OK to Pick]=1,JMP LBL[101] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]+1
;
;
LBL[90:Cycle Check] ;
IF R[80:Nxt Cycle]<=R[37:Total cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=1
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
!Update variables and registers ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[80:Nxt Cycle]) ;
LBL[101:Done] ;

D.26 OK2PICK.TP
/MN
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!Check if OK to pick units ;
;
!Check if pallet is disabled ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if pallet is clear ;
IF R[14:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Present ;
IF DI[R[76]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Done ;
IF R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if sheet required ;
IF R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Check if EOB Executed ;
CALL PMRSTEOB
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[98] ;
;
!Check for all units at infeed ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
LBL[10] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
R[29:Multi-use]=62+R[28:Multi-use]
;
R[26:Unit counter]=R[R[29]]
;
;
IF R[26:Unit counter]=0,JMP LBL[97] ;
;
IF DI[R[26]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
IF R[28:Multi-use]<R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick],JMP LBL[10] ;
JMP LBL[98] ;
;
LBL[97] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
LBL[98:OK To Pick] ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=1
;
R[27:No unit count]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:Not OK To Pick] ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=0
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
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D.27 OK2PICK.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
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!Check if OK to pick units ;
;
!Check if pallet is disabled ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if pallet is clear ;
IF R[14:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Present ;
IF DI[R[76]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if Pallet Done ;
IF R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
!Check if sheet required ;
IF R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=1,JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Check if EOB Executed ;
CALL PMRSTEOB
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[98] ;
;
!Check for all units at infeed ;
R[28:Multi-use]=0
;
LBL[10] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
CALL PTGETINFDI(R[3:Current Infeed],R[28:Multi-use],29) ;
IF R[29:Multi-use]=0,JMP LBL[97] ;
IF DI[R[29]]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
IF R[28:Multi-use]<R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick],JMP LBL[10] ;
JMP LBL[98] ;
;
LBL[97] ;
!Infeed I/O set incorrectly. ;
UALM[14] ;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
LBL[98:OK To Pick] ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=1
;
R[27:No unit count]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:Not OK To Pick] ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=0
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
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D.28 OPENTOOL.TP
/MN
1:
/POS
/END

CALL PMOGRIP(AR[1]) ;

D.29 OPENTOOLS.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:J
/POS
/END

! Servo Hand Open ;
! Group 2 ;
;
SERVOTOOL END ;
! Move to open ;
PR[76:SHand Open Pos] 100% CNT100

;

D.30 PD_PKAGN.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
/POS
/END

!Part Drop-Pick Again & Continue ;
;
CALL PMPKAGN
;
CALL PMPROCDT(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]<>2,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
LBL[100] ;

D.31 PD_PKAGN.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

!Part Drop-Pick Again & Continue ;
;
CALL PMPKAGN
;
CALL PMPROCDT(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]<>2,JMP LBL[100] ;
! Servo Hand GripId=13 ;
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IF R[7:Current Gripper]=13,JMP LBL[50] ;
CALL OPENTOOL(1) ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
LBL[50:Servo Hand] ;
CALL OPENTOOLS
;
LBL[100] ;
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!Displays Part Drop Recovery Menu ;
!R[24: Part Drop Condition] ;
!R[94] used by PMPKAGN ;
R[94:Part Drop Pos]=R[20:Cur Robot Posn]
;
LBL[10] ;
IF R[41:Display method]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
CALL PLCPDREC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=3,CALL MOVEPER ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=4,CALL MOVEMNT ;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[20:PDROP Menu] ;
List Menu(4,24) ;
;
LBL[30] ;
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=10 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[10] ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,CALL PD_PKAGN ;
IF R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!R[24] = -1 set by PMPKAGN ;
!if units remaining in gripper ;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=3 OR R[24:Part Drop Cond]=4 OR
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=(-1),JMP LBL[10] ;
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;
CALL PMDISPPD
;
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D.33 PKFRMINB.TP
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39:

!Pick from infeed macro ;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
CALL CLINFRTN
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
!Empty gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[1] ;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1 OR R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] max_speed CNT100
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
;
IF R[43:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[46,3:Temp Diag Posn]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]<R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[1] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst] ;
LBL[1] ;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT100
;
!Pick position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT15
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Insert Gripper Close ;
!User Defined ;
!-------------------------------- ;
WAIT R[18] ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[100] ;
!CLOSTOOL CALL for PalletPRO only ;
CALL CLOSTOOL(1) ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick],R[79:Orient of nxt pk],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
LBL[100:End] ;
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D.34 PKFRMINS.TP
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!Pick from infeed macro ;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
CALL CLINFRTN
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
!Empty gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[1] ;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[20]=1 OR R[20]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[48] max_speed CNT100
;
R[20]=7
;
;
IF R[43]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[30]=PR[46,3]
;
R[31]=PR[49,3]
;
IF R[30] < R[31],JMP LBL[1] ;
PR[46] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
PR[49,3]=PR[1,3]+PR[3,3]
;
LBL[1] ;
;
R[20]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[49] 100% CNT100
;
!Pick position. ;
PR[1] max_speed CNT15
;
R[20]=3
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Close Servo Hand ;
!-------------------------------- ;
CALL CLOSTOOLS
;
WAIT R[18] ;
IF R[40]<>4,JMP LBL[100] ;
!CLOSTOOL CALL for PalletPRO only ;
CALL CLOSTOOL(1) ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[9],R[79],R[3],R[2],0,0) ;
LBL[100:End] ;
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D.35 PKFRMINF.TP
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!Pick from infeed macro ;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
CALL CLINFRTN
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
!Empty gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[1] ;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1 OR R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] max_speed CNT100
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
;
IF R[43:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[46,3:Temp Diag Posn]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]<R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[1] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst] ;
LBL[1] ;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT100
;
;
!Infeed retreat position ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst] ;
;
!Pick position with user offset. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[23:Pick Offset] ;
!Pick position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT0
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3
;
CALL CLOSTOOL(1) ;
WAIT R[18] ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick],R[79:Orient of nxt pk],
R[3:Current Infeed],R[2:Current Unitload],0,0) ;
LBL[100:End] ;
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D.36 PKFRMINF.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
1:
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36:
37:
38:

!Pick from infeed macro ;
!Calculate Positions ;
LBL[10:Get Positions] ;
CALL CLINFRTN
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
!Empty gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[1] ;
;
!Robot at perch or at infeed. ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1 OR R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2,JMP LBL[1] ;
!Straight up from pallet. ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] max_speed CNT100
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
;
IF R[43:Diag Return Enb]=0,JMP LBL[1] ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[46,3:Temp Diag Posn]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]<R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[1] ;
PR[46:Temp Diag Posn] 100% CNT50 MROT
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[3,3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
LBL[1] ;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2
;
!Infeed approach position. ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT100
;
;
!Infeed retreat position ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Pick position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT0
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3
;
CALL CLOSTOOL(1) ;
WAIT R[18] ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL TLK2PP(2,R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick],R[79:Orient of nxt pk],R[3:Current Infeed
LBL[100:End] ;

D.37 PKPALSTK.TP
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!Pick/Place Pallet ;
IF R[46:Pallet Pick Enb]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check that pallet isn't disabled ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!No pallets in stack ;
IF R[32:Use Found Pos PL]=2,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check pallet isn't present ;
!Using MultiUse 1 for temp ;
!Get Current Pal DI ;
CALL PTGETVAR('PMPALT','CYC',R[1:Current Cycle],1,'PAL_DIN',0,
28) ;
IF DI[R[28]]=ON,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check that no units on pallet ;
IF R[5:Current Layer]<>1 OR R[6:Current Unit]<>0,JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Check that pallets in stack ;
JMP LBL[15] ;
IF DI[25]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[15] ;
;
!Retrieving Pallet. ;
UALM[12] ;
R[99:Last Cycle
]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
;
!Adjust Z height and move to ;
!Pallet search start position. ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[10] ;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[47,3:Last Retrt Ofst]
;
LBL[10] ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[30:Pal Search start]
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT10
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=8
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT100
;
PR[30:Pal Search start] 2000mm/sec CNT50
;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[35] ;
CALL TLK2PP(6,R[4:Current Pallet],0,0,0,0,0) ;
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LBL[35] ;
;
IF R[32:Use Found Pos PL]<>1,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[27:Pal Found Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT10
;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Modify Skip Condition ;
SKIP CONDITION DI[1]=ON
;
;
PR[31:Pal Search end] 250mm/sec CNT100 Skip,LBL[25]
;
!Add I/O here to close ;
!pallet handling clamps. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = ON ;
;
R[32:Use Found Pos PL]=1
;
PR[27:Pal Found Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 1000mm/sec CNT100
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[25:No Pallets Found] ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 1000mm/sec FINE
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
LBL[30:Place Pallet] ;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[31] ;
=2,JMP LBL[32] ;
=3,JMP LBL[33] ;
=4,JMP LBL[34] ;
;
LBL[31:Station 1] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[32:Pal 1 Placement]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[32:Pal 1 Placement]
;
JMP LBL[40] ;
;
LBL[32:Station 2] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[33:Pal 2 Placement]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[33:Pal 2 Placement]
;
JMP LBL[40] ;
;
LBL[33:Station 3] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[34:Pal 3 Placement]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[34:Pal 3 Placement]
;
JMP LBL[40] ;

;
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;
LBL[34:Station 4] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[35:Pal 4 Placement]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[35:Pal 4 Placement]
;
;
LBL[40:Place Pallet] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 100% CNT100 MROT
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 1000mm/sec CNT100
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[45] ;
CALL TLK2PP(7,R[4:Current Pallet],0,0,0,0,0) ;
LBL[45] ;
!Add I/O here to open ;
!pallet handling clamps. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
R[27:No unit count]=0
;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:No Pals In Stack] ;
IF R[32:Use Found Pos PL]=2,JMP LBL[100] ;
UALM[8] ;
R[32:Use Found Pos PL]=2
;
;
LBL[100:End] ;

D.38 PKPLUNIT.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

CALL OK2PICK
;
!If not OK to Pick, jump to end. ;
IF R[22:OK to Pick]=0,JMP LBL[50] ;
;
IF R[7:Current Gripper]<>4,JMP LBL[25] ;
CALL PKFRMINB
;
CALL PLONPALB
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
LBL[25] ;
CALL PKFRMINF
;
CALL PLONPAL
;
;
LBL[30] ;
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JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[50:Not OK2PICK] ;
!Not OK cycle count ;
R[27:No unit count]=R[27:No unit count]+1
;
IF R[27:No unit count]>R[37:Total cycles],CALL RET_PER ;
!Switch Cycle ;
CALL NEXTCYC
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Reset OK to Pick register ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=0
;

D.39 PKPLUNIT.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
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CALL OK2PICK
;
!If not OK to Pick, jump to end. ;
IF R[22:OK to Pick]=0,JMP LBL[50] ;
;
!Record profiler data for ;
!PalletPRO ;
CALL PMPROF(1) ;
;
SELECT R[7:Current Gripper]=4,JMP LBL[10] ;
=13,JMP LBL[15] ;
ELSE,JMP LBL[20] ;
LBL[10:Bag Gripper] ;
CALL PKFRMINB
;
CALL PLONPALB
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[15:Servo Gripper] ;
CALL PKFRMINS
;
CALL PLONPALS
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[20:Vacuum Grippers] ;
CALL PKFRMINF
;
CALL PLONPAL
;
JMP LBL[30] ;
;
LBL[30] ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
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29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
/POS
/END
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;
LBL[50:Not OK2PICK] ;
!Not OK cycle count ;
R[27:No unit count]=R[27:No unit count]+1
;
IF R[27:No unit count]>R[37:Total cycles],CALL RET_PER ;
!Switch Cycle ;
CALL NEXTCYC
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Reset OK to Pick register ;
R[22:OK to Pick]=0
;

D.40 PKSLPSTK.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:

!Pick/Place slip sheet ;
!Check that pallet isn't disabled ;
IF R[2:Current Unitload]=0,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Check if sheet required ;
IF R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=0,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Check if pallet is clear ;
!Make sure pallet not indexing ;
CALL PTGETVAR('PMPALT','PALLET_CLEAR',R[1:Current Cycle],3,'...',
0,14) ;
IF R[14:Cur Pallet Clear]=0,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!No slipsheets in stack ;
IF R[33:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Check if pallet present ;
!Using MultiUse 1 for temp ;
!Get Current Pal DI ;
CALL PTGETVAR('PMPALT','CYC',R[1:Current Cycle],1,'PAL_DIN',0,
28) ;
IF DI[R[28]]=OFF,JMP LBL[101] ;
;
!Slip Sheets In Stack? ;
JMP LBL[15] ;
IF DI[26]=OFF,JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[15] ;
;
!Retrieving Slip Sheet. ;
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28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:L
43:
44:J
45:L
46:
47:
48:L
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:L
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:L
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
:
72:
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UALM[13] ;
R[99:Last Cycle
]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
;
!Z position adjust and move to ;
!slip sheet stack perch ;
UTOOL_NUM=0 ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=LPOS
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[10] ;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]+PR[47,3:Last Retrt Ofst]
;
LBL[10] ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=PR[36:Slip Srch Start]
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 2000mm/sec CNT75
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=8
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT25
;
PR[36:Slip Srch Start] 2000mm/sec CNT100
;
;
IF R[33:Use Found Pos SS]<>1,JMP LBL[5] ;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos] 1500mm/sec CNT10
;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Modify skip condition ;
SKIP CONDITION RI[1]=ON OR R[34:PP Slip Sht Trig]=1
;
;
!Slip Sheet Stack Search and Grip ;
PR[37:Slip Srch End] 100mm/sec CNT0 Skip,LBL[25]
;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
LBL[25:Not Found] ;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 500mm/sec CNT0
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[20:Slip Sheet Found] ;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups on. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = ON ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[35] ;
CALL TLK2PP(4,R[4:Current Pallet],R[2:Current Unitload],
R[5:Current Layer],0,0,0) ;
LBL[35] ;
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73:
74:
75:
76:L
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
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92:
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94:
95:
96:
97:
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105:
106:
107:
:
108:
109:
110:
111:
112:
113:
114:L
115:
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117:
118:J
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;
R[33:Use Found Pos SS]=1
;
PR[28:Slip Found Pos]=LPOS
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 500mm/sec CNT100
;
!-------------------------------- ;
SELECT R[4:Current Pallet]=1,JMP LBL[30] ;
=2,JMP LBL[40] ;
=3,JMP LBL[50] ;
=4,JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[30:Pallet 1] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[29:Cur Slip Plc Pos]=PR[38:Slip Placement 1]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[40:Station 2] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[29:Cur Slip Plc Pos]=PR[39:Slip Placement 2]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[50:Station 3] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[29:Cur Slip Plc Pos]=PR[40:Slip Placement 3]
;
JMP LBL[70] ;
;
LBL[60:Station 4] ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
PR[29:Cur Slip Plc Pos]=PR[41:Slip Placement 4]
;
;
LBL[70:Place Slip Sheet] ;
PR[29,3:Cur Slip Plc Pos]=PR[29,3:Cur Slip Plc Pos]+
R[17:Cur Slipsht Hgt]
;
;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[29,3:Cur Slip Plc Pos]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[80] ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2]=LPOS
;
PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]=PR[29,3:Cur Slip Plc Pos]+50
;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 500mm/sec CNT100
;
PR[48,3:CalcZPos 1]=PR[49,3:CalcZpos 2]
;
LBL[80] ;
;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] 60% CNT50
;
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119:
120:L
121:
122:
123:
124:
125:
126:
127:
128:
129:
130:
131:
132:
133:
134:
135:
136:
137:
138:
139:
:
140:
:
141:
142:
143:
/POS
/END

R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
PR[29:Cur Slip Plc Pos] 1000mm/sec CNT0
;
!Add I/O here to turn slipsheet ;
!cups off. ;
!e.g. RO[1] = OFF ;
;
!Robot Position is on Pallet ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL TLK2PP(5,R[4:Current Pallet],R[5:Current Layer],0,0,0,0) ;
JMP LBL[100] ;
;
LBL[99:SSht Stack empty] ;
IF R[33:Use Found Pos SS]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
UALM[9] ;
R[33:Use Found Pos SS]=2
;
JMP LBL[101] ;
;
LBL[100:SS Placed] ;
R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=0
;
CALL PTSETVAR('PMUPDVRS','SS_PLACED',R[1:Current Cycle],3,'...',0,
1) ;
CALL PTSETVAR('PMUPDVRS','SS_REQD',R[1:Current Cycle],3,'...',0,0
) ;
R[27:No unit count]=0
;
;
LBL[101:End] ;

D.41 PLCCSTOP.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!CSTOP/PSTOP choice from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[61: Pallet Number] ;
!R[65: CSTOP choice ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
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13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
/POS
/END
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!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
LBL[10] ;
!Ready to receive CSTOP choice. ;
!1. Continue ;
!2. Change Product ;
!3. Index Pallet ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set CSTOP choice to R[65] ;
R[15:Cur EOB]=GI[1]
;
!Echo pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[15:Cur EOB] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=1,JMP LBL[20] ;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=2,CALL INTINDPL ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
LBL[20:Continue] ;
!Reset Cycle Interrupt Register ;
R[23:Cyc Stop Enabled]=0
;
R[15:Cur EOB]=0
;
LBL[100:End] ;

D.42 PLCINDEX.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

!Communication program to get ;
!Pallet Index data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[51: Pallet number for index] ;
!R[52: New Load number] ;
!R[53: New Infeed number] ;
!R[57: Alt-Infeed counter] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
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11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
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22:
23:
24:
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26:
27:
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29:
30:
31:
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34:
35:
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38:
39:
40:
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42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
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48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
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!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Wait for PLCLAYER to complete ;
!to prevent PLC data corruption. ;
WAIT R[55:PLCLAYER Running]=0
;
!Signal that PLCINDEX is running. ;
!to prevent PLC data corruption. ;
R[56:PLCINDEX Running]=1
;
!Reset alt-infeed loop counter. ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Pallet Number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet Number to R[61] ;
R[51:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[51:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Load Number ;
!0 = Disabled, to 999 Max. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load number to R[62] ;
R[52:PLC Load Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Load Number back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[52:PLC Load Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Infeed Number ;
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!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Infeed Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[53:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
IF R[48:Alt Infeed Enb]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Ready to receive alt infeed. ;
LBL[10:Alt-Infeed Loop] ;
!Increment alt-infeed count. ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=R[57:PLC Loop Counter]+1
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Infeed Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[53:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
IF R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[100] ;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMSEOBDT
;
IF R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=16,JMP LBL[100] ;
JMP LBL[10] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[100:End PLC Comm] ;
!Only 1 index allowed per DIN. ;
!Reset Group Output ;
GO[1]=0 ;
!Signal PLCINDEX.TP complete. ;
R[56:PLCINDEX Running]=0
;

;
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105:
/POS
/END

MONITOR WCELLMON ;

D.43 PLCLAYER.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
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13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
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22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
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30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
/POS
/END
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!Cycle Start Data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Ready to receive Pallet num. ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet number to R[51] ;
R[51:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[51:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive new Layer num. ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 40. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set New Layers to R[64] ;
R[54:PLC Layer Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo layer number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[54:PLC Layer Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
CALL PMPLCLAY
;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;
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D.44 PLCPART.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:

!-------------------------------- ;
!Communication program to get ;
!Cycle Start Data from PLC. ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Register Assignments ;
!R[37: Total Cycles] ;
!R[51: Pallet Number] ;
!R[52: Load Number] ;
!R[53: Infeed Number] ;
!R[57: Cycle Counter] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!I/O Assignments ;
!DI[32: PLC
- request to send] ;
!DO[32: Robot - ready for read] ;
!GI[1: Read data from PLC] ;
!GO[1: Echo data to PLC] ;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Receiving PLC Cyc Start Data. ;
UALM[11] ;
;
!Ready to receive Num Cycles ;
!Min. = 1, Max. = 20. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set total num of cycles to R[14] ;
R[37:Total cycles]=GI[1]
;
!Echo tot num cycles back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[37:Total cycles] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Initialize Loop Counter ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=0
;
!-------------------------------- ;
LBL[10:Cycle Data Loop] ;
!Reset Alt Infeed Counter ;
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R[26:Unit counter]=0
;
!Increment loop counter. ;
!Exit if cycle > total cycles. ;
R[57:PLC Loop Counter]=R[57:PLC Loop Counter]+1
;
IF R[57:PLC Loop Counter]>R[37:Total cycles],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive load number ;
!0 = disabled, to 999 Max. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Load number to R[62] ;
R[52:PLC Load Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Load number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[52:PLC Load Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Pallet number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Pallet number to R[61] ;
R[51:PLC Pallet Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[51:PLC Pallet Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
!-------------------------------- ;
;
!Ready to receive Layer number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 40 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Layer number to R[5] ;
R[84:Nxt Layer]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Layer number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[84:Nxt Layer] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
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DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Uniit number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 50 ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Unit number to R[6] ;
R[85:Nxt Unit]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Unit number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[85:Nxt Unit] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Ready to receive Infeed number. ;
!Min. = 0, Max. = 16. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Pallet number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[53:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Assign Data to Karel Variables. ;
CALL PMPLCST
;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Check for alternate infeeds. ;
!Ready to receive alt infeed. ;
LBL[20:Alt-Infeed Loop] ;
!Increment alt-infeed count. ;
R[26:Unit counter]=R[26:Unit counter]+1
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;

;
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!Set Infeed number to R[63] ;
R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Infeed Number back to PLC. ;
GO[1]=R[53:PLC Infeed Num] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;
!Set PLC data to KAREL variables. ;
CALL PMPLCST
;
IF R[53:PLC Infeed Num]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
IF R[26:Unit counter]=16,JMP LBL[10] ;
JMP LBL[20] ;
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!End PLC Communication. ;
LBL[100:END PLC Comm] ;
GO[1]=0 ;

D.45 PLCPDREC.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
/POS
/END

!Ready to receive Part Drop. ;
DO[32]=ON ;
!Wait for PLC ready to send data. ;
WAIT DI[32]=ON
;
!Set Response to R[24] ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=GI[1]
;
!Echo Response back to PLC ;
GO[1]=R[24:Part Drop Cond] ;
!Signal PLC that data received. ;
DO[32]=OFF ;
!Wait for PLC acknowledgement. ;
WAIT DI[32]=OFF
;

D.46 PLONPAL.TP
1:
2:
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!Place units on pallet. ;
!Set Speed Override. ;
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3: R[36:General Override]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
4: IF R[36:General Override]<=R[35:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
5: R[35:Speed Override]=R[35:Speed Override]*R[36:General Override]/100 ;
6: $MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[35:Speed Override] ;
7: LBL[5] ;
8:
;
9: !Full gripper payload ;
10: PAYLOAD[2] ;
11:
;
12: !Init Part Drop ;
13: R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
14: SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
15: IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
16: !Continuous checking for partdrop ;
17: RUN PMDROP ;
18: LBL[10] ;
19:
;
20: R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
21: R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
22: IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
23: R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
24: PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
25: LBL[20] ;
26:
;
27: !Infeed retreat position. ;
28:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
29:
;
30: !Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
31:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
Skip,LBL[55] ;
32: !Part Dropped ;
33:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
34: JMP LBL[99] ;
35: LBL[1] ;
36: IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[55] ;
37: R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
38: !Continuous checking for partdrop ;
39: RUN PMDROP ;
40:
;
41: !Move to pallet placement pos ;
42: LBL[55] ;
43: R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4
;
44:
;
45: IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
46: !8: Req Nxt Units & Orient BOXREQ ;
47: CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
48: LBL[75] ;
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49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
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57:
58:
59:
60:
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65:
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69:
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74:
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:L
80:
81:L
82:
83:
84:
85:
86:
87:
88:
89:
90:
91:
92:
93:
94:
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;
!Init Place Regs ;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=0
;
R[28:Multi-use]=3
;
R[29:Multi-use]=9
;
!Reset counter ;
R[96:Internal Registe]=1
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+1
;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]+1
;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
R[29:Multi-use]=R[29:Multi-use]+1
;
R[97:Internal Registe]=R[96:Internal Registe]
;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[R[28]]
;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place]=PR[R[29]]
;
PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
!1: UpdData PMUPDCYC for next drp ;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],CALL CALCPICK ;
LBL[2] ;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[97:Internal Registe] ;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr] 100% CNT80 Skip,LBL[65] MROT
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
!Place position with user offset. ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] max_speed CNT10 Offset,PR[24:Place Offset] ;
!Placement position ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] max_speed CNT5
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
CALL OPENTOOL(R[97:Internal Registe]) ;
WAIT R[19] ;
!Update rate on PD Status display ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+R[11:Cur units to drp]-1 ;
! Set new payload based on ;
! units left in the gripper ;
! PMCHGPLD (Cur UL, Cur pk/pl ;
! count, payload_id) ;
CALL PMCHGPLD(R[2:Current Unitload],R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count],2) ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[95] ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[97:Internal Registe],R[11:Cur units to drp],
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count],R[1:Current Cycle],R[5:Current Layer],
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R[4:Current Pallet]) ;
LBL[95] ;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[99:Part Drop] ;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=0,JMP LBL[102] ;
LBL[101] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL BOXREQ
;
LBL[102] ;
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[103] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset ;
PR[47:Last Retrt Ofst]=PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
LBL[103] ;
R[21:Last Pallet]=R[4:Current Pallet]
;
R[99:Last Cycle
]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
;
!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;

;

D.47 PLONPAL.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

!Place units on pallet. ;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[36:General Override]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[36:General Override]<=R[35:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[35:Speed Override]=R[35:Speed Override]*R[36:General Override]/100
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6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:L
29:
30:
31:L
32:
33:L
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
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42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
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$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[35:Speed Override] ;
LBL[5] ;
;
!Full gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[2] ;
;
!Init Part Drop ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst] Skip,LB
!Part Dropped ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[1] ;
IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[55] ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[55] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4
;
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
!8: Req Nxt Units & Orient BOXREQ ;
CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
LBL[75] ;
!Init Place Regs ;
R[6:Current Unit]=0
;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=0
;
!1st to 6th cases are stored ;
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!PR[4] thru PR[15] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=3
;
R[29:Multi-use]=9
;
!Reset counter ;
R[96:Internal Registe]=1
;
R[103:TotUnitsDropped]=0
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+1
;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]+1
;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]<=6,JMP LBL[64] ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=7,JMP LBL[62] ;
JMP LBL[64] ;
LBL[62] ;
!7th to 10th cases are stored ;
!PR[63] thru PR[70] ;
R[28:Multi-use]=62
;
R[29:Multi-use]=66
;
JMP LBL[64] ;
LBL[64] ;
;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
R[29:Multi-use]=R[29:Multi-use]+1
;
R[97:Internal Registe]=R[96:Internal Registe]
;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[R[28]]
;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place]=PR[R[29]]
;
PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
!1: UpdData PMUPDCYC for next drp ;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],CALL CALCPICK ;
LBL[2] ;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[97:Internal Registe] ;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr] 100% CNT80 Skip,LBL[65] MROT
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
!Placement position ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] max_speed CNT5
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
CALL OPENTOOL(R[97:Internal Registe]) ;
WAIT R[19] ;
!Update rate on PD Status display ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+R[11:Cur units to drp]-1

;
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100:
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R[103:TotUnitsDropped]=R[103:TotUnitsDropped]+R[11:Cur units to drp]
;
! Set new payload based on ;
! units left in the gripper ;
! PMCHGPLD (Cur UL, Cur pk/pl ;
! count, payload_id) ;
CALL PMCHGPLD(R[2:Current Unitload],R[103:TotUnitsDropped],2) ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[95] ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[97:Internal Registe],R[11:Cur units to drp],R[8:Cur Pk/Pl cou
LBL[95] ;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[99:Part Drop] ;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=0,JMP LBL[102] ;
LBL[101] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL BOXREQ
;
LBL[102] ;
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[103] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset ;
PR[47:Last Retrt Ofst]=PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
LBL[103] ;
R[21:Last Pallet]=R[4:Current Pallet]
;
R[99:Last Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
;
!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
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1: !Place units on pallet. ;
2: !Set Speed Override. ;
3: R[36:General Override]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
4: IF R[36:General Override]<=R[35:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
5: R[35:Speed Override]=R[35:Speed Override]*R[36:General Override]/100
6: $MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[35:Speed Override] ;
7:
;
8: LBL[5] ;
9: !Full gripper payload ;
10: PAYLOAD[2] ;
11:
;
12: !Init Part Drop ;
13: R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
14: SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
15: IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
16: !Continuous checking for partdrop ;
17: RUN PMDROP ;
18: LBL[10] ;
19:
;
20: R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
21: R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
22: IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
23: R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
24: PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
25: LBL[20] ;
26:
;
27: !Infeed retreat position. ;
28:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
29:
;
30: !Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
31:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
Skip,LBL[55]
;
32: !Part Dropped ;
33:L PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
34: JMP LBL[99] ;
35: LBL[1] ;
36: IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[55] ;
37: R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
38: !Continuous checking for partdrop ;
39: RUN PMDROP ;
40:
;
41: !Move to pallet placement pos ;
42: LBL[55] ;
43: R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4
;
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;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
!8: Req Nxt Units & Orient BOXREQ ;
CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
LBL[75] ;
;
!Init Place Regs ;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=0
;
R[28:Multi-use]=3
;
R[29:Multi-use]=9
;
!Reset counter ;
R[96:Internal Registe]=1
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+1
;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]+1
;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
R[29:Multi-use]=R[29:Multi-use]+1
;
R[97:Internal Registe]=R[96:Internal Registe]
;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[R[28]]
;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place]=PR[R[29]]
;
PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
!1: UpdData PMUPDCYC for next drp ;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],CALL CALCPICK ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]<>1,JMP LBL[2] ;
PR[50,3:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst] ;
LBL[2] ;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[97:Internal Registe] ;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr] 100% CNT100 Skip,LBL[65] MROT
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
!Place position with user offset. ;
!Placement position ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] max_speed CNT5
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Insert Gripper Open ;
!User Defined ;
!-------------------------------- ;
WAIT R[19] ;
!Update rate on PD Status display ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
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91:
92:
93:
94:
95:
96:
97:
98:
99:
100:

R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+R[11:Cur units to drp]-1
;
! Set new payload based on ;
! units left in the gripper ;
! PMCHGPLD (Cur UL, Cur pk/pl ;
! count, payload_id) ;
CALL PMCHGPLD(R[2:Current Unitload],R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count],2) ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[95] ;
!OPENTOOL CALL for PalletPRO only ;
CALL OPENTOOL(R[97:Internal Registe]) ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[97:Internal Registe],R[11:Cur units to drp],
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count],R[1:Current Cycle],R[5:Current Layer],
R[4:Current Pallet]) ;
101: LBL[95] ;
102: !If last place then jump to end ;
103: IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
104:
;
105: !Move up to pallet retreat posn ;
106:L PR[51:Cur Pal Place] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
107: R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
108: JMP LBL[60] ;
109:
;
110: LBL[99:Part Drop] ;
111: CALL PD_REC
;
112: IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
113: IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
114: IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
115: IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
116:
;
117: LBL[100:END] ;
118: !Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
119: R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
120: IF R[15:Cur EOB]=0,JMP LBL[102] ;
121: LBL[101] ;
122: R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
123: CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
124: CALL BOXREQ
;
125: LBL[102] ;
126:
;
127: IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[103] ;
128: !Store pallet retreat offset ;
129: PR[47:Last Retrt Ofst]=PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
130: LBL[103] ;
131: R[21:Last Pallet]=R[4:Current Pallet]
;
132: R[99:Last Cycle
]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
133:
;
134: !Reset speed override. ;
135: $MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;
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1:
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40:
41:
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!Place units on pallet. ;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[36:General Override]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[36:General Override]<=R[35:Speed Override],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[35:Speed Override]=R[35:Speed Override]*R[36:General Override]/100
;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[35:Speed Override] ;
;
LBL[5] ;
!Full gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[2] ;
;
!Init Part Drop ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
SKIP CONDITION R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]=PR[4,3:Pallet Apr Pos 1]
;
IF R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]>R[31:Calc Z Pos 2],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]=R[31:Calc Z Pos 2]-R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]=PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]+R[30:Calc Z Pos 1]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3:Infeed Ret Offst]
;
;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst] Skip,LB
!Part Dropped ;
PR[1:Infeed Unit Posn] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2:Infeed Apr Offst]
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[1] ;
IF R[45:Part Drop Enb]=0,JMP LBL[55] ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1
;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
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LBL[55] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4
;
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
!8: Req Nxt Units & Orient BOXREQ ;
CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
LBL[75] ;
;
!Init Place Regs ;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=0
;
R[28:Multi-use]=3
;
R[29:Multi-use]=9
;
!Reset counter ;
R[96:Internal Registe]=1
;
R[103:TotUnitsDropped]=0
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+1
;
R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]+1
;
R[28:Multi-use]=R[28:Multi-use]+1
;
R[29:Multi-use]=R[29:Multi-use]+1
;
R[97:Internal Registe]=R[96:Internal Registe]
;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[R[28]]
;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place]=PR[R[29]]
;
PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]=PR[16:Pal Retreat Ofst]
;
!1: UpdData PMUPDCYC for next drp ;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],CALL CALCPICK ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]<>1,JMP LBL[2] ;
PR[50,3:Cur Pal Appr]=PR[1,3:Infeed Unit Posn]+PR[2,3:Infeed Apr Offst]
LBL[2] ;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[97:Internal Registe] ;
PR[50:Cur Pal Appr] 100% CNT100 Skip,LBL[65] MROT
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=5
;
!Place position with user offset. ;
!Placement position ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] max_speed CNT5
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=6
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Insert Gripper Open ;
!User Defined ;
!-------------------------------- ;
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91:
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WAIT R[19] ;
!Update rate on PD Status display ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[6:Current Unit]+R[11:Cur units to drp]-1
;
R[103:TotUnitsDropped]=R[103:TotUnitsDropped]+R[11:Cur units to drp]
;
! Set new payload based on ;
! units left in the gripper ;
! PMCHGPLD (Cur UL, Cur pk/pl ;
! count, payload_id) ;
CALL PMCHGPLD(R[2:Current Unitload],R[103:TotUnitsDropped],2) ;
IF R[40:Part ID method]<>4,JMP LBL[95] ;
!OPENTOOL CALL for PalletPRO only ;
CALL OPENTOOL(R[97:Internal Registe]) ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[97:Internal Registe],R[11:Cur units to drp],R[8:Cur Pk/Pl cou
LBL[95] ;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[8:Cur Pk/Pl count]=R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn ;
PR[51:Cur Pal Place] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[99:Part Drop] ;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24:Part Drop Cond]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=3 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=4 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=7 AND R[24:Part Drop Cond]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24:Part Drop Cond]=0
;
IF R[15:Cur EOB]=0,JMP LBL[102] ;
LBL[101] ;
R[80:Nxt Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
CALL BOXREQ
;
LBL[102] ;
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]<>6,JMP LBL[103] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset ;
PR[47:Last Retrt Ofst]=PR[52:Cur Pal Retreat]
;
LBL[103] ;
R[21:Last Pallet]=R[4:Current Pallet]
;
R[99:Last Cycle]=R[1:Current Cycle]
;
;
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136:
137:
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!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;

D.50 PLONPALS.TP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:L
29:
30:
31:L
32:
33:L
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:

!Place units on pallet. ;
!Set Speed Override. ;
R[36]=$MCR.$GENOVERRIDE ;
IF R[36]<=R[35],JMP LBL[5] ;
R[35]=R[35]*R[36]/100
;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=R[35] ;
;
LBL[5] ;
!Full gripper payload ;
PAYLOAD[2] ;
;
!Init Part Drop ;
R[24]=1
;
SKIP CONDITION R[24]=0
;
IF R[45]=0,JMP LBL[10] ;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;
LBL[10] ;
;
R[30]=PR[1,3]+PR[2,3]
;
R[31]=PR[4,3]
;
IF R[30]>R[31],JMP LBL[20] ;
R[30]=R[31]-R[30]
;
PR[2,3]=PR[2,3]+R[30]
;
LBL[20] ;
;
!Infeed retreat position. ;
PR[1] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[3]
;
;
!Move to Adjusted Inf perch ;
PR[1] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2] Skip,LBL[55]
!Part Dropped ;
PR[1] max_speed CNT100 Offset,PR[2]
;
JMP LBL[99] ;
LBL[1] ;
IF R[45]=0,JMP LBL[55] ;
R[24]=1
;
!Continuous checking for partdrop ;
RUN PMDROP ;

;
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40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:
72:
73:
74:J
75:
76:
77:
78:
79:
80:
81:
82:L
83:
84:
85:
86:
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;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[55] ;
R[20]=4
;
;
IF R[15]<>0,JMP LBL[75] ;
!8: Req Nxt Units & Orient BOXREQ ;
CALL PMADDQ(8) ;
LBL[75] ;
;
!Init Place Regs ;
R[8]=0
;
R[28]=3
;
R[29]=9
;
!Reset counter ;
R[96]=1
;
;
LBL[60] ;
R[6]=R[6]+1
;
R[8]=R[8]+1
;
R[28]=R[28]+1
;
R[29]=R[29]+1
;
R[97]=R[96]
;
PR[50]=PR[R[28]]
;
PR[51]=PR[R[29]]
;
PR[52]=PR[16]
;
!1: UpdData PMUPDCYC for next drp ;
CALL PMADDQ(1) ;
IF R[8]=R[10],CALL CALCPICK ;
IF R[8]<>1,JMP LBL[2] ;
PR[50,3]=PR[1,3]+PR[2,3]
;
LBL[2] ;
!Set Utool for this drop ;
UTOOL_NUM=R[97] ;
PR[50] 100% CNT100 Skip,LBL[65] MROT
JMP LBL[99] ;
;
!Move to pallet placement pos ;
LBL[65] ;
R[20]=5
;
!Place position with user offset. ;
!Placement position ;
PR[51] max_speed CNT5
;
R[20]=6
;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Open Servo Hand ;
!-------------------------------- ;
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;
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CALL OPENTOOLS
;
WAIT R[19] ;
!Update rate on PD Status display ;
CALL PMDSPSPD
;
R[6]=R[6]+R[11]-1
;
! Set new payload based on ;
! units left in the gripper ;
! PMCHGPLD (Cur UL, Cur pk/pl ;
! count, payload_id) ;
CALL PMCHGPLD(R[2],R[8],2) ;
IF R[40]<>4,JMP LBL[95] ;
!OPENTOOL CALL for PalletPRO only ;
CALL OPENTOOL(R[97]) ;
CALL TLK2PP(3,R[97],R[11],R[8],R[1],R[5],R[4]) ;
LBL[95] ;
!If last place then jump to end ;
IF R[8]=R[10],JMP LBL[100] ;
;
!Move up to pallet retreat posn ;
PR[51] 2000mm/sec CNT50 Offset,PR[52]
;
R[20]=7
;
JMP LBL[60] ;
;
LBL[99:Part Drop] ;
CALL PD_REC
;
IF R[24]=2,JMP LBL[101] ;
IF R[20]=3 AND R[24]=1,JMP LBL[1] ;
IF R[20]=4 AND R[24]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
IF R[20]=7 AND R[24]=1,JMP LBL[2] ;
;
LBL[100:END] ;
!Disable Part Drop Monitor ;
R[24]=0
;
IF R[15]=0,JMP LBL[102] ;
LBL[101] ;
R[80]=R[1]
;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[1]) ;
CALL BOXREQ
;
LBL[102] ;
;
IF R[20]<>6,JMP LBL[103] ;
!Store pallet retreat offset ;
PR[47]=PR[52]
;
LBL[103] ;
R[21]=R[4]
;
R[99]=R[1]
;
;
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!Reset speed override. ;
$MCR_GRP[1].$PRGOVERRIDE=100 ;

D.51 PTGETVAR.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Routine to Get PalletTool vars ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!AR[1: Program name; string] ;
!AR[2: Variable 1 name; string] ;
!AR[3: Variable 1 index; integer] ;
!AR[4: Variable type] ;
!
1 - Integer value ;
!
2 - Real value ;
!
3 - Boolean value 1=T, 0=F ;
!AR[5: Uariable 2 name ; string] ;
!AR[6: Variable 2 index ; string] ;
!AR[7: Registar Num to put val] ;
!Example ;
![PMPALT]CYC[1].NUMINDROP[2] ;
!Arg 1 PMPALT ;
!Arg 2 CYC ;
!Arg 3 1 ;
!Arg 4 1 ;
!Arg 5 NUMINDROP ;
!Arg 6 2 ;
!Arg 7 120 ;
!If no var2 set var2 "" and ;
!var2 index 0 ;
;
CALL PMGETVAR(AR[1],AR[2],AR[3],AR[4],AR[5],AR[6],AR[7]) ;

D.52 PTSETVAR.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Routine to Set PalletTool vars ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!AR[1: Program Name] ;
!AR[2: Variable 1 name; string] ;
!AR[3: Variable 1 index; integer] ;
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7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
/POS
/END
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!AR[4: Variable type] ;
!
1 - Integer value ;
!
2 - Real value ;
!
3 - Boolean value 1=T, 0=F ;
!AR[5: Uariable 2 name ; string] ;
!AR[6: Variable 2 index ; string] ;
!AR[7: Value] ;
!Example ;
![PMPALT]CYC[1].NUMINDRP[2] = 1 ;
!Arg 1 PMPALT ;
!Arg 2 CYC ;
!Arg 3 1 ;
!Arg 4 1 ;
!Arg 5 NUMINDRP ;
!Arg 6 2 ;
!Arg 7 1 ;
!If no var 2 set it "" and ;
!var2 index 0 ;
CALL PMSETVAR(AR[1],AR[2],AR[3],AR[4],AR[5],AR[6],AR[7]) ;

D.53 RBTINUSE.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
/POS
/END

!-------------------------------- ;
!Check if Robot In Use ;
!-------------------------------- ;
CALL PMRINUSE(AR[1]) ;

D.54 RET_PER.TP
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

!Not OK to pick at any infeed ;
!Return to infeed perch ;
;
IF R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=1 OR R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2,JMP LBL[100] ;
CALL PMUPDVRS(R[99:Last Cycle
]) ;
;
!Calculate Positions ;
CALL CLINFRTN
;
CALL CALCZPOS
;
;
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11:
12:L
13:
14:J
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
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!Move straight up ;
PR[48:CalcZPos 1] max_speed CNT50
!Move to infeed perch ;
PR[49:CalcZpos 2] 100% CNT0
;
R[20:Cur Robot Posn]=2
;
;
LBL[100] ;
R[27:No unit count]=1
;
WAIT
.16(sec) ;

D.55 SETUTOOL.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
/POS
/END

UTOOL[1]=PR[17:UTOOL
UTOOL[2]=PR[18:UTOOL
UTOOL[3]=PR[19:UTOOL
UTOOL[4]=PR[20:UTOOL
UTOOL[5]=PR[21:UTOOL
UTOOL[6]=PR[22:UTOOL

1]
2]
3]
4]
5]
6]

;
;
;
;
;
;

D.56 SETUTOOL.TP (V8.30P/19 and later)
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
/POS
/END

UTOOL[1]=PR[17:UTOOL 1] ;
UTOOL[2]=PR[18:UTOOL 2] ;
UTOOL[3]=PR[19:UTOOL 3] ;
UTOOL[4]=PR[20:UTOOL 4] ;
UTOOL[5]=PR[21:UTOOL 5] ;
UTOOL[6]=PR[22:UTOOL 6] ;
UTOOL[7]=PR[71:UTOOL 7] ;
UTOOL[8]=PR[72:UTOOL 8] ;
UTOOL[9]=PR[73:UTOOL 9] ;
UTOOL[10]=PR[74:UTOOL 10] ;

D.57 STRT_PIP.TP
/MN
1:
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CALL TLK2PP(0,0,0,0,0,0,0) ;

;
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/POS
/END

D.58 TLK2PP.TP
/MN
1:
/POS
/END

CALL PMTLK2PP(AR[1],AR[2],AR[3],AR[4],AR[5],AR[6],AR[7]) ;

D.59 UPD_REGS.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
/POS
/END

R[1:Current Cycle]=R[80:Nxt Cycle]
;
R[2:Current Unitload]=R[81:Nxt Unitload]
;
R[3:Current Infeed]=R[82:Nxt Infeed]
;
R[4:Current Pallet]=R[83:Nxt Pallet]
;
R[5:Current Layer]=R[84:Nxt Layer]
;
R[6:Current Unit]=R[85:Nxt Unit]
;
R[7:Current Gripper]=R[86:Nxt Gripper]
;
R[9:Cur TotUnitsPick]=R[87:Nxt TotPkUnits]
;
R[10:Cur TotPkPlInCyc]=R[88:Nxt TotPkPlCyc]
;
R[13:Cur Pallet Done]=R[89:Nxt Pallet Done]
;
R[14:Cur Pallet Clear]=R[90:Nxt Pallet Clear]
;
CALL PMGPCLR(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;
R[16:Cur SlipSht Reqd]=R[91:Nxt SlipSheet Re]
;
R[17:Cur Slipsht Hgt]=R[92:Nxt Slipsheet Hg]
;
R[19:Grip Off Delay]=R[93:Nxt GripOff Dela]
;
!Get pick payload ;
CALL PMSETPLD(R[1:Current Cycle]) ;

D.60 WCELLMON.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
/POS
/END

WHEN DI[28]=ON,CALL CYCSTOP ;
WHEN DI[29]=ON,CALL PLCINDEX ;
WHEN DI[30]=ON,CALL PLCLAYER ;
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D.61 WCMON.TP
/MN
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
/POS
/END
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!-------------------------------- ;
!Workcell Monitor Start ;
!-------------------------------- ;
!Start the TP monitor ;
MONITOR WCELLMON ;
!Start the KAREL Monitor ;
CALL PMWCMON
;
;
WAIT SEMAPHORE[2]
;
TIMER[1]=RESET ;
TIMER[1]=START ;
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This section contains information about different PalletTool software versions.

E.1 PALLETTOOL TURBO V8.30P/19
PalletTool Turbo now supports

• up to 10 cases in the gripper (previously 6),
• 100 units per layer (previously 60),
• Servo Gripper palletizing.
To do servo gripper palletizing, you will need to purchase the Servo Tool (R675) option. This version
has new TP programs and changes to internal data structures.
The following TP programs have been modified:

• boxreq.tp
• movement.tp
• moveper.tp
• ok2pick.tp
• pd_pkagn.tp
• pkfrminf.tp
• pkplunit.tp
• plonpal.tp
• plonpalb.tp
• setutool.tp
The following TP programs are new:

• clostools.pc
• opentools.tp
• pkfrmins.tp
• plonpals.tp
• ptulgetsid.tp
Please refer to Appendix D PalletTool Turbo Programs to see the new contents. Both the old and
new versions of the programs are listed there.
Also, PalletTool Turbo now uses a new variable name for storing cycle data. Previously the name
was "cyc". The new name is "cyc10".
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E.2 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL TURBO V7.70 AND
PALLETTOOL TURBO V8.10/P01
The following changes were made to PalletTool Turbo in the R-30iB V8.10x platform:

• The PalletTool TurboTP programs no longer use the ACC instructions by default. This is done to
prevent accidental misuse or running the robots too aggressively and then reducing their life. You
can insert the ACC instructions for higher performance, but you should do it with great care. The
following programs are different compared to their v7.70 versions as a result of removing ACC:
— PKFRMINB.TP
— PKFRMINF.TP
— PLONPAL.TP
— PLONPALB.TP
— RET_PER.TP

E.3 PALLETTOOL TURBO V7.70xx
Following enhancements were made in the various v7.70P/xx versions:

• Creating unitloads that have a basic pattern, an alternate pattern and a top-cap: A new teach
pendant menu is provided under Setup called "Mixed Layer". Users can create Mixed layer
unitloads from this new menu. The menu allows users to quickly create a Mixed Layer unitload
that contains a basic pattern, an alternate pattern and a top-cap pattern. It is intended for users
who frequently change Mixed layer loads during production. For example, they want to change
the number of layers, select an alternate pattern for certain layers and/or wish to have a different
pattern for the top layer only. The same Mixed layer load can be easily edited and re-used. Please
refer to the HELP in the teach pendant for this menu to learn about this feature.

• Duty Cycle Analysis in PalletPRO: PalletTool Turbo now helps collect profiler data (duty cycle)
for use with the PalletPRO product for off-line analysis by customers. The type of profiler data to
be collected is entered in the PalletPRO software. This feature is available when PalletTool Turbo
runs in PalletPRO only. When running on real robots, this feature is a no-op. Please note that
the following TP programs have been modified to support the profiler interface: PKPALSTK.TP,
PKSLPSTK.TP and PKPLUNIT.TP. They have an additional line to record profiler data when it
is enabled.

• Ability to get future cycle data from PalletTool Turbo to Stage your boxes or bags prior to
arrival on the Infeed at the robot: Presently, PalletTool Turbo does not output box request data
for multiple future cycles at a time. It is important in some palletizing applications to not only
know the box quantity and orientation at an infeed for the current cycle, but also simultaneously
know the box quantity and orientation for the next two cycles. Knowing required box quantity
and orientation for future cycles allows pre-positioning or staging of the box orientations well
ahead of the actual picking cycle.
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A new KAREL program PMBOXORI is provided.
Usage:
Call PMBOXORI(cycle_num:
BoxQty_reg:
BoxOri_reg:
Status_reg:

INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER;
INTEGER)

-----

[IN]
[OUT]
[OUT]
[OUT]

Valid values for cycle_num are: current_cyc = 0, current_cyc + 1 = 1, current_cyc + 2 = 2. If your
application requires this feature, please modify BOXREQ.TP. You will be replacing the single
PMBOXREQ call that exists now with multiple PMBOXORI calls as shown below.
:
11:
:
12:

! For the current cycle ;
CALL PMBOXORI(0,78,79,153) ;
! For the next cycle ;
CALL PMBOXORI(1,151,152,153) ;

• Enhanced Cycle Stop Menu: The Cycle Stop menu has been changed. It now supports changing
products better. While changing products, you can now assign alternate infeeds and infeeds
for mixed layer loads.

• Mixed layer unitload simulation of PalletTool Turbo in PalletPRO.
• Pick and Place Delays in Unitload: The pick delay and place delay can now be stored in the
unitload. Previously, these delays used to be in the Gripper setup. This provides the flexibility to
use different delays for the unitloads even though they use the same gripper. The delays entered in
gripper setup or variables will no longer be used.

• Automatic Payload Calculation using new Unit weight and Gripper Weight: Weight of a unit (box
or bag) can now be specified in the unitload setup. The gripper weight can be specified in the
gripper setup. PalletTool Turbo automatically sets the payload value and ID for the controller
based on the payload for the pick, drop, slip sheet picking, and pallet picking programs. Payload 1
is always used for the empty gripper case (and slip sheet picking and pallet picking), and Payload
2 is used for the full gripper case. This will give better cycle time and motion performance
from the robot.
Following fixes were made in the various v7.70P/xx versions:

• When you run simulation of a 5-axis robot in PalletPRO, it fails to run the robot. Instead it faults
out with a Pos Cfg Error. This is now fixed.

• When the Status Prod Data web page is being displayed, if a user program uses a force_link
command to display his web page, PTTB posts PALT-001 Screen change too quick. The user''s
program is displayed but not updated correctly and the robot or some PalleTool task may pause.

• By default, when a user attempts to run a PalletPRO workcell using the M-410iB/140H robot,
he will not be able to run the simulation. The robot will fault out with a "Pos cfg error". This
update fixes the issue.
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• The Cycle start menu now does greater validation checks for all input data and disallows users
from making incorrect choices.

• While doing a product-changeover (end-of-batch), if the user decides to change product to a pallet
that was not assigned at cycle start (for example, when you started PalletTool, you had two pallets
and infeeds, but you decided to use only 1 cycle (cycle #1) for infeed 1 and pallet 1. But later
you decided to invoke end-of-batch and decided to change product on pallet 2 using a new cycle
(cycle #2), it was not working correctly. This is fixed.

• If you were running a Mixed Layer unitload on a pallet (which used different infeeds for its
unitloads), and you decided to use End-of-batch to change to a standard unitload, the robot would
use the infeeds of the previous Mixed layer load as alternate infeeds. This is fixed.

• The cycle stop menu (with the new menu) would not be displayed correctly if an option called
"Clock simultaneous" option was already installed. This is now fixed.

• While doing an "index/change product" or end-of-batch with the new cycle stop menu, the robot
might do an extra cycle of pick and place before indexing the pallet. This is now fixed. To get this
fix, the new version of the TP program CSTOPMNU.TP should be used.

• If you do ML partial pallet startup, and you specify a full layer for the top UL of a ML, then, the
robot will not pick from the proper infeed and place properly on the unitload.- If partial pallet
index is initiated at the end of a full layer of a ML which would be followed by a slip sheet, that
slip sheet may get put on the wrong pallet.(EOB = off).

• If you had a top slip sheet (or top cap) for a ML, then the slip sheet may not necessarily be always
put on the top layer. Instead, it may put it in the bottom layer of the ML.

• If you have a 2-pallet cell and you try to capture duty data for only one of the pallets (you are
running 1-inf-1-pal in a multiple pallet cell), then the robot would not stop collecting duty data
when it completes that unitload.

• When there are more than 9 pallets in the PalletPRO workcell, then the robot would not palletize
to pallets 10 and higher. This issue is only related to PalletPRO. (The real world PalletTool
applications with more than 9 pallets work fine).

• When you palletize with an invert mount M-710ic/20L in PalletPRO, then the robot would not
palletize due to "config mismatch" errors. This is now fixed.

• In PalletPRO, if you had a top slip sheet which was of different thickness than the others in the
unitload, then that actual thickness was not shown in PickPRO correctly. This is a PalletPRO
only fix. Real-world PalletTool applications are not impacted.

• It was not possible to start PalletPRO with all pallets disabled in the past. It is possible now.
This will help test applications where the robot is waiting for a signal from a PLC to do an
end-of-batch or product changeover.

• When the robot is on a RTU (extended axis), previously the extended positions could not be
taught in PalletPRO and downloaded to the controller. Now you can setup and simulate RTU
palletizing in PalletPRO and then download the data to the controller.

• PalletTool Turbo can now handle the case where the user starts with n cycles (for example, n=0 or
n= 1) and then adds the (n+1)th cycle through an end-of-batch operation.
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• PalletTool Turbo uses default part weight to be 1/4 of robot''s max payload and default gripper
weight to be 3/4 of robot''s max payload.

• Prevents an uninitialized data error the first time you visit the Gripper setup page after you load a
PMGRIPDT.VR (gripper data) from an older version.

• PTTB provides a variable [PMPALT]cur_ml_layer[cycle_num] for tracking the current layer in
a Mixed layer unit load (ML). This variable was not updating correctly at cycle start for the
partial pallet startup case where the start layer corresponded to the beginning layer of a new (or
next) Unitload (UL) in a ML. This is now fixed.

• If user specified a DOUT index of zero for orientation DOUT in the infeed setup, then PalletTool
Turbo would generate a "Write I/O value failed" error. This is now fixed.

• If users auto-updated from any version prior to V7.70P19, then an UNINIT error would be
generated (in the KAREL program PMPROCDT) while upgrading the old unit load and gripper
data to the new format (gripper weight, part weight, etc.). This is now fixed.

• While doing RTU palletizing you get a "Syntax error" when PalletTool executes the program
CLINFRTN.TP if, at startup before issuing cycle start, PR[47: Last retreat offset] is uninitialized.

• While doing RTU palletizing PalletTool does not initialize the Extended posiiton of some of the
position registers it uses (for ex: PR[23:pick offset] and PR[24: Place offset]. Therefore, the robot
might fault out with uninitialized PR data just prior to picking or placing. The workaround is for
you to initialize the PRs by yourself.

• While doing End-of-Batch, if using alternate infeeds, then if using the Cycle Stop menu on the TP,
the main infeed (which is alternate infeed[1]) was sometimes not getting copied from the alternate
infeed sub-menu (DETAIL at cycle start menu) to the main cycle start menu. This would result
in incorrect display of boxes in PalletPRO on the EOB infeed.

• If using alternate infeeds, then after a cycle start OR right after an EOB, PalletTool Turbo locked
the very first pick cycle to pick from the first alternate infeed in the collection instead of just going
to that alternate infeed which had sufficient boxes for that cycle. After the boxes for this first
cycle are received, it would then operate correctly in terms of picking from alternate infeeds. The
problem is that in customer cells, the boxes for the first cycle may arrive at any of the infeeds
but the robot would wait at the first infeed.

• If you create a PalletPRO Rev G workcell from a backup from an older version of PalletTool
Turbo (for ex: V7.70P/17 or earlier), then if you Uploaded the data to PalletPRO and tried to run
palletizing, then the robot will fault out with error related to gripper data. The new field for
gripper weight would not get read. This has no impact to real-world palletizing.

• Sometimes when you enter or exit the Status Prod Data menu, an XMLF-006 error is posted. The
screen would be blank. This is fixed.

E.4 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL TURBO V7.20, V7.30
and PALLETTOOL TURBO V7.40
The main change in this version is:
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• Mixed Layer Palletizing is now supported.

E.5 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31-1E-D
AND PALLETTOOL TURBO V7.20, V7.30
PalletTool Turbo is released for the first time on the R-30iA platform with HandlingTool V7.20P,
V7.30.
The main changes in this version are:

• Faster palletizing and same path at any override with the new Constant Path and Advanced
Constant path options (refer to the Motion Options section of the HandlingTool Setup and
Operations manual for details). These two options are now required to run PalletTool Turbo.

• Up to 999 unit loads can be stored on the controller. (Previous versions did not allow this even
with 2 or 3 MB CMOS).

• A switch is provided to allow the bag gripper to line up one of its sides along the infeed
conveyor. This allows a bag gripper to be used like a fork gripper. It also makes integration of
servo grippers easier.

• A new utility called PMGETUL.PC is included that can be used to retrieve any data from the unit
load variable file. See the included TESTGUL.TP for how this can be used.

• The default pointer length (Z value) in the infeed and pallet station teaching menus has been
changed from 740 mm to 800 mm to reflect the new longer pointer that is shipped with the product.

• The program PKPALSTK.TP has been modified to work better with PalletPRO (no impact to
running with real robots). The modification prevents an issue with simulation that sometimes the
robot needlessly picks up a pallet again after it has placed one on the pallet station.

• The utility program PTSETVAR can now be used to assign a position register to a KAREL
position variable.

• The program PTCNVUL.PC can now be used to convert unit loads from V5.30, V6.21, V6.22,
V6.31 and V6.40 to V7.20 versions. If you have unit loads (PMULXXX.VR) from older versions,
we recommed that you upgrade them by using PTCNVUL.

• The default value for $FILE_MAXSEC is now -512. It used to be -128 in prior versions. This
is important because it allows users to download numerous unit load files from PalletPRO. In
prior versions, some of the downloaded unit loads were not seen by the controller due to this
limitation. Users can increase the number further (for example, to -600), if they still run into
trouble downloading hundreds of unit loads in a rapid fire back-to-back fashion).

• The MROT function has been enhanced (refer to the Motion Options section of the HandlingTool
Setup and Operations manual for details). With the old MROT there were cases where a
palletizing application would see extra wrist rotations where there shouldn't be. The new MROT
is truer.
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E.6 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31-1 AND
PALLETTOOL TURBO V6.31-1E-D
PalletTool Turbo 6.31-1E-D supersedes all prior versions of PalletTool Turbo. It now supports bag
palletizing. The following menus have been modified:

• Infeed Stn setup (allows teaching of downstream pick position between rollers of the infeed)
• Gripper Setup
• Optimal path setup (bag overlaps, bag drop heights)
• Production Status (NEW_UHT allows changing bag height on the fly)
This version also fixes some issues related to end-of-batch handling (when the robot was idle at the
waiting at the infeed perch position when EOB signal is received).
Infeed stations created in previous versions of PalletTool or PalletTool Turbo are compatible and will
be upgraded when you visit the BAG menu in the Infeed Stn setup.
If you want to run older unitloads, you should first convert them using the CNV_UL macro that is
provided with PalletTool Turbo.
If you are using this version for bag palletizing only, exercise caution in restoring PKFRMINF.TP and
PLONPAL.TP. The termtype on all motions should be adjusted for higher throughput rate.

E.7 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V6.22-1 AND
PALLETTOOL V6.31-1
Starting with V6.31-1, two variations of the PalletTool product are available: PalletTool and
PalletTool Turbo.
PalletTool Turbo is the default choice while ordering palletizing software. PalletTool Turbo supports
only palletizing with vacuum and custom vacuum grippers. It provides roughly 7-20% higher
throughput. For information about PalletTool Turbo V6.31, refer to Chapter 2 PALLETTOOL TURBO .
The PalletTool product supports palletizing, depalletizing, mixed layer palletizing, and palletizing
with fork grippers. Therefore, you must select one of these variations when placing your order for
palletizing software.
The functionality of PalletTool V6.31 is the same as the functionality of PalletTool V6.22-1. The only
difference is that a few more bugs have been fixed in PalletTool V6.31:
1. PalletTool V6.31 is able to display the palletizing unit load setup, infeed setup, and pallet
station setup menus on any of the three panes of the iPendant. In PalletTool V6.22 or earlier
versions, if a palletizing setup menu is invoked on any pane except Pane 1 (the left hand side
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pane) in a multiple window display, the unit loads, infeed stations, or pallet stations would
not be listed correctly.
2. PalletTool V6.31 is able to transfer infeed and pallet stations data (in addition to unit load, pallet
system, and gripper data) over a serial RS-232C connection from PalletTool PC or PalletPRO
simulation software. This was not possible on PalletTool V6.22 or earlier versions.
If you are upgrading from earlier versions of PalletTool to PalletTool V6.31, refer to the appropriate
sections in Appendix E . Upgrading to V6.31 is identical to upgrading to V6.22. You might need to
refer to more than one section in Appendix E if you are upgrading from very old versions of PalletTool.
If you are upgrading from an older version of PalletTool to PalletTool Turbo, refer to Chapter 2
PALLETTOOL TURBO and then follow all the links from that chapter to the Appendix sections on
Programs, Numeric Registers, Position Registers, Macros, and so on. This upgrade will require
more effort than upgrading directly to PalletTool V6.31. It might be worth considering all new
customization of the standard PalletTool Turbo instead of trying to port your older teach pendant
programs from earlier versions of PalletTool.

E.8 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V6.21-1 AND
PALLETTOOL V6.22-1
This version contains some enhancements and bug fixes compared to the previous version. The
following fixes have been made to the PalletTool software:

• USER2 Menu Display problem: This fixes a problem related to going to the USER2 menu on
the teach pendant after visiting the PalletTool Production Data screen. After visiting the USER2
menu, the user would not be able to display any of his custom screens on that page. This works
correctly now.

• Unit Load Centering Did Not Work for patterns downloaded from PalletTool PC: In PalletTool
6.21 or PalletTool V5.30-3C, when you transferred a unit load DT file from PalletTool PC, the
seating offsets did not take effect unless you visited the Optimal path menu and switched seating
from Centered to Manual and then back to Centered. This did not happen when you transferred
DT files created by PalletPRO simulation software. All data downloaded from PalletTool PC
now take effect correctly.

• PalletPRO Conveyor simulation program: This program was added to PalletTool as a standard
program for use with PalletPRO simulation software. This is meant only for simulation. Users
should not run this program.

E.9 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V6.20-X AND
PALLETTOOL V6.21-1
If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section.
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In V6.21, the following functionality is new:

• Part Drop: PalletTool now allows register 94 (R[94]) to be set equal to a value between 0 and
1000 milliseconds. This means that when a part drop is detected, it will try to detect the part for
the R[94] time duration again. This avoids illegal part drop detect in some systems (Retrofitted to
V5.30-3 MU 2 also).

• Part Drop: PalletTool now avoids the “Part already in gripper” error by noting exactly how many
boxes it needs in the gripper versus the ones placed by the gripper in the current drop. The
result is that during multiple-drop placements, if the empty case of a gripper overhangs a unit
already placed, it will know that despite part presence in the case, part presence check is not
needed for that case.

• Debug flag: By setting [PMPALT]ptdbg = true, PalletTool will create PTDBG.TXT on the MC:\
root directory which continuously records the current cycle, current pallet #, current Layer, and
current unit. To get debug data, you must have a memory card with plenty of free space.

• Support for PalletPRO 6.21 simulation product: Depalletizing and partial pallet startup. These
changes will be transparent to the users who use PalletTool on the real robot controller. These
changes are in the following teach pendant programs: PKFRMPAL.TP, PLONINF.TP.
Bugs Fixed in 6.21–1:

• Depalletizing– If you run depalletizing continuously with more than 1 pallet, the robot sometimes
goes to the wrong layer after a pallet index.

• If you palletize and depalletize at the same time, after an index, PalletTool will abort with an error.
• Due to use of MROT to minimize wrist rotations, the robot sometimes runs into limit errors or
displays the “Position not reachable” error.

E.10 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V5.30-X AND
PALLETTOOL V6.20-X
The PalletTool functionality in the two versions is the same.

E.11 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V5.22-X AND
PALLETTOOL V5.30-X
E.11.1 PalletTool V5.30-1
PalletTool V5.30-1 has the same functionality as PalletTool V5.22-2.
The following functionality is new:

• Triple-case fork gripper support. (Previously only up to 2-case forks were supported.)
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The following changes have occurred:

• Data for Multicase unitloads from PalletTool PC now downloads correctly.
• Unitloads with flipped layers, but not layer 2, now download correctly from PalletTool PC.
• After a Partial Pallet Index, a box request for the new unitload is now performed.
• Pallets will not get indexed early after a Partial Pallet Index on the previous unitload.
• Empty pallets will not get indexed if a Partial Pallet Index signal is received.
• A “Get_var failed” error will not occur when disabling a pallet through the PLC.
• Slipsheets will be placed correctly on the bottom layer with a PLC cycle start.
• Slipsheets will be placed correctly after a cycle start with a full pallet.
• Pallet stations greater than four will now index correctly.
• Fork gripper picks for all unit/infeed orientations correctly.

E.11.2 PalletTool 5.30-2
• After deleting the pm*.vr files from RD:, a PURGE_DEV('RD:', status) is performed to fix a
system bug where memory defragmentation occurs. The defragmentation would not allow any
more unit load data files to be transferred to the controller from a PC.

• Unit load DT files transferred using the File Services in HandlingWorks process correctly.
• Local condition handlers would pause when the robot is paused. Now they are nopause so that the
conditions would trigger actions even when the robot is in a faulted or paused state.

• While depalletizing, the layer override feature was not working for partial pallet indexing. This
has been fixed.

• The robot now goes back to perch if all infeed lanes are disabled. This has been fixed.
• After a pick again and continue in Part drop recovery, the robot will now re-request boxes for
the current cycle.

• Added part check prior to unit request. If a part is dropped, then nothing is requested until
after recovery.

• After cycle stop -> index pallet, placement position is now corrected.
• Allow pick again and continue for an End of batch cycle. Pallet will index and palletizing will
continue on remaining pallets.

• If an End of Batch signal was received on the next cycle after a cycle stop, certain PalletTool
variables are now always updated.

• After an End of Batch signal, the robot will no longer occasionally attempt to pick up boxes on
the infeed conveyor where boxes are not present, and try to place them on the pallet.
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E.11.3 PalletTool V5.30-3
The following are the new features in PalletTool compared to PalletTool V5.30-2.

• Palletizing can now be done with up to 16 infeeds and 16 pallets (formerly 12 and 12).
• Integration of the MROT instruction with PalletTool. This eliminates extra wrist rotations while
palletizing.

• Pallet PRO simulation software is now supported.
In addition to these features, the following issues were fixed.

• While doing Mixed layer palletizing, the robot no longer occasionally drops a unit about 2 inches
from the pallet on the first pick and place cycle on the pallet.

• After performing a pallet index from the Cycle Stop menu, the box request signals are now
corrected.

E.12 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V5.20-3 AND 5.22-1
PalletTool now supports 6-axis robots.

E.13 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V5.11-1 AND
PALLETTOOL V5.20-3
If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section.

E.13.1 PALLETTOOL VERSION 5.20
This section provides an overview of the new functions in PalletTool V5.20. PalletTool V5.20 has
been re-written for ease of customization and debugging. As a result, new functions have been added,
and some previously existing functions have been modified.

E.13.2 PALLETTOOL IS AN OPTION TO HANDLINGTOOL
This allows you to take advantage of all the general-purpose options available with HandlingTool
such as Extended Axes, DeviceNet interface, and Ethernet Controller Backup and Restore. In the
future, as new options become available to HandlingTool, they will become immediately available
to PalletTool as well.
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E.13.3 EASY TO CUSTOMIZE AND DEBUG
To allow easier and quicker customizations or modifications, PalletTool V5.20 has a completely
new structure than that of previous versions. In past versions, PalletTool was a main KAREL
program calling teach pendant programs at various locations for motion, setting I/O, and getting data.
PalletTool V5.20 uses a teach pendant program called MAIN.TP as the main method of controlling
PalletTool's features.
You can now completely follow the palletizing and depalletizing sequence through teach pendant
programs. Calls are made to KAREL to calculate or set data, but program execution returns back to
the calling teach pendant program immediately following the KAREL execution.

E.13.4 NEW CYCLE START MENU
The new Cycle start menu allows you to specify both palletizing and depalletizing operations. The
unit loads to be palletized or depalletized can be standard or mixed layer unit loads. Refer to Section
E.13.5 for more information on depalletizing, or Section E.13.6 for more information about mixed
layer unit load. The menu also allows users to define "alternate infeeds" (see below for description).
See Figure E–1 and Figure E–2 for examples of the new Cycle start menu.
To add or delete a row in the Cycle start menu above, press NEXT and go to the second page of
function keys. You will see ADD_CYC and DEL_CYC keys for this purpose.
If you press DETAIL when the cursor is on a row containing a mixed layer unit load, you will see a
screen similar to the following:
Figure E–1. Cycle Start Menu

SETUP Pallet System
PalletSystem
#
UL# PICK PLACE Layer
1 UL001 Inf\2 Pal 2
0
2 UL002 Inf 2 Pal 2
0
3 ***** Inf 0 Pal 0
0
4 ML300 Inf 4 Pal 4
0

1/2
Unit
0
0
0
0

If you press DETAIL when the cursor is on a row that does NOT contain a mixed layer unit load, you
will see a screen similar to the one below for setting up alternate infeeds:
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Figure E–2. Cycle Start Menu Detail Screen

SETUP Pallet System
PalletSystem
#
UL# PICK PLACE
1 UL005 Inf 1 Pal 1
2 UL005 Inf 2 Pal 1
3 UL005 Inf 3 Pal 1
4 UL005 Inf 4 Pal 1
5 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
6 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
7 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
8 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
9 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1

1/10

Note The new cycle start menu allows palletizing from one infeed to multiple pallets. However,
the user must be aware that this requires customization of unit requests, which is handled by the
BOXREQ.TP teach pendant program. Also, you must have a thorough understanding of how part
drop recovery works with your particular application.

E.13.5 DEPALLETIZING
PalletTool now supports depalletizing. Depalletizing is made possible by the new Cycle start menu.
Refer to Section E.13.4 for a description of the new Cycle start menu. In the new cycle start menu, the
user indicates that the pick station is a pallet and the place station is an infeed for a given unit load.
Internally, PalletTool recognizes this as a depalletizing operation.
During depalletizing, the robot picks up units from the full or partial pallet and places them on the
infeed conveyor. The number of picks and the sequence of picking is specified in the unit load file
just as it is for palletizing. All the functions supported with palletizing, such as starting with a partial
pallet, PLC mode, cycle stop and part drop recovery and layer barrier are supported for depalletizing
operations.
In case of part drop recovery, certain choices such as place remaining boxes is not supported because
it makes sense only in palletizing operations. Slip sheets and pallets are removed from the pallet
station and put in their respective slip sheet stacks or pallet stands. Also, when pallet handling is
enabled during depalletizing and a partial pallet is indexed, the robot will NOT remove the pallet.
Depalletizing is not supported with fork grippers because it is not possible for the robot to put the
forks in between the layers of the unit load to pick up the units. Depalletizing is supported with
vacuum grippers. Also, part drop recovery is not supported for depalletizing.
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E.13.6 MIXED LAYER PALLETIZING
PalletTool now allows unit loads to be built that can have a different product in each layer. You
cannot mix different products on a layer, but each layer can contain a different product of the same
uniform height. In order to do this, PalletTool V5.20 provides a new mixed layer unit load file called
PMMLxxx.VR.
In order to create a mixed layer unit load, you must first create the individual standard unit load files
using PalletTool PC or the teach pendant (unique patterns only). After this is done, the mixed layer
unit load can be created from the Setup UnitLoad menu. When you attempt to create a new unit
load from the screen shown in Figure E–3 , you will be prompted to indicate if you want to create
a mixed layer unit load. If you do, then a new menu is displayed, shown in Figure E–4 , on which
you can assign the standard unit loads you created earlier and a layer override entry. Therefore, in
this menu, you could specify that UL1 is the first two layers, UL2 is the next layer and UL3 is the
next three layers, and so on.
Figure E–3. Mixed Layer Load Example Screen

SETUP Unit load
Unit loads in memory
ITEM UNIT LOAD
ID NAME
1
UL1
Small Boxes
2
UL2
Medium Boxes
3
UL3
Large boxes
4
ML100
UL1 UL2 UL3
5
ML101
UL3 UL1 UL2

7/8

Figure E–4. Mixed Layer Load Setup Example Screen

SETUP Mixed load
Mixed Load PMML100
# UL#
Product ID
1 UL001
Small Boxes
2 UL002
Medium Boxes
3 UL003
Large Boxes
4
5
6
7
8
9
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In order to palletize a mixed layer unit load, you must assign an MLxxx file to a pallet in the new
Cycle start menu. Then, you need to go to the DETAIL menu and assign the infeeds on which the
individual products that go into the mixed layer load arrive into the cell. Displaying the DETAIL
menu of a mixed layer load is always desirable for two other reasons: 1) Partial pallet specification is
done at the DETAIL menu, and 2) The main menu does not tell you the actual unit load or product
(Ulxxx) with which the robot will begin palletizing. You will only see MLxxx in the main Cycle
start menu. See Figure E–1 for details.
You must carefully specify a mixed layer unit load - especially concerning slip sheets. You should
avoid specifying a mixed layer unit load where the first product has a top slip sheet and the next
product in the layers above has a bottom slip sheet. In this case, the robot will attempt to pick up
slip sheets twice which is not desired.
PalletTool can both palletize and depalletize mixed layer unit loads. As indicated in the depalletizing
section above, depalletizing is not supported with fork grippers. Partial pallet startup for mixed
layer unit loads is supported.
The layers-on-the-fly feature, which allows you to change the number of layers to palletize on an
active unit load dynamically, is also not available with mixed unit loads.
A maximum of ten standard unit loads can be reference in a mixed layer unit load file. Also, while
creating a mixed layer unit load in the Setup Unitload menu, you cannot specify layer overrides
which have a layer barrier defined. For example, if you specify that you need 2 layers of PMUL001,
PalletTool will return an error if you are in the Sequence Menu in Optimal Path Setup because you
have already specified a layer barrier is to be used for this load. PalletTool will disallow selection
of this unit load.
Alternate infeeds are not supported for mixed layer unit loads. Refer to Section E.13.7 for details
about alternate infeeds.

E.13.7 ALTERNATE INFEEDS
Typically, the robot palletizes between one primary infeed conveyor and one pallet. However, in some
applications, there are one or more secondary or alternate infeed conveyors carrying the same product.
PalletTool allows you to specify alternate infeeds from the new Cycle start menu.
During production, the robot will switch between these infeed conveyors if parts are present on them
while placing parts on the same pallet. As an example, this can be useful if a primary conveyor is
out of order, and parts are funneled to an alternate infeed. No reprogramming or customization is
necessary to make PalletTool pick up the parts automatically from the alternate infeed. See Figure
E–5 for setup of alternate infeed conveyors from the DETAIL menu of the main Cycle start menu.
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Figure E–5. Mixed Layer Load Example Screen

SETUP Pallet System
PalletSystem
#
UL# PICK PLACE
1 UL005 Inf 1 Pal 1
2 UL005 Inf 2 Pal 1
3 UL005 Inf 3 Pal 1
4 UL005 Inf 4 Pal 1
5 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
6 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
7 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
8 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1
9 UL005 Inf 0 Pal 1

1/10

While using alternate infeeds, you must note that part or box requests are sent to the conveyor from
which parts got picked. Modify BOXREQ.TP if you want to change this behavior. For example, if
after picking up boxes on conveyor 1, you want to request boxes on conveyor 2 for the next cycle, you
must modify BOXREQ.TP.
A maximum of ten alternate infeeds can be defined using the new cycle start menu.
While using alternate infeeds feature with fork grippers, it should be noted that PalletTool requires all
the alternate infeeds to be taught with either the NORMAL side or the ROTATED side. You cannot
have one alternate infeed taught with NORMAL side and the other conveyor with the ROTATED side

E.13.8 PALLETTOOL V5.20 THROUGHPUT ENHANCEMENTS
Two features in PalletTool V5.20 improve throughput significantly:

• User-defined requests for box quantity and orientation for each palletizing cycle: PalletTool
V5.20 allows the request for the number of boxes and the orientation of the boxes for each cycle
to be user-defined via the new Sequence menu in the Optimal Path Setup. Previous versions
of PalletTool required the box orientation to be the same for the entire unit load. This new
feature allows most placements on the pallet to be a single simultaneous drop vs. the more time
consuming individual drops such as 1+ 1 +1, 2+1, or another variation, which usually results from
always picking up boxes in the same fixed orientation. In many cases, this feature will allow
the entire layer and unit load to be palletized in fewer cycles than in previous versions. This
will improve the overall palletizing throughput significantly. Note that for a given pick cycle,
you cannot mix orientation of units.

• Layer barrier: PalletTool V5.20 now allows you to specify how many units to pick up from the
infeed conveyor in each pick and place cycle via the new Sequence Menu in the Optimal Path
Setup. In prior versions, the number of boxes that the robot would pick at the conveyor was
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variable based on PalletTool's own internal calculations. The drawback of this approach is that
since PalletTool processed one layer at a time, it would only pick up as many boxes as are required
for the last pick cycle for that layer. The new feature will allow PalletTool to pick the maximum
number of boxes from the conveyor and if the current layer is done, continue to palletize on the
next layer. This will eliminate many pick and place cycles during the building of the complete unit
load and result in significant throughput enhancement. It should be noted that PalletTool would
make an exception to constant picking if it determines that a slipsheet is required on the next layer.

E.13.8.1 Cycle Stop and Pallet Stop
Cycle Stop and Pallet Stop - In previous versions of PalletTool, the Sequence menu allowed a
maximum of 3 placements in a cycle. That is, if the gripper had 6 units, all these units would have to
be placed in three placements in the following way:

• Either 2+2+2 or 2+1+4, or another variation of placement. The new Sequence menu in PalletTool
V5.20 allows up to 6 placements in a cycle. Therefore, it is possible to do 1+1+1+1+1+1.

E.13.8.2 Improved Communication with the PLC
Cycle Stop and Pallet Stop can now be activated from external signals from a PLC. In prior
versions, you could only invoke this function manually from the Production Status menu on the teach
pendant. The manual activation continues to be available. Also, in PLC mode, you have the option
of completely bypassing the menus and handling all the cycle and pallet stop choices through I/O
signals. This makes it possible to perform pallet indexing and product changeovers without any
manual intervention after moving the robot to perch.
Part Drop recovery can now operate in PLC mode where it can communicate part drop status to the
PLC and receive signals back to pick again, and continue with the process being run.
Higher Performance I/O Processing
Use of Condition Handlers instead of a concurrently running MULTIIO.TP task: In PalletTool
V5.20, TPP and KAREL condition handlers are used to process asynchronous signals such as PLC
requests to index partial pallets and change layers on the fly. This guarantees that PalletTool will not
miss any external signal even if they occur rapidly.

E.13.9 ONE POINT STATION TEACHING
When teaching pallet and infeed stations, only one point is needed. With previous versions of
PalletTool, at least three points had to be taught to teach a station.
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E.13.10 PART DROP RECOVERY
The Part Drop recovery screen is now a customizable teach pendant menu. Recovery items can now
be added or removed from the menu with the menu utility feature.
Part drop recovery now places as many units as possible in multi-unit drops. Previous versions
would place units one at a time. If a unit is dropped while already in part drop recovery, the robot
will not abort the program as in previous versions, but will continue will continue with a new part
drop recovery.
Part drop recovery options can now be responded to remotely through PLC I/O.

E.13.11 INCREASED STORAGE FOR UNIT LOADS
You can now store up to 125 unit load files with 1 MB CMOS and up to 475 unit loads with 2 MB
CMOS. Assume 8 MB FROM, 8 MB DRAM. In previous versions, this limit was 16-19 unit loads
depending on which options were loaded on the controller.

E.13.12 INFEED OFFSETS
Infeed offsets can now be applied when teaching infeed stations. This feature works like the pallet
offset feature in previous versions of PalletTool.

E.13.13 PATTERN COORDINATES
Pattern coordinates of all patterns can be modified on the teach pendant after you have downloaded
the pattern coordinates from the PC.

E.13.14 COMPATIBILITY WITH EARLIER VERSIONS
PalletTool V5.20 is an extensive re-write of the original PalletTool. It uses a completely different set
of teach pendant programs, macros, and register assignments. Therefore, this version is not backward
compatible with older versions. Do not attempt to load the teach pendant programs, infeed or pallet
station files created in previous versions on to the V5.20 version.
You can still create unit loads using PalletTool PC and download data to the controller. However,
PalletTool PC does not support the new features in PalletTool V5.20 such as mixed layer unit loads,
the new sequence menu in Optimal path and layer barrier. Therefore, after you download the data
to the robot controller, you must use the teach pendant menus to modify the data to take advantage
of the new functions.
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E.13.15 OMITTED FEATURES
The following features have been omitted from PalletTool V5.20:
Labels-out: Automatic labels-out for single and double-case grippers which was available in previous
versions, is no longer available. To achieve labels-out, use the new Sequence menu to specify
rotations on the outer boxes.
Clear Return, Diagonal Return: These features are now considered a part of user customization.
Pallet Stop: This function is no longer available.

E.13.16 PICK ORIENTATION CHANGES
For each pick/place cycle in a unitload, the unit orientation at the infeed can be specified. This new
feature will increase throughput by reducing the number of individual picks/places in a cycle.
Note This feature is not yet available on PalletTool PC and must be set up on the teach pendant.
An example of this would be If a unitload pattern has 2 units end to end, it would better to pick the
units LTonLT and drop them simultaneously. If the next units in the pattern are side by side along their
width, this cycle would be better if the units are picked up WDonLT and drop them simultaneously.
This would reduce the number of drops from 2 to 1 by not dropping each unit individually.

E.13.16.1 Increased Individual Picks/Places
Users can now specify up to 6 individual placements on the pallet while palletizing and picks while
depalletizing.
Note This feature is not yet available on PalletTool PC and must be set up on the teach pendant.

E.13.16.2 MultiCase Fork Gripper
Users can now specify individual case control for up to 6 grippers

E.13.16.3 Mixed Layer Loads
Users can now define a load with different products on different layers. When creating a load, users
are now prompted to create a Unitload or Mixed Layer load. If mixed layer is selected, the user is
brought to a menu to specify which unitloads to and the number of layers to build.
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Mixed layer loads can also be depalletized.
Note This feature is not yet available on PalletTool PC and must be set up on the teach pendant.

E.13.16.4 Alternate Infeeds
Alternate infeeds can be specified at the Cycle start menu. If alternate infeeds are specified, the robot
will service the infeeds in the sequence specified in the Cycle start menu. The user can modify the
teach pendant program for this to operate in one of two modes.

• If no units are at the specified infeed, the next infeed in the sequence will be serviced. If no units
are present on any of the specified infeeds, the robot will service the next pallet.
OR

• If no units are present at the current infeed, the robot will then service the next pallet and not
check the next infeed in the sequence until the next cycle at that pallet.

E.13.16.5 Reduced Station Teaching
While teaching infeed/pallet stations, only one position needs to be taught where in previous versions
three positions needed to be taught. This reduces teaching time and station touch up becomes less
cumbersome.
PalletTool uses the orientation of the taught position P1 to calculate station offsets therefore the
gripper must be aligned with the arrow on the teaching plate for correct operation. Teach pendant help
menus and station teaching instructions have been improved in this area.

E.13.16.6 Infeed Offsets
If an infeed cannot be taught at the exact position (P1) on the teaching plate, offsets can be entered in
at the Infeed Station Setup menu to offset the actual taught position back to P1. This operates exactly
like the pallet offsets from previous versions.
Note This feature is not yet available on PalletTool PC and must be set up on the teach pendant.

E.13.16.7 Pick and Place Pallets Enhancement
In prior versions, PICKPALL.TP was a program that was called at the appropriate times but must be
written by the user. PalletTool V5.20-1 now includes all motion and instructions to pick and place
pallets using position registers taught by the user similar to the slipsheet feature.
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E.13.16.8 Automatic Labels Out
Automatic Labels Out function has been replaced by the sequence configuration menu where control
over individual units has been enhanced. Labels out can still be obtained by rotating units 180°in
PalletTool PC or on the sequence configuration menu on the teach pendant.

E.13.16.9 PalletTool PC
PalletTool PC has not been modified and will not be re-released. PalletTool V5.11A should be used
while using PalletTool V5.20-1.
Note Some PalletTool PC screens do not reflect the new PalletTool menus, therefore some setup
items in PalletTool PC are obsolete and some new functions in PalletTool are not yet available from
PalletTool PC. Although the configure sequence menus are drastically different, all entries in the menu
will be converted to reflect the new PalletTool menu structure.

E.13.16.10 Compatibility With Previous Versions
Unitload, PalletSystem and gripper data files saved with previous PalletTool PC versions are
compatible with PalletTool V5.20-1 for download.
All variable files backed up from previous PalletTool versions, including PMULXXX.VR,
PMINFXXX.VR, PMSTAXXX.VR and PMPSYSDT.VR are not compatible due to the major
structure change.

E.14 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V4.31-1 AND
V5.11-1
If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section.
This section summarizes the differences between PalletTool V4.31-1, 4.31-1A, and V5.11-1. If you
are familiar with PalletTool V4.31-1 and 4.31-1A, you can read this section for an overview of what
has changed for this release. If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section. If you are
upgrading from a version older than V4.31-1, or 4.31-1A, you should review this section as well as
Sections Section E.15 , Section E.16 , and Section E.17 .
PalletTool V5.11-1 includes significant new features that differ from V4.31-1 and 4.31-1A. The most
important features are included in this section.
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E.14.1 PalletTool Features
PalletTool V5.11-1 includes all the functionality available in PalletTool V4.31-1A and PalletTool
PC V4.31A, except PalletTool PC.
In addition, a number of new system, motion and communication functions are available.
PalletTool 5.11-1 also supports the M-410iHS/HW robot.
The M-410i, M-410iW, and M-410iWX are not supported by the controller or PalletTool 5.11-1
software, since they have been replaced by the M-410iHW and M-410iHS robots.

E.14.2 Communication Macros
There are some communication macros available that enable the controller to send or receive events
and data over an Ethernet connection to or from a host PC. Refer to the Setup and Operations Manual
for more information about communication macros.

E.14.3 System Features
This section covers the new features that have been added to the PalletTool 5.11-1 operating system.
They are as follows:

• Parameters to TPP CALL PROG and macros. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information

• Teach Pendant Program menus and prompts. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information

• Host Communication Macros. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
more information.

• Nine frame support. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more
information.

• Reverse Path Copy with Motion Parameters. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information.

• New Max Speed Setting Teach Pendant Program instructions. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup
and Operations Manual for more information.

• Enhanced timer instructions. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more
information.

• UNDO function in the Teach Pendant Editor. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information.
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• Ability to back up error log and user-specified files. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and
Operations Manual for more information.

• I/O Interconnect supports ability to turn on outputs for safety fence. Refer to the HandlingTool
Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
Teach Pendant Program Macro and CALL PROG Parameters
You can pass up to 10 parameters with Macros and CALL PROG. The parameters can be registers,
constants, strings or array registers. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for
more information.
Teach Pendant Program Menus and Prompts
PalletTool 5.11-1 allows you to create menus without programming. The following menus are
available for you:

• Prompt box menu, for seeking confirmation from you.
• List menu, for part number or choice selection from a list.
• Setup menu, for associating an item you define with a Register, System Variable, or I/O value.
• Production menu, for displaying production statistics and status of devices.
Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
Host Communication Macros
These macros enable a Teach Pendant program to send Register, Integer, Real and System variables
to a host PC via an ethernet connection. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual
for more information.
SEND EVENT(7,1,5)
9 Frame Support
There are 9 frames available in PalletTool 5.11-1. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information.
Reverse Path Copy With Motion Parameters
This feature provides you with a fast, easy way to create 'exit' or 'back out' motion instructions that
move the robot in the exact reverse direction of the forward path specified in the program. Refer to the
HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
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Max Speed Setting Instructions
Teach Pendant instructions are now available for setting the maximum joint and linear speed of the
robot. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
JOINT_MAX_SPEED[GP1,2:i] = [Value]
LINEAR_MAX_SPEED[GP1,2] = [Value]
Enhanced Timer Instructions
It is now possible for you to capture the value of a timer in a register and detect timer overflow. Refer
to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
UNDO Function
This feature allows you to recover from the following Teach Pendant Program editor instructions:

• Touching up and modifying motion instructions
• Modifying application or other instructions
• Editing new instructions over current instructions with overwrite mode, including new
instructions on the bottom line of [END] and new instructions on a blank line

• Insert or Delete operation from [EDCMD]
• Copy operation from [EDCMD]. The contents of the paste buffer will be inserted.
• Paste operation from [EDCMD]
• Replace operation from [EDCMD]
• Renumbering of position numbers from [EDCMD].
Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.
Additional File Backup Options
The Application, TP, and Error log file types have now been added to the Backup menu. This means
the error log under alarms can be backed up, and an additional 20 files you have created.

E.14.4 Memory Considerations
The minimum memory requirements for PalletTool V5.11-1 are as follows:
CMOS - 1 MB
FROM - 8 MB
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DRAM - 8MB

E.15 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V4.21-2 AND
V4.31-1
This section summarizes the differences between PalletTool V4.21-2 and V4.31-1. If you are familiar
with PalletTool V4.21-2, you can read this section for an overview of what has changed for this release.
If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section. If you are upgrading from a version older
than V4.21-2, you should review this section as well as sections Section E.16 and Section E.17 .
PalletTool V4.31-1 includes significant new features that differ from V4.21-2. The most important
features are included in this section.

E.15.1 Collision Guard Option
Collision guard is a new option that can be used to protect the robot and end-of-arm tooling from
being damaged during a collision. In many instances, this software option can eliminate the need for
a safety clutch. It provides a menu where you can set the sensitivity of collisions. Macros are also
provided to change the collision guard sensitivity on-the-fly in teach pendant programs.

E.15.2 Space Check Option
The Space Check function monitors a predetermined interference area. If another robot or other
peripheral equipment is positioned within the interference area, the space check function stops
the robot from entering the area. The robot will wait outside the interference area until the area
is clear, then Space Check will release the stop state and allow the robot to continue operation
automatically. This option allows two robots to share a common workspace safely without requiring
special programming.

E.15.3 Reference Position (Standard)
A function called Reference Position is now available with PalletTool V4.31-1. This function can be
used to turn digital outputs on at user-defined reference positions in the workcell.

E.15.4 Rotating Patterns 90°
The ability to rotate patterns 90° has been added to allow you to flip column patterns which provides
improved load stability. This new flip type can also be used to rotate unique patterns. Refer to Section
3.6.5 for more information.
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E.15.5 Ability to Pick and Place Pallets
PalletTool V4.31-1 now has the ability to pick and place pallets. A Pallet Placement Enable menu
item has been added to the PalletSystem menu which allows you to enable or disable this feature.
PICKPALL.TP is provided for you to teach positions required to pick and place pallets.

E.15.6 Configure Sequence for Vacuum Grippers Now Same as Fork
For vacuum grippers, the Configure Sequence menu now allows you to change the directions of
the pallet approach length and width for individual boxes. Placement rotation is also available to
customize placing each box on the pallet either normal or rotated 180°. Therefore, it is now possible
to use the configure sequence menu to override the defaults generated by PalletTool and completely
customize the placement sequence and approach directions for each box on the pallet with any type of
gripper. This can also be used to achieve labels-out while using any type of gripper.

E.15.7 PLC Modifications
The Partial Pallet Index and End of Batch options have been merged . A controller can do either
a partial pallet index or an end of batch index. There is no longer a need to customize MULTI_IO.TP
to perform the end of batch type index. Both types now use DI[16] to request PLCINDEX.TP to
get index information from the PLC.
End of batch PLC requests are now placed in a queue to allow for multiple end of batch or partial
pallet index requests without having to wait for the previous index to complete.
Partial pallet startup can now be obtained when the Part ID Method is PLC. The PLC Partial Pallet
Start menu item has been added to the PalletSystem Menu to enable/disable this feature. When cycle
start is initiated, the Part ID Method is PLC and PLC Partial Pallet Start is enabled. The cycle start
menu will appear on either the teach pendant or the PC (whichever is the recovery display) to allow
entry of partial pallet data.
Changing Layers On-the-Fly allows you, through PLC communication only, to change the numbers
of layers built on the current unit load. If the signal to change the number of layers is received after
the robot has started to complete those layers, then the PLC-specified number of layers will become
effective for the next consecutive load. The PLC will send the `change layers' request. PLCLAYER.TP
has been added to provide communication for identifying the unit load and the number of new layers
to build. Refer to Section 6.3.2 for more information. With this function, it will be possible to build
loads of different height and layers on the same pallet without changing the unit load data file.

E.15.8 Compatibility with Previous Versions
PalletTool V4.31-1 is fully compatible with data files saved using PalletTool V4.21-2.
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If you are upgrading to PalletTool V4.31-1 from a version of PalletTool prior to V4.21-1, refer to
Section E.16 for additional upgrade details.

E.15.9 Memory Considerations
Off-line PalletTool's "standard" memory configuration is 8 MB of FROM, 8 MB of DRAM, and 1 MB
of CMOS. Loading options might require upgrading DRAM from 4 MB to 8 MB. Check the Software
Structure diagram in the SSD.TXT file on the disk labeled AP1 for details.

E.15.10 PalletTool PC (PTPC) for Windows Changes
The following changes were made to PalletTool PC for Windows:

• Using a fork gripper is now easier with the addition of a pattern display which highlights the sides
of the box that the gripper is against. These highlights enable you to easily set the sequence and
pattern display, and will help to avoid collisions between the gripper and boxes that are already on
the pallet. This will help to eliminate the need for dry runs and will help to decrease the time
and effort required to set the pattern sequence.

• To help visualize box placement, an Origin screen is provided which displays a pattern that
matches the actual pattern you built on the pallet. The origin screen indicates which corner of
the pallet was used for teaching, and allows you to select an origin for all pictures displayed
within PalletTool PC.

• The report function allows you to create a text file which contains the statistical information
about a unit load. The report is a standard text file which can be viewed or printed with any
ASCII text editor, and is available on the Unit Load File menu. The report is stored in the same
download directory where the .DT files are located. The filename is PMULXXX.TXT, where
XXX is the unit load number.

• The unit load copy function allows you to create and modify a pattern which is based on an
existing pattern. With this feature enabled, you can generate a new pattern with the same type
and the same number of boxes as an existing pattern, while the rest of the original setup data,
such as Tier/Flip data and sequence information, stays intact.

• The sequence menu now allows you to change the pallet approach length, pallet approach width,
and box placement orientation for individual boxes for all grippers.

• The Flip/Tier menu now allows 90° flips for Column and Unique patterns. If you save or
download patterns (with a 90°flip type) as an older version, all flipped layers in column patterns
will be reset, and all unique pattern flips will be changed to diagonal.

• The Infeed Box orientation screen has been reorganized to make necessary operations easier to
understand. Functionality, however, has not been changed.

• A preferences form allows you to set the default box pick-up orientation to a desired value, to
lock out changes to the pick-up orientation, and enables the Unit Load Copy function described in
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Section 3.6 . The preferences form is available on the utilities screen, and your preferences are
stored in the FANUC.INI initialization file.
PalletTool PC V4.31-1 is fully compatible with unit load and setup files saved from versions V4.21,
V4.20, and V4.10. To use the unit load files with PalletTool V4.31-1 robot software, you must save
the older files as version V4.31-1.

E.15.11 Miscellaneous Changes
The following miscellaneous changes were made to PalletTool:

• PLC communication programs including PLCPART.TP and PLCINDEX.TP have been made
more robust, and PLCLAYER.TP has been added. Handshaking is improved by using a dedicated
output to signal the PLC that communication with the corresponding teach pendant program
is taking place.

• The teach pendant program INDEXPAL.TP now calls a new macro called `pallet clear req'
(INDEXGNE.MN) which was added to avoid the overlapping use of R[45]. The teach pendant
program MULTI_IO.TP has been modified to allow for the Changing Layers On-the-Fly operation.

• PalletTool now handles disabled pallets better than in previous releases.
— The Get unit load ht macro returns the empty pallet ht for disabled pallets.
— Production can start with all pallets disabled.
— End of batch index works with disabled pallets.

• The number of registers has been increased from 128 to 160.
— Registers 51 through 62 (Unitload @ Infeed) are now kept up to date.
— Registers 63 through 74 (Pallet States) are now kept up to date.
– empty pallet = 1
– partial pallet = 2
– disabled pallet = 3

• Refer to Appendix B and Appendix E for information on changes to registers, position registers,
and macros.

• Fork gripper fixes:
— The clamp off is now working for double forks.
— The fork gripper now moves above the pallet before getting a slipsheet.

• PalletTool is making sure that `Calc' is completed before being used in situations where PalletTool
PC is master and unit loads are being automatically downloaded during production.
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E.16 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V4.21-1 AND
V4.21-2
This section summarizes the differences between PalletTool V4.21-1 and PalletTool V4.21-2. If you
are familiar with PalletTool V4.21-1, you can read this section for an overview of what has changed
for this release. If you have not used PalletTool before, skip this section.
PalletTool V4.21-2 includes significant new features that differ from V4.21-1. The most important
features are included in this section.

E.16.1 Fork Gripper Option
A new fork gripper option has been added to provide control for grippers that pick up parts from
below and support the bottom of the part. Refer to Section 8.2 for more information.

E.16.2 End of Batch Option
The end of batch option has been added to allow the operator to pick up left-over boxes at the infeed
before indexing a partially full pallet. The end of batch option can be controlled from the Cycle-St op
function on the teach pendant as well as from a PLC. Refer to Section 6.4 for more information.

E.16.3 Miscellaneous Changes
The following miscellaneous changes have been made:

• The macro, "Get unitload ht," now returns the pallet's height in robot world coordinates.
Previously it returned the height in millimeters.

• Part drop recovery now displays the following alarm message any time a box is dropped:
PALT-145 Box Want: 2,3 There: 3

• The variable [pm_main]drop _enable has been moved to [pmpsysdt]drop_enable and put into
CMOS memory. Also, the variable is now easily set using the SETUP Pallet System screen.
This allows it to be saved with the other PalletTool setup variables. Refer to Section 3.3 for
more information.

• More detailed information has been added to some PalletTool alarm messages:
— The "position not reachable" alarm messages now specify which position cannot be reached.
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— A preceding error message has been added to the "Approach Posn out of range" and "Unit
Posn out of range" alarm messages to specify the corresponding infeed and unit load, as
follows:
Error: Pallet=1 Unit=5

— Other alarms specify the corresponding position label, infeed, pallet, and unit load:
Pallet approach:wrist angle correction failed
Infeed=2 Pallet=2 Unit=4

Infeed perch not reachable
Infeed=1 Pallet=1 Unit=6

• The teach pendant program that is used at the beginning of production to move the robot from its
current location to the perch position has been changed (MOV_PER.TP).
The V4.21-1 version of the program failed with a "position unreachable" error if the robot could
not move straight up to the perch height from its current location. This was often the case if the
robot was extended, with the TCP far from the robot base. To avoid this, the operator had to jog
the robot so the TCP was closer to the robot base before starting production.
The new version of MOV_PER.TP causes the robot to move straight up as far as the it can go and
then uses a KAREL program to help the robot follow its work envelope up to the perch height.

• The number of unit loads that can now fit in 1 MB of CMOS is 15 for systems with the fork
gripper option and 20 for all other systems.

• Refer to Appendix B and Appendix C for information on changes to registers, position registers,
and macros.

• KCL is still loaded standard with PalletTool, but KCL's error dictionary is no longer loaded
automatically. The dictionary can be loaded as an option. This was done to allow standard
PalletTool with the fork gripper option to be loaded in a 4 MB DRAM system. Upgrade to 8
MB DRAM if you want to load the error dictionary. KCL is fully operational without the error
dictionary. Without the error dictionary, all KCL error messages are displayed as follows:
KCLI-065 $220041, no message found
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E.16.4 Compatibility with Previous Versions
PalletTool V4.21-2 is fully compatible with data files saved using PalletTool V4.21-1.
If you are upgrading to PalletTool V4.21-2 from a version of PalletTool prior to V4.21-1, refer to
Section E.17 for additional upgrading details.

E.16.5 Memory Considerations
Off-line PalletTool's "standard" memory configuration is still 4 MB of FROM, 4 MB of DRAM, and 1
MB of CMOS. Loading of options might require upgrading DRAM from 4 MB to 8 MB. Check the
Software Structure Diagram in the SSD.TXT file on the release disk AP1 for details.

E.16.6 PalletTool®PC for Windows™Changes
The following changes were made to PalletTool®PC for Windows™:

• Fork and bag gripper support has been added. PalletTool PC supports graphical setup of fork and
bag type grippers. Two new gripper selections are available: Fork Bag 1 and Fork Bag 2.

• A CD-ROM Manual option is now available as an alternative to paper manuals. The CD-ROM
contains several manuals that pertain to PalletTool software and hardware.

• The Configure Sequence screen information has been reorganized to make the operations you
need to perform clearer.

• The ability to save unit load files in their respective formats for version 4.10 and 4.20 is available.
This is useful if you upgrade only PalletTool PC but not the R-J2 PalletTool controller software.
PalletTool PC V4.21 is fully compatible with unit load and setup files saved from versions V4.20
and V4.10. To use the unit load files with PalletTool V4.21-2, you must save the older files as
version V4.21.

E.17 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN PALLETTOOL V4.10-01 AND
V4.21-1
This section summarizes the differences between PalletTool V4.10-01 and the previous version of
PalletTool (V4.21-1). If you are upgrading from V4.10-01, read this section for an overview of
changes made since V4.10-01. These changes are also included in V4.21-2.
PalletTool V4.21-1 included significant new features that differ from V4.10-01. The most important
features are included in this section.
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E.17.1 Ease of Use
PalletTool V4.21-1 made it easier to set up and use PalletTool. The most important PalletTool features
of this increased ease of use are

• On-line PalletTool PC operator interface - provides all the palletizing setup capabilities using the
Graphical User Interface on the PC.

• Ability to see on the teach pendant all the taught unit loads, infeed stations, and pallet stations on
the SETUP screens. Previously this information was not readily displayed.

• The SAVE, LOAD, COPY and CLEAR SETUP functions are all provided on the top menu as
you enter the SETUP screens on the teach pendant.

• The pallet offset value is now specified in the pallet station setup menu rather than on the optimal
path menu. By specifying the pallet offset value in the pallet station setup menu, you do not have
to enter the pallet offset in every optimal path file.

• The Tool 1 teach pendant key supports all the grippers. The Tool 2 teach pendant key control has
been integrated into the Tool 1 menu. From this new menu you can easily control the cases of the
current gripper and even select a different gripper to control.

• Quick access to ALARMS (formerly the Tool 2 teach pendant key).
• The gripper setup menus have been streamlined. All the UTOOLs for a particular gripper's cases
are now set up using a single menu. You can now also choose either RDO[] or DO[] outputs for
the gripper OPEN and CLOSE functions. You can choose either RDI[] or DI[] inputs for the
gripper part present function. Refer to Section 3.4 for more information.

• There is a new maintenance position supported on the MOVE menu. The maintenance position is
used in the part drop recovery logic to move the robot arm to a position where you can service the
gripper easily.

• Automatic DEADMAN Reset - You do not have to press RESET to clear a DEADMAN error.
With this option set to TRUE and the teach pendant enabled, you only need to grip the DEADMAN
switch to reset any faults automatically. You do not need to push the RESET key. PalletTool sets
this option TRUE by default. To turn this option OFF, set system variable $DMAURST = FALSE.

• The MENUS, FILE, BACKUP feature has been expanded. The options now are:
— 1 System files - This selection now backs up the following system files: diocgfsv.io,
framevar.vr, numreg.vr, posreg.vr, sysmacro.sv, sysframe.sv, sysmast.sv, sysservo.sv, and
sysvars.sv.
— 2 TP programs - This selection backs up all *.tp files.
— 3 Application - This selection now backs up all of the PalletTool setup files, which include all
infeed and pallet stations, all unit load and optimal path files, the gripper setup file, and the
pallet system setup file. The specific files are pminf*.vr, pmsta*.vr, pmul*.vr, pmgripdt.vr,
and pmsysdt.vr.
— 4 All of above - This selection will ask to erase all the files on the backup device before it
starts the backup. It will then back up all of the system files, teach pendant programs, and
application files in one easy step.
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Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for information.
The most important system ease of use features are

• I/O, register, and position register comments can be entered in the DATA and I/O setup menus.
These comments can be seen in the teach pendant editor. You can control whether to view the
comments by selecting [EDCMD], 7 Comment, when in the teach pendant editor. Refer to the
HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.

• Improved register arithmetic in the teach pendant editor. For example:
R[1] = R[2] + R[3] + R[4] - R[5] + R[6]
R[1] = R[2] * R[3] * R[4] * R[5] / R[6]

• Improved logical instructions (multiple AND and IF) - Logical operations can now be AND'ed
or OR'ed in a teach pendant program instruction. This makes for more readable and efficient
programs. For example:
WAIT DI[1] AND DI[2]
IF DI[10]=ON AND R[7]=R[8] AND R[3]<=100, JMP LBL[2]
IF DI[10]=ON OR R[7]=R[8] OR R[3]<=100, JMP LBL[2]
SKIP CONDITION R[1]=R[3] OR ERR_NUM=0

• Variable speed specification in motion instructions. For example:
J P[2] R[1]% FINE
L P[1] R[2]mm/sec FINE

Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.

• Teach pendant program local condition handlers - You can now run a teach pendant sub program
at a specified time relative to the completion of a move. This can be a valuable tool when time
critical operations must be performed relative to motion. For example:
J P[1] 100% FINE TIME BEFORE 0.1 SEC, CALL SUBPROG

Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations Manual for more information.

• Teach pendant program global condition monitors - Teach pendant programming now supports
a new "CH" type program that is run in the background to monitor conditions. A very flexible
means of defining a wide variety of conditions is provided. The mainline program controls
which "CH" program is running at any time. Refer to the HandlingTool Setup and Operations
Manual for more information.
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• The FILE [DIR] feature will now display file names that have three-character extensions. In
previous versions, files such as PMSETUP.PCC were not listed when a DIR was performed. Now
you will be able to see and load files such as *.pcc and *.svc from the FILE menu screens.

• The status version page displays all features and teach pendant and BMON versions.

E.17.2 Increased Process Capability
PalletTool V4.21-1 added the following capability. Refer to Section E.16 for changes made in
PalletTool V4.21-2.

• New multiple case gripper option - control for grippers with up to 6 cases. Refer to Section
8.1 for more information.

• Improved part drop recovery - There are now more choices when performing part drop recovery.
The new choices are: move to gripper maintenance position, place remaining boxes, and pick new
for dropped units. Refer to Section 6.2.7 for more information.

• Faster throughput via a diagonal return path from pallet to infeed. This option is controlled by the
KAREL variable [pm_main]diag_enable. The default value is FALSE, no diagonal return path.
Refer to Section 6.2.9 for more information.

E.17.3 Ease of Customization
PalletTool V4.21-1 provided the following features for increased ease of customization. Refer to
Section E.16 for changes made in PalletTool V4.21-2.

• Collision avoidance tools - macros are provided for:
— Get uload stats - returns the unit load length, width, and maximum height for any specified
pallet.
— Get unitload ht - returns the unit load length, width, and CURRENT height for any specified
pallet.
— Get unit status - assesses the length, width, and height of any unit or box.
Refer to Appendix C for more information.

• I/O for infeed and pallet stations is specified in Infeed and Pallet setup menus rather than in teach
pendant programs. In the previous versions you had to customize various PalletTool .TP programs
to change PalletTool's infeed and pallet station I/O usage from the standard I/O configuration. You
can also easily label the I/O setup. The labels can then be displayed in the teach pendant editor.
Refer to Section 3.5.5 for more information.
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• There is now the capability for programming up to 50 macros (increased from 30 macros
previously). PalletTool uses 36 of the macros.

• There are now 90 position registers available (increased from 64 position registers previously).
PalletTool uses about 50 of them.

• You now have the ability to use a menu to override PalletTool's default palletizing sequence,
and pick and placement types in a layer in the Optimal Path menu using the Setup Optimal
Path Configure Sequence menu. You can use this menu to change the palletizing sequence for
all gripper types. Refer to Section 3.7.2 for more information.

E.17.4 PalletTool®PC for Windows™(Off-line and On-line)
Starting with V4.20, there are two versions of PalletTool PC - an offline and an online version.
The offline version has the same functionality as the previous V4.10 version of PalletTool PC. The
online version adds the ability to run the robot from the PC using a graphical user interface. This
is designed for the operator's daily activities.
Both PalletTool PC offline and online allow you to

• Generate Patterns using the PC.
• Transfer the pattern data to the controller.
When the PalletTool PC offline version is used, on the controller side, 4MB DRAM memory is
required. The off-line version runs on Windows 3.1, Windows for Workgroups 3.11, and MS
Windows 95. The off-line version has a special option to allow it to be used with the previous versions
of PalletTool for users who want to upgrade to MS Windows 95 but use V4.10-01 PalletTool. The
previous version of off-line PalletTool PC ran only on MS Windows 3.1.
When the PalletTool PC on-line version is used, it requires 8 MB DRAM memory on the robot
controller. It is available on MS Windows for Workgroups 3.11 only. It also requires Ethernet
communication with the controller and the FTP PC/TCP software to be installed. TheFTP PC/TCP
software can be purchased from FANUC America Corporation or independently from outside vendors.
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Warning
ALWAYS use On-line PalletTool PC to change all setup and unit load data.
You can only download data from PalletTool PC to the robot controller.
You cannot upload data from the robot controller to PalletTool PC. If the
PC cannot be used for robot control and you must change data using the
teach pendant, you will not be able to later transfer the changes from
the robot to PalletTool PC. You will have to enter the changes manually
on PalletTool PC.
To make sure the data does not become corrupted, keep careful records of
any changes that you make from the teach pendant. These changes must
also be made manually at the PC before you can use PalletTool PC again
for robot control. Any unit load that was created on the teach pendant
should also be created at the PC manually.
Otherwise, if unit load data changes are not made on the PC and if
"changed" unit load data exists on the teach pendant, then an "old" unit
load from the PC can be changed accidentally or even written over the
"changed " unit load on the robot automatically.
Another way to work around this problem is to make sure that unit loads
that are changed on the teach pendant do not exist on the PC. Then
they cannot be downloaded accidentally to the robot. However, this
work-around does not solve the problem with the other setup data gripper setup, and so forth. This data always exists in both places.
Caution
ALWAYS use On-line PalletTool PC to change the setup and unit load data. If
the PC cannot be used for robot control, and you must change data using the
teach pendant, make sure you keep careful records of any changes you make.
Any unit load that was created on the teach pendant should also be created at
the PC manually.
Otherwise, if unit load data on the teach pendant does not match the unit load
data on the PC, the unit load data on the PC could be changed accidentally or
the data on the teach pendant could be overwritten automatically.
Caution
Be sure all changes made at the teach pendant are backed up to a floppy disk
or memory card. Otherwise, you could lose valuable data.
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E.17.5 Other New Features
PalletTool V4.21-1 added the following new features:

• The Allen-Bradley Remote I/O option is now available with PalletTool.

E.17.6 Improved Reliability and Safety
PalletTool V4.21-1 provided the following new features:

• In the previous version of PalletTool, palletizing could be started either from the SOP or UOP
input. With the addition of PalletTool PC on-line functionality this has been changed. There is
now a setup value where you must decide which device is used to issue the start signal. The
choices are SOP, UOP or PTPC. Refer to Section 3.3 for more information.

• The V4.10-01 updates are included in this release.

E.17.7 Compatibility with Previous Versions
PalletTool V4.21-2 is fully compatible with data files saved using V4.21-1. However, care must be
taken when upgrading from older versions of PalletTool. You cannot use the gripper setup file
from PalletTool V4.10-01 or earlier.
You can use infeed station, pallet station, and unit load files that were created using PalletTool
V4.10-01.
You will notice the following differences between this and previous versions:

• On the SETUP OPTIMAL PATH screen, the data item "Clear part at infeed by:" has been
renamed to "Infeed retreat height."

• KAREL variables, I/O, registers, and position register assignments have changed. Refer to
Appendix B for more information.
Guidelines for Updating from V4.10-01
To update from V4.10-01, use the following guidelines:
1. With V4.10-01 still loaded, back up to floppy disk all system files and all PalletTool setup files
(infeed, pallet, unitload).
2. Install V4.21-1 software as described in the SYSTEM R-J2 Controller PalletTool Software
Installation Manual .
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3. Do not load the following V4.10-01 files:

• SYSMACRO.SV - If you load the V4.10-1 version of this file, the number of items in the
macro table will be decreased from 50 to 30. The next time you cycle power, the macro table
will be increased automatically to 50 items, but the V4.10-01 macro entries will also be
changed to the V4.21 macros. This will not harm the system, however, you will not have the
macros you might have wanted in the V4.10-01 SYSMACRO.SV file.
More PalletTool macros have been added. You will have to work around the new PalletTool
macros if you have added customized macros.

• PMGRIPDT.VR - The gripper file was changed significantly in V4.21-1. You need to set
up the grippers using the SETUP GRIPPER screen. If you try to load a V4.10-01 gripper
data file, messages such as the following will be displayed:
VARS-014 Create type - GRIPPER_T failed

VARS-007 Unknown Type Code

If you accidentally try to load the V4.10-01 version of PMGRIPDT.VR on the controller,
you must reload a V4.21 version of PMGRIPDT.VR. You will find one on the PalletTool
V4.21-1 application disks. Even though the loading of V4.10-01 PMGRIPDT.VR fails, it
does change some of the gripper data before it fails. You will see UNINIT variable errors
and INVALID subscript errors until the V4.21 version is reloaded.

• *.TP - Many of the PalletTool *.TP files have been changed. Do not load V4.10-01 files
without checking which changes have been made for V4.21.
4. You can restore the following system files from the FILE screen at Controlled start:

• DIOCFGSV.IO
• FRAMEVAR.SV
• SYSVARS.SV
• SYSSERVO.SV
• SYSMAST.SV
• NUMREG.VR
• POSREG.VR - This file was increased from 64 for V4.10 to 90 position registers for V4.21.
If you load a V4.10-01 version of this file, the number of registers will be decreased to
64. The next time you cycle power, the table will be increased to 90 automatically, with
your V4.10-01 positional data still loaded. However, the V4.10-01 comments will still be
associated with the position registers instead of the V4.21 comments.
Note Each version of PalletTool might use additional number registers and position
registers. Care must be taken to review PalletTool's use of these registers with any user
customization that are being upgraded with the new version of software.
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5. You can restore the following PalletTool setup files from the FILE screen at cold start (or
from the SETUP, UNITLOAD, LOAD screen):
Note You are loading these files at COLD START. The rule is, if you load these files at
controlled start, you will not be able to delete them at cold start. It is recommended that you load
PalletTool data files only at COLD START.

• PMINF*.VR - Infeed station setup files. Make sure you display the SETUP Infeed screen to
check the data.

• PMSTA*.VR - Pallet station setup files. Make sure you display the SETUP Pallet Station
screen to check the data.

• PMPSYSDT.VR - Pallet cell setup file. Make sure you display the SETUP Pallet System
screen to check the data.

• PMUL*.VR - Unit load data files. Make sure you display the SETUP Unit Load screen to
check the data, and press the CALC key for each unit load you load.
As you display various teach pendant screens to check the data, the controller will make any version
changes needed automatically and the following messages will be displayed:
PALT-166 Upgrading %s variable file

PALT-167 Variable file is older version
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A
abort
Abnormal termination of a computer program caused by hardware or software malfunction or
operator cancellation.
absolute pulse code system
A positional information system for servomotors that relies on battery-backed RAM to store encoder
pulse counts when the robot is turned off. This system is calibrated when it is turned on.
A/D value
An analog to digital-value. Converts a multilevel analog electrical system pattern into a digital bit.
AI
Analog input.
AO
Analog output.
alarm
The difference in value between actual response and desired response in the performance of a
controlled machine, system or process. Alarm=Error.
algorithm
A fixed step-by-step procedure for accomplishing a given result.
alphanumeric
Data that are both alphabetical and numeric.
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AMPS
Amperage amount.
analog
The representation of numerical quantities by measurable quantities such as length, voltage or
resistance. Also refers to analog type I/O blocks and distinguishes them from discrete I/O blocks.
Numerical data that can vary continuously, for example, voltage levels that can vary within the
range of -10 to +10 volts.
AND
An operation that places two contacts or groups of contacts in series. All contacts in series control the
resulting status and also mathematical operator.
ANSI
American National Standard Institute, the U.S. government organization with responsibility for the
development and announcement of technical data standards.
APC
See absolute pulse code system.
APC motor
See servomotor.
application program
The set of instructions that defines the specific intended tasks of robots and robot systems to make
them reprogrammable and multifunctional. You can initiate and change these programs.
arm
A robot component consisting of an interconnecting set of links and powered joints that move and
support the wrist socket and end effector.
articulated arm
A robot arm constructed to simulate the human arm, consisting of a series of rotary motions and
joints, each powered by a motor.
ASCII
Abbreviation for American Standard Code for Information Interchange. An 8-level code (7 bits plus 1
parity bit) commonly used for the exchange of data.
automatic mode
The robot state in which automatic operation can be initiated.
automatic operation
The time during which robots are performing programmed tasks through unattended program
execution.
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axis
1. A straight line about which a robot joint rotates or moves. 2. One of the reference lines or a
coordinate system. 3. A single joint on the robot arm.

B
backplane
A group of connectors mounted at the back of a controller rack to which printed circuit boards are
mated.
BAR
A unit of pressure equal to 100,000 pascals.
barrier
A means of physically separating persons from the restricted work envelope; any physical boundary
to a hazard or electrical device/component.
battery low alarm
A programmable value (in engineering units) against which the analog input signal automatically
is compared on Genius I/O blocks. A fault is indicated if the input value is equal to or less than
the low alarm value.
baud
A unit of transmission speed equal to the number of code elements (bits) per second.
big-endian
The adjectives big-endian and little-endian refer to which bytes are most significant in multi-byte
data types and describe the order in which a sequence of bytes is stored in a computer's memory. In a
big-endian system, the most significant value in the sequence is stored at the lowest storage address
(i.e., first). In a little-endian system, the least significant value in the sequence is stored first.
binary
A numbering system that uses only 0 and 1.
bit
Contraction of binary digit. 1. The smallest unit of information in the binary numbering system,
represented by a 0 or 1. 2. The smallest division of a programmable controller word.
bps
Bits per second.
buffer
A storage area in the computer where data is held temporarily until the computer can process it.
bus
A channel along which data can be sent.
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bus controller
A Genius bus interface board for a programmable controller.
bus scan
One complete communications cycle on the serial bus.
Bus Switching Module
A device that switches a block cluster to one bus or the other of a dual bus.
byte
A sequence of binary digits that can be used to store a value from 0 to 255 and usually operated upon
as a unit. Consists of eight bits used to store two numeric or one alpha character.

C
calibration
The process whereby the joint angle of each axis is calculated from a known reference point.
Cartesian coordinate system
A coordinate system whose axes (x, y, and z) are three intersecting perpendicular straight lines. The
origin is the intersection of the axes.
Cartesian coordinates
A set of three numbers that defines the location of a point within a rectilinear coordinate system and
consisting of three perpendicular axes (x, y, z).
cathode ray tube
A device, like a television set, for displaying information.
central processing unit
The main computer component that is made up of a control section and an arithmetic-logic section.
The other basic units of a computer system are input/output units and primary storage.
channel
The device along which data flow between the input/output units of a computer and primary storage.
character
One of a set of elements that can be arranged in ordered groups to express information. Each character
has two forms: 1. a man-intelligible form, the graphic, including the decimal digits 0-9, the letters
A-Z, punctuation marks, and other formatting and control symbols; 2. a computer intelligible form,
the code, consisting of a group of binary digits (bits).
circular
A MOTYPE option in which the robot tool center point moves in an arc defined by three points. These
points can be positions or path nodes.
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clear
To replace information in a storage unit by zero (or blank, in some machines).
closed loop
A control system that uses feedback. An open loop control system does not use feedback.
C-MOS RAM
Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor random-access memory. A read/write memory in
which the basic memory cell is a pair of MOS (metal-oxide semiconductor) transistors. It is an
implementation of S-RAM that has very low power consumption, but might be less dense than
other S-RAM implementations.
coaxial cable
A transmission line in which one conductor is centered inside and insulated from an outer metal tube
that serves as the second conductor. Also known as coax, coaxial line, coaxial transmission line,
concentric cable, concentric line, concentric transmission line.
component
An inclusive term used to identify a raw material, ingredient, part or subassembly that goes into a
higher level of assembly, compound or other item.
computer
A device capable of accepting information, applying prescribed processes to the information, and
supplying the results of these processes.
configuration
The joint positions of a robot and turn number of wrist that describe the robot at a specified position.
Configuration is designated by a STRING value and is included in positional data.
continuous path
A trajectory control system that enables the robot arm to move at a constant tip velocity through a
series of predefined locations. A rounding effect of the path is required as the tip tries to pass through
these locations.
continuous process control
The use of transducers (sensors) to monitor a process and make automatic changes in operations
through the design of appropriate feedback control loops. While such devices historically have been
mechanical or electromechanical, microcomputers and centralized control is now used, as well.
continuous production
A production system in which the productive equipment is organized and sequenced according to the
steps involved to produce the product. Denotes that material flow is continuous during the production
process. The routing of the jobs is fixed and set-ups are seldom changed.
controlled stop
A controlled stop controls robot deceleration until it stops. When a safety stop input such as a safety
fence signal is opened, the robot decelerates in a controlled manner and then stops. After the robot
stops, the Motor Control Contactor opens and drive power is removed.
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controller
A hardware unit that contains the power supply, operator controls, control circuitry, and memory
that directs the operation and motion of the robot and communications with external devices. See
control unit.
controller memory
A medium in which data are retained. Primary storage refers to the internal area where the data and
program instructions are stored for active use, as opposed to auxiliary or external storage (magnetic
tape, disk, diskette, and so forth.)
control, open-loop
An operation where the computer applies control directly to the process without manual intervention.
control unit
The portion of a computer that directs the automatic operation of the computer, interprets computer
instructions, and initiates the proper signals to the other computer circuits to execute instructions.
coordinate system
See Cartesian coordinate system.
CPU
See central processing unit.
CRT
See cathode ray tube.
cps (viscosity)
Centipoises per second.
CRT/KB
Cathode ray tube/keyboard. An optional interface device for the robot system. The CRT/KB is used
for some robot operations and for entering programs. It can be a remote device that attaches to
the robot via a cable.
cycle
1. A sequence of operations that is repeated regularly. The time it takes for one such sequence to
occur. 2. The interval of time during which a system or process, such as seasonal demand or a
manufacturing operation, periodically returns to similar initial conditions. 3. The interval of time
during which an event or set of events is completed. In production control, a cycle is the length of
time between the release of a manufacturing order and shipment to the customer or inventory.
cycle time
1. In industrial engineering, the time between completion of two discrete units of production. 2. In
materials management, the length of time from when material enters a production facility until it
exits. See throughput.
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cursor
An indicator on a teach pendant or CRT display screen at which command entry or editing occurs.
The indicator can be a highlighted field or an arrow (> or ^).
cylindrical
Type of work envelope that has two linear major axes and one rotational major axis. Robotic device
that has a predominantly cylindrical work envelope due to its design. Typically has fewer than 6 joints
and typically has only 1 linear axis.

D
D/A converter
A digital-to-analog converter. A device that transforms digital data into analog data.
D/A value
A digital-to-analog value. Converts a digital bit pattern into a multilevel analog electrical system.
daisy chain
A means of connecting devices (readers, printers, etc.) to a central processor by party-line input/output
buses that join these devices by male and female connectors. The last female connector is shorted by
a suitable line termination.
daisy chain configuration
A communications link formed by daisy chain connection of twisted pair wire.
data
A collection of facts, numeric and alphabetical characters, or any representation of information that
is suitable for communication and processing.
data base
A data file philosophy designed to establish the independence of computer program from data files.
Redundancy is minimized and data elements can be added to, or deleted from, the file designs without
changing the existing computer programs.
DC
Abbreviation for direct current.
DEADMAN switch
A control switch on the teach pendant that is used to enable servo power. Pressing the DEADMAN
switch while the teach pendant is on activates servo power and releases the robot brakes; releasing
the switch deactivates servo power and applies the robot brakes.
debugging
The process of detecting, locating and removing mistakes from a computer program, or manufacturing
control system. See diagnostic routine.
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deceleration tolerance
The specification of the percentage of deceleration that must be completed before a motion is
considered finished and another motion can begin.
default
The value, display, function or program automatically selected if you have not specified a choice.
deviation
Usually, the absolute difference between a number and the mean of a set of numbers, or between
a forecast value and the actual data.
device
Any type of control hardware, such as an emergency-stop button, selector switch, control pendant,
relay, solenoid valve, or sensor.
diagnostic routine
A test program used to detect and identify hardware/software malfunctions in the controller and
its associated I/O equipment. See debugging.
diagnostics
Information that permits the identification and evaluation of robot and peripheral device conditions.
digital
A description of any data that is expressed in numerical format. Also, having the states On and Off
only.
digital control
The use of a digital computer to perform processing and control tasks in a manner that is more
accurate and less expensive than an analog control system.
digital signal
A single point control signal sent to or from the controller. The signal represents one of two states:
ON (TRUE, 1. or OFF (FALSE, 0).
directory
A listing of the files stored on a device.
discrete
Consisting of individual, distinct entities such as bits, characters, circuits, or circuit components. Also
refers to ON/OFF type I/O blocks.
disk
A secondary memory device in which information is stored on a magnetically sensitive, rotating disk.
disk memory
A non-programmable, bulk-storage, random-access memory consisting of a magnetized coating on
one or both sides of a rotating thin circular plate.
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drive power
The energy source or sources for the robot servomotors that produce motion.
DRAM
Dynamic Random Access Memory. A read/write memory in which the basic memory cell is a
capacitor. DRAM (or D-RAM) tends to have a higher density than SRAM (or S-RAM). Due to the
support circuitry required, and power consumption needs, it is generally impractical to use. A battery
can be used to retain the content upon loss of power.

E
edit
1. A software mode that allows creation or alteration of a program. 2. To modify the form or format
of data, for example, to insert or delete characters.
emergency stop
The operation of a circuit using hardware-based components that overrides all other robot controls,
removes drive power from the actuators, and causes all moving parts of to stop. The operator panel
and teach pendant are each equipped with EMERGENCY STOP buttons.
enabling device
A manually operated device that, when continuously activated, permits motion. Releasing the device
stops the motion of the robot and associated equipment that might present a hazard.
encoder
1. A device within the robot that sends the controller information about where the robot is. 2. A
transducer used to convert position data into electrical signals. The robot system uses an incremental
optical encoder to provide position feedback for each joint. Velocity data is computed from the
encoder signals and used as an additional feedback signal to assure servo stability.
end effector
An accessory device or tool specifically designed for attachment to the robot wrist or tool mounting
plate to enable the robot to perform its intended tasks. Examples include gripper, spot weld gun,
arc weld gun, spray paint gun, etc.
end-of-arm tooling
Any of a number of tools, such as welding guns, torches, bells, paint spraying devices, attached to the
faceplate of the robot wrist. Also called end effector or EOAT.
engineering units
Units of measure as applied to a process variable, for example, psi, Degrees F., etc.
envelope, maximum
The volume of space encompassing the maximum designed movements of all robot parts including
the end effector, workpiece, and attachments.
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EOAT
See end of arm tooling, tool.
EPROM
Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory. Semiconductor memory that can be erased and
reprogrammed. A non-volatile storage memory.
error
The difference in value between actual response and desired response in the performance of a
controlled machine, system or process. Alarm=Error.
error message
A numbered message, displayed on the CRT/KB and teach pendant, that indicates a system problem
or warns of a potential problem.
Ethernet
A Local Area Network (LAN) bus-oriented, hardware technology that is used to connect computers,
printers, terminal concentrators (servers), and many other devices together. It consists of a master
cable and connection devices at each machine on the cable that allow the various devices to "talk" to
each other. Software that can access the Ethernet and cooperate with machines connected to the cable
is necessary. Ethernets come in varieties such as baseband and broadband and can run on different
media, such as coax, twisted pair and fiber. Ethernet is a trademark of Xerox Corporation.
execute
To perform a specific operation, such as one that would be accomplished through processing one
statement or command, a series of statements or commands, or a complete program or command
procedure.
extended axis
An optional, servo-controlled axis that provides extended reach capability for a robot, including
in-booth rail, single- or double-link arm, also used to control motion of positioning devices.

F
faceplate
The tool mounting plate of the robot.
feedback
1. The signal or data fed back to a commanding unit from a controlled machine or process to
denote its response to the command signal. The signal representing the difference between actual
response and desired response that is used by the commanding unit to improve performance of the
controlled machine or process. 2. The flow of information back into the control system so that actual
performance can be compared with planned performance, for instance in a servo system.
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field
A specified area of a record used for a particular category of data. 2. A group of related items that
occupy the same space on a CRT/KB screen or teach pendant LCD screen. Field name is the name of
the field; field items are the members of the group.
field devices
User-supplied devices that provide information to the PLC (inputs: push buttons, limit switches, relay
contacts, an so forth) or perform PLC tasks (outputs: motor starters, solenoids, indicator lights, and
so forth.)
file
1. An organized collection of records that can be stored or retrieved by name. 2. The storage device
on which these records are kept, such as bubble memory or disk.
filter
A device to suppress interference that would appear as noise.
Flash File Storage
A portion of FROM memory that functions as a separate storage device. Any file can be stored on
the FROM disk.
Flash ROM
Flash Read Only Memory. Flash ROM is not battery-backed memory but it is non-volatile. All data in
Flash ROM is saved even after you turn off and turn on the robot.
flow chart
A systems analysis tool to graphically show a procedure in which symbols are used to represent
operations, data, flow, and equipment. See block diagram, process chart.
flow control
A specific production control system that is based primarily on setting production rates and feeding
work into production to meet the planned rates, then following it through production to make sure that
it is moving. This concept is most successful in repetitive production.
format
To set up or prepare a memory card or floppy disk (not supported with version 7.20 and later) so it
can be used to store data in a specific system.
FR
See Flash ROM.
F-ROM
See Flash ROM.
FROM disk
See Flash ROM.
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G
general override stat
A percentage value that governs the maximum robot jog speed and program run speed.
Genius I/O bus
The serial bus that provides communications between blocks, controllers, and other devices in the
system especially with respect to GE FANUC Genius I/O.
gripper
The "hand" of a robot that picks up, holds and releases the part or object being handled. Sometimes
referred to as a manipulator. See EOAT, tool.
group signal
An input/output signal that has a variable number of digital signals, recognized and taken as a group.
gun
See applicator.

H
Hand Model.
Used in Interference Checking, the Hand Model is the set of virtual model elements (spheres and
cylinders) that are used to represent the location and shape of the end of arm tooling with respect to
the robot's faceplate.
hardware
1. In data processing, the mechanical, magnetic, electrical and electronic devices of which a computer,
controller, robot, or panel is built. 2. In manufacturing, relatively standard items such as nuts, bolts,
washers, clips, and so forth.
hard-wire
To connect electric components with solid metallic wires.
hard-wired
1. Having a fixed wired program or control system built in by the manufacturer and not subject to
change by programming. 2. Interconnection of electrical and electronic devices directly through
physical wiring.
hazardous motion
Unintended or unexpected robot motion that can cause injury.
hexadecimal
A numbering system having 16 as the base and represented by the digits 0 through 9, and A through F.
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hold
A smoothly decelerated stopping of all robot movement and a pause of program execution. Power is
maintained on the robot and program execution generally can be resumed from a hold.
HTML.
Hypertext Markup Language. A markup language that is used to create hypertext and hypermedia
documents incorporating text, graphics, sound, video, and hyperlinks.
http.
Hypertext transfer protocol. The protocol used to transfer HTML files between web servers.

I
impedance
A measure of the total opposition to current flow in an electrical circuit.
incremental encoder system
A positional information system for servomotors that requires calibrating the robot by moving it to a
known reference position (indicated by limit switches) each time the robot is turned on or calibration
is lost due to an error condition.
index
An integer used to specify the location of information within a table or program.
index register
A memory device containing an index.
industrial robot
A reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized
devices through variable programmed motions in order to perform a variety of tasks.
industrial robot system
A system that includes industrial robots, end effectors, any equipment devices and sensors required
for the robot to perform its tasks, as well as communication interfaces for interlocking, sequencing, or
monitoring the robot.
information
The meaning derived from data that have been arranged and displayed in a way that they relate to that
which is already known. See data.
initialize
1. Setting all variable areas of a computer program or routine to their desired initial status, generally
done the first time the code is executed during each run. 2. A program or hardware circuit that returns
a program a system, or hardware device to an original state. See startup, initial.
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input
The data supplied from an external device to a computer for processing. The device used to
accomplish this transfer of data.
input device
A device such as a terminal keyboard that, through mechanical or electrical action, converts data from
the form in which it has been received into electronic signals that can be interpreted by the CPU or
programmable controller. Examples are limit switches, push buttons, pressure switches, digital
encoders, and analog devices.
input processing time
The time required for input data to reach the microprocessor.
input/output
Information or signals transferred between devices, discreet electrical signals for external control.
input/output control
A technique for controlling capacity where the actual output from a work center is compared with the
planned output developed by CRP. The input is also monitored to see if it corresponds with plans so
that work centers will not be expected to generate output when jobs are not available to work on.
integrated circuit
A solid-state micro-circuit contained entirely within a chip of semiconductor material, generally
silicon. Also called chip.
interactive
Refers to applications where you communicate with a computer program via a terminal by entering
data and receiving responses from the computer.
interface
1. A concept that involves the specifications of the inter-connection between two equipments having
different functions. 2. To connects a PLC with the application device, communications channel, and
peripherals through various modules and cables. 3. The method or equipment used to communicate
between devices.
interference zone
An area that falls within the work envelope of a robot, in which there is the potential for the robot
motion to coincide with the motion of another robot or machine, and for a collision to occur.
interlock
An arrangement whereby the operation of one control or mechanism brings about, or prevents, the
operations of another.
interrupt
A break in the normal flow of a system or program that occurs in a way that the flow can be resumed
from that point at a later time. Interrupts are initiated by two types of signals: 1. signals originating
within the computer system to synchronize the operation of the computer system with the outside
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world; 2. signals originating exterior to the computer system to synchronize the operation of the
computer system with the outside world.
I/O
Abbreviation for input/output or input/output control.
I/O block
A microprocessor-based, configurable, rugged solid state device to which field I/O devices are
attached.
I/O electrical isolation
A method of separating field wiring from logic level circuitry. This is typically done through optical
isolation devices.
I/O module
A printed circuit assembly that is the interface between user devices and the Series Six PLC.
I/O scan
A method by which the CPU monitors all inputs and controls all outputs within a prescribed time. A
period during which each device on the bus is given a turn to send information and listen to all of the
broadcast data on the bus.
ISO
The International Standards Organization that establishes the ISO interface standards.
isolation
1. The ability of a logic circuit having more than one inputs to ensure that each input signal is not
affected by any of the others. 2. A method of separating field wiring circuitry from logic level
circuitry, typically done optically.
item
1. A category displayed on the teach pendant on a menu. 2. A set of adjacent digits, bits, or characters
that is treated as a unit and conveys a single unit of information. 3. Any unique manufactured or
purchased part or assembly: end product, assembly, subassembly, component, or raw material.

J
jog coordinate systems
Coordinate systems that help you to move the robot more effectively for a specific application. These
systems include JOINT, WORLD, TOOL, and USER.
JOG FRAME
A jog coordinate system you define to make the robot jog the best way possible for a specific
application. This can be different from world coordinate frame.
jogging
Pressing special keys on the teach pendant to move the robot.
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jog speed
Is a percentage of the maximum speed at which you can jog the robot.
joint
1. A single axis of rotation. There are up to six joints in a robot arm (P-155 swing arm has 8). 2.
A jog coordinate system in which one axis is moved at a time.
JOINT
A motion type in which the robot moves the appropriate combination of axes independently to reach a
point most efficiently. (Point to point, non-linear motion).
joint interpolated motion
A method of coordinating the movement of the joints so all joints arrive at the desired location at the
same time. This method of servo control produces a predictable path regardless of speed and results in
the fastest cycle time for a particular move. Also called joint motion.

K
K
Abbreviation for kilo, or exactly 1024 in computer jargon. Related to 1024 words of memory.
KAREL
The programming language developed for robots by the FANUC America Corporation.

L
label
An ordered set of characters used to symbolically identify an instruction, a program, a quantity, or a
data area.
LCD
See liquid crystal display.
lead time
The span of time needed to perform an activity. In the production and inventory control context, this
activity is normally the procurement of materials and/or products either from an outside supplier or
from one's own manufacturing facility. Components of lead time can include order preparation time,
queue time, move or transportation time, receiving and inspection time.
LED
See Light Emitting Diode.
LED display
An alphanumeric display that consists of an array of LEDs.
Light Emitting Diode
A solid-state device that lights to indicate a signal on electronic equipment.
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limiting device
A device that restricts the work envelope by stopping or causing to stop all robot motion and that is
independent of the control program and the application programs.
limit switch
A switch that is actuated by some part or motion of a machine or equipment to alter the electrical
circuit associated with it. It can be used for position detection.
linear
A motion type in which the appropriate combination of axes move in order to move the robot TCP
in a straight line while maintaining tool center point orientation.
liquid crystal display
A digital display on the teach pendant that consists of two sheets of glass separated by a sealed-in,
normally transparent, liquid crystal material. Abbreviated LCD.
little-endian
The adjectives big-endian and little-endian refer to which bytes are most significant in multi-byte
data types and describe the order in which a sequence of bytes is stored in a computer's memory. In a
big-endian system, the most significant value in the sequence is stored at the lowest storage address
(i.e., first). In a little-endian system, the least significant value in the sequence is stored first.
load
1. The weight (force) applied to the end of the robot arm. 2. A device intentionally placed in a circuit
or connected to a machine or apparatus to absorb power and convert it into the desired useful form. 3.
To copy programs or data into memory storage.
location
1. A storage position in memory uniquely specified by an address. 2. The coordinates of an object
used in describing its x, y, and z position in a Cartesian coordinate system.
lockout/tagout
The placement of a lock and/or tag on the energy isolating device (power disconnecting device) in the
off or open position. This indicates that the energy isolating device or the equipment being controlled
will not be operated until the lock/tag is removed.
log
A record of values and/or action for a given function.
logic
A fixed set of responses (outputs) to various external conditions (inputs). Also referred to as the
program.
loop
The repeated execution of a series of instructions for a fixed number of times, or until interrupted
by the operator.
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M
mA
See milliampere.
machine language
A language written in a series of bits that are understandable by, and therefore instruct, a computer.
This is a "first level" computer language, as compared to a "second level" assembly language, or a
"third level" compiler language.
machine lock
A test run option that allows the operator to run a program without having the robot move.
macro
A source language instruction from which many machine-language instructions can be generated.
magnetic disk
A metal or plastic floppy disk (not supported on version 7.10 and later) that looks like a phonograph
record whose surface can store data in the form of magnetized spots.
magnetic disk storage
A storage device or system consisting of magnetically coated metal disks.
magnetic tape
Plastic tape, like that used in tape recorder, on which data is stored in the form of magnetized spots.
maintenance
Keeping the robots and system in their proper operating condition.
MC
See memory card.
mechanical unit
The robot arm, including auxiliary axis, and hood/deck and door openers.
medium
plural media . The physical substance upon which data is recorded, such as a memory card (or floppy
disk which is not supported on version 7.10 and later).
memory
A device or media used to store information in a form that can be retrieved and is understood
by the computer or controller hardware. Memory on the controller includes C-MOS RAM, Flash
ROM and D-RAM.
memory card
A C-MOS RAM memory card or a flash disk-based PC card.
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menu
A list of options displayed on the teach pendant screen.
message
A group of words, variable in length, transporting an item of information.
microprocessor
A single integrated circuit that contains the arithmetic, logic, register, control and memory elements of
a computer.
microsecond
One millionth (0.000001) of a second
milliampere
One one-thousandth of an ampere. Abbreviated mA.
millisecond
One thousandth of a second. Abbreviated msec.
module
A distinct and identifiable unit of computer program for such purposes as compiling, loading, and
linkage editing. It is eventually combined with other units to form a complete program.
motion type
A feature that allows you to select how you want the robot to move from one point to the next.
MOTYPES include joint, linear, and circular.
mode
1. One of several alternative conditions or methods of operation of a device. 2. The most common or
frequent value in a group of values.

N
network
1. The interconnection of a number of devices by data communication facilities. "Local networking"
is the communications network internal to a robot."Global networking" is the ability to provide
communications connections outside of the robot's internal system. 2. Connection of geographically
separated computers and/or terminals over communications lines. The control of transmission
is managed by a standard protocol.
non-volatile memory
Memory capable of retaining its stored information when power is turned off.

O
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Obstacle Model.
Used in Interference Checking, the Obstacle Model is the set of virtual model elements (spheres,
cylinders, and planes) that are used to represent the shape and the location of a given obstacle in space.
off-line
Equipment or devices that are not directly connected to a communications line.
off-line operations
Data processing operations that are handled outside of the regular computer program. For example,
the computer might generate a report off-line while the computer was doing another job.
off-line programming
The development of programs on a computer system that is independent of the "on-board" control of
the robot. The resulting programs can be copied into the robot controller memory.
offset
The count value output from a A/D converter resulting from a zero input analog voltage. Used to
correct subsequent non-zero measurements also incremental position or frame adjustment value.
on-line
A term to describe equipment or devices that are connected to the communications line.
on-line processing
A data processing approach where transactions are entered into the computer directly, as they occur.
operating system
Lowest level system monitor program.
operating work envelope
The portion of the restricted work envelope that is actually used by the robot while it is performing its
programmed motion. This includes the maximum the end-effector, the workpiece, and the robot itself.
operator
A person designated to start, monitor, and stop the intended productive operation of a robot or robot
system.
operator box
A control panel that is separate from the robot and is designed as part of the robot system. It consists
of the buttons, switches, and indicator lights needed to operate the system.
operator panel
A control panel designed as part of the robot system and consisting of the buttons, switches, and
indicator lights needed to operate the system.
optional features
Additional capabilities available at a cost above the base price.
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OR
An operation that places two contacts or groups of contacts in parallel. Any of the contacts can control
the resultant status, also a mathematical operation.
orientation
The attitude of an object in space. Commonly described by three angles: rotation about x (w), rotation
about y (p), and rotation about z (r).
origin
The point in a Cartesian coordinate system where axes intersect; the reference point that defines
the location of a frame.
OT
See overtravel.
output
Information that is transferred from the CPU for control of external devices or processes.
output device
A device, such as starter motors, solenoids, that receive data from the programmable controller.
output module
An I/O module that converts logic levels within the CPU to a usable output signal for controlling a
machine or process .
outputs
Signals, typically on or off, that controls external devices based upon commands from the CPU.
override
See general override.
overtravel
A condition that occurs when the motion of a robot axis exceeds its prescribed limits.
overwrite
To replace the contents of one file with the contents of another file when copying.

P
parity
The anticipated state, odd or even, of a set of binary digits.
parity bit
A binary digit added to an array of bits to make the sum of all bits always odd or always even.
parity check
A check that tests whether the number of ones (or zeros) in an array of binary digits is odd or even.
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parity error
A condition that occurs when a computed parity check does not agree with the parity bit.
part
A material item that is used as a component and is not an assembly or subassembly.
pascal
A unit of pressure in the meter-kilogram-second system equivalent to one newton per square meter.
path
1. A variable type available in the KAREL system that consists of a list of positions. Each node
includes positional information and associated data. 2. The trajectory followed by the TCP in a move.
PCB
See printed circuit board.
PC Interface
The PC Interface option provides the RPC functions and PC send macros required by applications
created using PC Developer’s Kit.
pendant
See teach pendant.
PLC
See programmable logic controller or cell controller.
PMC
The programmable machine controller (PMC) functions provide a ladder logic programming
environment to create PMC functions. This provides the capability to use the robot I/O system to run
PLC programs in the background of normal robot operations. This function can be used to control
bulk supply systems, fixed automation that is part of the robot workcell, or other devices that would
normally require basic PLC controls.
printed circuit board
A flat board whose front contains slots for integrated circuit chips and connections for a variety of
electronic components, and whose back is printed with electrically conductive pathways between
the components.
production mode
See automatic mode.
program
1. A plan for the solution of a problem. A complete program includes plans for the transcription
of data, coding for the computer, and plans for the absorption of the results into the system. 2. A
sequence of instructions to be executed by the computer or controller to control a robot/robot system.
3. To furnish a computer with a code of instructions. 4. To teach a robot system a specific set of
movements and instructions to do a task.
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programmable controller
See programmable logic controller or cell controller.
programmable logic controller
A solid-state industrial control device that receives inputs from user-supplied control devices, such
as switches and sensors, implements them in a precise pattern determined by ladder diagram-based
programs stored in the user memory, and provides outputs for control of processes or user-supplied
devices such as relays and motor starters.
Program ToolBox
The Program ToolBox software provides programming utilities such as mirror image and flip wrist
editing capabilities.
protocol
A set of hardware and software interfaces in a terminal or computer that allows it to transmit over a
communications network, and that collectively forms a communications language.
psi
Pounds per square inch.

Q
queue.
1. Waiting lines resulting from temporary delays in providing service. 2. The amount of time a job
waits at a work center before set-up or work is performed on the job. See also job queue.

R
RAM
See Random Access Memory.
random access
A term that describes files that do not have to be searched sequentially to find a particular record
but can be addressed directly.
Random Access Memory
1. Volatile, solid-state memory used for storage of programs and locations; battery backup is required.
2. The working memory of the controller. Programs and variable data must be loaded into RAM
before the program can execute or the data can be accessed by the program.
range
1. A characterization of a variable or function. All the values that a function can possess. 2. In
statistics, the spread in a series of observations. 3. A programmable voltage or current spectrum of
values to which input or output analog signals can be limited.
RI
Robot input.
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RO
Robot output.
read
To copy, usually from one form of storage to another, particularly from external or secondary storage
to internal storage. To sense the meaning of arrangements of hardware. To sense the presence of
information on a recording medium.
Read Only Memory
A digital memory containing a fixed pattern of bits that you cannot alter.
record
To store the current set or sets of information on a storage device.
recovery
The restoration of normal processing after a hardware or software malfunction through detailed
procedures for file backup, file restoration, and transaction logging.
register
1. A special section of primary storage in a computer where data is held while it is being worked on.
2. A memory device capable of containing one or more computer bits or words.
remote/local
A device connection to a given computer, with remote devices being attached over communications
lines and local devices attached directly to a computer channel; in a network, the computer can be a
remote device to the CPU controlling the network.
repair
To restore robots and robot systems to operating condition after damage, malfunction, or wear.
repeatability
The closeness of agreement among the number of consecutive movements made by the robot arm to
a specific point.
reset
To return a register or storage location to zero or to a specified initial condition.
restricted work envelope
That portion of the work envelope to which a robot is restricted by limiting devices that establish
limits that will not be exceeded in the event of any reasonably foreseeable failure of the robot or its
controls. The maximum distance the robot can travel after the limited device is actuated defines the
restricted work envelope of the robot.
RIA
Robotic Industries Association Subcommittee of the American National Standards Institute, Inc.
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robot
A reprogrammable multifunctional manipulator designed to move material, parts, tools, or specialized
devices, through variable programmed motions for the performance of a variety of tasks.
Robot Model.
Used in Interference Checking, the Robot Model is the set of virtual model elements (sphere and
cylinders) that are used to represent the location and shape of the robot arm with respect to the robot's
base. Generally, the structure of a six axes robot can be accurately modeled as a series of cylinders
and spheres. Each model element represents a link or part of the robot arm.
ROM
See Read Only Memory.
routine
1. A list of coded instructions in a program. 2. A series of computer instructions that performs a
specific task and can be executed as often as needed during program execution.

S
saving data.
Storing program data in Flash ROM, to a floppy disk (not supported on version 7.10 and later),
or memory card.
scfm
Standard cubic feet per minute.
scratch start
Allows you to enable and disable the automatic recovery function.
sensor
A device that responds to physical stimuli, such as heat, light, sound pressure, magnetism, or motion,
and transmits the resulting signal or data for providing a measurement, operating a control or both.
Also a device that is used to measure or adjust differences in voltage in order to control sophisticated
machinery dynamically.
serial communication
A method of data transfer within a PLC whereby the bits are handled sequentially rather than
simultaneously as in parallel transmission.
serial interface
A method of data transmission that permits transmitting a single bit at a time through a single line.
Used where high speed input is not necessary.
Server Side Include (SSI)
A method of calling or "including" code into a web page.
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servomotor
An electric motor that is controlled to produce precision motion. Also called a "smart" motor.
SI
System input.
signal
The event, phenomenon, or electrical quantity that conveys information from one point to another.
significant bit
A bit that contributes to the precision of a number. These are counted starting with the bit that
contributes the most value, of "most significant bit", and ending with the bit that contributes the
least value, or "least significant bit".
singulating
Separating parts into a single layer.
slip sheet
A sheet of material placed between certain layers of a unit load. Also known as tier sheet.
SO
System output.
specific gravity
The ratio of a mass of solid or liquid to the mass of an equal volume of water at 45C. You must know
the specific gravity of the dispensing material to perform volume signal calibration. The specific
gravity of a dispensing material is listed on the MSDS for that material.
SRAM
A read/write memory in which the basic memory cell is a transistor. SRAM (or S-RAM) tends to have
a lower density than DRAM. A battery can be used to retain the content upon loss of power.
slpm
Standard liters per minute.
Standard Operator Panel (SOP).
A panel that is made up of buttons, keyswitches, and connector ports.
state
The on or off condition of current to and from and input or output device.
statement
See instruction.
storage device
Any device that can accept, retain, and read back one or more times. The available storage devices
are SRAM, Flash ROM (FROM or F-ROM), floppy disks (not available on version 7.10 and later),
memory cards, or a USB memory stick.
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system variable
An element that stores data used by the controller to indicate such things as robot specifications,
application requirements, and the current status of the system.

T
Tare
The difference between the gross weight of an object and its contents, and the object itself. The
weight of an object without its contents.
TCP
See tool center point.
teaching
Generating and storing a series of positional data points effected by moving the robot arm through
a path of intended motions.
teach mode
1. The mode of operation in which a robot is instructed in its motions, usually by guiding it through
these motions using a teach pendant. 2. The generation and storage of positional data. Positional data
can be taught using the teach pendant to move the robot through a series of positions and recording
those positions for use by an application program.
teach pendant
1. A hand-held device used to instruct a robot, specifying the character and types of motions it is to
undertake. Also known as teach box, teach gun. 2. A portable device, consisting of an LCD display
and a keypad, that serves as a user interface to the KAREL system and attaches to the operator box or
operator panel via a cable. The teach pendant is used for robot operations such as jogging the robot,
teaching and recording positions, and testing and debugging programs.
telemetry
The method of transmission of measurements made by an instrument or a sensor to a remote location.
termination type
Feature that controls the blending of robot motion between segments.
tool
A term used loosely to define something mounted on the end of the robot arm, for example, a hand,
gripper, or an arc welding torch.
tool center point
1. The location on the end-effector or tool of a robot hand whose position and orientation define the
coordinates of the controlled object. 2. Reference point for position control, that is, the point on the
tool that is used to teach positions. Abbreviated TCP.
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TOOL Frame
The Cartesian coordinate system that has the position of the TCP as its origin to stet. The z-axis of the
tool frame indicates the approach vector for the tool.
TP.
See teach pendant.
transducer
A device for converting energy from one form to another.

U
UOP
See user operator panel.
URL
Universal Resource Locator. A standard addressing scheme used to locate or reference files on
web servers.
USB memory stick
The controller USB memory stick interface supports a USB 1.1 interface. The USB Organization
specifies standards for USB 1.1 and 2.0. Most memory stick devices conform to the USB 2.0
specification for operation and electrical standards. USB 2.0 devices as defined by the USB
Specification must be backward compatible with USB 1.1 devices. However, FANUC America
Corporation does not support any security or encryption features on USB memory sticks. The
controller supports most widely-available USB Flash memory sticks from 32MB up to 1GB in size.
USER Frame
The Cartesian coordinate system that you can define for a specific application. The default value of
the User Frame is the World Frame. All positional data is recorded relative to User Frame.
User Operator Panel
User-supplied control device used in place of or in parallel with the operator panel or operator box
supplied with the controller. Abbreviated UOP .

V
variable
A quantity that can assume any of a given set of values.
variance
The difference between the expected (or planned) and the actual, also statistics definitions.
vision system
A device that collects data and forms an image that can be interpreted by a robot computer to
determine the position or to “see” an object.
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volatile memory
Memory that will lose the information stored in it if power is removed from the memory circuit device.

W
web server
An application that allows you to access files on the robot using a standard web browser.
warning device
An audible or visible device used to alert personnel to potential safety hazards.
work envelope
The volume of space that encloses the maximum designed reach of the robot manipulator including
the end effector, the workpiece, and the robot itself. The work envelope can be reduced or restricted
by limiting devices. The maximum distance the robot can travel after the limit device is actuated is
considered the basis for defining the restricted work envelope.
write
To deliver data to a medium such as storage.
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alarm
history, A–5
alarm history
display, A–5
alarm log
extended, A–3
AUTO, 1–12
automatic mode, 1–12
axes, 1–3
major, 1–3
minor, 1–3

emergency stop devices, 1–14
end of batch option, 6–28
operation, 6–29
End-of-Arm Tooling, 1–3
EOAT, 1–3
EOB[ ] data structure members
PalletTool, B–37
error code properties, A–3
error message text, A–15
facility name and code, A–7
overview, A–3
severity descriptions, A–13
error codes
overview, A–2
error log, see alarm log
error recovery procedures, A–16
chain failure detection, A–21
hand breakage recovery, A–19
overtravel release, A–16
overview, A–16
pulse coder alarm recovery, A–20
extended error log, see alarm log

B
backplane, 1–17
Basic Diagnostic Resources
cause and remedy, A–7
breaking the layer barrier, 3–67

C
cause and remedy
Basic Diagnostic Resources screen, A–7
communications, 1–15
serial, 1–15
configurations
gripper, 3–9
controller, 1–4
overview, 1–4
controller backplane, 1–17
customizing
palletizing sequence, 3–62
CYC data structures
PalletTool, B–32

D
DRAM, 1–17

F
fault and incident reporting, see reporting log
FIRP, see reporting log
fixture plate, 3–19
flash file storage disk, 1–18
Flash Rom (F-ROM), 1–17

G
gripper
configurations, 3–9
default I/O settings, 3–11
overhead vacuum setup, 3–11
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setup, 3–8
procedure, 3–12
types, 3–8
gripper setup, 3–8
GRIPPER_ARY[ ] data structure
members, B–39

H
HandlingTool
PalletTool option, E–13
HELP/DIAG key, A–7
history,
alarm, A–5

I
I/O, 1–16
pallet stack, 3–86
PalletTool standard I/O, B–22
settings for grippers, 3–11
setup
program abort, 3–77
I/O setup, 3–77
infeed data KAREL positions, B–38
infeed data KAREL variables, B–37
Input, 1–16
iPendant, 1–8

J
J500
order number, 3–3
J609
order number, E–27

K
KAREL variables
PalletTool, B–28

L
LAY[ ] data structure members
PalletTool, B–36
layer barrier
breaking, 3–67
log
alarm, A–3
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reporting, A–7

M
macros
PalletTool, B–17
memory, 1–17
menus
optimal path setup, 3–70
ML data structure members
PalletTool, B–36
MODE SELECT switch, 1–10
AUTO, 1–12
T1, 1–11
T2, 1–11

O
operator panel, 1–8
UOP, 1–14
optimal path setup, 3–61
menu, 3–70
orientation
unit, 3–63
Output, 1–16
overhead vacuum
setup, 3–11
overview
controller, 1–4
robot, 1–2
software, 1–19

P
pallet data KAREL positions, B–38
pallet data KAREL variables, B–38
pallet handling, 3–84
program
testing, 3–87
programs, 3–85
setup, 3–84
test, 3–84
pallet positions, 3–85
position registers, 3–85
pallet stack I/O, 3–86
Pallet System
setup, 3–5
palletizing process, 3–3
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palletizing sequence
customizing, 3–62
PalletPRO Getting Started
overview, 9–2
requirements, 9–4
hardware, 9–4
PalletTool
clearing a unit load, 7–10
CYC data structures, B–32
EOB[ ] data structure members, B–37
error recovery, 7–2
CYCLE START related problems, 7–2
error messages displayed, 7–9
fork gripper related problems, 7–5
gripper related problems, 7–4
memory related problems, 7–8
part drop recovery related
problems, 7–8
production related problems, 7–3
slip sheet related problems, 7–7
unit load related problems, 7–3
GRIPPER_ARY[ ] data structure
members, B–39
infeed data KAREL positions, B–38
infeed data KAREL variables, B–37
KAREL variables, B–28
LAY[ ] data structure members, B–36
macros, B–17
ML data structure members, B–36
pallet data KAREL positions, B–38
pallet data KAREL variables, B–38
PMPSYSDT KAREL variables, B–40
position register assignments, B–2
register assignments, B–13
setup
overview, 3–3
standard I/O, B–22
UL data structures, B–34
version 5.20, E–13
version history, E–3
PalletTool architecture, 5–2
PalletTool option
HandlingTool, E–13
PalletTool options

Index
fork gripper software option, 8–9
bag gripper overview, 8–12
case control, 8–13
getting up the gripper, 8–16
hardware installation, 8–14
I/O setup, 8–41
limitations, 8–13
overview, 8–11
software option installation, 8–13
teaching the stations, 8–27
testing gripper I/O, 8–41
testing the gripper UTOOL, 8–42
unit load setup, 8–38
multiple case gripper software option, 8–2
hardware installation, 8–3
pallet and infeed I/O, 8–9
setup, 8–4
software option installation, 8–3
unit loads, 8–9
PalletTool programs, 5–3
overview, 5–2
PalletTool architecture, 5–2
program execution, 5–4
PalletTool Turbo
position register assignments, B–4
paths
standard, 3–68
PMPSYSDT KAREL variables, B–40
pointer, 3–19
position register assignments
PalletTool, B–2
PalletTool Turbo, B–4
program abort, 3–77
program examples
PalletTool, C–4
PalletTool Turbo, D–3
programs
pallet handling, 3–85

R
R542
order number, A–3
R544
fault and incident reporting, A–7
R591
order number, 8–9
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R592
order number, 8–2
R593
order number, 2–3
register assignments
PalletTool, B–13
remote I/O interfaces, 1–17
reporting log, A–7
robot
axes, 1–3
models, 1–3
overview, 1–2
turning off, 1–20
turning on, 1–20
robot axes, 1–3
robot stop variation, 1–13
RS-232-C, 1–15
running production
PalletTool, 6–2

S
setup
gripper, 3–8
optimal path, 3–61
overhead vacuum, 3–11
Pallet System, 3–5
PalletTool
overview, 3–3
unit load, 3–40
slip sheet
program
testing, 3–83
programs, 3–79
setup, 3–78
test, 3–78
software
overview, 1–19
SRAM, 1–17 to 1–18
standard operator panel, 1–8
standard paths, 3–68
stations
fixture plate, 3–19
location, 3–20
modifying, 3–35
origin, 3–20
pointer, 3–19
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teaching, 3–17
teaching a, 3–23
verifying, 3–35

T
T1, 1–11
T2, 1–11
teach pendant, 1–8
teaching
stations, 3–23
Test Mode 1, 1–11
Test Mode 2, 1–11
testing
pallet handling program, 3–87
slip sheet program, 3–83
testing PalletTool and running production
overview, 6–2
production
changing layers on the fly, 6–15
other retreat path options, 6–16
recovering from a dropped part, 6–13
stopping production, 6–9
testing, 6–2
gripper, 6–4
gripper maintenance position, 6–4
perch position, 6–3
test run the application, 6–5
using PalletTool with a PLC, 6–20
changing layers on the fly, 6–26
PLC interface I/O, 6–21
PLC production run setup items and
operation, 6–22
PLC testing and running
production, 6–23
recovering from a dropped part, 6–27
stopping production, 6–24

U
UL data structures
PalletTool, B–34
unit load setup, 3–40
unit orientation, 3–63
UOP, 1–14
user operator panel, 1–14

